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ABSTRACT 

 

 

This thesis discusses Scottish triumphal entries, and Scottish triumphal culture in general, 

and aims to advance understanding of the local application of Renaissance ideas, in relation 

to art and architecture. 

Triumphal language represented a strongly unifying element in XVI century European 

culture. Through temporary architecture, decorations, and entertainments, many sovereigns 

showed visually to a local and international audience their increasing power, legitimate rule, 

personal qualities, and ambitions. Urban entries also represented an important moment of 

dialogue with the local authorities of the city hosting the triumph, who would have used this 

unique opportunity to communicate with the ruler, presenting issues, asking for help, or 

offering advice. Although the importance of triumphal language has been recognized with 

regard to Europe, the use of triumphal language in Scotland and by the Stewart monarchs has 

been only marginally considered: in particular, each entry has been considered separately, 

and not in connection with each other, with their architectural setting –the city- or as a source 

of inspiration for permanent architecture. This thesis will show how local triumphal entries 

and ceremonies can be used to analyze the development of Scottish culture during the 

Renaissance. Some of the topics treated will be, the imperial aspiration and increasingly 

absolutist ideas of the Stewarts, the surfacing of religious issues and the uneasy coexistence 

of different creeds, and the increasing interest in classical language in and beyond the court. 

This thesis will reinforce the connection between the Scottish Renaissance and the 

European Renaissance, Italian in particular, showing how many aspects of Scottish 

architecture of the time can be interpreted not as surprising, isolated expression of taste, but 

as consequences or related facts to the spectacularization of life of which triumphal culture 

was a politicized, dynastical expression. Two of James V’s main architectural enterprises, 

the refashioning of Linlithgow Palace with the creation of a fountain in the central courtyard, 

and the elaborated stone decoration created for Stirling Castle, will be shown as derivations 

and expression of international triumphal culture. The perfect king and queen represented 

through them, presiding over a perfect court, are similar to the idealized figures presented to 

the crowd during a triumphal entry, and can be connected with foreign sources of inspiration, 

particularly French, Italian, and German. Outdoor spaces like the garden of Edzell Castle 

will be interpreted as the permanent, private recreation of the controllable, perfect world 

created through triumphal entries, inspired by triumphal decoration and foreign designs. 
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 The messages delivered through the decorations also reflected the usual admonitions to 

an entering queen, and the politicized messages suitable to a ruler of international prestige. 

The city of Edinburgh will be analyzed in its role as a stage and a protagonist of Stewart 

royal entries in the period 1503-1636. As an active character, it will pose limits and offer 

opportunities through its very geological conformation and the positioning of its main 

buildings. As a stage, it was endowed with timber settings, the Piazzas and upper 

promenades, where and from where the spectacle of everyday life could be performed and 

enjoyed. An artificially tamed natural landscape was also granted temporary access, showing 

with its presence the ruler’s control upon the forces of the world which he can evoke and 

govern at will, creating a perfectly balanced, renewed cosmos.  
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 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Much has been done in the last few decades to rehabilitate Scottish Renaissance 

architecture within a European context: proving Scotland had a Renaissance at all 

represented a noticeable achievement, as its existence had long been questioned. Cox stated 

in the 1930s that “Occasionally we think we can detect a thin veneer of civilisation on the 

surface, but it was a veneer that would not bear the slightest scratch”1.  

Eminent scholars like Deborah Howard, Charles MacKean, John Dunbar, and Ian 

Campbell have corrected the misunderstanding, showing how court, noble, and bourgeois 

architecture demonstrated awareness of, and were influenced by Italian, French, and Dutch 

culture. Ian Campbell in particular has shown how Scottish Renaissance architecture did not 

necessarily always represent the receiving end of the process, and how Linlithgow palace 

became a source of inspiration for rulers in Germany, Denmark and France2. Charles 

McKean has focused instead on disproving the common misunderstanding regarding the 

defensive character of Scottish castle architecture, and interpreted the late use of 

crenellations, towers and gun holes as stylistic choices rather than as proof of backwardness3. 

The coherent design behind many royal improvements has also been underlined by Dunbar, 

whose explanations of the evolution of Scottish royal palaces proves the cultural vivacity of 

the Stewart dynasty, notwithstanding the frequent minorities, regencies, and untimely deaths 

which recurred during the XVI century4. Deborah Howard has also studied the various 

aspects of Scottish Renaissance architecture, proving, particularly in relation to urban and 

ecclesiastical buildings, the close relationship between Scotland and countries like Holland, 

which shared the same mercantile values and used architecture as symbol of local identity5. 

It is possible and rewarding to attempt an overall study of Scottish Renaissance architecture, 

looking for common elements and shared sources of inspiration, and finding common 

cultural threads joining together what would seem isolated occurrences.  

This considerable body of work has firmly established something that should have been 

obvious in any case, namely that Scottish architecture, like any other architecture, has to be 

understood in a broad, European context and that understanding of the motives and impulses 
                                                 
1 Cox E.H.M. (1935) pp.1-2. 
2 Ecouen and Ancy-le-Franc’s in France, Schloss Johannisburg and Schloss Neuhaus in Germany, and 
Kronborg and Frederiksborg are likely to have been influenced by the design of Linlithgow Palace. 
Campbell I. (1995) pp.7-12. 
3 In McKean C. (1996) and better explored in McKean C. (2001). 
4 Dunbar J.G. (1999). Dunbar J.G. (1966) probably represented one of the first efforts to re-evaluate 
Scottish architecture, which culminated in Glendinning M. Et.al. (1996). 
5 Howard D. (1995). 
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that helped shape it is not merely a matter of architectural or aesthetic considerations, but 

also are of wider cultural considerations. In order to find more common elements between 

European and Scottish culture and architecture, but also to identify and study a typically 

local approach to shared themes, I will focus on triumphal entries, both in themselves and as 

sources of inspiration for permanent decorations and architecture. Triumphal entries and the 

culture that surrounds them provide ideal circumstances to study the evolution of a dynasty, 

the relationship between a ruler and the country, and the built enterprises which in time 

originated from triumphal culture. As political celebrations meant to impress both locally 

and internationally, employing a codified but ductile language, triumphs presented a variety 

of messages, sources of inspirations, and different cultural flavours, the study of which can 

provide both strong links and connections with similar parallel ceremonies, and underline 

local individualities and unique interpretations. Triumphal themes had a huge influence 

around Europe, stimulating research into Roman antiquity and remains6, inspiring literary 

works such as Petrarch’s I Trionfi, artistic masterpieces like Mantegna’s Triumphs of 

Caesar, and personal glorifications of ruling like Maximilian I’s Triumphal Arch and 

Triumphal Procession. Triumphal entries created a visual connection between rulers, cities, 

and temporary decorations and architecture, also providing inspiration for the creation of 

permanent ones, as happened with Alfonso I’s Aragonese arch in Naples, inspired by the 

arches built for the ruler’s entry into the city in 1443. 

I will show how the study of Renaissance triumphs and celebrations in Scotland between 

1503 and 1633, can help to clarify and unify many aspects of local Renaissance culture, also 

showing new connections between many elements of Scottish Renaissance architecture and 

triumphal culture. The interpretation of triumphal culture in Scotland will help an 

understanding of the development of the relationship between the Stewart sovereigns and 

their capital and country during the XVI and early XVI century, placing Scottish culture 

within the broader context of European traditions, and proving once again that Scottish 

culture was receptive enough to appreciate foreign stimuli, but self-confident and mature 

enough to transform and adapt it to local needs and requirements. Although some studies 

have been made regarding Scottish triumphal entries, many have focused on iconographical 

interpretations of single entries7, or have compared only a selection of them, failing to 

                                                 
6 On triumphal ceremonies as way to express Renaissance culture, see Bonnemaison S. and C. Macy 
(2008), Mulryne J.R., H.Watanabe-O’Kelly, M.Shewing (1988), Kipling G. (1998), Strong R. (1984), 
Fagiolo Dall’Arco M. (1980). 
7 Gray D. (1998), Bergeron D.M. (1992), Lynch M. (1990), MacDonald A.A. (1991), Fradenburg L.O. 
(1991), between the most relevant, focused on iconographical interpretations. Bartley M.M. (1981) 
compares four Scottish entries at length, but only starts exploring the connection with urban 
architecture.  
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underline, in my opinion, the unifying potential of triumphal culture as an overall source of 

inspiration, and its relevance in relation to castellated and urban architecture. 

The main elements of European -and Italian in particular- triumphal culture are analyzed 

in chapter 1, which provides an overall view of the most relevant issues related to triumphal 

celebrations and partially introduces some of the themes which will be treated later on. 

 

The evolution towards and within Renaissance style, and the changing relationship with 

the urban context, will be analyzed in Chapter 2 in relation to Scottish entries in Edinburgh, 

proving how Scottish triumphs were markedly influenced by Renaissance sensibility. 

Through a study of the changing language and characteristics of the entrances, particularly 

regarding the route undertaken, some interesting points about the relationship between the 

city and the ruling dynasty will be made. In the following chapters, the relationship between 

the Stewarts and the history embodied by the buildings representing local power will be 

discussed, as well as the possible appropriation of specific buildings or city areas for the 

private use of the ruler. Particularly, the significance of the evolution, or the lack of it, in the 

triumphal route and in the triumphal themes help towards an understanding of the conception 

of power of the Scottish rulers. 

It will also be interesting to see if and to what extent triumphal entries in Scotland 

adopted a symbolic Renaissance language, as was happening in many other European 

countries, where triumphs were becoming less and less understandable by the great majority 

of the population. This would represent a change of focus on the relationship of court to 

population, with a more elite audience being preferred. The similarities and differences with 

other European countries in relation to the way the ruler was addressed will also be 

underlined, particularly in relation to the urban spaces where these dialogues took place 

during the celebrations. There also was a rising interest in a more absolute idea of power, 

with particular interest to the language and imagery representing possible imperial 

aspirations of Scottish sovereigns to inheriting the throne of England. These aspirations of 

absolute rule would inevitably clash, as they did elsewhere in Europe, with traditional 

submission to religious authority; and it will be shown in which way the evolving situation 

was presented through triumphal entries and their later architectural outcomes. The possible 

appropriation of religious buildings for the performance of ceremonials of the state will also 

be discussed, as well as the use of traditionally acceptable tools and languages, such as 

chivalry, to overcome religious differences among subjects, or between subjects and rulers, 

especially in relation to the Reformation. The role of chivalry, an important element of many 

XVI century triumphs, a unifying language will also be discussed in relation to feminine 
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regencies, and infant and female rule, showing how, and how effectively, Scottish monarchs 

tried to overcome these issues during the Renaissance. The rising importance of the 

University as a powerful local force in connection with triumphal entries in Scotland will be 

considered in the following chapters, and examples will be presented showing the use of 

triumphal themes in private, funerary and educational buildings, suggesting the importance 

of triumphal language as an all-around source of inspiration in Scotland as well, influencing 

famous buildings, such as Craigstone castle and Lord Montgomery’s aisle, for which a 

triumphal influence has been recognized.  

The diffusion of Petrarchan text and imagery to celebrate European sovereigns through 

triumphs probably contributed in making triumphal concepts known and appreciated in 

Scotland, encouraging rulers to create similar occasions to portray their own glory. The 

ruler’s ability to create a perfect reality during a triumphal entry evolves into his almost 

divine capacity to transform not only himself, his queen and court into an idealized version 

of themselves, but to change the urban reality and the landscape which create the setting for 

the theatrical show of the entrance, and to ideally make, through stone decoration, prints, and 

recorded speeches, all these changes as permanent and eternal as possible. 

 

In chapter 3, I will discuss the ability of the ruler, James V in particular, to present a 

permanently improved image of himself, his queen, and court through the decorations of his 

Palaces. Although the themes or the repertoire of images employed belong to a wider 

European culture, I will show how they were not simply borrowed, but inspired by a local, 

independent triumphal culture related to specific political and social circumstances. The 

decoration of Royal residences such as Stirling Castle or Linlithgow Palace (the latter’s 

fountain in particular) will be shown as meant to portray the personal glory of the king, his 

bride, and his court, permanently recreating the kind of messages and imagery the ruler 

would have been shown during a triumphal entry. The figure of the queen will be discussed 

as foreign, female, and unknown, and so potentially threatening, but also offering dynastical 

continuity through her offspring to the king, provided that she understands the limitations of 

her role. Through an iconographical parallel to the Romance of Melusine, I will show how a 

typically queenly triumphal message was permanently displayed through the decoration of 

the courtyard fountain, and how the palace itself represented the perfect location for such a 

personal, poignant message to be displayed. Stirling castle would instead represent the king’s 

politicized court, and, through analogy with other European palaces intended to celebrate the 

local sovereign, I will show James’ success in permanently portraying himself as the 

authoritative leading figure of a lively and wealthy Renaissance court. The ruler’s creative 
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power will be also shown by the iconographical connections with figures from Tarot cards 

and with Cusanus’ ‘de Ludo Globi’, proving how Renaissance educational games 

emphasizing the player’s God-like control upon reality, could well provide a suitable source 

of inspiration.  

The different language adopted when referring to a welcomed guest (East and North 

façade, within the Castle perimeter) and when facing the gardens and the outside (South 

façade, facing potentially dangerous England) show a very mature use of triumphal language 

in stone decoration. 

 

In chapter 4, I will focus on the ruler’s ability to transform the city and the landscape in 

stage and settings to the theatrical show of his majesty during a triumph, and particularly on 

the permanent outcomes of such transformation.  

The use of urban perspectives and painted canvases as tools to induct the ruler’s control 

upon the city will be analyzed in relation to Scottish urban entries, considering if and to what 

extent Scottish triumphs worked in a theatrical way when compared to contemporary 

triumphal entries staged elsewhere. I will also discuss the use of real or artificial perspectives 

during triumphal entries and afterwards, to improve the rulers’ perception of the city, and 

enhance their visual dominion upon it. The idea of gaining symbolic control of something 

through its becoming the distant, framed background of one’s actions was adopted in 

Scotland, although applied to the different circumstances of controlling Scottish natural 

background. The necessity to provide suitably dressed and cheering inhabitants, as well as 

costumed personages interpreting authoritative, approving divinities during triumphal entries 

will be discussed. This will lead to considering the blurring distinction between spectator and 

actors in the see-and-be-seen, spectacularized Renaissance society, and also imply the need 

for stages and favourable viewpoints to be created for them, introducing the topic of 

intermediary spaces bordering between visible and secluded, between public and private. In 

chapter 4, I will analyze the use of raised promenades and other bordering spaces to enhance 

privacy, help separating the levels of society, and better enjoy triumphal ceremonies as well 

as the theatrical show of everyday life, consider if they reached Scotland at all, and which 

forms they took there. This will help prove the spreading of theatrical principles as part of 

Renaissance culture in Scotland, demonstrating how Scottish Piazzas and timber façades, as 

well as later buildings such as Moray House, might have represented the urban expression of 

a bigger building tradition connected with triumphal spectacles. The back balcony of Moray 

House, overlooking a garden and facing Arthur’s Seat, embodies a duality -the difficulty of 

taming the harsh Scottish landscape to introduce it safely into the built environment, and the 
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safe solution of admiring it in its strength safely from distance. During triumphal entries, 

Nature would have been artificially introduced into town as if under the ruler’s 

responsibility; the use of gardens and nature during the Renaissance in Scotland to 

emphasize the ruler’s creational power will be discussed, both regarding triumphal entries 

and existing gardens, particularly focusing on the example of Edzell garden as containing 

unexpected and specific triumphal flavours. The control of natural forces and the homage to 

the Lord’s knowledge and ability will be also a common motif of many Scottish galleries, 

whose sketchy painted decoration have been demonstrated by Michael Bath to represent an 

attempt to condense and visualize human knowledge. In this chapter, possible relations 

between creational power during Stewart triumphs, and its permanent display through 

cultural and built enterprises in Renaissance Scotland, will be explored, looking for local 

outcomes of the general interest in making eternal the display of power upon natural laws 

and culture shown during triumphal ceremonies. 

 

Through this thesis, I hope to follow in the footsteps of those who have explored Scottish 

Renaissance before me, offering an original point of view of triumphal culture as a possible 

cultural thread linking together many aspects of Scottish Renaissance architecture.  

Although it is not the only one likely to be found, it is I believe important to start moving 

forward from the comfortable assurance that Scottish Renaissance culture did indeed exist, 

and look for specific similarities and common sources of inspiration with other countries.  

Through the study of Scottish triumphal culture, it will be demonstrated how local 

awareness was mature enough to discern and select those aspects which most suited local 

taste and needs, adapting or rejecting those which did not. Generally, it will show how 

Scottish triumphal culture was on the same level of refinement as the triumphal culture of 

other European states, and can still present to us, modern bystanders and spectators, the same 

spectacle of Scottish international standing and reputation it was meant to portray five 

hundred years ago. 
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CHAPTER 1: TRIUMPHAL CULTURE IN EUROPE 
 

 

1.1 From the Medieval Entry to the Renaissance Triumph 
Triumphal entries originated in ancient Rome, where victorious generals and emperors 

were granted a triumphal entry into the city ahead of their army, to receive the people’s 

appreciation. From being a semi-religious celebration and a thanksgiving to Jupiter Optimus 

Maximus at the time of the Republic, it became a political tool showing one’s victories as 

proof of divine favour, personal military ability. In more troubled times, it provided proof of 

fitness to rule and of the vital support of the army. Triumphs had become by these times, 

occasions for merriment and celebration of even modest accomplishments, showing captives, 

spoils, exotic animals and foreign kings in chains, increasing the triumphator’s personal 

standing1. Through great changes, like the Christianisation of triumphal entries, while trying 

to keep a certain reassuring continuity with the past, the basic concepts of these celebrations 

were adopted in Byzantine times to celebrate Frankish or Carolingian victories2.  

Entries during the Middle Ages and until the end of the fourteenth century were simple, 

though solemn, processions, with the more prominent citizens coming forward to the city 

gate to welcome the sovereigns, accompanying them into town, and sometimes presenting 

them with simple gifts3. The whole entrance focused around Christian symbolism; but as 

time passed, the proceedings became more and more elaborate, rich in classical references 

and cross messages placing the welcomed secular ruler back at the centre of attention4. One 

of the first examples of triumphal imagery used in this way to celebrate a sovereign, was for 

                                                 
1 The origin and development of Roman triumphs in Beard M. (2007), Versnel H.S. (1970), and 
McCormick M. (1986). The importance of symbolic route and stops in triumphal routes in Rome, 
particularly regarding approach and movement within the city, is discussed in Favro D. (2008) pp.23-
6. 
2 Even after his conversion to Christianity, Constantine kept using triumphal entries as political tools, 
eliminating religious symbols and banners, pagan or Christian, from the procession; his prudent 
religious neutrality pleased the pagan oligarchy. Theodosius I and Theodosius II Christianized the 
celebrations, the first taking part in thanksgiving masses after his victories, and the second celebrating 
in 425 the defeat of his opponent with a thanksgiving procession culminating in daylong prayers. The 
Christianisation of triumphal celebrations, particularly in relation with Theodosius I and Theodosius 
II, is discussed in McCormick M. (1986) pp.100-111, particularly pp.106-111.  
3 In his 799 triumphal entry into Barcelona, King Luis of Aquitania and his army passed through the 
city gate singing religious anthems behind a procession of clergymen carrying crosses and other holy 
symbols, heading for the main church for the celebration of the mass. McCormick M. (1986) pp.374-
375. 
4 Under Charlemagne, a mild personal glorification of the ruler is restored: by carrying symbols of the 
authority of the absent emperor into battle, Charlemagne was placing himself at the centre of a liturgy 
of war, visualizing a newly centralized form of government based on vassalage and personal loyalty to 
the ruler. McCormick M. (1986) pp.377-379. 
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Castruccio Castracane’s entry into Lucca in 1326, where he presented himself as a victorious 

general driving prisoners of war before his chariot parading in the streets5. 

Another difference marking the evolution from Medieval to Renaissance entries is shown 

in the relationship between the entry and its surroundings. Processions during the Middle 

Ages were visually separated from, and generally uninterested in, the context of the city in 

which they took place. The city was only used as location for the scaffolds on which 

tableaux vivants were performed. Although music and speeches were later added, tableaux 

remained closely bound to Medieval tradition, giving dramatic form to decorations usually 

found on altars and tombs. During Renaissance triumphal entries, instead, the city becomes 

the pictorial, dynamic, theatrical space in which the procession moves, and the two realities 

find their meaning in each other’s presence6. Also, Medieval entries represented the meeting 

between the generally self-sufficient medieval city, and the militarily victorious king, with 

both finding a strengthening of their own identity in meeting the other. During the late 

Middle Ages and the Renaissance, entry ceremonies became means of mass communication 

of the rulers to strengthen their control over the cities, visually showing their dominance and 

controlling urban unrest through the appropriation of civic and religious symbolism7. With 

the sovereign back in the dominant position, their authority and favour before God was 

shown by the arrival of biblical personages and angels, and later on, of mythological figures 

from classical antiquity, who descended to welcome, warn or give their approval to the 

entering monarch. The mechanical wonders, like flying angels or flourishing artificial trees, 

used for the entrance were essential to create a sense of awe in the spectators for the forces 

that the monarch could set in motion8. The wealth and luxury displayed during the 

ceremony, and the –lasting or temporary- display of consensus around the sovereign, were 

efficient political tools of many dynasties to demonstrate their eminence and connections in 

the European political map (also strengthening international dynastic alliances). In the 

following chapters, I will show how Renaissance triumphal culture reached Scotland, and 

was repeatedly employed in triumphal entries and celebrations, between 1503 and 1633.  
                                                 
5 Castracane in Strong R. (1984) p.44. An overview of early examples of triumphal entries in Italy 
pp.44-45. 
6 The tradition of Tableaux Vivant, its political meaning, relationship with the Medieval city, and 
source of inspiration for other art forms is treated in Kernodle G.R. (1944) pp.52-110. Political 
implications particularly in pp.58-70. 
7 In Ghent, the yearly Medieval procession of the Holy Blood was appropriated by the Dukes, 
becoming entwined with the representation of the Duke’s rule. The increasing presence of Valois and 
Hapsburg rulers at the city traditional tournament transformed it, by the times of Maximilian I, into a 
public demonstration of the legitimacy of his rule. Brown A. (2006) pp.3-4, and pp.16-22. 
8 Complete studies about Renaissance triumphs is in Strong R. (1984), various aspects of triumphal 
culture discussed in Mulryne J.R. and E. Goldring (2002), Italian triumphs for foreign sovereigns in 
Mitchell B. (1986). Tudor triumphs in particular in Anglo S. (1969) and Withington R. (1936, first 
published 1918). The use of triumphs as political tools in Renaissance France in Knecht R.J. (1988). 
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The renewed interest in Roman culture and antique architecture, leading to all’antica 

celebrations of contemporary monarchs, was based also on studies of Roman historical 

sources, such as Livy’s Historia A Urbe Condita, highly praised by Dante, Petrarch, and 

Lorenzo Valla, or the Fasti Triumphales published in 1558 by Onofrio Panvinio in his 

Fastorum Libri V, and listing triumphs from the foundation of the city to the end of the 

Republic (which would have provided new elements of interest to an established tradition)9. 

Other influential antiquarian books which described triumphs were Flavio Biondo’s Roma 

Triumphans (1450-59) and Valturio’s De Re Militari (1446-55). Petrarch’s Trionfi, written 

between 1340 and 1374, represented a humanist encyclopedia and a personal and learned 

homage to the ancients10. I Trionfi presented Amor, Pudicitia, Death, Fame, Time, and 

Eternity in chariots surrounded by devotees, and in turn being hailed as triumphators. From 

the 1470s onwards, printed editions became common everywhere in Europe, supplying 

images for the decoration of luxurious objects like stained glass (Fig.1.1) birth trays, 

tapestries, but also buildings, like the facade of the Hotel du Bourgtheroulde in Rouen 

(Fig.1.2)11. Sovereigns like Federico da Montefeltro Duke of Urbino, and Borso D’Este 

Duke of of Ferrara, had their portraits painted in Petrarchan style triumphal iconography12. 

The use of Petrarchan themes abroad was one of the first unifying permanent outcomes of 

triumphal culture around Europe. Henry VII of England was also represented riding on a 

Petrarchan triumphal cart13, and Henry VIII displayed in his Great Watching Chamber in 

Hampton Court some Flemish tapestries, brought by Cardinal Wolsely, depicting the triumph 

                                                 
9 The humanist literary production inspired by the renewed interest in Roman triumphs is described in 
Miller A. (2001) pp.38-58. 
10 About Petrarch see Miller A. (2001) pp.51-61, Bishop M.G. (1964) and Bergin T.G. (1970). 
11 A decorated wooden tray on which food was sent to the mother during her confinement in bed; 
Cosimo de Medici commissioned one to commemorate the birth of his nephew Lorenzo (il Magnifico) 
in 1449. The use of triumphal imagery as decorative themes, especially on birthtrays and cassoni, in 
Zaho M.A. (2004) pp.36-45, and also Borenius T. (1922) pp.104-109, An analysis of deschi da parto 
kept at the Galleria Sabauda in Turin is in Dempsey C. (1999) pp.11-13. A birth tray by Apollonio di 
Giovanni with decorations inspired by Petrarch’s triumph of Love, and another unattributed Florentine 
birth tray, dated about 1460, can be seen today at the Victoria and Albert Museum. The same museum 
displays a tapestry showing a Triumph of Chastity over Love dated 1507-10 from Brussel, and part of 
a set of six, and plaquettes showing the Triumph of Humility and Vice, as part of a series of thirteen, 
possibly used as decoration of mirror frames and cabinets. From Victoria and Albert online catalogue. 
The interpretation of Trionfi in Renaissance art, especially as decorative motif, is explained in 
Nyholm E. (1990). A triumph of love on a small ivory case carried north by Paola Gonzaga for her 
wedding with Leonhard of Gorz in 1478 in particular p.245 and p.251. The hotel of Bourgtheroulde is 
described in Letteron I. (1992). 
12 Borso d’Este as successful triumphal ruler of Ferrara and his iconography in Burkar L. (1996). 
Borso triumphant iconography also in Zaho M.A. (2004) pp.94-99. Federigo da Montefeltro 
triumphant iconography in Martone T. (1990), and also in Zaho M.A. (2004) pp.82-93. 
13 In a volume of Latin poetry presented to him in 1496 by Johannes Michael Nagonius. Petrarchan 
influence on Henry VII’s reign in Backhouse J. (1995) p.178. 
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of Death, Time, and Faith14. The influence of Petrarchan triumphs travelled as far as 

Scotland, where a 1561 inventory details, among the rest, queen Mary’s tapestries as ‘of all 

sorts’, including ‘histories’ of ‘the triumph of truth’, ‘the judgment of Paris’, the History of 

the sailing of Aeneas, and the works of Hercules15. Mary also owned a copy of Petrarch’s 

Trionfi, which was later given to James VI, and the Triumph of Love, Chastity, and Time 

were part of the Shrovetide masque of 156416. Later on, in 1629, Charles I bought 

Mantegna’s Triumph of Caesar (fig. 1.3), painted for Marquis Francesco II Gonzaga between 

1484 and 1495, showing the king’s interest in the topic confirmed, a few years later, by his 

grand coronation entry in Edinburgh17.  

 
Fig.1.1: Stained glass with the Triumph of Faith,by Dirck Vellert, 1517. This panel is part of a series 
which probably adorned the windows of a private house. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam 
 

The arrival and adoption of Petrarchan concepts in Scotland show the interest in 

triumphal ideas, and in the following chapters I will discuss in which other ways triumphal 

culture influenced Scottish Renaissance culture, and architecture in particular. 

 

                                                 
14 For Hampton Court tapestries see Minney R.J. (1972) pp.11-12.  
15 As described by Kemp M. (1990) p.38. The Elizabethan court seemed to appreciate more than that 
of James VI the potential of Petrarchan language, with fair haired, chaste Elizabeth often being 
praised as a new Laura in courtly literary works. After the union, Scots court poets like Drummond 
renovate the interest for the style. Jack R.D.S. (1976) pp. 801-811. 
16 Jack R.D.S. (1970) pp.482-3. 
17 An interpretation of these canvases in Strong R. (1984) pp.46-47.  
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Fig.1.2: Gallery of the Hotel de Bourghtheroulde (top) and detail of one of the panels, showing the 
triumph of Time 
 

 
Fig.1.3: Mantegna’s Triumph of Caesar, pictures-bearers, from the Royal Collection of Her Majesty 
the Queen  
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In architecture as well, an international all’antica language was created thanks to the 

rediscovery of Vitruvius’s architectural treatise De Architectura, which was used by 

architects like Alberti and Serlio as basis for their own treatises, De Re Aedificatoria (1443-

1452) and I Sette Libri dell’Architettura respectively (1537-1551)18. Works by artist and 

architects like Francini, Philibert de l’Orme and Jacques Androuet du Cerceau in France, 

John Shute in England, or Pieter Coecke in the Low Countries, helped the development of a 

shared vocabulary of triumphal details, which came also to be used as decorations in 

different contexts, for example, in Francini’s designs from his Livre d’Architecture (1631) 

decorating front pages of books19. Many of these architects were also involved in the 

creation of temporary triumphal settings, like Coecke creating all’antica pictorial decoration 

for Philip II’s entry into Antwerp in 1549, and printing the triumphal book illustrating the 

event (Fig.1.4)20.  

 
Fig.1.4: triumphal arch for the entry of Philip II of Spain into Antwerp in 1549, p.52 of Le triumphe 
d’Anuers, faict en la susception du Prince Philips, Antwerp, 1550, printed by Pieter Coeck van Aelst  
 

                                                 
18 A complete overview of Renaissance treatises in Hart V. and Hicks P. (1998). Examples of less 
known sketchbooks on the same topic are described in and Pagliara P.N. (1988). Fiore F.P. and A. 
Nesselrath (2005).  
19 Their topics varied from architecture, as Labacci’s l’Architettura, printed in Rome in 1552, to 
landscaping, with Pierre Vallet’s Le Jardin du Roy Henry IV, published in Paris in 1608, to Bibles, as 
the Polyglot Bible designed in England by John Webb in 1657. Colvin H. (1999) p. 81. On triumphal 
arches as source of decorations for the frontispiece of books particularly Plantin’s Bible, see Bouchery 
H.F. (1956). 
20 Pieter Coecke’s role in triumphal culture in the Low Countries in Offerhaus J. (1988). 
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A connection between temporary triumphal decoration and permanent buildings is shown 

by the frequent involvement of court architects in temporary celebrations, and in the 

planning and realisation of real buildings. In Milan in 1541, Giulio Romano’s decorations for 

the Porta Romana resembled his permanent designs for Porta del Te, in Palazzo Te, 

Mantua21. For Charles V’s triumphal entry in Genoa in 1529, Perino del Vaga, architect of 

the Doria’s Villa, designed arches in the all’antica style, with appropriate sculptures and 

grisaille paintings to simulate the reliefs22. With the help of his working library full of 

personally annotated treatises23, Inigo Jones probably designed the triumphal arch in 

Westminster Hall, traditionally related to the Coronation Banquet for Charles I’s later 

cancelled coronation entry24. In 1633, Jones took part in the unrealized project for the 

rebuilding of the Temple Bar in London. His proposal was to fit a huge tripartite triumphal 

arch, resembling the Arch of Constantine in Rome and Palladio’s triumphal arch in Venice 

built in 1574 for King Henri III, to the size of the street (Fig.1.5)25. 

 
Fig.1.5: Reconstruction by Paul Draper of how Temple Bar might have looked like in the early 
nineteenth century had Inigo Jones’s plan been carried out. From Colvin H. (1999) 
 

                                                 
21 The emperor followed a route starting from Porta Romana, the Crocetta, the Contrada degli Orefici, 
the Duomo and the Palazzo Ducale. Chronicles by Albicante were written as permanent testimonies of 
the event, complete with woodcuts of the four triumphal arches realized for the celebrations, and a 
written description of the decorations. The entry in Milan is described in Belluzzi A. (1980) pp.54-59. 
22 General information on connections between triumphal entries and architects in Strong R. (1984) 
pp.80-81. Particularly on Giulio Romano, Perino del Vaga, Vasari, and Primaticcio’s involvement in 
triumphal decoration. 
23 Inigo Jones’s use of Italian Treatises in Newman J. (1988). 
24 Colvin H. (1999) p.78. 
25 Colvin H. (1999) p.78. 
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The influence of triumphal details and decorations as inspiration for more permanent 

elements was also felt in Scotland, for example in the triumphal gateway in Stirling Castle 

(around 1500-1505), or in Regent Morton’s gateway in Edinburgh (around 1575), the latter 

directly inspired by Alfonso I’s arch in Naples, showing how Scottish culture was up to date 

with the latest trends. 

 

One of the most interesting aspects of Renaissance triumphal culture, is the frequent use 

of dramatic yet uncaptioned images, whose interpretation is left to the culture and sensibility 

of the beholder. This reflects the Humanist interest in antique decoration, often in need of 

interpretation because of the lack of corresponding ancient text26. Scholars like Andrea 

Alciato (Emblematum Liber, 1531) encouraged the use of images and symbols alone to make 

important concepts understood to a learned elite. Alciato’s Foedera Italiorum, for example, 

was intended to remind the commissioner, the Duke of Milan, of the importance of keeping 

all the members of the Italian federation about to be created, in the same mutual agreement 

as are the many strings of a well-tuned lute (Fig.1.6). The same concept could be extended to 

the decoration of whole architectural spaces, where symbolic images, personifications, and 

allegorical figures were employed to implicitly glorify the patrons’ personal deeds and 

abilities, as in the Sala dei Venti in Palazzo Te, or encouraging the pursue of virtue and 

learning, as in the Stanza della Segnatura in the Vatican Palace27.  

 
Fig.1.6: Foedera Italiorum. from Andrea Alciato’s Emblematum Liber, Augsburg, Heinrich Steyner, 
29 July 1534  
 

Images had been used in the Medieval context, for example in cathedral stone decoration, 

to communicate with illiterate people, bringing examples of immediate comprehension 

calling up knowledge of the contemporary world and the established Christian tradition. 

                                                 
26 Examples of how symbolic representations found in antiques, like coins and tombs, were interpreted 
and codified in treatises, providing a new source of inspiration, made of images only, for decorators 
and artists, in Allen D.C. (1970) pp.256-78. 
27 As described respectively in Gombrich E.H. (1972) pp.109-118 and pp.85-101. 
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Later, however, the rediscovery of classical philology and of the importance of 

iconographical analysis, started by Boccaccio and the more scientific attitude expressed in 

his Genealogia Deorum, allowed a detached, objective reconstruction of classical imagery 

and the layering of philosophical and literary meanings quite detached from the practical 

experience of life an illiterate person could have28. The multiplication of meanings, and their 

more elitist character, meant images became ways to communicate with those who had the 

culture to understand the references, though the first layer of comprehension was probably 

accessible to everybody in the audience.  

This preference for pictorial images and symbols, a derivation of the study of antiquity, 

led to the diffusion of Imprese, combinations of images grouped together in a picture, 

accompanied sometimes by an obscure motto, which were adopted to represent an individual 

or a family29. Those Insegna and Imprese became a way to express visually and publically 

one’s culture, point of view, and inclinations. When represented on facades, they were 

transformed into speaking tools able to express a history, represent an ideal image of the 

character, and offer a suitable setting for triumphal entries or ceremonies 30. Thanks to the 

presence of such speaking facades, and of temporary decorations, urban processions during 

triumphs became the lay equivalent of liturgical processions, creating a link not between 

earth and heavens, but between real and ideal city, and real and ideal characters31. As the 

iconography used in triumphs came from a codified and somewhat limited symbolic 

repertoire32, triumphal language was surprisingly coherent, creating a shared cultural ground 

for the majority of European courts, enhanced by the fact that triumph organizers tended to 

take inspiration from earlier entries33.  

 

One of the most interesting ways in which Imprese and understanding of symbolic 

languages travelled around Europe was through Stambuchleins or Alba Amicorum, partially 

                                                 
28 During the Middle Ages, classical art and literature were interpreted in a Christian light (for 
example, the XIII century relief on the façade of St.Mark’s in Venice shows a Christian adaptation of 
the theme of Hercules carrying the Erymanthean boar to King Euristheus into an allegory of salvation) 
or portrayed in familiar contemporary contexts (like Aenea and Dido being shown as a couple dressed 
in medieval fashion and playing chess: in Paris, Bibl. Nat., ms. Lat. 15158, dated 1289). Examples and 
concepts from Panofsky E. (1972, first published 1939) pp.20-23. 
29 Charles I’s choice of a personal Impresa in Rosenthal E. (1971). 
30 An interesting use of Imprese in Florentine triumphal entries in Scorza R.A. (1981) pp.57-75. The 
use of heraldry in glass windows at the court of Henry VIII in Wayment H. (1991) pp.28-32. 
31 Use of hieroglyphs and symbolic designs on facades in Burroughs C. (1999). The facades ability to 
project emblems and concepts on a huge scale in Loach J. (1996), especially pp.4-6. 
32 More about Imprese and emblems in Strong R. (1984) pp.22-28.  
33 The triumphs organized for Philip I during his tour of the Low Countries as Emperor in 1549 is a 
good example of standardized themes used to welcome and praise a ruler, in Strong R. (1973) pp.101-
5. Similarities in design between Mills and Gerbier’s arches for Charles II’s coronation entry in 
London in 1661 and Ruben’s ones for 1635 Antwerp are discussed in Colvin H. (1999) p.80. 
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printed personal notebooks which were signed and decorated by the owner’s friends. The 

printed images and decorations of the Alba Amicorum often focused around learned or 

classical designs like virtues or divinities (Fig.1.7), would have formed a basis of common 

traveling knowledge available at a relatively cheap price34.  

  
Fig.1.7: The images of Mars (p.38) and Iustitia (p.63) and, with their traditional attributes, the sword 
and the scales, from Necker, David de: Ain Newes Vnnd Kunstlich schönes Sta[m]m oder Gesellen 
Büchlein, Wienn in Osterreich 1579. From Bayerische Digitale StaatsBibliothek  
 

From the continent, knowledge of them arrived in Scotland through northern Europe, 

thanks also to the close links between Scottish mercantile cities and their counterparts. In the 

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, Bruges, Middelburg, and more rarely Veere competed for 

the monopoly of Scottish commerce, with the earlier gaining prominence as the principal 

destination for Scottish trade, especially of unprocessed wool. From 1541 onwards, the bulk 

of Scottish traffic moved from Flanders to Zealand and Holland, with a staple port in 

Veere35. Through Antwerp, a port of preference for English commerce and a culturally active 

art center from 1500 to 1650, engraving, ceramics, glasswork, furniture were imported, and 

the works of famous local artists like Frans Floris, Maarten de Vos, and later Peter Paul 

                                                 
34 See for example De Necker’s Stammbuch as described by Simpson W.D. (1931), Jost Amman’s 
Kunstbüchlin in Werner A. (1968), and Solis’s Wappenbuchlein in Solis (1555). Examples from the 
British Museum in Nickson M.A.E. (1970). Early use of Alba Amicorum at the court of Henry VII in 
Backhouse J. (1995) p.181. 
35 Scottish contacts with Dutch merchants in Smout T.C. (1992).  
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Rubens, all artists involved in planning of triumphal entries, became known36. The influence 

of continental prints in England was enormous, with beautiful examples like the triumph of 

Fame over Time by Georg Pencz on an overmantel at Binham Farm, Somerset, Jan Van der 

Straet’s Seven Planets copied at Burton Agnes in Yorkshire, Crispijn de Passe Liberal Arts 

after Maarten de Vos in South Wraxall Manor, and Jan Sadeler’s Virtues conquering Vices 

after Maarten de Vos in Knole, Kent37.  

 

By making permanent the elements of the triumphs in buildings and their decorations, 

European sovereigns and noblemen were trying to overcome the temporary, ephemeral 

characters of a triumph, and print, sketches and descriptions became a way to testify the 

planned outlook of the triumph38. The unrealized triumph of Emperor Maximilian I engraved 

by a team of artists lead by Burgkmair and Durer39, showed both a gigantic triumphal arch, 

and a procession of musicians, officials, and soldiers on carts and on horseback, followed by 

the emperor himself (Fig.1.8), demonstrating the variety and extent of the emperor’s rule. 

Taking inspiration from it, a similar engraving of a triumphal procession was also designed 

in 1536 for Emperor Charles V by Schaufelein40. In both cases, through allegorical 

representations on the sides of the carts, and the presence of accompanying allegorical 

figures, the various qualities and virtues of the sovereign are expressed, presenting a 

complete view of his personality from both a public and private point of view. Maximilian 

personally supervised this important publication, which would have carried both a political 

and dynastical propaganda message, and a cultural enterprise in its own right, clearly 

destined for the attention of the European nobility41.  

                                                 
36 The European influence of Antwerp drawings and prints in arts in Voet L. (1976-78) [I] pp.15-20. 
Ruben’s involvement in triumphs is described in Wehle H.B. (1943) pp.213-218. Maarten de Vos and 
Frans Floris’s influential role in Voet L. (1976-78) [II] pp.21-25, especially p.22. 
37 The influence of continental prints in the art and decoration of Elizabethan and Jacobean England in 
Wells-Cole A. (1997). Pencz at Binham Farm p.162, the Seven Planets at Burton Agnes pp.175-178, 
the Liberal Arts at South Wraxall Manor pp.143-144, and the Virtues conquering Vices at Knole 
p.211 and p.214. 
38 The reliability of the description depended on the personal knowledge, interests, and opinions of 
those who related the events, who often left out those facts they had no interest in. The booklets were 
often printed before the event, so describing how the ideal celebration had been planned more than the 
real facts They also used a standardized language which failed to convey the individual characteristics 
of the specific event. The development of triumphal books around Europe in the XVI and XVII 
century is described in Watanabe-O’Kelly H. (1998) pp.191-7. 
39 For the importance of the paper triumph of Maximilian I see Appelboum S. (1964), Aspland A. 
(1875). About Burgkmair see Fitzwilliam Museum (1974). About Durer, Bartrum G. (2002), Strauss 
W. L. ( 1972), Strauss W. L. (1974).  
40 The role of Nuremberg as source of inspiration on the European stage in Chipps Smith J. (1983) 
pp.150-151. 
41 The influence of Maximilian I’s paper pageants is described in Silver L. (1990). More about 
Maximilian propaganda intent in Silver L. (1985). Triumphs as mean of political propaganda in 
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Fig.1.8: Detail from the triumph of Maximilian I, woodcut by Hans Burgkmair  
 

The aim of these works was to achieve a more perpetual Fame than that granted by a 

temporary triumph, making the themes known to future generations and creating a wider 

basis for the sense of veneration of the sovereign which supported seventeenth century 

absolutism42. The possibility of reproducing potentially endless copies of a work of art 

through the recent development in printing and reproducing techniques like engraving, 

etching, and woodcutting, made quality replicable at a relatively reasonable price. This 

allowed the spreading of cultural awareness through Europe, and the use of the same well 

known decorative elements in a variety of different circumstances43. It will be shown how 

these themes, and the effort to make them permanent, also had an influence on the 

development of Scottish culture and architecture. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                          
Strong R. (1984) pp.65-74. The importance of celebrating a real or fictitious continuation of the 
dynasty in the propaganda is underlined in Appelboum S. (1964) pp.16-17. 
42 On festival books tradition, see Watanabe-O’Kelly H. (1988). 
43 For the role of printing in providing a shared background of knowledge see Eisenstein E. (1994). 
The early influence of prints in English decoration in Wells-Cole A. (1997) pp.3-14. 
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1.2. The Rise of Imperial Absolutism and the Change of Audience and 

Language 
As underlined by Roy Strong44, one of the most interesting changes in the triumphal 

tradition occurring in Europe in the period 1450-1650 is the transformation of a triumphal 

entry where religion played an important part, into an entry modelled on those of imperial 

Rome, celebrating an absolutist rule. This was a direct consequence of the transformation of 

the concept of power into a more absolutist idea of ruling, which moved the accent from the 

necessary submission of royalty to the Church, to religion becoming just one of many tools 

in the ruler’s hands to emphasize and justify his own supremacy45. For example, Philip II’s 

vision of his own triumphant power was closely connected with a triumph of Catholicism, 

giving him all the institutional support of an established religion46. 

As a consequence of the Reformation, the idea of a new emperor appealed to all those 

confused by the troubled religious situation in Europe; a God-blessed imperial power could 

offer that stability and peacekeeping that a divided Church was not able to provide47. A 

further cause of uncertainty was the commercial crisis suffered by Mediterranean countries, 

which lost their centrality during the sixteenth century, to the advantage of the Asian and 

American countries. All this made European counties ready, when not eager, for the advent 

of a powerful emperor to whom to turn for reassurance and protection. The interest in a more 

absolute idea of power in Scotland, and its effect on the use of triumphal language in relation 

with the future inheritance of the throne of England, will be later discussed. 

 

During an early Renaissance performance, the ruler was celebrated in his entrance always 

with a respectful eye towards the Church, whose influence over secular reign and the 

sovereign’s claims to the throne was undisputed. The necessity of being a good Christian in 

order to be considered a rightful king by grace of God, meant the ruler was often asked to 

submit, at least in a symbolic but visible way, to the rules of religion and the expectations of 

the Church, through kissing relics, meeting religious congregations, hearing moralizing 

sermons or being reminded of his obligations towards Christianity.  

The humanistic interest for ancient Rome culture and language marked the switch from 

religiously inspired tableaux vivant and city representations, to an all’antica arrangement 

and a more courtly language, with the introduction of personages from antiquity or classical 
                                                 
44 Strong R. (1984) p.19. 
45 This paralleled an all around evolution in the way European courts were organized, and of the role 
of the sovereign within them. See Adamson J. (1999) for an overall view of XVI and XVII century 
transformations. 
46 Strong R. (1984) p.67. 
47 As explained by Strong R. (1973) pp.81-83 and p.19. 
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mythology, triumphal arches and temporary decorations. The change of topic also showed 

how the focus was moving from the king’s responsibilities as a Christian ruler, to the 

exaltation of the king as holder of a more absolute power. The historic justifications for such 

a power where the most diverse, with the French monarchs claiming their descent from great 

emperor Charlemagne48, and Elizabeth I, as Henry VIII before her, claiming for herself the 

religious authority enjoyed in early Christian times by emperors like Constantine, and the 

very role of new Constantine, bringing as Astraea a golden age of justice and pure imperial 

religion49.  

The new balance of power between religion and politics was also expressed by the rulers 

having the right to take control of religious public buildings for their own private 

ceremonies, transforming them for one day into extensions of their own palaces. An 

interesting example was the appropriation of the Battistero of San Giovanni, traditionally 

considered an historical Florentine landmark, for triumphal baptisms of members of the 

Medici family, for example Cosimo’s first son Francesco in 1541, princess Eleonora in 1568, 

and Francesco’s heir in 157750.  

 
Fig.1.9: The reconstruction of the Battistero as Temple of Mars, engraving by V. Borghini, from 
Fagiolo M. (1980) fig.19 
 

Especially on the later occasions, the alleged restoration of the building in its original 

form was an excuse for the insertion of classical forms inspired by centralized Roman 

temples, denying the experience of the Middle Ages and so implicitly the republican past of 

                                                 
48 Justifications for imperial themes being used in France, in Yates F. A. (1975) pp.121-126, with 
reference to Charles IX in particular in pp.127-148. On Francis I in particular see Brunelle G.K. 
(2003). French sovereigns being celebrated as new Caesars in Jacquiot J. (1992). 
49 The Tudor Imperial Reform in Yates F.A. (1975) pp.38-43. The use of imperial imagery in the 
Tudor reign, especially in reference to the closed crown, in Hoak D. (1995).  
50 The Medici occupation of religious buildings in Conforti C. (1980) [I], and for Princess Eleonora’s 
baptism in particular see Testaverde A.M. (1980) [II]. 
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the city51. By taking control of the Pantheon-like Battistero (Fig.1.9), the Medici were 

presenting themselves as rightful heirs to Classical tradition and Roman rule, and 

transformed the religious building into a manifesto of their dynastical glory, through the 

creation of stage, seats, and balconies in a theatrical fashion52. An example of more 

permanent appropriation is the church of S. Francesco, also called Tempio Malatestiano, in 

Rimini. The new façade applied by Leon Battista Alberti to an existing thirteenth-century 

Gothic church, imitates and competes in harmony and looks with the nearby Arch of 

Augustus, resembling a triumphal arch in its triple bay arches, and small rounded 

decorations, called tondi, in the corners (Fig.1.10). The church became Sigismondo 

Malatesta’s private mausoleum, on the outside representing him as Augustus’s legitimate 

and equally successful heir, and on the inside becoming the celebration of the deceased 

ruler’s moral qualities, and representing, thanks to details like the repeated use of elephants, 

Sigismondo as victorious general and the new Scipio Africanus53.  

  
Fig.1.10: Arch of Augustus, 27 BC (left) and Tempio Malatestiano (right) refashioned about 1450 by 
Alberti for Sigismondo Malatesta 
 

The difficult relationship between cult of Empire and cult of Religion, is shown by the 

diplomatically difficult entry of Charles V in Bologna in 1530 (Fig.1.11) and in Rome in 

153754. While Charles V, especially after the 1527 sack, stated the imperial moral 

responsibility to reform and correct a sinful Church, the Pope used all’antica decorations and 

examples of victorious but pious generals and emperors from the past, to impress upon 

Charles ‘the dependence of regnum on sacerdotium’, and his responsibilities as defender of 

the faith. The busts and statues shown to him as models, were of wise and prudent men 

                                                 
51 Conforti C. (1980) [I] pp.106-108. 
52 Prince Filippo baptismal celebrations, with two possible reconstructions of the architectural 
decorations Balli S. and Testaverde A.M. (1980) pp.214-6. 
53 Sigismondo’s personal rule and his appropriation of S.Francesco Church in Zaho M.A. (2004) 
pp.66-81. 
54 Charles V and the Idea of the Empire in Yates F.A. (1975) pp.20-28, and the evolution of Charles 
V’s imperial ideals in his portraits in Checa Cremades F. (1998) pp.90-95. 
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famous as defenders of the Holy Church, like Ferdinand of Aragon and Emperor 

Constantine, the latter shown receiving crown and scepter from Pope Sylvester55. 

The underlying question was also which of the two powers had the prime, or better the 

exclusive, right to the use of classical style for their own propaganda. The frequent 

connection between classical style and Rome strengthened the point in favour of the 

papacy56, and during Charles’s 1536 entry, a subtle comparison between the temporary 

buildings erected to celebrate Charles’s earthly triumphs, and the originally ancient and 

eternal ruins expressing the Pope’s own power was made57. Similarly, the Sala Regia 

refurbished by Pope Julio II (1443-1513) acted as a time machine connecting modern papal 

power and the ancient Roman setting, thanks to the realistic urban landscapes painted on the 

walls 58.  

The identification of Roman antiquities with the Christian tradition caused problems in 

the use of correct all’antica design in religiously troubled countries, where a faithful Roman 

language could have well evoked sometimes unwanted hints of Papal authority59. Although 

England had adopted it in the past60, and a faithful classical language appeared on some 

temporary arches for Mary’s coronation entry in 1553, Elizabeth’s entry in 155861 showed no 

sign of all’antica style. The accent was instead on adapting the triumphal language to a 

female ruler, a Protestant country, and a reformed and puritan mind62. 

                                                 
55 Strong R. (1984) p.79-80, and Belluzzi A. (1980) pp.41-42. Charles V’s influence, through his 
triumphal entries, onto Italian art, in Eisler W. (1983). 
56 There was abundant literature in support of both. Flavio Biondo’s Roma Triumphans (1450-59) 
established a continuity between ancient and modern Rome as embodied by the Church, while 
Onofrio Panvinio’s Fastorum libri V (1558), identifies the successor of Caesar in the Holy Emperor 
rather than in the Pope. Miller A. (2001) pp.42-51. See also Allsopp B. (1959) pp.141-145. 
57 Interpretations of Charles V’s entry is in Madonna M.L. (1980), and Ruther A. (1996). 
58 Sala Regia is described in Partridge L. and R. Starn (1990).  
59 The Christianisation of Roman antiquity in Fagiolo M. (1980) [II] p.19. 
60 They were for example the temporary banqueting hall built by Giovanni da Maiano in 1507 at 
Greenwich for Henry VII, and the English pavilions built at the Field of the Cloth of Gold in 1520, 
showed correct Italianate design. In Colvin H. (1999) p.70. Terracotta roundels, decorative badges and 
stone arms appeared on the Northern, or Holbein, Gateway in Whitehall Palace in London, built in the 
early 1530s, in Thurley S. (1999) pp.43-45. Roundels decorations were also employed at Holyrood 
Palace, where in 1512 some wreathed tondi were painted by Thomas Peblis. Campbell I. (1997) p.29. 
61 The discussion about Mary and Elizabeth’s entrances is in Colvin H. (1999) pp.72-75. The political 
implications of a correct all’antica style are also noted by Kipling G. (1998) pp.349-50, who remarks 
on the transformation of London into a new Rome for Mary’s triumph. A comparison between the 
themes expressed by Elizabeth I’s entrance and James VI’s entrance in 1603 is explained in Parry G. 
(1985) pp.1-39, particularly pp.1-4 and pp.20-22.  
62 The cult of queen Elizabeth as new Constantine and the Tudor Imperial Reform in Yates F.A. 
(1999) pp.38-43. The religiously oriented Triomphe de la Foi (1574) by Guillame Du Bartas was a 
milestone in expressing a decidedly protestant point of view about triumphs. Miller A. (2001) pp.58-
61.  
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Fig.1.11: Procession of Charles V and Pope Clement VII after the latter’s coronation in Bologna in 
1530. From Joannes Secundus’s ‘Gratae et laboribus aequae posteritati’, Published by Englebert 
Bruining, Printed by Henricus Hondius, decorated by Nikolas Hogenberg. The Hague, 1532, p.43 
 

After the victory against the Armada, English scholars suggested an English and 

Protestant triumph be substituted for the Roman Catholic one, and proclaimed a continuity 

between Imperial Rome and England63. In a more relaxed religious atmosphere, the 

triumphal style became a sought after fashion, widely employed both in distinguished 

mansions such as Kirby Hall, Northamptonshire (1572), and in less pretentious houses as 

Waterson House, Dorset (1586) 64. 

Triumphal themes were also used in connection with educational buildings, like at the 

Fellow’s Quadrangle of Merton College, Oxford (1608-10), or at the Front Quadrangle at 

Wadham College (1610-13), or at the Tower of the Five Orders in the Schools Quadrangle, 

which hosts the Bodleian Library (1615-20). At Caius College, built by John Caius around 

1575 in Cambridge, three arches were built as celebrative tribute to the students’ cultural 

achievements during their academic career. During the graduation ceremony, they followed 

their symbolic path through Porta Humilitatis, Porta Virtutis and, passing through a 

courtyard dedicated to wisdom, finally through the rich Porta Honoris (Fig.1.12)65. The 

                                                 
63 The influence of the Armada defeat in the cult of Elizabeth in, Miller A. (2001) pp.62-82, 
particularly pp.67-8. 
64 Other examples are Burghley House, Stamford (1538), Cobham Hall, Kent (1591-4), and 
Stonyhurst, Lancashire (c.1595), or simpler house like the Studley Priory, Oxfordshire (1587). Colvin 
H. (1999) pp.85-90. 
65 These arches meant to be passed through and not closed up against enemies. The Porta might have 
been inspired by the triumphal arch built by the Spanish merchants for the entry of Philip II into 
Antwerp in 1549, which the architect who worked in Cambridge, Theodore Haveus of Cleves, might 
have witnessed himself. Another possibility is a church design published in Serlio’s I Sette Libri 
dell’Architettura, which actually might have provided the Spaniards themselves with a source of 
inspiration in their Antwerp experience. The analysis of the arches at Caius college is from Nickson T. 
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elitist and royal language was now available to all those who achieved distinction and 

excellence through virtuous study, substituting merit for birthright. Similarly, triumphal 

decoration in funerary monuments and tombs represented a Christian triumph over death 

available to all those who gained the right to a joyful afterlife through the pursuit of virtue66.  

 
Fig.1.12: Porta Honoris at Cambridge, from the north. From Nickson T. (2005) 
 

The difficulty in communicating effectively with subjects, whatever their religious views, 

was strongly felt by sovereigns all around Europe, especially during the Reformation. The 

use of chivalric themes as unifying topics seems a common motif of European courts. The 

regular tilts held on Accession Day, allowed Elizabeth I to find common ground for her 

protestant and catholic subjects, who could share interest in an imaginary world religiously 

undemanding, in which much of the ceremonial now denied by Protestant rigorousness could 

find an admissible outcome. Besides, chivalric principles of military bravery provided an 

outlet for sentiments of aristocratic and masculine pride crushed by rising absolutism, by the 

possibly emasculating submission to a female ruler, or to a young boy. Chivalric principles 

of honour, humility, and especially at the Elizabethan court, courtly love for the sovereign, 

would have helped overcome and redirect such feelings67.  

                                                                                                                                          
(2005) pp.49-68. Serlio’s drawing as a source is described in Summerson J. (1993) pp.100-1 and 
p.338. 
66 Nickson T. (2005) pp.60-61.  
67 Use of chivalry during Elizabeth’s reign, especially in connection with the celebrations for 
Accession Day in Yates F.A. (1975) pp.88-111, especially pp.108-111. Chivalry as a mean to control 
and direct the nobility’s aggressive independence into loyalty for the female ruler in McCoy R.C. 
(1989) pp.9-27. 
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Similarly, the widowed Queen regent, Catherine de Medici (1519-1589), offered plenty 

of chivalric entertainment to both catholic and protestant nobility, all of whom could equally 

identify in chivalric values, and would have been kept from getting involved in equally 

dangerous political plotting and religious discussions68. This would have strengthened the 

bounds of fidelity with the boy king, presented as victorious albeit young monarch, and with 

the queen, whose virtues and courtly role of female peacekeeper would have been 

underlined.  

 

Although during the Middle Ages sovereigns had attempted to find a suitable triumphal 

language to address their audience, there is a noticeable and important change during the 

sixteenth century regarding who this audience is. From addressing the subjects as a whole, 

and in particular those gathered in town for the ceremonial entry, in a language accessible to 

the majority and creating a visual dialogue with the city authorities, the ruler focuses more 

and more on the celebration of himself and of his court. Because of their increased, more 

absolutist interpretation of power, the rulers do not derive their power from the good will of 

their citizens, or from the legitimation of the religious authorities, but from their dynastic 

legitimacy and birth-right. The king is now less prone to accept pleading, advising, or even 

challenging messages being delivered during entrances, and expects flattery to play a major 

role instead; polished courtly and chivalric themes, more pleasing to the sovereign, take the 

place of the traditional language used by the local authorities. For city folk and the middle 

and lower classes of society, however, classical and courtly language proved increasingly 

distant and obscure, and the more interesting layers of meaning of the triumphal shows 

became quite unintelligible69. The learned courtiers, and the international audience, were the 

real recipients of triumphal messages, to be delivered in a city transformed for a day into an 

extension of the ruler’s court and into a political theatre. In northern Europe, city 

independence and a mild resistance to absolutism seemed to last longer, and the citizens did 

not offer adulation or servility to an emperor, but loyalty and cooperation to a monarch 

represented as ready to recognize their ancient privileges 70. While in Naples a triumphal arch 

was decorated with a series of canvases in which Charles V, celebrated for his victories over 

the Turks, was compared to great classical rulers and generals such as Julius Caesar and 

                                                 
68 Catherine’s use of triumphal celebration to strengthen her children’s and her own position at court is 
shown by Strong R. (1984) pp.98-125, particularly pp.99-100 for the use of chivalry. Catherine of 
Medici’s use of chivalry and courtly shows as political representations is also discussed in Hoogvliet 
M. (2003) pp.118-124. 
69 An example of the many, various, and deep level of meanings to be found in a triumphal program, 
in this case the one devised for Philip II’s entry in Antwerp in 1549, in Eisler W. (1990). 
70 Strong R. (1984) p.48 
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Hannibal, things were different in Antwerp for Archduke Ferdinand where, as late as 1635, 

the entry denounced the damage years of bad politics had done to the city, with two final 

arches showing the poverty of the city and the Spanish responsibilities for the situation, as 

well as a more respectful appeal to the Duke for help (Fig.1.13).71  

 
Fig.1.13: Archduke Ferdinand entry into Antwerp in 1635, Arcus of Janus comparing peace and 
abundance (right) with violence and sorrow (left). From Pompa introitus honori Ferdinandi 
Austriaci.. by Jean Gaspard Gevaerts, Antwerp, 1641 
 

1.3 City and Villas as Theatrical Stages in Europe  
As explained by Marcello Fagiolo, a triumph could transform the real everyday 

appearance of a city (the città reale) into the temporary illusionary city made of the timber 

and cardboard of the decoration (città di cartapesta) 72, into a green city (the città verde) in 

which vegetation could be evoked at will, and into the illusionary city (città di carta) as it 

was recorded into the written documentations regarding the entry itself73. During triumphal 

entries, these different cities overlapped, with both temporary and permanent consequences. 

 

                                                 
71 A description of the entry and its commercial connotations in Strong R. (1984) p.49 
72 Giulio Romano imitates durable stone and antiquity through the use of cheaper, more humble 
materials and instruments in his Palazzo Te, although voluntarily unmasking the deception himself, as 
described in Belluzzi A. and K.T. Foster (1998) pp.106-111. The influence of experimenting with 
shapes, textures and materials during triumphs onto Baroque architecture is analyzed in Fagiolo 
Dall’Arco M. (1978) pp.85-91.  
73 Fagiolo M. (1980) [I] p.9.  
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The transformation of a city during a triumphal celebration resembled very much that of a 

theatre during a stage performance, where the king has the opportunity to model the city at 

will to visually create the imaginary environment perfect for the delivery of his political 

message, and to fit his own image. To perfect the theatrical effect and better define the 

organizers’ control upon the celebrations, some of the principles of Renaissance architecture 

and geometry, were applied to city planning, in order to improve the compatibility between 

the sovereign and the city: the use of perspective was one of them. The use of perspective74 

originated from the studies of Italian humanists of the fifteenth century, who experienced a 

strong republicanism and saw perspective as a way to balance and govern the relationship 

between man and space, and man in space (Fig.1.14).  

 
Fig.1.14: Città ideale (Ideal City) attributed to Luciano Laurana, Urbino Galleria Nazionale delle 
Marche  
 

During an entrance, as during a theatrical performance having an imaginary city as its 

setting, the temporary city created would have provided the viewers with a visible model of 

an ideal city to which to refer for further conceptual reasoning, or for future permanent 

architectural changes75. 

During both theatrical performances and triumphal celebrations, perspective was used to 

visualize the monarch as the only focus and the centre of indoor and outdoor shows: the 

creation of a world centered on a single focal point is a consequence of the rising absolutism 

which contradicts, and evolves from, the earlier medieval vision of polycentricity76. In a 

similar way, there was always a favorite point of view, usually from the main window of the 

raised palace, to perceive a garden at its best, and have a full understanding of its planning 

                                                 
74 About perspective see Edgerton S.Y. Jr. (1976). 
75The invention of Perspective and its early application in Renaissance theatre and street performances 
in Freund P. (2006) pp.120-2, and in Kernodle G.R. (1944) pp.44-51. 
76 In early Medieval drama, the audience was democratically supposed to form a circle surrounding 
scenery and actors, enjoying a potentially unlimited number of viewpoints. Renaissance theatre, and 
triumphal entertainments, are organized around the fixed eyepoint of the king’s, and the whole 
theatrical scenario, indoor or outdoor, is planned to be seen by the royal box only, with the vanishing 
point exactly opposite it. The architectural rules were codified by Sabbatini in 1638 with a study of 
the exact position of the vanishing point and of distance of the box from the stage according to the 
dimension of the theatre. The introduction of a centered perspective and its social implications in 
Kernodle G.R. (1944) pp.178-180. 
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and, possibly, of its iconographical message. In Giulio Romano’s experience, and evidently 

for many other architects, perspective connected theatrical representations, triumphal entries, 

permanent architecture like private buildings, and gardens77. Perspective worked in two ways 

during a triumphal entry; on the one hand, it created a suitable environment for the king to 

look at, but on the other, it allowed the king himself to be visible during the entrance. This 

requirement would potentially have compromised his enjoyment and appreciation of the 

performances, and in fact his role as spectator became, in time, less relevant that that of main 

performer78.  

The use of perspective had both temporary and permanent consequences in shaping a city 

for a triumphal entry. For example, fictitious perspectives were painted on flat canvases, 

following Alberti’s instructions in his Della Pittura (1435), in the same way they were used 

to create illusion of space in theatrical painted scenery79. More permanently, urban 

perspectives were created through demolishing inopportune or ill-situated buildings, to 

enhance the effect of specific monuments, and to give an idea of modernity and renovation, 

for example for Charles V’s entry into Rome80. Urban vistas were often brought in 

relationship with triumphal arches, which ‘framed’ the perspectives, creating controllable, 

better-organized views of the idealized city, which made the urban space more beautiful and 

embodied nobility, honour and propriety81. During Charles V’s triumphal entry in Rome, 

Antonio da Sangallo the Younger’s arch next to Palazzo di San Marco created an oblique 

angle to the façade focusing the viewers’ attention towards the intended processional route82. 

Similarly, canvases with painted perspectives in ten Florentine locations welcomed Johanna 

of Austria in 1565 and Maria Magdalena of Austria in 1608, enhancing the sense of direction 

                                                 
77 Romano organized entries for Charles V in both Mantua and Milan. Belluzzi A. (1980). 
78 For the performance organized for king James’s visit to Oxford in 1605, the correct but not visible 
placement of the King’s seat according to the laws of Optic, was to be moved to a position quite ill 
suited to enjoy the perspective scenery, but perfect for the court to enjoy the view of the king 
watching the show. Orgel S. (1975) pp.14-16. During the open air performances in Boboli, the 
spectators had the double show of the theatrical performance and of the equally theatrical show of 
princely life and rule watching it. In Marchi P. (1980) p.174. 
79 The invention of Perspective and its early application in Freund P. (2006) pp.119-123.  
80 In this occasion, houses and churches were demolished to improve the view of the monuments, 
streets were enlarged or straightened to make the approach to them easier and make room for the 
procession. A description of the major demolitions in Madonna M.L. (1980) pp.64-65 and fig.65.  
81 The sovereign’s perception of the city through the arch would have been improved, the street whose 
entrance is framed by an arch is more appealing, and the square approached through an arch seems 
bigger, as stated by Daniele Barbaro in his Commentation to Virtuvius. Fagiolo M. (1980) [II] p.17.  
82 Charles’ Roman entry is described in Strong R. (1984) p.84.  
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and the perfection of the ruler’s ideal city through the use of painted perspectives 

(Fig.1.15)83.  

 
Fig.1.15: Canto della Paglia in Florence as decorated for the 1608 entry, from a drawing by L.Cigoli, 
Louvre, Paris. Fagiolo M. (1980) fig.117  
 

Triumphal arches are like proscenium arches used on theatrical scenes84, for example in 

Palladio’s Teatro Olimpico in Vicenza, through which the spectator could be fooled to think 

the actors were moving next to a real city of good size, while in reality it was a trick of 

perspective85. In England, it was the architect Inigo Jones, also involved in triumphal arch 

and stage representations, who introduced the proscenium arch, showing again the close 

connection between theatres and urban landscape in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

Real city gateways decorated to resemble Roman ones, or real ancient ruins, were used to 

increase the standing of the city, enhancing its real or artificial glorious past, and becoming 

symbols of rejoicing and victory through appropriate inscriptions, statues and decorations. It 

became difficult for the viewers to distinguish between permanent and temporary, between 

everyday reality and theatrical illusion86. Gateways also had the additional symbolic charm 

of being the mystical limit between inside and outside, representing the place where it is 
                                                 
83 Ponte Santa Trinita, destroyed by a flood a few years earlier, was hidden with temporary canvases. 
Other buildings temporarily ‘improved’ by triumphal decorations are described in Testaverde A. M. 
(1980) [I] p.82.  
84 And vice versa. The importance of triumphal arches during triumphal entries, street theatres, and 
later on for built theatrical architecture, is explained also in Kernodle G.R. (1944) pp.90-3 and 193-7. 
85 Palladio’s Teatro Olimpico is is described and put in context in Freund P. (2006) pp.126-27 and 
Kernodle G.R. (1944) pp.167-71 
86 As described in Orlandi G. and P. Portoghesi (1966) p.716. During Charles V’s entry into Mantua 
in 1530, the ancient Porta Leona was considered to be a triumphal arch by a Venetian chronicler, and 
listed accordingly with the other arches of the procession. Belluzzi A. (1980) p.49. 
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decided if the group approaching is friend of foe, where the privilege of entering into town is 

paid for, and where the first meeting between guests and hosts, between the queen bride, and 

the king groom, or the king and his city, happens. The sovereign passed through more than 

one arch during the entrance, getting access to older and more and more inner parts of town. 

This process closely resembles the slow progress through the outer rooms of a royal lodging, 

where personal influence was expressed by being admitted further into the Palace through 

the succession of rooms leading to the king’s most private studiolo or cabinet87. An 

extremely famous triumphal gateway permanently commemorating an entry is Alfonso I’s 

Aragonese Arch in Naples, built by Laurana at the Castel Nuovo fortalice (Fig.1.16).  

 
Fig.1.16: Aragonese Arch from Naples, built for Alfonso I by Laurana after the ruler’s 1443 entry  
 

In building the arch, Laurana took inspiration from Alfonso’s 1443 triumphal entry, 

presenting triumphal themes and decorations permanently reminding of the ruler’s 

achievements88. The rulers could have also employed theatrical ideas and devices in their 

private residences, symbolically controlling the city from distance. The nearby city, visible 

in the far away landscape from the belvedere or framed by the main windows, would have 

been another sought-for background setting, as the city, which now the Prince ‘owns’, lost its 

political importance, being reduced to a background of the real theatre of power, his own 

villa. During a representation in the Pitti palace in 1637, the view of Florence was part of the 

                                                 
87 The planning of state apartments during the Renaissance in Baillie H.M. (1966), those of the king of 
France in particular in Boudon F. (1994). 
88 The bottom part is a close copy of the Augustan Arch of the Sergii at Pula, while the more 
imaginative upper part is in the Quattrocento style. A description of the arch in Hersey G.L. (1973), 
and an iconographical interpretation of both entry and arch in Zaho M.A. (2004) pp.46-64. 
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scenery, framed as a living picture by some natural elements. The city became part of the 

setting, as water ponds for ship battles, nymphaea, and amphitheatres for representations89. 

Duke Cosimo de Medici showed a remarkable power in creating and controlling his own city 

during the celebrations for his marriage with Eleonora of Toledo, superintended by Aristotile 

da Sangallo. In the rectangular courtyard of his palace, transformed into an all’antica theatre, 

the Duke saw a view of Pisa with the line of perspective radiating from the ducal throne, as it 

is the presence of the ruler which gives a sense and an aim to the whole representation90.  

 

If the city works as a theatre under the control of the king, it was essential to get enough 

citizens to play the role of spectators, or of side actors. City inhabitants were to become part 

of the show as onlookers of the procession and the decorations, as cheering crowd, but also 

as active actors as recipients of alms and largesse, free food, sweets, and tokens of money as 

a symbol of prosperity and rejoicing. Their involvement in the celebration and the kind of 

participation expected from them often depended upon their social rank; but they were 

always seen as one of the ‘ephemeral materials’ the triumph was made of91. To represent the 

king’s subjects at their best, the citizens are requested to leave if beggars, to dress up if old 

fashionedly or inappropriately attired, or just to please show up, as an half-empty city was 

inconsistent with a warm welcome to the entering ruler92. The ruler could also summon 

during his triumphal entry some actors dressed as figures of Biblical or Roman antiquity, 

planetary deities, muses, and other allegorical figures, whose presence would have granted 

authority to the sovereign’s pretensions of power. Classical deities had by now recovered 

their attributes after having been blurred into symbolic and often religiously characterized 

figures during the Middle Ages93, and their employment as favourite themes of decorations 

and literary works, although often safely filtered through a strong Christian point of view, 

did sometimes seem to conform with a sentiment of Renaissance paganism94. This parade of 

                                                 
89 More about these ideas and their application in Fagiolo M. (1980) [I] p.131.  
90 Strong R. (1984) p.35. 
91 The role of the population as both performers and spectators, during Roman city performances in 
particular, has been noted by Carandini S. (1978) pp.431-8. Citizens as spectators losing their personal 
identities to work as a group in Loach J. (1996) p.13 and pp.18-19. 
92 For Charles V’s entry in 1535, the town mayor of Cava dei Tirreni sent word to the many Cavese 
people resident in Naples to come back for the occasion without delay. Cazzato V. (1978) p.30. 
93 About the use of gods and goddesses in Medieval decorations, see Panofsky E. and F. Saxl (1933) 
and Seznec J. (1995). 
94 The possibility to adapt classical, and so implicitly pagan, mythology into Christian culture was 
demonstrate by Dante’s own use of Astrology in a strictly Christian and moralizing context, as 
illustrated in Kay R. (1994). Pre-Christian philosophical works and literary works like Homer’s 
Odyssey were also read, although with prudence, looking for Christian undermeanings, like an 
illustration of the mystical journey of the soul (Odysseus) toward salvation, see Allen D.C. (1970), 
especially pp.21-51 and pp.83-105. Neoplatonic views about Homer as a prophet in Seznec J. (1995) 
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real and imaginary characters and heroes, became very popular as part of the renewed 

interest in Roman triumphal entries of victorious generals, and found permanent expression 

in palace decorations, through which the perpetual memory of such triumph would be 

achieved. Planets on carriages, probably inspired by the Petrarchan tradition and related to 

urban triumphs, are for example painted in the Sala dei Mesi in Palazzo Schifanoia in Ferrara 

(1468-1470)95. These frescoes represent classical triumphs appropriate to each month, in 

relationship with the monthly activities of the Ferrarese court under Borso’s rule.  

  
Fig.1.17: Frescoes from Schifanoia Palace (about 1470), the month of May (left) and a detail of 
Venus’s triumph (right) 
 

Borso’s authority is justified and confirmed by the benign approval of the intervening 

gods, by the flourishing of the economy and culture under his guidance, and by the 

astrological signs also represented in the frescoes (Fig.1.17)96.  

Provided with setting, actors, and spectators, the urban spectacle needed good vantage 

points from which to enjoy the performance, or from which to perform. There are various 

examples of raised walkways during triumphs, one of the oldest and most famous is that 

built for Pope Eugene IV’s triumphal journey in Florence in 1436, and later on with a similar 

                                                                                                                                          
p.98. However, later on, classical themes in a religious context could have represented moral 
concerns, as the use of the Julius II’s Belvedere Garden as a grove of Venus, in Gombrich E.H. (1972) 
pp.104-8. The author suggests such a theme to be employed in the papal garden to symbolically 
represent the corruption of the Church’s costumes and a return to paganism.  
95 Triumphal ideas in the Schifanoia palace in Zaho M.A. (2004) pp.100-119. 
96 The planetary and astrological themes of the frescoes in Palazzo Schifanoia are treated in Warburg 
A. (1966). Similarities with the themes presented in the so called Mantegna tarots in Bertozzi M. 
(1987) pp.44-47. Petrarchan and triumphal influence in the decoration of Carrara Palace in Padua as 
described in Richards J. (2007). Astrological themes similar to those at Schifanoia Palace, possibly 
drawn by Hans Durer, brother of Albrecht Durer, decorate Cracow royal palace, as described in 
Mossakowski S. (1974). 
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idea, the promenade built in Bologna in 1530 for the meeting of Charles V and the Pope97. 

Here the presence of such stage would have suggested a separation between the main 

characters of the action and the cheering people underneath. It would have granted a perfect 

view to the citizens, and it would have eased the Emperor’s approach to the Church, which is 

raised from the pavement by quite a few steps, making his meeting with the Pope a political 

encounter between equals, and not a penitential march98.  

 
Fig.1.18: Pope Paul II’s corridor joining Palazzo Venezia, on the left, and the Aracoeli, during the 
demolition at the end of the XIX century. Painting by V. Marchi, Roma, Museo di Palazzo Venezia. 
Fagiolo M. (1980) fig.39  
 

The construction of a separate space for the ruler or other important guests to promenade 

through the city also underlines a separation between the two realities, with the rulers so in 

control of the urban reality to confidently build a triumphal route for their own use through 

it. Marcello Fagiolo suggests that the construction of a junction between the Palace of San 

Marco in Rome and the Aracoeli, wanted by Pope Paul II who had a tower-belvedere built 

there, showed the spreading of the papal power over the city (Fig.1.18).99  

                                                 
97 The significance of raised walkways in Fagiolo M. (1980) [II] pp.17-19. 
98 They were following Leonardo’s advice on how to build an ideal city, of keeping a distinction 
between higher and lower classes through two different levels of circulation, higher for nobility and 
merchant class, and lower for plebs. Fagiolo M. (1980) [II] p.18. It would have also reminded of 
Charles’ hopes for a smooth passage between his glory in life as an emperor, and the glory he hoped 
to get in Paradise. 
99 The Aracoeli was a highly significant location on the Campidoglio Hill symbolizing the altar of 
heaven and representing a symbolic Christianisation of the ancient ruins of Rome. This meant the 
Pope had built his own circulation path in town, making use of building which were common heritage 
to express the Papacy’s, or even his own, authority. The move was apparently not appreciated locally. 
Fagiolo M. (1980) [II] p.19 and fig.39-40. 
The historical development of the area of the Capitoline Hill is treated in Carta M. and L. Russo 
(1988). 
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Fig.1.19: Vasari’s Corridor, connecting Palazzo Vecchio and Palazzo Pitti, built for the 1565 nuptial 
celebrations, drawn by G.Fanelli. Fagiolo M. (1980) fig.37 
 

Another permanent example of urban corridor is the Corridoio Vasariano, built in the 

Uffizi for the nuptial celebrations in 1565, as a permanent triumphal promenade celebrating 

the ability of the Medici family to govern the city (Fig.1.19)100. At the Mantuan court as 

well, the Gonzagan palaces were connected together and with the Cathedral, which had 

unofficially become the private chapel of the ruling family101.  

 

Through appropriating the buildings representing the city’s collective memory, covering 

them with painted decorations often prefiguring permanent changes, and connecting them 

together through temporary or permanent walkways, it is the past itself which is adapted to 

the ruler’s iconographical requirements. The rulers are offering their subjects a filtered 

version of history, reinforcing their grasp on power and presenting their rule as a natural 

consequence of the past102. The celebration of Cosimo’s father Giovanni dalle Bande Nere 

shown to Eleanor of Toledo in 1539 at Porta al Prato was then painted as frescoes in what 

                                                 
100 On the use of the Uffizi as a street with political and symbolic meanings, see Lessmann J. (1974). 
101 Fagiolo M. (1980) [II] p.19.  
102 When the Medici moved from subtle to straightforward governing, they intervened on Palazzo 
Vecchio and the other adjoining republican buildings, transforming them from symbols of republican 
power, to celebrations and justifications of the Medici rule. Strong R. (1984) p.87.  
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became the Sala di Giovanni dalla Bande Nere in Palazzo Vecchio a few years later, marking 

the Medici’s domain upon the previously republican building103. 

A symbolic refoundation of the city was performed during many triumphal entries, with 

the ruler symbolically leading a founding procession around the perimeter of the original 

Roman colony. This would have marked both a new start and a new past, placing the very 

identity of the city under the ruler’s protection. During Pope Leo X’s visit to Florence in 

1515, the addition of temporary Roman architecture, and the symbolic ‘founding’ walk along 

the Roman city perimeter, performed by the procession, proved and confirmed Leo as 

founder of a renewed city, which finds her identity anew under his domain104. Similar 

symbolic founding processions will be described in relation to the ruler’s triumphal route 

into town. 

 

1.4 The Ruler’s Triumphal Route into Town 
This study of the evolution of a triumphal route and of its stops in a city over the 

centuries, can offer interesting insights about the way power was exercised by the monarch, 

and about the often unsteady balance between traditional local independence and centralized 

rule. A comparison between the Medici entries of Eleonora of Toledo in 1539, Johanna of 

Austria in 1565, Christine of Lorraine in 1589, and Mary Magdalene of Austria in 1608, 

shows some differences in the way the rulers related with the city of Florence105.  

For the 1539 entry of Eleanor of Toledo, Cosimo had Via Servi, the main street of his 

new urban development north of the old Florence, as a key part of the bridal triumphal route 

instead of the public buildings in the city centre, so emphasizing his own additions to the 

city, and playing down his political role by ostentatiously showing his marriage to be a 

private matter, which did not involve the city’s political institutions (fig.1.20). In 1565 and 

1574, the Medicis’ political control was shown by the procession visiting the main 

economic, religious, and political areas, including the Duomo and Piazza della Signoria. The 

procession developed circling the Roman nucleum of town, connecting Florence to the myth 

                                                 
103 Testaverde A.M. (1980) [I] pp.77-79. 
104 A description of the actual progression in Testaverde A.M. (1980) [I] p. 72. The connection 
between ephemeral decoration and an intentionally altered perception of the past in Fagiolo M. (1980) 
[II] p.12. 
105 The power in Florence developed in time from a republic to an oligarchy, with the Medici soon 
coming out victorious from the struggle for supremacy with other local families, but still in danger of 
loosing their prominence and so initially keeping a low profile. The family confidence and control 
upon the reign grew with time, as well as the expectations of international standing; in the late 
sixteenth and seventeenth century, the Medici family was the unquestioned ruler of Florence. On the 
raise of the house of Medici see Hibbert C. (2003, first published 1974) especially pp.30-41, 164-176 
and 361-274. 
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of Caesarea, and granting the new symbolic founder, Duke Cosimo, historical justifications 

to present himself as Pater Patriae and rightful ruler.  

 
Fig.1.20: Triumphal route for the 1539 entrance in Florence, by Ruggeri, Testaverde, Sgrilli. Fagiolo 
M. (1980) fig.2 
 

For the 1608 entry, the scholar and city planner Costantino dei Servi, suggested that a 

new triumphal street for the Medici dynasty, called Strada Ferdinanda, be built for the 

occasion106. This triumphal route would have cut across existing buildings and private 

gardens, efficaciously joining together the Duomo with various palaces belonging to Medici 

supporters and political administrators, and with the Pitti palace itself, bypassing and 

ignoring the traditional palaces of republican power (Fig.1.21)107. Again, an entirely different 

route was chosen for Cosimo’s funerary celebrations in 1574, which passed next to buildings 

chosen to mark Cosimo’s rise to power, -control of the republican institutions, creation of a 

Medici administrative and residential headquarter on the other side of the Arno, victory 

against external and internal enemies, and friendly intercourse with the Papal power. The 

journey through space became a journey through time, showing the phases of Cosimo’s life 

(Fig.1.22)108. 

                                                 
106 A similar route built in Genoa is the Renaissance Strada Nuova, begun in the 1550s, and the 
monumental Via Balbi, realized at the beginning of the XVII century, were built as magnificent 
theatrical settings and processional streets, their effect enhanced by classical and decorated facades of 
palaces and churches. After Andrea Doria’s death, the focus of the triumphal ceremonies did move 
from Villa Doria to the residences on the Strada Nuova. Gorse G.L. (1990).  
107 As described by Testaverde A.M. (1980) [I] p.91. 
108 The various triumphs and entrances in Florence are described in Testaverde A.M. (1980) [I]. The 
evolving power of the Este family in Ferrara was also expressed through routes which changed in 
time, in Ghirardo D.Y. (2008) pp.62-6. 
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Fig.1.21: Triumphal route for the 1608 entrance in Florence, by Ruggeri, Testaverde, and Sgrilli. 
Fagiolo M. (1980) fig.114 
 

 
Fig.1.22: Funeral procession in 1574 Florence for Cosimo I, by Ruggeri, Conforti, Sgrilli. Fagiolo M. 
(1980) fig.130 
 

Through a constant change of triumphal routes and stations, they managed to create 

conceptually different triumphal entries for each occasion, as the kind of power they meant 

to express over the city was evolving in time. Their palaces’ relationship with the public 

space also well represented such an evolution; when the Medici family was not officially in 

power, the apartments of Cosimo il Vecchio (1389-1464) modestly faced inward, towards 

the private garden, but a few decades later, the very centrally located apartments of Lorenzo 
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il Magnifico (1449-1492) proudly faced towards the outside109. Later, Cosimo I (1519-1574) 

decided to retreat within the privacy of Palazzo Pitti, refusing to dialogue with the city and 

recreating his own private world in Boboli garden110. 

 

A completely different situation, and a different way to express one’s power, is revealed 

in the Valois entries into Paris111 from the mid fourteenth to the mid seventeenth centuries. 

The route of the entry is surprisingly stable during this long period, with only very small 

variations. It developed on an approximately straight line from the Saint Denis Gate, the 

Ponceau Fountain, the Hospital of the Trinity, then to the Painter’s Gate, the Fountain of the 

Holy Innocents, passing the Grand Butchery, the Chatelet, Moneychangers’ Bridge, finally 

to Notre Dame Cathedral and the Palais of Justice, as shown in Fig.1.23112. This route was 

only changed by Louis XIV as late as the 1660 entry, and he demonstrated his absolute 

power by making a different entry through St.Antony’s gate, and passing through the newly 

built residential centers of the Parisian elite, instead of through the densely populated old 

quarters. Also, the old route called attention to the traditional function of a place, its 

historical relevance and general appearance, while the 1660 entry route was generally 

unconnected with the places it passed through, and delivered more standardized messages113. 

During the XVI century, the Valois power was much more steady and reliable than the 

Medici one, and the constancy of the triumphal route well embodied the authority of 

tradition, offering an efficacious backup to their present royal status. The Valois also 

strengthened their claims to rightful ruling and Roman inheritance through the use of a 

correct all’antica language114. Although such traditions implied a strong participation in the 

city’s affairs115, placing it under the direct civil and military jurisdiction of the crown, the 

                                                 
109 For the early political career of the Medici, and for Lorenzo political and cultural enterprises in 
particular, see Lorenzo de’ Medici, High finance and the patronage of art and learning, Fryde E.B. 
(1977).  
110 Boboli garden described as the Lord’s private world in Marchi P. (1980) p.164. 
111 For an analysis of palaces and private buildings built during the Renaissance in Paris, see Thomson 
D. (1984). 
112 The route of Parisian triumphal entries is discussed in Bryant L.M. (1986). The choice to 
traditionally enter from St.Denis gate might be due to different reasons; the fleur-de-lis, one of the 
oldest symbols of the French monarchs, is traditionally connected with a miracle by Saint Denis 
(p.105). Already as early as 1350, Philip IV entered Paris from the basilica of Saint Denis, marching 
down Rue Saint Denis (p.69), and in 1424 canons welcomed Charles VII coming down from Paris to 
La Chapelle-Saint-Denis, which represented the extreme limit of Paris jurisdiction (p.72). Saint Denis 
also traditionally represented the union of urban and royal worlds (p.125). 
113 Bryant L.M. (1986) pp.208-12. 
114 A brief outline of the French tradition of Triumphal entries and their connection with Roman 
culture in Jacquiot J. (1992). 
115 For example, the Capetian kings had supported the Parisian claims of controlling the Seine trading 
over those of cities like Rouen, which controlled the upper part of the river. Ranum O. (1968) p.5. 
Paris early relationship with its king as described in pp.4-10. However, Paris did not have its own 
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city of Paris had also a traditionally strong local identity, particularly embodied by the 

wealthy middle class116. The traditional stops became symbolic locations, for the city 

authorities to express their own expectations and portray the dignity and independence of the 

city institutions, embodied in those very structures. As happened elsewhere, however, 

Parisian entries developed from showing monarchy as dependent upon religion and 

cooperating with local authorities, to being a self-sufficient expression of absolutist power. 

The union between the city and the royal power was traditionally shown at Saint Denis Gate 

(2)..In older times, it was suggested with a good degree of humility and loyalty, that the 

reign would achieve prosperity through a cooperation of the king with the local institutions. 

Later on, more and more power was taken over by the crown, and the Saint Denis gate came 

to show an exaltation of royal power, while figures representing local authorities disappeared 

from the decoration. The significance of the Ponceau Fountain (3) was usually related to 

abundance and prosperity. In earlier times, this meant real supplies being offered to the 

procession; later on through, flattering remarks upon the dependence of the prosperity of the 

kingdom on the continuation of the reigning dynasty sufficed. The Hospital of Trinity station 

(4) was a station which disappeared over time, as the confraternity of Parisian actors who 

had it in care could not update their style fast enough to keep up with the changing demands 

of evolving ceremonies117. The Painters’ Gate (5) was an earlier entry gate into town, before 

the external walled perimeter was constructed, and it traditionally showed the king the 

importance of peace in the realm. In the 1430s, the sovereign would have been reminded by 

saints and holy men of his religious obligations as a dutiful Christian. Later on, invocations 

for peace and wise government were delivered by figures from a national Gallic or Celtic 

past, and from the 1570s, the importance of past and future achievements of the Valois 

family to achieve peace was represented. The following two stages, the Holy Innocents (6) 

and the Grand Butcher (7), were organized until 1549 by local guilds, as this area of Old 

                                                                                                                                          
written charter of privileges, as the majority of other French cities had, and had to bargain with every 
new king for the renewal of an unwritten agreement. More on the relationship between crown and city 
in Kettering S. (1994) pp.86-90, particularly pp.86-87. 
116 During the sixteenth and seventeenth century, French bourgeoisie had a strong class identity, based 
on a financial security based on capital and partially on land, and shared knowledge and pride, 
however, their lack of cohesion and constant aspiration to raise socially meant they had little intention 
to acquire political power for themselves as a class. Introduction to modern France 1500-1640, an 
essay in historical psychology. Mandrou R. (1975, first published 1961) pp.112-114. The political 
troubles between king, city’s authorities, and population which lead to the Frondeurs insurrection are 
detailed in Ranum O. (1968) pp.25-38 and pp.65-67. 
117 There was an attempt to change topics, from biblical to the political allegories and a more classical 
style, at the beginning of the sixteenth century, but the station was abolished by Henri II before his 
1549 entry. Also, entrances of this kind relied mainly on local groups of performers, while the late 
sixteenth century triumphs were more focused on monumental constructions, and on elite and 
intellectual concepts. Bryant L.M. (1986) pp.150-152. 
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Paris was rich in commerce and merchants shops. The Chatelet stop itself (8) was organized 

by the law clerks’ guild. These locations usually provided pageants of religious inspiration, 

but they had moved on in the late fifteenth century to lay plays and, at the Chatelet, to 

portraying the ruler in his role of supreme judge.  

 
Fig.1.23: Plan of the Parisian entry route: (1) Saint Ladre. (2) Saint Denis Gate, (3) Ponceau Fountain, 
(4) Hospital of the Trinity, (5) Painters’ Gate, (6) Fountain of the Holy Innocents, (7) Grand Butchery, 
(8) Chatelet, (9) Moneychangers’ Bridge, (10) Notre Dame Cathedral, and (11) Palais de Justice. 
From L.M. Bryant (1986) 
 

However, there was no space for popular entertainment and popular language any more in 

the increasingly courtly-centered society, and Henry II in 1549 prohibited guild productions 

for triumphal performances. The performances were substituted by gigantic statues and 

obelisks, more suitable decorations for the new idea of royal majesty and grandeur, and at 

the Chatelet, Justice was shown more as an emanation and a consequence of the monarch’s 

rule, than as a universal virtue the monarch is supposed to conform to. This principle was 

also expressed later on, at the Palais de Justice. The next station, the Moneychangers’ Bridge 

(9), efficaciously uses the act of passing over a river to represent the transformation and 

metamorphosis of the king’s person, describing the feared or welcomed changes to come, as 

consequence of the new reign. Then the procession moved to the Cathedral (10), where the 

clergy welcomed the king, and to the Palais de Justice (11), where later a banquet was held 

by the Parlement. This banquet however, was not part of the entry itself, and so was not 
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under the control of either city authorities or Parlement. The station at the Palais of Justice 

dramatised the relationship between the king’s act of exerting justice, and progressively 

focused on justice being created by the king through able and wise government. It is through 

the king’s good government that society finds order and sense, which are passed down from 

a sovereign to his successor. The king’s dynastic right was more a mandate to preserve than 

an exortation to create anew118. 

The conservative choice of stations for the French royal triumphs in Paris expressed the 

connection between the ruler’s right and actions and those of his predecessors, and a steady 

perception of reign, of society, and of the city which represents them during an entry.  

 

1.5 The Ruler’s Creational Power  
The court, and the city as its extension during a triumph, becomes the place where 

harmony and perfection can be recreated, under the sovereign’s guidance119. In particular, 

Nature was introduced into cities as one of the elements of triumphal entries, to emphasize 

how the sovereign’s creative power could evoke gardens, forests, and wild animals, 

controlling them as he controlled its conceptual opposite, the built environment.  

 
Fig.1.24: The garden created for Charles V 1515 entry into Bruges. From La tryumphante et 
solemnelle entrée, Paris 1515 
 

                                                 
118 The development of Parisian restaurant through the town is in Bryant L.M. (1986). 
119 The different aspects of the king’s magical, almost supernatural attributes as expressed in entries 
and masques, is discussed in Greene T.M. (1987). 
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Leonardo realized a vault made of branches, leaves and flowers for Ludovico il Moro’s 

Festa del Paradiso in 1490 held at Castello Sforzesco, Vasari wanted a carriage celebrating 

Pan to be ornamented with woods and a cave for the masquerade La Genealogia degli Dei in 

1599. A triumphal carriage which was part of the celebrations for the 1589 wedding of 

Ferdinando de Medici showed a well realized garden120. A pageant showing a garden 

guarded by wild men and populated by exotic beasts was also created for Charles V’s 1515 

entry into Bruges (Fig.1.24). One of the central pageants built for Elizabeth I’s coronation 

entry into London showed the hoped-for beneficial effects expected of her government, 

embodied by a fertile and flourishing hill, compared with a sterile one emphasizing the 

negative effects of Mary I’s government121. Similar power upon nature was expressed by 

Elizabeth I (Fig.1.25), for example in September 1591, when the queen’s arrival in Lord 

Hertford’s garden brought a new Spring where Autumn was already taking over, with the 

Graces and the Hours walking in front of her throwing flowers on her path122.  

 
Fig.1.25: Queen Elizabeth I of England in the Ditchley Portrait, shown in control of natural forces. By 
Marcus Gheeraerts, c.1590. National Portrait Gallery of London 
 

Considering the garden and Nature as controllable tools, is a typical element of 

Renaissance culture, both considering them as evoked during triumphal entries and as 

                                                 
120 Gardens as theatrical setting of Italian festivities and celebrations in Fagiolo M. (1980) [I] pp.138-
9. A carriage displaying a beautiful forest and preceded by wild men and beasts was part of the 
tournament in celebration of the son born to Henry VIII and Katharine of Aragon in 1511. This 
tournament and the devices connected with the carriage are discussed in Strong R. (1984) pp.15-16.  
121 Parry G. (1985) p.2. A complete description of English entries, masques, and pageantries, 
especially of the Elizabethan era, in Withington R. (1936, first published 1918).  
122 Strong R. (1979) pp.48-49.  
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traditional outdoor space123. However, the creative power associated with the garden has a 

much older origin. Already in the Middle Ages, the garden was seen as a place in which to 

recreate the order lost in an hostile outside world. In Italian Trecento, the three men and 

seven women of Boccaccio’s Decameron escaping not only from pestilence and from the 

moral and cultural decay coming with it, hide in a bucolic retreat and ideally reconstruct the 

world, and themselves, through the stories they tell each other. This recalled the perfection of 

the biblical garden of Eden, which abbots, monarchs, and philosophers all around Europe 

tried to recreate for centuries in their own gardens, attempting to imitate the perfection of 

God’s creational act124. 

The ruler’s control over the forces governing the world, showed by his success in making 

natural and built environment coexist during triumphal entries, was also represented by his 

taking the lead in the fields of learning and culture. This was showing a very humanistic 

attempt to collect, understand, and so master forces which would have allowed him the 

power to recreate reality and allow control upon a part of the larger world. The curiosity for 

alchemists and scientists, magicians and astronomers, shows an authentic interest for 

understanding the rules governing the world, so that they could be applied, at least 

symbolically, to create a new reality tailored on the sovereign. The ruler’s success in 

pursuing control over the natural forces was often permanently represented in his palaces, 

where a world modelled according to his will could be created, for example in Federigo 

Gonzaga’s Sala dei Giganti in Palazzo Te, where gravity appears suspended thanks to the 

blurred distinction between walls, ceiling, and floor represented in the painted surfaces 

(Fig.1.26)125. Temporary gardens built for triumphal entries also were permanently replicated 

in the ruler’s palaces. In the secret garden in Palazzo Te, the deceiving painted perspective 

realised through foliage, decorate columns, trees, and views of far away towns, transforms 

the room into a big outdoor space126. 

                                                 
123 As nature was evoked in urban spaces during triumphal entries, so nature was illusions of built 
spaces were created in the outdoors, showing the two faced control of the king on his surroundings. 
The design of Villa d’Este in Tivoli has been compared with that of a castrum, with its regularized 
streets and the Villa in the place of the Praetorium. See Fagiolo M. (1980) [I] p.133. The Fontana 
Rometta in Villa d’Este, by Ligorio represents a three dimensional scene of the city complete with 
palaces and main monuments, reminiscent of the models of cities shown around during Triumphs. 
Fagiolo M. (1980) [I] p.129. A late sixteenth century description of the fountain by traveler Nicholas 
Audebert can be read in Lightbown R.W. (1964). 
124 The European tradition of gardens from the Middle ages to the Renaissance in Cardini F. (2002), 
and Boccaccio’s use of the garden as an antidote to the uncertainties of the XIV century in pp.117-25. 
125 Verheyen E. (1977) pp.52-53. 
126 Belluzzi A. and K.W. Foster (1998) pp.120-123. 
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Fig.1.26: Detail of the Sala dei Giganti, Palazzo Te. Painted by Giulio Romano or his assistants 1532-
1535 
 

The temporary creation of a symbolic, miniature reality also happened, during the 

Renaissance, through educational card games, particularly Tarots, also called Arcana Major 

or, interestingly enough, Trionfi127, which allowed the player to reorganize the element of the 

world according to his or her own culture and ability128. Triumph cards became common at 

Italian and international courts: three other decks were probably painted by Jacquemin 

Gringonneur to amuse Charles VI of France in 1392129, and they were repeatedly mentioned 

as courtly pastimes at the Este court, for example by Ippolito d’Este in his letters 

acknowledging an appreciated gift from his mother Eleanor of Aragon in 1442130. In 1449, 

                                                 
127 The name Trionfi for the set suggests that the early Italian tarocchi originated from the Trionfi by 
Petrarch (1374). The connection of the triumphs with the Petrarchan tradition in Moakley G. (1966) 
pp.45-48, and in Shephard (1985) pp.34-40. 
128 The Arcana Minor playing cards, numbered from one (ace) to ten, plus page, queen\knight and 
king recall the modern poker cards, and were quite inexpensive and common between all social 
classes. The Arcana Major (Trionfi cards) were often expensively decorated, and represented a very 
costly item. An introduction to the terminology and basic information on tarot cards in Kaplan S.R. 
(1979) pp.1-11. A discussion on the origin of Tarot cards in Dummett M. (1980) pp.65-92. 
129 According to Kaplan’s opinion. Kaplan S.R. (1979) p.24 and pp.111-6. Card importation was 
prohibited in England in 1464, and Henry VII had private expense money for losses at cards. Margaret 
Tudor is reported playing cards immediately after her arrival in Scotland, although it is not mentioned 
if they were cheap cards composed of Arcana Minor, or more luxurious Tarot cards. Kaplan S.R. 
(1979) p.26.  
130 The section of the letter referring to the Trionfi is reported and commented by Bertoni G. (1972) 
pp.218-9. Tarots in general at the Este court pp.215-229. Tarots at the court of Visconti-Sforza in 
Moakley G. (1966) pp.19-26. 
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Isabelle de Lorraine, wife of King Renée d’Anjou, was sent two tarot packs from Venice131, 

and they were often bought and delivered at various Este residences in 1516132;  

The figures represented on the cards, which varied from set to set but maintained a 

recognizable iconography, recall powerfully the endless processions of pagan gods, groups 

of mythological figures, and personifications of natural forces and human powers evoked 

and lined up by the sovereigns during triumphal entries. Similarly, the cards of the deck 

represented and summarized the forces of the whole world, natural and supernatural, 

allowing the player, through comprehension, to achieve control and power. Some of the 

decks, explicitly represented the superior power of Christian forces over mythological 

powers. In the so called Mantegna deck, one of the most famous decks of Tarot cards, the 

cards representing Christian forces are at the top of the hierarchy of the game, and dominate 

and all other cards. They managed to unify into a Christian world potentially threatening 

forces like the pagan gods, pointing the way towards salvation. In playing an educational 

game like Tarot, Apostles and Our Lord or Cusano’s De Ludo Globi, the ruler imitate the 

creative power of God133.  

The iconography and design of the so called Mantegna deck was enormously influential 

all around Europe, with artists like Durer and Burgkmair copying some of the figures134. The 

German engraver Michel Wolgemut, who was briefly Durer’s master, made some woodcuts 

of them between years 1493 and 1497 for an unpublished work by Peter Danhauser, 

Archetypes Triumphantis Romae135. On two occasions, the German engraver Albrecht Durer 

copied twenty of the images of the Mantegna’s deck136. Hans Burgkmair is reported to have 

used adaptation of details from cards of the E series (particularly number 8, 35, 39, 42 and 

47) in his engravings of Planets and Virtues, and some of them appear extremely similar137. 

Burgkmair’s influence on the some of the statues decorating Stirling castle has been 

recognized, and I will show in the following chapter how these facades could actually be 

                                                 
131 Kaplan S.R. (1979) p.26. An interesting chronology of the main references to Tarots being used or 
mentioned in connection with European courts in pp.24-31. 
132 Bertoni G. (1972) p.219. The author particularly focuses on the use of tarot cards in connection 
with court life and chivalric flattery to ladies. On Tarots being expression of Ferrarese courtly life see 
Marsilli P. (1987) pp.100-102. 
133 On the treatise De Ludo Globi, see Vansteenberghe E. (1920) especially p.275, 335, 337. 
134 On the spreading of the themes and imagery from the Mantegna’s tarot, see Hind A.M. (1938) v.I 
pp.221-240. A description of the Tarots and a connection with the Este court and its artists in Cieri 
Via C. and E. Calandra (1992) pp.9-19.  
135 According to Hind, Wolgemut copied almost all Mantegna’s Muses, some of his Liberal Arts, 
some of his Virtues and Mercury as only god. Maybe he planned more, but the book they were to be 
part of, was never realized. Hind A.M. (1938) v.I p.232. 
136 The first drawings (8 examples, fine pen) around 1495, the second ones (12 examples, thicker pen) 
few years later. The two sets show a difference in quality too; maybe they are by Durer himself and a 
pupil. Hind A.M. (1938) v.I p.231. 
137 Hind A.M. (1938) v.I p.233. 
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interpreted as triumphs themselves, taking also inspiration from some figures of the Tarot 

tradition. The presence of many figures identified as courtiers in the facades of Stirling, for 

some of which an identification will be offered, would be consistent with the presence of 

courtiers both during triumphal processions and as characters of playing cards, for example 

in the German card deck called Hofamterspiel138. This deck, from around the middle of the 

fifteenth century, represented the coat of arms and various members of the households of the 

royal houses of France, Bohemia, Germany and Hungary139, from fools to cooks and tailors, 

from hunters to female companions, cup bearers, doctors, masters of the household and 

kings. 

A decorated Tarot deck was usually an expensive present from the groom to the bride, 

with the emblems of the two families involved and references to love and marriage being 

prominently painted on the cards; the theme of love in marriage and courtly love also seems 

prominent on the Scottish facades, and such connection will be discussed140.  

 

The sovereigns’ ambition to control knowledge did not limit itself to symbolic card 

playing. It was also embodied by their extensive collections of antiquities, works of art, 

relics, plants, or curiosities, tidily lined up for display and ready to be used by the prince as 

tools of a new creation process, as studying through collecting, and creating through 

understanding, went in this époque hand in hand141. Some specifically built spaces were 

needed, to physically host such collections: they became places for safekeeping and display 

of knowledge, and through simplified versions of the real item or concept, the viewer can be 

                                                 
138 Kugler G, (1976) [II].  
139 Kugler G. (1976) [I]. Noticeably these kingdoms were traditionally ruled and did not take part in 
sixteenth century political development, showing a traditional attitude towards social hierarchies. The 
order of the figures, from the beggar up to the king, is to represent the maintenance of the feudal 
order, possibly to be upturned in the course of the game. Hoffmann D. (1976). 
140 One of the most famous examples of trionfi card commissioned to celebrate marriages is one of the 
Visconti deck, called Cary-Yale, was for example realized to celebrate the marriage between Filippo 
Maria Visconti and Maria of Savoy in 1428 (or in another interpretation, Galeazzo Maria Sforza and 
Bona of Savoy’s marriage in 1468). Another Visconti deck, called Brera deck, was probably realized 
to celebrate the marriage between Francesco Sforza and Bianca Maria Visconti in 1441, and a third, 
called Pierpont Morgan-Bergamo, was ordered in celebration of Francesco Sforza assumption of the 
ducal crown of Milan in 1450, or as a 10th anniversary present to Bianca Maria from Francesco. An 
incomplete deck of Ferrarese origin, called Yale or Ercole I’s tarots, shows emblems by both Este and 
Aragona family, but there is no Love card, the card in which the features of the couple or more 
information about the date could usually be found. The Este-Aragona marriages celebrated in 1444 
and 1473 seems occasions important enough to order a deck. Dynastical occasions for producing 
Tarot decks in connection with the Visconti-Sforza family are presented in Kaplan S.R. (1979) pp.60-
107, Algeri G. (1987) p.28. On the Este dynastical tarots see Algeri G. (1987) pp.36-37. 
141 One of the most telling buildings from this point of view is the Medicis’ cabinet of curiosities, 
organized around piazza S.Marco as the embodiment in an urban context of the will to concentrate 
and control knowledge. Rinaldi A. (1980) [I] pp.148-149. On the creational power of the ruler based 
of collecting and understanding, see Lugli A. (1983) pp.84-91. 
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reminded of the right sequence, relationship, or connection between things in reality142. 

These spaces could be both outdoor and indoor: indoor spaces like galleries, beside being 

mainly used for display of the king’s collections, granted private access to the multiplied 

spaces of the palace and could be used as viewpoints and recreational spaces143. The ruler’s 

studiolo became the location of his collection, both a retreat for study and meditation, and a 

place for display and entertaining learned companions. The images and objects available 

stimulated the practice of the ars memoriae, allowing the understanding of the world through 

its scaled-down recreation and the use of symbolic objects144. Gardens were open air spaces 

for the ruler to show his knowledge; Vitozzi’s garden in the Regio Parco in Turin (described 

by Zuccari in 1608), represents an encyclopedic collection of science and philosophy145. 

Through suitable placing of his extensive collection of antiquities, Pope Giulio II 

transformed the Garden of the Belvedere to represent both a theatrical cavea and an open air 

museum146. In the Boboli gardens, the kind of ‘fruits’ borne were not those of a normal 

countryside: from natural fruits and herbs, the focus moves to fruits of knowledge and 

history, with archaeological remains and an intentionally celebrative statuary to decorate the 

Prince’s garden147.  

The idea of garden as receptacle of knowledge derived from the hortus botanicus, where 

the natural world had been catalogued and studied since the time of medieval dispensaries. 

Scholars like Giordano Bruno studied and drew mnemonic figures, meant to help 

remembering the connections between the different areas of knowledge, very much 

resembling garden designs, and showing the practical application of theories of knowledge 

and control upon nature in garden design (Fig.1.27). In the private hortus botanicus, the 

results of such researches were graciously offered to the prince’s guests, and later, when 

botanic gardens became public, to the whole population148. This new space, for the sovereign 

to display his culture, wealth, and standing, also became a place where retreat and meditation 

were encouraged and inspired by the objects and plants displayed149. The fashion of a locus 

amoenus for otium and privacy, to pair with the place for negotium and public display, was 

                                                 
142 On the use of painting to create illusionary surfaces to facilitate memorisation was common in 
indoor and outdoor, temporary and permanent decoration. Conforti C. (1980) [II] pp.185-7.  
143 Italian and French examples of the development of the gallery in: Prinz W. (1998) and Coope R. 
(1986). 
144 Lugli A. (1983) pp.55-58 and pp.67-73. 
145 Fagiolo M. (1980) [I] p.127. 
146 Cardini F. (2002) p.147-8. An English derivation is the museum garden of Arundel House, planned 
after Thomas Howard Earl of Arundel’s visit to Italy in 1614. Strong R. (1979) pp.169-175. 
147 Rinaldi A. (1980) [II] pp.142-3.  
148 An example of the Renaissance Hortus Botanicus is the one promoted by the Medici family 
between 1545 and 1557. Rinaldi A. (1980) [II] pp.194-5.  
149 The new use of gardens during the Renaissance in Strong R. (1979) pp.14-22. 
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also brought back to mercantile towns, until then dominated by practical ideals150. If the 

dispensaries and monastic orchards provided cures and food for the body, those new spaces 

provided symbolic nourishment for the mind. In these spaces of scientific curiosity, the 

Renaissance need for knowledge as a means to successfully recreate meets the ambitions of a 

still deeply religious world151. The connection between gardening and knowledge will be 

shown in Scottish examples, particularly Edzell garden and the origins of botanic gardens 

and botanic collections. 

 
Fig.1.27: Mnemonic figures resembling a garden and inspired by the superior order of the cosmos, 
From Giordano Bruno ‘De Umbris Idearum’, Berolini, 1868. Fagiolo M. (1980) fig.181 
 

As the gardens created for the monarch in his city during a triumphal entry represented 

the perfect union of built and natural environment possible activated by the king’s creational 

and controlling power, so his permanent gardens came to represent the physical embodiment 

of such achievements, representing a safe and domesticated version of nature, under the 

benign influence of the triumphant ruler. A good example is the cave of the animals in 

Castello garden, where the various niches are filled with collections of stone animals, both 

real and imaginary, for the ruler to enjoy (Fig.1.26). Gardens as miniaturized, improved 

version of the rulers’ domain, showed the sovereigns’ taming potential and their ability to 

shape at will the natural surroundings. A garden could represent a kind of political program, 

showing the degree of wealth and improvement the king meant to achieve in his lands during 

his reign, also through the use of modern draining system and machineries152. The very 

                                                 
150 Rinaldi A. (1980) [I] p.143.  
151 Foreign animals and plants arriving from the New World, which at the beginning potentially 
threatened basic Christian concepts like the unity of creation, were easily assimilated within botanic 
gardens, and opportunely tamed by the domineering European culture. Scholar hoped that the 
integration of the long missing elements would have permitted a truly comprehensive and biblically 
correct ‘garden of Eden’, and through it, a complete understanding of God himself. Prest J. (1981) 
pp.38-56, particularly pp.36-47 and pp.54-56. An interesting sum up of the development of gardens in 
western history in Van Zuylen G. (1994) and in Cardini F. and M. Miglio (2002). 
152 The garden of Cosimo de Medici’s Villa of Castello was shaped to show an hoped for, improved 
version of Cosimos’ state. Pratolino’s position on one of the main routes into Florence, parallels the 
Villa to a triumphal arch, presenting Francesco Medici as a successful peaceful benefactor instead of 
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presence of these gardens within the built environment of the city, shows the Medici’s 

confidence permanently to evoke natural landscape within the historic compactness of 

walled cities, and their power to permanently change the city appearance153. 

 
Fig.1.26: The cave of the animals in Castello garden, side niche. Fagiolo M. (1980) fig.204 
 

During the Baroque period, however, gardens reflected the increasing complexity of the 

world caused by world exploration154, scientific studies, and political changes. The 

renunciation of understanding and controlling it could be visualized in increasingly 

complicated, fragmented gardens full of illusions, surprises, and false perspectives155. In 

particular, the growing ambiguity between roles in society, and the mutual position of the 

social classes, is enhanced by the intentional confusion between statues, automatons, and real 

human beings, for example in Pratolino garden, generating tension between real and unreal, 

                                                                                                                                          
as a victorious military commander to those approaching the city. Castello Garden in Conforti C. 
(1980) [III] pp.154-156. and Pratolino in Conforti C. (1980) [II] pp.182-4. 
153 Being able to buy large extensions of land inside the city, although often in peripheral areas, to 
organize them as gardens, was symbol of distinction and power for families like the Pitti and the 
Rucellai. Rinaldi A. (1980) [I] pp.145-7.  
154 The Medici problems in being presented in control of an increasingly complicated and enlarged 
world can be seen in the fresco decoration made for Ferdinand I around 1588 in his Armeria, 
comparing Medici’s triumphs with other famous contemporary examples, and with an idealized 
American one. Ferdinand himself collected weapons from all over the world, America as well, in the 
room, Markey L. (2008). Francis I claimed possession and control of an extended reign through 
cartographical representations and knowledge. Brunelle G.K. (2003). 
155 In Pratolino, especially in the newest part of the garden, the guest was to process through fountains, 
mechanical devices, and vegetation. Conforti C. (1980) [II] pp.183-187. The general influence of the 
baroque culture on the garden meant that twist and turns, hills, and the use of vegetation, intentionally 
make impossible to understand spaces, distances, and accesses. Marchi P. (1980) p.166. 
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and visualizing the general disorder and uncertainty in society (Fig.1.29).156 The other 

option, adopted in Francesco I Medici’s roof garden in Loggia dei Lanzi, mean giving up 

ambitions to influence the landscape or the city on large scale, and retreat into a hidden, 

small space, which proves to be easier to control157.  

 
Fig.1.29: Sketches for the machines in the Grotta della Samaritana in Pratolino garden, with the 
robotic page on the right. From Fagiolo’s book. Left G.Guerra, Graphische Sammlung Albertina, 
Vienna. Right, H. Schickhardt, Landesbibliothek, Stoccarda 
 

This would not come as a surprise when analyzed in an European context, as gardens 

shared properties with triumphal and theatrical representations being locations and occasions 

for narratives, flattering the patron, his culture, political and private skills, entertaining, 

morally catechizing, and politically instructing158. They all implied illusionary and temporary 

creations of a reality modelled upon the ruler’s expectations and ideas, quite similar in 

language, size, and appearance to those employed in triumphal entries. An example of giant 

scale, flattering garden decoration is for example Giambologna’s statue of Appennino at 

Pratolino garden (Fig.1.30)159.  

                                                 
156 Conforti C. (1980) [II] pp.187-8.  
157 Rinaldi A. (1980) [I] pp.149-150.  
158 Many of these coded meanings would have been available through an initiatic experience through 
the garden or visible to the Prince only from a vantage point created on a belvedere; Fagiolo M. 
(1980) [I] p.127.  
159 The statue of the Appennino Mountain created by Giovanni da Bologna for Francesco de Medici’s 
Pratolino (started 1568) reminds in its gigantic size the statues usually employed in the decorations for 
Medici triumphal festivities; MacDougall E.B. and N. Miller (1977) [II] pp.4-5. A statue of Neptune 
was realized in 1565 by Stoldo Lorenzi for a fountain in the Boboli gardens, probably realized after 
the decoration of the Neptune carriage for a Florentine processional masquerade regarding the 
genealogy of gods in 1565. Marchi P. (1980) p.166. An interesting example of a mixture of garden 
decoration, temporary spectacle and courtly flattery through a suitable iconography, can be seen in the 
entertainment Lord Burghley organized for Queen Elizabeth in May 1591. It showed traditional 
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Fig.1.30: Gianbologna’s statue of Appennino at Pratolino garden 
 

1.6 The Triumphal Personality of Rulers 
During triumphal entries, rulers had the possibility of temporarily endowing themselves 

with virtues and qualities, presenting a fictitious image of themselves as ideal and 

trustworthy sovereigns. These transformations, and the occasions which provoked them, 

were often made permanent in architecture all around Europe and, as will be discussed in the 

following chapters, in Scotland as well. 

Kings represented symbolic source of worries and contradictions, embodying the 

common and extraordinary. His being unique is a warranty that royalty, and the right to rule, 

can be clearly identified and inherited. Becoming too different and isolated from the 

population would have meant being too far away from one’s subjects, and so casting doubts 

on his authority and rightful involvement in his subjects’ matters160. The creation of a 

reliable public character for the king could be visualized in the decorations of royal 

ceremonies, where a reassuring image of the king had to emerge, and the sovereign was 

shown able to control his own contradictions thanks to his virtues, intelligence, and culture.  

During the triumphal entrances, sovereigns intended their specific characteristics to be 

emphasized, according to the occasion of the celebration. When entering Genoa in 1507 after 

the city’s rebellion against the French government had been quelled, Louis XIII was depicted 

as conqueror and judge, and it was up to him to turn to mercy or vengeful justice161. Emperor 

                                                                                                                                          
triumphal themes through a botanic language, like the Virtues, represented by roses, the Graces, 
represented by Pansies, and the nine Muses, each embodied by a different kind of flower. Strong R. 
(1979) pp.45-46.  
160 King Louis XIV of France was said to have a twin brother –questioning the monarch’s unicity- and 
a black sister –questioning his right to represent his subjects-. Fradenburg L.O. (1991) pp.68-69. 
161 Mitchell B. (1986) pp.90-94. 
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Charles V was pleased to be depicted, in 1529 in Genoa, as the restorer and protector of the 

republic162, while his military ability as general were central to his triumphal processions in 

1535-6 in Genoa, celebrating his victories against Muslim pirates in the Mediterranean163. 

During Charles VIII’s entrances into Pisa in 1494-95, his great influence as international 

statist and his political role in Italian affairs were particularly celebrated. With the king’s 

consent, and extolling him as Pisa’s true and only ruler during the celebrations, the city had 

proclaimed its freedom from Florentine dominion164. The image of the ruler evoked during 

an entrance by the king’s transforming power would have presented the ruler under the best, 

most suitable light, changing and adapting to different circumstances but always projecting 

an image of power, culture, political influence and military success.  

The transforming power of the king did not apply only to himself, but to his queen as 

well. Queens were often foreign women representing past and future troubles165, members of 

a rival family or the personification of past international clashes, which were transformed, in 

the flourishing iconographical language of triumphs, into beloved and trustworthy queens. 

The transformation was operated by the passionate love of the king and thanks to the 

appropriate models, warnings, and suggestions, she was presented with. The role models 

presented to a queen during her entrance where then of demure women who knew their 

proper place, and who presented no dangerous inclinations to political interests, independent 

thought or action, and desire for personal rule.  

When Katharine of Aragon entered London in 1501 to marry Prince Arthur, her triumph, 

somehow inspired and adapted by ‘Le Trosne d’Honneur’166, showed the Princess’s power 

decreasing while she passes from one pageant to the next, finding herself finally in need of 

metaphorical rescuing by her bridegroom. The Princess’ powerful star Hesperus, 

traditionally identified with Spain, allowed her to magically overcome some of the setbacks 

in the earlier stages of the triumph, but became weaker and weaker, being powerless to help 

her to reach the Sphere of the Sun. Arthur, represented by the constellation Arcturus which 

never setes, comes to rescue on a golden triumphal chariot, becoming the real hero and 
                                                 
162 Mitchell B. (1986) pp.135-137. 
163 Mitchell B. (1986) pp.151-157. 
164 Mitchell B. (1986) pp.61-63. 
165 She brings with her useful diplomatic connection and the promise of heirs, but also the menace of a 
too close and inappropriate involvement into politics on her part, the ever present possibility of the 
reign being handed over to a foreign power in the unfortunate case of a regency, and in general links 
with a family or a reign which had often been something close to an enemy until few decades before. 
Also, her charms and her possibly partial advices in favor of her home country might lead the king 
astray, interfering with his correct and well balanced ruling. Kipling G. (1998) pp.316-318. 
166 This was a work by the Burgundian writer Jean Molinet, celebrating the death and ascension on a 
throne above the heavens of Philip the Good, where the deceased sovereign was presented as 
spiritually and morally more and more powerful while he ascends to the higher levels of the cosmos, 
creating once again a myth of perfection for the male rule. Kipling G. (1998) pp.212-214. 
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triumphator of the entry167. During her triumph, Katharine is faced with her own 

subordination to the power of her husband, and she is shown her own weakness and 

dependency168. A similar message can be seen in the pageants for Mary Tudor’s entry into 

Paris in 1514, superintended by Pierre Gringore and illustrated by him in a manuscript. Mary 

is shown as suborned to the authority of male figures, and it is through them, and not 

exerting any power of her own, that she manages to ascend to the heavenly garden above 

her169. The role of queens as mothers was particularly important, and many royal brides all 

across Europe were reminded of their responsibilities, during triumphal entries, through 

comparisons with biblical or classical mothers. A visibly pregnant Isabella of Bavaria 

triumphally entered Paris in 1389, and Queen Anne Boleyn, also pregnant, was welcomed 

with an image of St. Anne in 1533 in London, in an obvious parallel between biblical and 

royal motherhood170. On this occasion, the city’s acceptance of Anne was implicitly 

conditional on their new queen providing the king and the country, with a Tudor prince171. 

Queens thought inclined to politics or personal rule were often presented with examples 

directing them to meekness and submission. During her entry in Brussels in 1496, Joanna of 

Castile was identified with modest and demure Rebecca, overshadowed by both Abraham, 

representing emperor Maximilian, and Isaac, embodying the groom Prince Philip172. 

Similarly, in Paris in 1517, Claude of Brittany, a Duchess in her own right173, was shown 

submissive Esther, amiable Rebecca, and faithful Sarah174, and warned against dangerously 

                                                 
167 The triumph of the ruler on a chariot anticipated , in anticipation of Hans Burgkmair’s chariot of 
the emperor in the Triumph of Maximilian I. Kipling G. (1977) pp.72-95. 
168 Particularly on Katharine humiliation and Arthur’s symbolic supremacy Kipling G. (1977) pp.89-
93. 
169 Mary’s triumph is described in British Library, MS Cotton Vespasian, B.2.10r. In one of the 
images, floating above Mary’s earthly garden is the heavenly garden of France, where a single lily 
grows, next to a tabernacle, a throne and a crown. It is under the church and the king protection that 
Mary’s garden is flourishing, and as a reward she is allowed to ascend. with the Pope’s help, from her 
earthly hortus conclusus to the heavenly one. Mary Tudor’s entry in Paris is described and analyzed 
by Kipling G. (1998) pp.253-259. On an analysis of queenly entries see pp.289-356. 
170 This meaningful choice of timing was also shared by the entrance of a pregnant Elizabeth 
Woodville in Norwich in 1469. Granting a coronation to a bride of not royal origin was then showed 
as an homage to those brides who fulfilled the promise of dynastic continuity. Kipling G. (1998) 
pp.322-323. 
171 Kipling G. (1997) pp.69-70 
172 As interpreted in Kipling G. (1998) pp.290-2. 
173 The arrival of a ruling queen usually put triumph organizers in particularly thorny positions. The 
local scholars could decide to instruct the entering queen about her new position, as in Claude’s case; 
they could try to carefully apply a male iconography to a female ruler, as, it happened to Mary of 
Burgundy welcomed in Bruges in 1477, Kipling G. (1998) pp.343-344; or they could ignore the queen 
and focus on an absent king, as happened during Margaret of Anjou’s entry in Coventry in 1456 as 
regent for the infant Prince Edward. Kipling G. (1998) pp.315-7. 
174 Female models presented to Queen Claude, and their meaning, in Kipling G. (1998) pp.301-2.  
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independent Semiramis175. She was also offered the inspiration of the behaviour of four 

renowned French noblewomen who, having accomplished their duty of providing heirs and 

having given up public life, submitted to their sons’ authority, and contented themselves with 

a monastic-like, contemplative lifestyle176.  

The emergence of a similar transforming ability during Scottish triumphal entries will be 

shown in the following chapters, with queens being presented traditional examples of fertile 

motherhood, meekness, and submission, and sovereigns successfully ruling over wealthy, 

merry courts. The king’s and queen’s transformation into trustworthy characters, however, as 

represented in the decorations, only lasted for the duration of the triumphal entry.  

In an attempt to make it more lasting, private buildings were also used to express the 

personal and political views of the owner, portraying him through a language similar to that 

used in triumphal entries. Through doing so, the building becomes a permanent triumph of 

the sovereign, who can see mirrored in its structure, or more often in its façade decoration or 

garden, his own evolution and that of his family and his court as if on a perpetual stage177.  

Palazzo Ducale in Urbino can say much about the character of Federigo da Montefeltro, 

its creator178. Federigo (1422-1482) was eager to counteract the small size of his state with a 

perfect image of good governor and chivalric knight. In his palace, Federigo chose to 

underline his aspirations by displaying honours and coats of arms on the city façade, and 

applying many elements from a military background, as engines of wars and crenellations, to 

remind of his role of victorious general. A building which might have inspired Federigo is 

Palazzo Rucellai, rich in images connected with heraldry, such as sailing ships, rings, 

feathers, and generally heraldic devices of local and traditional origin. Federigo chose to take 

inspiration from more military themes, and refer to his chivalric superiors instead of to his 

peers. Federigo is reinterpreting a three dimensional decoration, meant for more complex 

structures and taken from Roman examples or decorative theories, but applied on a two 

dimensional medium179. Inside, Federigo presented himself, according to the use of the 

                                                 
175 Kipling G. (1998) pp.303-4. Presenting the queen with a negative example of ruling, together with 
a positive one, was quite common, and as early as 1468 Margaret of York was shown Queen Vashti, 
the wife of king Ahasuerus who was divorced because of her pride, in comparison with the happier 
destiny of the meek queen Esther. Kipling G. (1998) pp.325-7. 
176 The four widows are dressed in nun-like attires. Continence was a virtue for a widowed queen, 
whose offspring from a second marriage would have caused remarkable dynastic problems. The 
meeting of Claude and the four French ladies is shown in a miniature from Gringoire’s manuscript. 
British Library, MS Stowe, 582, 32v. Described by Gordon K. (1998) pp.297-301.  
177 The creation of iconic images of Francis I, Charles V, and Henry VIII through artistic patronage 
and architecture is discussed in Richardson G. (2002) pp.172-192.  
178 Westfall C.W. (1978) pp.20-45. 
179 Westfall C.W. (1978) p.28.  
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different spaces, as military warrior, learned man of letters, and wise ruler governing a 

prosperous realm180.  

The evolution of the rule of Federigo Gonzaga (1500-1540) and personal interests could 

be seen through the decorative choices made for Palazzo Te (Fig.1.31)181. The building 

evolved from an isolated retreat for the young ruler and his learned mother Isabella d’Este, 

into a private rendezvous place for Federigo and his lover Isabella Boschetti, and finally into 

a Palace representing the Gonzaga’s new importance in Italy as supporters of the Emperor182. 

The different attitude was embodied by the change in the decorations from personal and 

love-related topics in the earlier phase of the works and in the marquis’s own rooms, to 

decorations for public spaces referring to military superiority and reminding of Federigo’s 

qualities as a general, which had brought him a flattering alliance with the Emperor183. The 

emperor had visited Mantua twice in the 1530s, being welcomed by temporary decorations 

by Giulio Romano184. The victories and trophies in the decoration of the Loggia di Davide, 

again by Romano, give it the appearance of an impressive triumphal arch. In taking his 

guests to his loggia, and having them touring around, Federigo would have actually been 

recreating his own triumphal entry for them. As shown by Amedeo Belluzzi, the decorations 

for Federigo’s apartment realized in the Palazzo del Te 1530-1535 were heavily influenced 

by those realized for the emperor’s visits. The decoration in the Piazza del Duomo inspired 

the Sala degli Stucchi, the Sala degli Specchi, and the Grotto room, showing Federigo and 

Charles’s shared interest in military activities.185 

                                                 
180 Federigo’s intellectual skills and governing abilities were celebrated in the entering loggia 
overlooking an enclosed garden where he met with his counselors. In the Sala del Trono, the visitor 
would have been surrounded by heraldic and chivalric devices, while in the Duke’s apartments, the 
Duchesse’s apartments, and the private Cortile del Pasquino, the duke was celebrated as a man of 
letters and protector of the virtues in the Reign. Westfall C.W. (1978) pp.33-41. 
181 Overall descriptions of Giulio Romano’s Palazzo Te in Verheyen E. (1977) and Belluzzi A. and K. 
Foster (1998) pp.90-127. 
182 The decoration of Isabella Boschetti’s apartment in Palazzo Te, presenting his mistress as the new 
female leader at the court, were not carried forward in the works realized after 1530s; this marked the 
new phase in the Palazzo development from a private retreat to political statement, becoming the 
permanent portrait of Federigo’s fame. Verheyen E. (1977) pp.19-23. 
183 Verheyen E. (1977) pp.24-38. Federigo’s success in being portrayed as the ideal prince through his 
palace in pp.39-41. 
184 Drawings by Giulio Romano related to both Charles V’s entry into Mantua and the decoration of 
Palazzo Te are discussed in Adorni B. (1998) pp.222-223. 
185 The column built in the Piazza for the emperor’s arrival was reminiscent of Trajan’s Column in 
Rome, and both had in common the decorative elements of soldiers’ lines with the Sala degli Stucchi, 
and the Sala degli Specchi. Two lunettes in the Sala degli Specchi also showed evocative figures like 
Hercules and Mars. Like the Piazza decoration, the Grotto room showed a figure of Mercury pointing 
upwards and holding a caduceus, and some geniuses waving palm branches and cuirass, alluding to 
military victories. According to Belluzzi A. (1980) pp.51-52. 
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Fig.1.31: Federigo Gonzaga’s Palazzo Te, front and garden facade 
 

In Genoa, Perino Del Vaga’s projects for the Villa Doria, mostly designed and realized 

between 1529 and 1536, borrowed many celebrative triumphal themes from Charles’s entry 

and from Roman arch decoration in general, creating a parallel between the Emperor and 

Doria himself (Fig.1.32).  

 

 
Fig.1.32: Planned north façade of Villa Doria, in a design by Perino del Vaga, about 1532. 
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam 
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During both Charles’s visit and in his villa decoration, Doria presented himself as a 

classical hero, patron of culture in his city, and defender of its traditions, but also trustworthy 

ally to Charles186.  

In Heidelberg Castle, the Otto Heinrich Bau, started in or shortly after 1556, also declared 

the refined culture of his patron Elector Palatine Otto Heinrich. The façade is richly 

decorated with columns flanking the windows, and niches containing statues of biblical and 

classical heroes, cardinal virtues, and mythological deities, permanently showing the owners’ 

power to evoke and control the world’s powers, making them part of their own dynastical 

triumph (Fig.1.33)187. 

 

  
Fig.1.33: Otto Henrich’s works at Heidelberg Castle 
 

The decorative language of the Uffizi façade represented the character of Cosimo I of 

Medici (1519-1574) as a ruler through triumphal language, but displayed on a façade instead 

of on an arch. The facade ‘..can be understood as a triumphal arch of a special order and a 

variation in architectural and sculptural form of the duke’s personal devices..’188 so 

presenting a permanent and suitable image of the Duke to guests, population, and following 

generations189. The myth of Augustus/Hercules, and various details of triumphal decoration, 

                                                 
186 Gorse G.L. (1990) pp.193-202. A description of Villa Doria and of the role it played during the 
triumphal entry is in Gorse G.L. (1986) pp.319-322 and in Gorse G.L. (1985) pp.18-36.  
187 Heidelberg palaces and its rulers in Godfrey E. (1906) pp.130-132, and Hitchcock H.R. (1981). 
188 Crum R.J. (1989) p.238.  
189 Crum R.J. (1989) pp.237-253. 
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were employed to create a myth of imperial power for Cosimo190. Similarly, the 

transformation of the republican Sala Grande into the Salone dei Cinquecento, took 

inspiration from themes of the decorations of the 1540 entry, presenting Cosimo as sent by 

Providence and Fate, and strengthening the legitimacy of his rule through astrological and 

magical justifications191.  

 

 

1.7 Conclusions 
The culture of triumph was a powerful unifying force which provided a common 

language and shared knowledge to courts all around Europe; this was based on the 

rediscovery of Roman antiquity, and on its being considered an ideal basis for current 

Renaissance architecture. The main concepts related to Roman triumphal entries were 

integrated with new ideas like Petrarch’s Trionfi, becoming useful political and decorative 

tools to celebrate Renaissance rulers. Over time, the language of the triumphal entries 

evolved, to express an increased absolutism, a diminished submission of royal power to 

religious authorities, a steady use of chivalric concepts as courtly language, and a continuous 

attempt by city authorities to retain some of their traditional independence of expression. 

Through a triumph, sovereigns could have themselves portrayed like the successful, 

knowledgeable, powerful rulers they wanted to be, showing their god-like control over the 

small world created in the city for the occasion. The desire to make such messages 

permanent led to prints commemorating the events, and to decorations, buildings, and 

gardens being built to commemorate the sovereign as a triumphator able to summon, 

understand, and direct the forces governing the world. Triumphal entries also provided an 

occasion for local authorities and courts to meet on the common ground of the city, where 

such entries were being held. The city becomes the theatrical stage where the king’s power 

was being represented, and not just a dumb setting, but an active part of the triumph. 

In the following chapters, the way these ideas were adopted in Scotland will be discussed, 

proving how close Scottish Renaissance culture was to that of other European courts, but 

also how much triumphal ideals were adapted to local expectations and necessities. 

 

                                                 
190 It is interesting noticing that one of the main points of Cosimo’s politic as Duke of Florence was to 
set free from the vassal role to the Emperor; in 1560 however, Philip II denied him the regal status 
Cosimo requested. Crum R. J. (1989) p.248. 
191 More information about the 1540 entry and the Salone dei Cinquecento in Florence in Rousseau C. 
(1990).  
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CHAPTER 2: TRIUMPHAL ROUTES IN EDINBURGH AND THE 

EVOLUTION OF SCOTTISH ROYAL POWER 
 

 

Triumphal entries were, as has been shown, urban celebrations during which a special 

bond was forged between the royal power, and the capital city where it was staged. The city 

was not a mute, neutral/nondescript background, but an active and expressive part of the 

celebration. Studying how the urban route evolved in town, how the language used matched 

specific locations, and how the topics employed changed over time, can provide useful 

information about concepts like power, religiousness, and foreign policy. In the Medicis’ 

Florence, frequent changes in route, to consciously include or exclude buildings or town 

areas, could be shown to represent the constant evolution of ruling power. The steadiness of 

the Parisian route, by contrast, embodies the established order created by a more stable form 

of power, but also the ambitions of a city to keep its tradition of urban pride. A similar study 

can be done for Scottish triumphal entries in Edinburgh between 1503 and 1633, for which 

abundant, if not too detailed, material is available1. Comparing the entrances through a 

timeline analysis, can help an understanding of the relationship between the Stewarts and 

their capital city, in which way Edinburgh and its architecture were used to their advantages, 

and to express the relationship between local authorities and ruler. It will also be interesting 

to check to see if the conclusions one can draw from the study of these routes fit in with what 

is generally thought of Scottish Royal power during the Renaissance. 

 

2.1 Edinburgh as a Capital City and the Relation Between the Local Authorities 

and the Ruler 
The creation of a suitable capital city, distinguishable from sister burghs and comparable 

with foreign capitals, was an essential step if triumphal language was to be used by the Stuart 

sovereigns. The built environment was to match in grandeur the up-to-date messages sent by 

temporary decorations and welcoming speeches, becoming the canvas on which to project 

the king’s triumph. However, Edinburgh also had a strong identity based on mercantile 

traditions, with which the rulers had to come to terms when transforming the city into the 

permanent representation of their own power. The search for a reconciliation of these two 

identities during the sixteenth century will be now discussed. 

From being one of many royal burghs and royal residences, Edinburgh became the semi-

official capital of the reign when James III (1451-1488) and James IV (1473-1513) chose it 
                                                 
1 See Appendix for a sum of the most relevant information about Scottish triumphal entries. 
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as setting of a more permanent kind of court. Important reasons were the city’s extremely 

favourable position for commerce, its mild climate, and the strategic importance of the 

Castle as safe royal residence2. The bond between city and court granted the burgh the 

advantages of a permanent royal court purchasing expensive goods and patronizing artists 

and artisans3. The king, for his part, not only needed a capital in which to stage his spectacle 

of stable power, but also needed military support, substantial loans, availability of 

continental goods and abundance of skilled artisans to help embellish his court4. James III 

and James IV also promoted the growth of Leith and the creation of a fleet to increase the 

prestige of the Scottish crown in controlling the seas, favouring again those merchants who 

benefited from the improved transport facilities. Those merchants based on the ground floor 

of High Street tenements would have also benefit from it being paved for the first time in 

1532 by the Frenchman Marlin, a move to improve the city’s looks and hygienic conditions5. 

The status of the city also increased through James V’s move, possibly inspired by the 

French example, to make the Law Courts stationary in the capital in 1532, with the judges 

taking turns in doing circuit duty6. 

Edinburgh could also offer an appealing European look thanks to its recognizably 

continental plan. It was based on a main street, large enough for a market to be held, 

developing from the fortified centre of power (the castle), and connecting it with another 

building of political or religious importance on the other end (Holyrood Abbey\Palace). 

Plans of this kind had been established by Charlemagne in 800 as model for standardized 

street-villages to be used to quickly urbanize the sparsely populated areas of his empire, and 

were imported into Scotland by the Normans and Flemish, befriended and invited to settle by 

David I7. This plan would have reminded of prestigious examples like the Vatican City, 

where, in the seventeenth century, two main parallel streets run between the fortalice of 

Castel San Angelo and the undefended St.Peter. Edinburgh shares with cities like 

                                                 
2 Such safety was based upon passivity and adaptability, narrow closes, a tortuous city planning, and 
the citizens’ ability to hide their possessions and make themselves invisible. From a conventionally 
military point of view, the walled and central Perth or the comparatively isolated Stirling would have 
been more obvious choices of a defensible capital. McKean C. (1991) pp.13-14. 
3 “Any sketch of Edinburgh in the days of James IV presents us with the picture of a busy, bustling 
town, already expanding far beyond the limits of the “hog’s back” ridge and its off-shooting closes. 
The Cowgate was now beginning to be regarded as a fashionable thoroughfare. The Pleasance and 
Potterrow were thriving suburbs, while the Grassmarket was becoming a fine square for the sale of 
all kinds of produce.” On James IV’s decision to keep court in Edinburgh, Smeaton O. (1905) p.54. 
4 The economical bond between James VI and Edinburgh is discussed in Juhala A.L. (2008). 
5 Such a move had already been attempted by James IV, but without any permanent result. Smeaton 
O. (1905) pp.59-60 
6 This and other moves of the Stewart sovereign showing progressive centralisation are described in 
Fradenburg L.O. (1991), especially pp.20-34.  
7 Norman and Flemish examples in Houston J.M. (1954) pp.114-5. 
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Amsterdam the central position of main Parish church on the main street. The collocation 

outside town of the monasteries of the main mendicant orders, Dominicans and Franciscans, 

reminded instead of Italian cities such as Florence or Venice. As in many medieval towns in 

south France and in Wales -like Pembroke, founded slightly before Edinburgh around 1110- 

the building plots would have been of uniform width and length (25 by 450 feet in 

Edinburgh), with the front overlooking the main street, and extending up to the external 

limits of the city defences: in the Vatican City, the building lots were confined by Pope Leo 

IV’s walls8.  

Edinburgh was a royal residence since the reign of Malcom III (1058-1093), and was 

established as royal burgh by King David I. Various theses on the origin of burghs have been 

suggested, from them being mainly military and administrative arrangements, to having 

distinctive commercial privileges, from principally representing people sharing the same 

values, to being the result of creative acts aiming to colonize new regions, or just being 

desirable objects of their own, fulfilling many needs of modern society at once9. The rights 

of a burgh, stated by the king in front of witnesses, were recorded on a charter or act, 

declaring what were the burgh’s rights and privileges, and which obligation it had in return 

towards the king, like loyalty, supply of volunteers for military actions, and taxes from his 

burgesses10. One of the most important rights was to a built perimeter around the city, its 

being a mere palisade or a ditch, reinforced garden walls of the bordering houses or, as in 

York and Edinburgh, more expensive stone walls. While the military function of these walls 

was often negligible, they defined the inside and the outside of the city, defending the 

privileges of those living and trading in town through controlling the access to the city. 

Besides having the right to elect its own town council and administration, so as to govern 

itself, a burgh was also entitled to host fairs and markets, with the local merchants enjoying 

complete monopoly.  

The earlier defences of Edinburgh were superseded between 1450 and 1472 by the 

King’s Wall, built on James II’s orders against the English threat. The wall met the High 

Street at the Netherbow, which was then positioned about 40 yards west of its final position. 

It cut Gray’s Close approximately in half, and passed just south of the old Parliament’s 

                                                 
8 The historical evolution of Edinburgh and a reasoning on the origins and advantages of its plan in: 
Campbell I. and M. Stewart (2005) pp.21-22. General information about representation and local 
identity of Medieval cities in Frugoni C. (1991). 
9 Adams described various theories about the creation of burghs. The most famous are George 
Neilson’s 1902 garrison theory, Adolphus Ballard’s 1902 commercial theory, David Murray’s 1924 
communal or territorial theory, W. Mackay Mackenzie’s 1945 creation theory, or Adam’s own 
emulation theory. Described in Adams I.H. (1978) pp.20-22. 
10 Mair C. (1988) pp.13-14. James IV himself was member of the Guild of Merchants in 1505, in 
Miller N. H. (1981) p.9. 
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house. The later 1514-1560 Flodden Wall was built to embrace the suburban growth of 

Edinburgh, including the Cowgate, the Grassmarket, and the lands of some religious bodies 

like the Franciscans, the Dominicans, and the church of St.Mary’s in the Fields. The Flodden 

perimeter was enlarged in 1628-36 by the Telfer Wall, enclosing the Heriot Hospital11. 

Access to the city was controlled through urban gateways12: apparently by Queen Mary’s 

times, there were nine “ports” at which permission to enter and leave Edinburgh could be 

obtained. They were the West Port, Greyfriars or Bristo Port, Potterrow Port, Cowgate Port, 

Netherbow Port, College Kirk Port, the Port in Halkerston’s Wynd, and the Dung Port in 

Leith Wynd’13. High Street was the main trading site, and the great communal space of the 

city, becoming an elongated market place (fig.2.1)14.  

 
Fig.2.1: Market held on the Royal Mile near the Lawnmarket, from Engraving from Modern Athens - 
published 1829) Drawn by Thomas H. Shepherd, Engraved by J.B. Allen. 
 

The majority of houses facing it had fronts of polished ashlar or timber, with wooden 

galleries. Within a very limited area, a variety of public services and amenities were often 

accommodated, like different markets for specific goods, opportunities of employment, 

                                                 
11 The walls of Edinburgh are described in Cullen W. D. (1988) particularly pp.1-4, and in Turner 
Simpson A., S. Stevenson, N. Holmes (1981) pp.18-19. Its remains are described in RCAHMS (1951) 
pp.120-1. Apart for the growth of Portsburgh, the suburb beyond the West Port, this broadly remained 
the extent of Edinburgh until the 18th century. Described in Campbell I. and M. Stewart (2005) pp.22-
23. 
12 The extent and characteristics of these privileges are described in Keith T. (1913) and in Mackay 
Mackenzie W. (1949) pp.62-84. 
13 Smeaton O. (1905) p. 77. On the destiny of these ports see Turner Simpson A., S. Stevenson, N. 
Holmes, (1981) pp.19-20. 
14 The role of High Street for trade and the role of trade in shaping the city in Bell D. (2008) pp.5-7. 
Mercantile and early industrial Edinburgh is described in Spearman R. M. (1988) pp.63-64. The 
importance of trade in the origin and development of Scottish burghs in Mair C. (1988) pp.11-13 and 
19-26. and on the economic and social organisation of large Scottish towns see Lynch M. (1988) 
pp.261-286, where Edinburgh structure appears compared to that of other major Scottish cities of the 
time. 
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housing, education, and entertainment, as well as religious, medical, and legal facilities15. 

The very building type chosen -elongated, towering up to fourteen or fifteen storeys, with a 

narrow front- guaranteed access to the High Street, with its commercial potential, to as many 

people as possible, also leaving room for cultivable ground behind16. The unwillingness to 

expand outwards, where burgh privileges were debatable and the limited protection of the 

walls absent, meant that the increase happened on a comparatively small surface, and with 

the buildings developing upwards, creating very high density of population, and maintaining 

the reassuring myth of being a close-knit community17.  

Having a capital city of European standing was essential to be considered a modern, 

refined sovereign; as a capital city, Edinburgh was to become the setting for triumphal 

entries celebrating the dynasty’s grandeur. The presence of a strong middle class of 

mercantile origin meant that Edinburgh had its own individuality, much in the way of Paris, 

and its authorities a mind of their own. Most of the governing decisions were taken at local 

level by the influential merchant guilds: nobles were only relatively and nominally involved, 

often being offered the honorary title of Provost, as local lairds did not usually live in town, 

but maintained a town house for occasional use. Merchants and tradesmen, and an emerging 

middle class of urban landowners, were those in charge of the administration of the burgh, 

and the more strenuous keepers of those traditional privileges which had promoted them18. 

They joined in Guilds protecting the interests of the members, checking on the quality of the 

products, and taking care of widows and orphans of deceased members. Guild members were 

entitled to vote for the town council, and could be members of it. In 1403 in Edinburgh, 

guild control of city politics was so strong that the election of guildry office bearers became 

also the election of the town council19. The real head of the burghs were the bailies, or burgh 

magistrates, whose earlier task was to collect the king’s taxes, but later evolved into town 

officers, law magistrates and judges. Other officials were the treasurer, who would guard the 

town’s money, and the Dean of Guild, who would control trading regulation and standards, 

Master of Works, in charge of repairs to public buildings, the Burgh Clerk, who kept the 
                                                 
15 The role of High Street for trade and the role of trade in Bell D. (2008) pp.7-8. 
16 The evolution of other royal, baronial, or ecclesiastical burghs is described in Houston J,M. (1954) 
pp.115-118. 
17 The necessity to reside in within the burgh and the other rules determining the state of burgess are 
described in Marwick, J.D. (1909) pp.3-39, particularly pp.6-10. The concept of citizenship in early 
Edinburgh in Robertson D. and M. Wood (1928) pp.52-87. 
18 The creation after the reformation of a class of urban based landowners, whose patrimony from 
commerce and craftsmanship had been invested in monastery and church lands, is described in Mair 
C. (1988) pp.69-72. The increase in size and importance of the city in time meant a more numerous 
oligarchy, but not an increased popular participation in government. Lynch M. (1981) p.16. The 
essentially elitist organisation of power, and its connections with commerce, also in Dennison P.E. 
(1998) pp.103-104 and pp.113-122. 
19 Mair C. (1988) pp.77-78. 
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records, the Fiscals, who took care of legal prosecution helped by lesser officers similar to 

policemen, and the Lyners, who checked boundaries and solved disputes about properties20.  

Edinburgh citizens and guildsmen found, in maintaining and being consistent with the 

traditional identity of the burgh, a way to face dynastic crisis, masses of newcomers, 

unwelcome royal interfering, political transformation and military dangers. Even increasing 

religious differences, which often had created suspicion and divisions in central Europe, 

were dealt with by appealing to tradition and continuity21. A traditional attitude was kept in 

particular during the confrontation between the powerful merchant class and the crown. The 

court managed to successfully intervene in city matters only rarely, as indirect pressure and 

external impositions were usually efficaciously dodged by the city authorities22. However, 

the transformation of Edinburgh into a capital city meant an increasingly direct control by 

the crown upon the city matters, for example with court-approved Provosts being appointed 

in the twenty-five years after 1553. Similarly, a lengthy reign such as James VI’s did not 

allow the traditional renewal of the Burgh’s charters, usually granted with little question by 

new sovereigns in need of support during their first entry into town. On the contrary, it gave 

the king time to study and override even some of the most ancient customs protecting 

burghal rights, transforming the king by 1600 from the protector and grantor of urban rights 

into the chief offender against the same23. From this overall view of Edinburgh during the 

sixteenth century, the appreciation for traditions and the willingness to keep and defend a 

local identity mainly based on mercantile past and self determination is clear, and it is with it 

that the ruler will have to negotiate in his effort to appropriate and control his capital city, 

transforming it into a suitable stage for the representation of Stewart’s ruling ambitions.  

Imperial ambitions were a powerful incentive for the royal dynasty to impose a specific 

appearance and language upon their cities. They were a common interest of many European 

dynasties during the sixteenth century, in need of support for their pretensions to absolute 

power over their subjects and within their borders, and also useful to deny, or at least reduce, 

                                                 
20 Mair C. (1988) pp.82-94. 
21 During the sixteenth century, both merchants and craftsmen –with such a traditional subdivision 
still remaining in use as late as the 1650s-, ‘remained dedicated to the mission of preserving the burgh 
as a fortress of economic privilege open only to those who inherited their freedom or paid dearly for 
it’. In Lynch M. (1981) p.14. The cohesive role of commercial identity also as a motor of 
improvement after 1660s is described in Miller N. H. (1981) pp.10-11 and 21-32. This lead to a 
largely protestant council being in charge of the city from the 1560s, but still animatedly discussing to 
the amount of radicalism or pragmatism to be used to govern an equally divided city. Nor Queen 
Mary nor John Knox turned to Catholic or Protestant merchants in particular to strengthen their 
position in opposition to the other group, in Lynch M. (1981) p.50. 
22 For example during Mary of Lorraine’s regency, the Queen imposed bailies on the town in 1559, 
which the Congregation countered by the whole replacement of the council two weeks later. Lynch M. 
(1981) p.6. 
23 In Juhala A.L.(2008) pp.359-360. See also Lynch M. (1987) p.69. 
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the traditional submission to the religious authority of the Pope, and in the case of Scotland, 

the pretension of English rulers who claimed the Stewart to be their vassals. Scottish 

monarchs did show similar ambitions, which found their historical and literary basis in 

Boece’s Scotorum Historiae (1526-7) about the history of the country, where the author 

traced back the origins of Scottish monarchy, underlining its prestige and traditional 

independence from foreign rule, and its noble Egyptian origins, proved by the 

‘hieroglyphics’ to be found in northern stones, actually products of Pictish art. It also found 

further humanist backup in John Belender’s translation into Scottish, published in 1533, of 

the first five books of Roman History by Livy, with modernisation of the text to make events 

and concepts more familiar to a contemporary audience, and with an effort to find parallels 

between Roman and Scottish circumstances24. Similarly, James V would have found support 

for his imperial claims and aspirations to embody the union of England and Scotland in John 

Mair’s History of Greater Britain (1521), which had repeatedly stressed how only a marriage 

between the two dynasties could grant the resulting sovereign a true imperial dignity25. Each 

in its own way, literary works produced in this period seemed to confirm and strengthen 

ideas of Scottish grandeur and independence, opposing the English claim of Scotland being a 

vassal state, and the ambitions of a strong-minded nobility. The Stuarts’ claims to imperial 

power were also based onto the great variety of characteristics present in the country, which 

are unified under his unique rule. The fact Scotland had also been free of the Roman rule 

while the rest of Europe had been conquered and governed, was one of the strong points for 

the claims of imperial power26. The ideas of independent rule were stressed by Stuart 

sovereign in their choice of official imagery27. Both James III (from 1485) and James V (in 

1539) wanted to be portrayed in coins wearing an imperial crown28, while James IV, possibly 

more worried about the traditionally aggressive politics of England, had his image painted in 

Margaret Tudor’s Book of Hours (1503) wearing the closed crown signifying imperial 

                                                 
24 About Boece and Belender, and Scottish Renaissance Literature in general, see MacQueen (1990) 
pp.10-31, especially pp.10-12 and pp.20-25. Boece’s Scotorum Historiae however, also stresses the 
limits of royal power, as the ruler is acting on behalf of and for the good of the community, and if 
power ‘is intolerably abused… it may be taken out of the hands to which it had been entrusted by 
those in whose interests the trusteeship had been established’. Burns J.H. (1996) pp.91-2. 
25 On Mair’s expectations onto the Tudor-Stewart marriage see Mason R.A. (1998) pp.39-41. The 
advantages of a policy of British unification in Mason R.A. (1998) pp.50-52. On Mair’s views on 
Scottish imperial power see also Burns J.H. (1996) pp.54-75. Scottish origins of imperial British 
identity in Mason R.A. (1998) pp.242-269. 
26 Mason R.A. (1998) p.95 and pp.53-54 and Mason R.A. (1987) pp.60-66. James III and IV’s efforts 
to transform Edinburgh in a capital city in Fradenburg L.O. (1991) pp.3-46. A study of the ideological 
reasons and practical tools to declare Scotland an empire in Mason R.A. (1998). 
27 Mason R.A. (1998) pp.93-94. 
28 Stewart I. H. (1965) p.65 and pp.66-67. More about closed crowns in Scottish coinage in Thomas 
A. (2005) pp.178-181. 
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power. James V’s signets were remade in 1540, with the king specifically requesting them to 

have a closed crown engraved on them29. James V also had his crown and scepter 

refashioned, to enhance the dignity and status of the royal house of Scotland, and adopted the 

thistle as royal symbol30. An imperial crown is also in an important position in the state 

portrait of James V and his second wife Mary of Lorraine (1515-1560), the so called 

Hardwicke Hall portrait, a copy of which can be found in the Drawing Room at Falkland 

Palace. James V is, ambitiously enough, the only sovereign to wear an imperial crown, 

beside Emperor Charles V, in the heraldic ceiling in the Nave of St Machar’s Cathedral, 

Aberdeen31. The ruler’s dominance was to be materialized on permanent buildings and 

landmarks, through which the sovereign was imposing his own mark upon the city. James III 

and IV had been quite keen on having the crown of Scotland refashioned in the closed form 

identified during the Renaissance with imperial power, and placing it, in its gigantic 

architectural form, on central buildings such as st.Giles in Edinburgh, at King’s college in 

Aberdeen, and topping the fountain of Linlithgow as well as in the bell-tower of the 

neighbouring St.Michael’s Church32. The use of imperial language in religious buildings is 

not incompatible with their use, as Scottish religious houses had often supported the creation 

of Scottish independent identity to keep themselves safe from English claims (especially 

from powerful spiritual centres like York and Canterbury) of temporal as well as spiritual 

overlordship33. Besides, the advantages of proclaiming the ruler’s superiority over religious 

authority, albeit never breaking from Rome as Henry VIII did, were clear to the Stewarts 

ruler, which supported the local clergy’s aspirations to an ecclesia Scoticana under the 

protection of the ruler34. Interestingly enough, in the fifth book of Gellius’s Attic Nights, first 

printed in 1469 and widely distributed, it is stated that “‘Triumphales’ coronae sunt aurae, 

quae imperatoribus ob honorem triumphi mittuntur’35. Closed crowns, as shown in fifteenth 

century paintings portraying Augustus, were then commonly identified with the absolute 

                                                 
29 Mason R.A. (1999) pp.81-82. 
30 Burnett C.J. (1996) pp.293-295. 
31 Mason R.A. (1999) pp.81-83. For the ceiling in St.Machar’s Cathedral see in particular Shire H. M. 
(1996) pp.69-70. 
32 The importance of Scottish coronation and the refurbishing of the regalia as a way to strengthen 
Scottish pretensions of an independent and imperial rule is explained in Thomas A. (2008) pp.46-48, 
and pp.55-63. Use of the imagery of the closed crown in Tudor England in Hoak D. (1995). 
33 Issues about religious supremacy in Mason R.A. (1998) p.93. Scotland direct relationship with 
Rome without the interfering influence of English Archbishops is particularly clear by the direct 
relationship between the archbishop of St.Andrews and the Pope in the heraldic ceiling of St.Machar 
Cathedral, c.1520. Shire H.M. (1996) pp.65-67. 
34 Mason R.A. (1999) pp.74-80. 
35 Gellius Attic Nights, V.vi. 5-7. As reported by Campbell I. (2001) p.28. 
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power of Roman emperors36, but also reminded of triumphs as meaningful occasion for such 

power to be displayed. As the Scottish sovereigns understood and adopted the closed crowns 

iconography, they would have also appreciated the importance of triumphal display. 

The choice of Edinburgh as capital city was also influenced by, and cause of, the 

construction of Holyrood Palace as main court residence. The newly-created royal residence 

was more similar to a Renaissance Palace than to a traditional stronghold, providing an ideal 

location for outdoor recreational sports and for enjoying the pleasures of hunting37. The 

palace became the stage for many recreational and political events during James IV’s reign 

and, with its very growth and development, demonstrated the various kings’ grandeur and 

wealth38. For example in 1507, some of James IV’s successful tournaments were held here, 

using the Palace’s imposing beauty as appropriate setting and its windows like theatre boxes. 

Later on, after the tournament, the palace became the protagonist of the second part of the 

celebration, the ‘gret triumphe and bancat in halyrudhous’
39

. The Palace of Holyrood and its 

royal hunting park, the latter in existence since the twelfth century attached to the abbey40, 

occupied a substantial area next to the city, and represented a location alternative to the city 

for the sovereign to organize part, or all, of his triumphal celebrations. This was not an 

unknown occurrence in European courts, where the advantages of more private celebrations 

within the ruler’s own space were well known. The presence of such an extensive area under 

the control of the ruler, and neighbouring the city, would have created an interesting contrast, 

as the burgh and the palace-park unit would have been facing each other, physically 

representing the needs and expectations of city authorities and royal dynasty respectively. If 

the king had to cope with local traditions when entering the urban space during a triumph, 

the inhabitants of the burgh had to submit to the limitations of having a wide extension of 

land bordering with the town under the direct and absolute authority of the ruler (fig.2.2). In 

the early 1540s, James V enlarged the park through acquisition of nearby lands, and in 1541 

the Town council contributed towards the erection of an enclosing wall built using stones 

from the Salisbury Crags, the latter being an exclusive royal privilege41. However, it seems 

that regulations protecting the ruler’s hunting reserves were more flexible in Scotland than 

for example in England, and the ruler would on occasion pay compensation for hardship, for 

                                                 
36 Gellius actually meant imperators as military commanders, who were more and more identified, in 
the late times of the Roman empire, with the emperor himself. Campbell I. (2001) pp.27-28. 
37 Hunting was so frequent that for the 1503 celebrations, deer and other game had became scarce, and 
had to be captured elsewhere and transported at Holyrood. Jamieson F. (1994) p.30. 
38 The evolution of the Palace in Dunbar J. G. (1999) pp.55-72, and Harrison J. (1919) pp.5-17 on the 
earlier times, and pp.35-70 on James IV and James V’s additions. 
39 Pitscottie’s Chronicles, (1899) vol 1, p.244. I, fol. 51 a, 4-6.  
40 Jameson F. (1994) p.31. 
41 Jameson F. (1994) pp.30-1. 
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instances for crop damaged by the hunt, and would have considered the offender’s poverty 

when judging on infractions42. Also, although it was up to the land owner to decide, a limited 

amount of gazing, wood picking, and other moderate agricultural and pastoral activities were 

often permitted, especially in the Lowlands and during James IV reign43. This seems to 

suggest a form of coexisting and peaceful, mutual recognition of the two realities’ needs. 

 
Fig.2.2: Holyrood outdoors in 1630 in A new description of the shyres Lothian and Linlitquo, T. Pont; 
Jodocus Hondius caelavit sumptibus Andrae Hart Amsterdam: H. Hondius, 1630. 
 

The necessity to establish a peaceful, cooperative coexistence between the ruler’s 

ambitions and the city expectations is well exemplified by the organisation of royal 

triumphal entries in Edinburgh from 1503 to 1633. 

 

2.2 The Characteristics of the Edinburgh Triumphal Route 
The triumphal entries considered and compared are all those which took place in 

Edinburgh, with some references to triumphal celebrations held elsewhere where relevant44. 

From comparison of the routes undertaken, some more information on the evolving 

                                                 
42 Gilbert J.M. (1979) pp.264-265. 
43 Gilbert J.M. (1979) pp.259-262. On the Stewart rulers personal attitude towards hunting and 
hunting reserves, see pp.39-48. 
44 The Riding of the Parliament in Edinburgh was an important processional ceremony marking the 
opening of each parliament until 1707. An orderly procession of local authorities, members of the 
nobility, and the king himself (or one of his representatives) departed from Holyrood Palace carrying 
the Honours of Scotland, which were usually kept at the Castle but brought to the Palace for the 
occasion, The procession dismounted at the Kirk of St.Giles and entered the Parliament. Although not 
completely dissimilar in appearance, Ridings were not royal triumphal ceremonies, did not welcome a 
monarch into town, and did not involve the construction of ephemeral buildings. For these reasons, 
they have not been included in this study. 
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relationship between the city and the sovereign can be understood. Detailed information 

about each entry can be found in the accompanying Appendix. 

Margaret Tudor entered the city in 1503 accompanied by King James IV (Appendix 

A.1.2); Mary of Lorraine entered into Edinburgh in 1538 (Appendix A.2.3), and a triumphal 

celebration was held in Edinburgh in 1558 (Appendix A.3.1), to honour Queen Mary’s 

wedding in Paris to the French Dauphin. In 1561, Mary herself entered Edinburgh for the 

first time (Appendix A.3.3), and the young James VI also entered Edinburgh for the first 

time in 1579 (Appendix A.4.1). Anne of Denmark was welcomed into the capital city in 

1590 (Appendix A.4.2). James VI returned to Scotland and entered Edinburgh in 1617 

(Appendix A.4.5). His son Charles I entered Edinburgh in 1633 for his Scottish coronation 

(Appendix A.5.1)45. The route and the choice of stops for the entrance seem to have 

remained more or less the same, with surprising little change over time. Although, in 

Edinburgh, the lack of suitable alternatives to the Royal Mile could provide a reasonable 

explanation for this, much more can be said when analyzing the entries’ stations in more 

detail, especially regarding the constancy of the stops chosen. The main maps used for this 

study are the Bird's Eye View of the Town of Edinburgh, by Richard Lee Cartographer, 

printed 1544, kept at the British Library, and the 1647 Edinodunensis Tabula by Gordon of 

Rothemay. Through them, I have represented in eight plates the route and stations of the 

eight triumphal entries, and their relationship with the city (Plates 1 to 8, to be found at the 

end of chapter 2). The accompanying Table shows each station numbered 1 to 11, each 

triumphal entry from 1503 to 1633, and a sum up of what was displayed at each location 

during each event. This table is also to be found at the end of chapter 2. 

The processions entered from a city gate, usually the West Port, up the Overbow, with a 

stop at the Butter Tron, then down the Royal Mile, stopping at the Tollbooth and St.Giles. 

The following stops were at the Market Cross, at the Salt Tron, and down to the Netherbow. 

From here, the procession continued down the Canongate to Holyrood Abbey without further 

stops or main events, with few late exceptions. The royal guests would have then proceeded 

into Holyrood Abbey and the Palace. Such consistency can be interpreted as the 

representation of a stable monarchy, more similar to the French example than to the more 

                                                 
45 Other triumphal celebrations are also referred to in the text. They are the tournament of the Black 
Lady and the Wild Knight in 1507 and 1508 (Appendix A.1.2), Queen Margaret’s triumphal entry into 
Aberdeen in 1511 (Appendix A.1.3), the triumphal entertainment for James V in France in 1536 
(Appendix A.2.1), the never realized triumphal entry for the arrival in 1537 of Madeleine of Valois 
(Appendix A.2.2), the welcome to Queen Mary of Guise in St.Andrews in 1538 (Appendix A.2.4), the 
Parisian celebrations for Mary Stuart’s wedding to the Dauphin of France in 1558 (Appendix A.3.2), 
the festival at Stirling Castle for the Baptism of Prince James in 1566, (Appendix A.3.4), the 
baptismal celebrations for Prince Henry in Stirling in 1594 (Appendix A.4.4), James VI’s entry in 
London in 1603 (Appendix A.4.4),  
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mutable Florentine situation46. Through keeping the route unchanged, the Stuart sovereigns 

showed themselves as a solid monarchy, as the Valois were. The Stuarts were not struggling 

against historical evidence to create a reputable dynastic past for themselves, as was the case 

for ambitious upstarts like the Medici or the Tudors, whose right to rule could be 

questioned47. The city was not to be constantly adapted to represent an evolution of power, 

but the traditional buildings represented on the royal mile could easily be a background in 

themselves, representing legitimacy and tradition connecting each generation to the previous. 

The Stewart’s legitimacy made them comfortable with their past, with the buildings which 

embodied it, and with their city, which was fine as it was, and did not need, or present, the 

extensive reshaping, large scale decorations, and big panelling which seemed common in 

Florence. The stability of triumphal routes not only represented and favoured the continuity 

of the ruling dynasty, but also the traditional identity of the local community, and presented 

the ruler with the built evidence of the urban mercantile history, so originating a win-win 

situation favouring stability.  

The Stuart’s power did not come, like the Medici’s had, from a traditional and closely 

knitted relation with the city. Edinburgh Castle, and then Holyrood palace, had been in the 

past just two of the king’s many residences, with the court traditionally moving around 

looking for different entertainment and refurbished apartments. Edinburgh was not 

dependent upon the Stuarts or their court for its identity, which was based on the status of 

royal burgh, and on the economic power of the wealthy guilds and merchants fighting hard 

for their economic privileges, which were undividable from their identity as citizens. This 

had an influence on the kind of route chosen. Although a triumphal route based on the Royal 

Mile would have visually stretched between the king’s two residences, the Castle and the 

Holyrood Palace, the Castle was not, strictly speaking, the starting point of the celebration, 

which, except on two occasions, made a point of ostentatiously beginning from an external 

gate, usually the West Port. This meant the rulers were entering the city from the outside, 

and not approaching it from their own residence. Similarly, as far as the city was concerned, 

usually the port of Netherbow, rather than the palace of Holyrood, was the official 

conclusion of the triumphal ceremony, which then stretched between the entry and the exit 

gate of the burgh. The sovereign’s entrance into Edinburgh was not a procession between 

two of his palaces, but an independent political message demanding attention. It is only in 

the later entries considered, from 1579 onwards, that the triumphal stations expand outside 

                                                 
46 Parisian and Florentine examples are described in 1.4.  
47 The stability of the Stuart monarchy is shown by its survival, through the Sixteenth century, to 
frequent minorities, regencies also of foreign dowager queens, and two long absences of the ruler 
going abroad in pursue of a wife. 
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the Netherbow gate towards the Holyrood palace. This is representing a change in the 

balance of power between the city, until then self contained organizer of the king’s entries, 

and the court.  

The entry proceeded from outside of town to its centre, and then moved to the outside 

again, so showing the ruler the development of the city in time. The ruler moved from the 

outskirts to the city centre, and then proceeded towards the city gate on his way to Holyrood 

Palace. Although not comparable to the Roman ceremonial perimeter of continental 

tradition, it did represent, for the sovereign, a walk through the historical phases of the urban 

development, and so through the city timeline. The built history the king was shown would 

have represented the development of the royal burgh under the guide of its commercial 

guilds, and thanks to the privileges granted by the king’s own ancestors. The locations 

chosen as stops reflected the city’s pride: the stops corresponded with public buildings of 

historical relevance and with city landmarks, like the gates delimiting the city boundaries, 

the Tolbooth, where much of the public administration was dealt with, and the Trons, where 

goods sold at the markets were weighed. Through underlining its privileges and wealth, the 

city promoted itself as an active subject, and not a mere object, during the king’s entrance; 

triumphs maintained at least the appearance of a dialogue between a city with relative 

independence, and with a mercantile and middle class tradition, and its sovereign48. While in 

Paris the guilds themselves seemed to be in direct control of the organisation of the triumphs, 

and were each allocated a specific location for which to be responsible, this seems not to 

have been the case for Scottish celebrations. Powerful guilds like the Hammermen’s guild in 

Edinburgh enjoyed prominent position in processions and ceremonies until 1516, while 

members of the city council and deans of guilds also traditionally enjoyed the leading roles 

during folk plays and for the election of characters like the King of May or Robin Hood. 

However, Scottish municipal plays and triumphs were usually organized with common 

funds,49 but without a clear identification of a guild with a  particular location. The route 

taken during municipal processions, for example, by the customary pre-Reformation 

procession of St.Giles held in Edinburgh on 1st September, was probably centered around the 

related church, with the crafts carrying around relics, and paintings and arms of the saint50.  

The balance of power between local autonomies and royal expectations changed in time, 

                                                 
48 An interesting example of balance between defending the city’s privileges and identity, and win 
over the benevolence of a suspicious ruler, is shown by Philip the Bold’s entry into Ghent in 1458, 
treated in Arnade P. (1996) p.131-142.  
49 for example in Aberdeen Corpus Christi Day in 1479, Mill A.J. (1927) pp.61-62. A complete 
description of public festivities and religious processions in Aberdeen in Sports and Pageants, (1449-
1565) in Hume Brown, P. (1893) pp.184-196. 
50 Mill A.J. (1927) pp.73-74. 
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and the city authorities passed from being in absolute control of the celebration in 1503, 

when James IV’s favourite courtly language was confined to the outdoors, to abiding more 

and more to the wishes and expectations of an increasingly absolutist rule. The supervision 

of Mary of Lorraine’s 1538 entry was in the hands of high-profile, learned courtiers like 

David Lindsay, but almost all the others were prominent members of the mercantile 

community, like Alexander Spens, recorded in 1536 as ‘maister(s) of wark to thair calsay 

and commoun werk of the towne’, and as bailies in 153951. Robert Graham, another burgess 

involved, was a member of the city council and city treasurer in 153952, Johne Purves was a 

dean of guild in 1535 and 1536, and member of the council in 153953. Robert Watsoun was 

tresaurer in 1537, and member of the council in 153854. William Symsoun was a man of 

guild in 153655, and William Loch a member of the council in 153956. Similarly, the 1558 

Edinburgh celebration of Queen Mary’s Parisian wedding was probably ordered by Regent 

Mary of Guise, but paid for and organized by the city authorities, with the entertainment of 

the people of Edinburgh in mind57. The 1561 triumphal entry for the return of Queen Mary 

was similarly organized by the city authorities, so lavishly as to create economic problems 

for the burgh for the next few years. However, being in control of the celebration allowed 

them to balance the rich gifts and the demonstrations of joy with a free hand in presenting 

challenging Protestant topics58. Those involved in the process of organizing the 1561 entry 

identified with ‘the Provost, Baillies, and Coundsall, and Dekynis’59. The organizing 

committee for the 1579 entry was composed by the ‘Dekyns of the barbouris, skynneris, 

furrouris, cordineris, masonis, baxteris, tailzeouris, wobstaris, fleschouris, goldsmythis, 

hammermen’60. However, an increasing use of courtly language, and a marked preference for 

entertaining a learned audience, showed how, although the city authorities were still the 

organizers, pleasing the ruler was becoming more and more a priority. By the beginning of 

the Seventeenth century, the will and expectation of the absent monarch are so clearly stated, 

through letters and messages, that whoever was in charge of the entry would have made a 

point to please the ruler and fulfill his requests.  In 1616, for example, the Privy Council sent 
                                                 
51 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh: 1528-1557, p.74 and p.93. 
52 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh 1528-1557, p.93 and p.95. 
53 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh: 1528-1557, p.69, p.74 and p.93.  
54 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh: 1528-1557, p.84 and p.87.  
55 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh: 1528-1557, p.76. 
56 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh: 1528-1557, p.93. 
57 The Parisian entry had had a great number of indoor entertainments, meant for the restricted elite 
and the royals; however, during the part of the celebration held in the city much attention was paid 
that the population could have a good view and enjoy the ceremony. Carpenter S. and G. Runnalls 
(2000) p.149.  
58 MacDonald A.A. (1997) pp.78-82. 
59 Reception of kings and queens (1822) p.1. 
60 Reception of kings and queens (1822) p.11. 
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‘direction to the Burgh of Edinburgh anent Preparatiounis for His Majesties heircoming’61, 

and mentioned that ‘the Lordis of Secreitt Counsal .. commandis and ordains the provest and 

baillies of Edinburgh, .. Cannogait, .. and Potterrow and West Porte, … to foirsee and 

prouide that their be goode ludgeingis within the saidis boundis for fyve thowsand men and 

stablis for fyve thowsand horse’62. Prominent bourgeoisie and merchants were asked to host 

and entertain the king’s courtiers during the entries, and if this was considered a privilege 

and an honour, it also put a financial strain on them and the city itself, implying how the 

kings considered the citizens and their properties to be constantly at their disposal, and how 

far by now the city is ready to go to please the rulers63. The local authorities were ready to 

second the rulers’ increasing interest for a classical, learned language, and from 1617 

onwards, members of the Edinburgh College acted as organizers and actors during the 

celebrations. James VI was paid homage by a speech and a book of poems by various men of 

the College, in their traditional dress, at the gate of the Inner Court of Holyrood palace. In 

1633, Charles I’s entry was devised by John Adamson, Principal of Edinburgh College, with 

speeches and poems by William Drummond of Hawthornden, and Thomas Craufurd, Master 

of the High School, who provided an account of the ceremony. The involvement of three 

noteworthy scholars, representing a noticeable collection of scholarly ‘local worthies’, shows 

the increasingly important role of the University and the importance of Edinburgh as a centre 

of culture, and its pride in her role as sponsor of learning64.  

The importance of learning is underlined by the use of triumphal themes in Heriot 

Hospital, begun 1628, where a triumphal arch inspired by the Roman arch in Pola, with a 

central arch flanked by paired columns on shared base, which had become a symbol of 

triumphal rule during the XV and XVI century, was adopted in the entrance65. The presence 

of two more arches on the access route from the Grassmarket to the Hospital might also 

represent a symbolic route of personal triumph in education, similar to that described for 

other English educational buildings (Fig.2.3)66. The celebration of personal achievements did 

not depend upon birthright, but was within reach of everybody, making triumphs more 

approachable and less elitist67. Similarly, according to Lyndsay, the humanistic interests 

                                                 
61 Reception of kings and queens (1822) p.53  
62 Reception of kings and queens (1822) p.59. 
63 On James VI’s proprietary attitude towards the town and his expectations of lodging, banquets, and 
entertainment to be arranged for his guests, see Juhala A.L. (2008) pp.352-8. 
64 McGrath, Elizabeth (1990) pp.257-270. Particularly pp.257-262 and 269-270.  
65 Howard D. (2001) p.124. 
66 See Chapter 1, pp.23-4. Although an analysis of Heriot Hospital approach route is beyond the scope 
of this research, it would be worth investigating it in the future. 
67 The appearance of triumphal themes in private buildings at the end of the XVI and during the XVII 
century has been noticed, showing how triumphal arches, related decoration, and the idea of power 
and grandeur which went with it appealed to a wide audience. These were for example Alexander 
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based on personal intellectual and moral development challenged traditional chivalric ideas, 

founded on the class immobility of feudal society and on military training68.  

  
Fig.2.3: Left, The access to George Heriot School in Gordon’s Edinodunensis Tabulam (1647), 
showing a succession of gates. Right, the triumphal arch at the front (Grant, J. (1883) V.4)  
 

Similarly, triumphs over death could be achieved by all those who had lived a moral and 

Christian life, although only those better well off could built for themselves such a triumphal 

mausoleum as the Montgomery monument (1633), in Largs69, or the triumphal arch 

representing the Bruce monument in Culross (c.1642) (Fig.2.4)70. Sir Montgomery’s aisle is 

particularly interesting, being decorated with symbolic pictures recalling of the painted 

ceiling of many Scottish galleries71. By including the emblems of Justice and Fortitude in the 

                                                                                                                                          
Seton’s giant triumphal structure in Fyvie Castle, built around 1603, Glendinning M., R. MacInnes, A. 
MacKechnie (1996) p.43, John Urquhart’s Craigston Castle rebuilt 1604-7, in Glendinning M., R. 
MacInnes, A. MacKechnie (1996) p.49. Both these triumphal arches, and that of Salcoats Castle 
(1592) are also described in MacKechnie A. (2000) p.162. Here Fyvie is also compared to the 
triumphal façade of Alberti S.Andrea in Mantua, and to Alfonso I’s arch in Naple. 
Similarities between Mar’s Wark in Stirling and a triumphal arch in Glendinning M., R. MacInnes, A. 
MacKechnie (1996) pp.60-61. Regent’s Morton personal ambitions were possibly expressed through 
the distinctive triumphal look of the gateway he realized at Edinburgh Castle, which resembled Porta 
Pia in Rome. MacKechnie A. (2000) p.158, where his own insigna appeared in a higher position than 
those of the royal house MacGibbon D. and T.Ross v.II (1889) pp.454-455. 
68 Edington C. (1994) pp.80-83. 
69 As noted in Glendinning M., R. MacInnes, A. MacKechnie (1996) p.35. 
70 Similarities with Heriot Hospital entry arch have been noticed in MacGibbon D. and T. Ross (1892) 
pp.206-208. Interestingly enough, Sir George Bruce matched his interest in triumphal arches with an 
interest in the use of symbolic figures in his Culross gallery, which will be discussed in chapter 4. 
71 See chapter 4 on Scottish painted ceilings and their meaning. The engraver Etienne Delaune was the 
source for grotesques and Biblical scenes at Skelmorlie Aisle, in Wells-Cole A. (1997) p.40-1. 
Another example of ecclesiastical painted ceiling is that of Sir William Stewart’s Grandtully chapel 
(1633), expressing the values of Scottish liturgy in the period leading to the National Covenant. Bath. 
M. (1993) pp.296-9. 
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elaborate decorative scheme, he is ‘laying claim to those values as the guiding principles of 

his class and clan’72, quite in the same way as figures of Virtues or Divinities were used, 

during entries and in connection with triumphal arches, to relate the ruler to the positive 

meanings those figures carried. 

  
Fig.2.4: Left, Montgomery monument at Skelmorlie Aisle (MacGibbon D. and T Ross), right Bruce 
Monument (Scran, ID 000-299-995-506-C) 
 

Triumphal entries were powerful and efficacious means to deliver political messages, 

employing the strong evocative power of historical buildings to represent the traditional 

independence and mercantile wealth of the burgh. However, the city’s role as thriving capital 

had been made possible by the rights granted by the entering sovereign’s ancestors, and by 

their own choosing it as capital in which to hold court.73 Through studying the use of the 

various locations, and the evolution of the messages delivered at each station, it is possible to 

analyze the changing relationship between the royal power and the traditional bourgeois 

independence, and the changing role of the city as stage of such political arm-wrestling.  

 

2.3 Outside Town and the Political Significance of Courtly Chivalric Language 
Almost all triumphal entries recorded in Edinburgh traversed the whole city. However, 

when some of the stations stretched the entries outside the boundaries of the city (Table, 

n.1), these became meaningful occurrences, holding important cultural, social, and political 

meanings. These represented the location where celebrations of chivalric tradition were held, 
                                                 
72 Bath M. (1994) p.15. 
73 Noted Dennison E.P. and M. Lynch (2005) pp.32-35. 
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as chivalry was a favourite language of the Stuart monarchs, of James IV in particular, and a 

powerful cultural connection with other European countries74. During Margaret Tudor’s 

entry in 1503 (Plate 1), the first part of the entertainment happened outside the city, 

portraying the king as chivalric hero of a romantic saga. The king’s procession moved 

outside town to meet the Queen’s party. James returned on horseback with Margaret, in the 

fashion of knights bringing back a rescued lady, and leading a young damsel to safety. By 

doing so, he also deprived her of her visually central role during her own entrance, making 

the hero-knight James, or at best the pair of them, the centre of attention, instead of her 

alone75. Later, a staged fight of two knights over a lady is settled by the king ordering a 

tournament to be held, with the King presenting himself as the perfect chivalric ruler and the 

symbolic centre of his court. When closer to the city, a deer is released for the entertainment 

of the hunting party -a traditional recreation of feudal society. The fact that these chivalric 

themes were adopted in the part of the entry held outside the city, virtually disappearing 

when the procession moves inside it, is highly interesting. In Burgundy, holding ducal jousts 

in a civic space came to represent a cultural hegemony, and the appropriation of civic 

traditions by ducal authority, who took possession of the civic urban spaces with scaffolding 

and stage-like devices76. This apparently did not happen in Scotland, as shown by the 

absence of chivalric elements not only from triumphs in Edinburgh, but from other urban 

entries such as Queen Margaret’s entrance into Aberdeen in 151177, and from Queen Mary of 

Lorraine’s entry into St.Andrews in 1538. In St.Andrews, they do appear as part of the court 

entertainment for the queen, who would take part into ‘iusting and ryoting at the listis, 

archorie, hunting and halking, witht singing and dancing, menstrelling and playing, wther 

princlie game and pastyme according to king and quein.
78

’ but these were part of later 

courtly entertainment, and not of the entry itself.  

It can be noticed how, during its long tradition of triumphal entries, none of the stations 

inside the Edinburgh perimeter celebrated the king as knightly hero of a traditional chivalric 

                                                 
74 The international connections (Burgundian expecially) and literary sources responsible for early 
interest of the Stewart’s in chivalry are listed and analyzed in MacDonald A.A. (2001). James IV’s 
ambitions for leading a crusade in MacQuarrie (1985) pp.108-112. Scottish connections with 
European triumphs are described in MacDonald A.A. (1991) pp.101-2, with European culture in 
MacDonald A.A. (2003) [II]. 
75 There is no documentation about the queen’s reactions to this act; being Margaret quite young, and 
at these early times, she seems to have acquiesced. However, James IV behaves with great courtesy to 
Margaret all along the triumph, often giving her way and making her be the first to, for example, knee 
at the church or kiss relics. 
76 Brown A. (2006) p.6. 
77 The statue of a Bruce in Aberdeen was probably shown to Margaret to represent anti-English 
feelings, to question Margaret’s political sympathies and warn James IV against trusting her advice. 
Kipling G. (1998) p.317. 
78 Pitscottie’s Chronicles, vol 1, (1899) p.381, I, fol 127 b.  
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society. Chivalric culture was a court-centered world focused on traditional values shared by 

the nobility, and so most unsuitable to celebrate the wealthy, powerful merchant community 

which constituted the backbone of Edinburgh middle class, and which represented the 

principal interlocutor of the sovereign during the entry. On the outside of town, the king is in 

control of the procession, and free to decide which language to adopt; but once the triumphal 

entry is started within the city ground, he is bound to submit to messages decided by, and 

favourable to, the city authorities, who did not see themselves represented in the traditional 

chivalric world
79

.  

By that token, the rulers chose to adopt chivalric language for private triumphal 

celebrations held in their private residences, where they portrayed values of bravery, 

hierarchical order, and morality. In 1507 and 1508, at Holyrood Palace, James exploited the 

political potential of the chivalric world to perfection, with ‘the turnament of the black kincht 

and the black lady’
80

, in which ‘this sable beauty was introduced in a triumphal chariot’
81

. 

Showing his court as the ideal chivalrous court, and himself as the perfect courteous 

monarch and hero knight, he could ideally confront wealthier, politically more relevant 

monarchs on a cultural ground on which he excelled, being considered their equal or, as 

shown by his carefully-staged victory at the 1507 tournament, possibly their superior82. 

Invitations were sent abroad as much as a hundred days in advance, ‘to the effectt that 

france, ingland and denmark micht have knawledge of the samyn and quha that pleisit to 

cum thairto as thay thocht guid’
83

. These were key countries as far as Scottish foreign policy 

was concerned, regarding commerce, weddings, and defense. The tournament “..was not 
                                                 
79 During the 1511 entry in Aberdeen, the three pageants the Queen was shown belonged to the 
customary biblical tradition, recognizable and enjoyable by whoever had basic biblical knowledge. 
Similarly, two biblical pageants of the three organized for Margaret’s entrance in Edinburgh, showed 
themes people would have been familiar with through their religious education, and pageants of 
traditional, mediaeval flavor, like the one showing Virtues triumphing over vices. Examples of the 
Virtues and Vices iconography in Gray D. (1998) p.21.  
80 Pitscottie’s Chronicles, vol 1, (1899) p.242. I, fol. 50 b, 30-31. Compared with the medieval 
tournament, which was originally a military function and served as training for future wars, the 
Renaissance tournament took pride of its link with the chivalrous rules of the past, and became more 
similar to a theatrical celebration than to a warfare action. More about the Tournament in Strong R. 
(1984) pp.50-57. 
81 Tyler P.F. (1855) III, p.332.  
82 However, James IV was entrapped in his own game when the French queen Anne of Brittany ‘wrait 
ane lufe letter to the king of Scotland, callit rebuike for his saik in France for the defending of his 
honour, scho beleiffit suirlie that he wald recompence hir againe witht sum of his nkyghtlie support in 
hir necessatie, that is to sai that he wald raise hir airme and come three fute on inglis ground for hir 
sake’. Pitscottie’s Chronicles, vol 1, (1899) p.256. I, fol. 85 b, 25-32. The fact James was reluctant to 
abandon his part of courtly knight even in those dramatic circumstances, show how important the 
creation of such an atmosphere had been for him, and how unwilling he was to let it go. 
83 Pitscottie’s Chronicles, vol 1, (1899) p.242. I, fol. 50 b, 16-18. The elaborated cartel of invitation 
sent to the French court is printed in Michel F. (1862) vol.I, p.384, A second tournament with the 
same name, and organized the same way, was held again in 1508. 
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solely of a chivalrous nature, but involved subjects of political importance, which could be 

readily concealed from common observation under the gorgeous disguise of the 

tournament’
84

. Under the superficially politically informal environment, compromises could 

be formed, alliances forged, and a bond of mutual respect created by noblemen finding 

common ground in the chivalric principles of the joust. Embodying the victorious knight, 

James IV created an illusion of unity and pacification after the uncertainties of James III’s 

rule and the troubles of his own young years85. Later on, James V efficaciously forged a 

successful chivalric character for himself
86

, but again within a private and courtly 

environment. His arrival in 1536, unannounced and masked, at the French court to claim his 

promised bride through an adventurous journey at sea forged an image of chivalric and 

romantic ruler for James at the French court
87

. Determined Madeleine de Valois in turn 

played her part to perfection, being compared to Penelope, awaiting for her only love to 

come, and refusing to give up hope and accept another suitor88. Mary Stuart’s use of 

chivalric language was also confined to her own private celebrations, for example in the 

baptism of Prince James in Stirling castle in 1565, where a selected elite witnessed a staged 

assault on a mocked-up fortress89, representing the steadiness of Scottish royal power against 

the forces of darkness. James VI too adopted chivalry as a way to create an aura of knightly 

heroism around himself. The reckless plan to go abroad to fetch his bride Anne of Denmark, 

delayed by bad weather and murmurs of witchcraft, publicly denied the gossips as about the 
                                                 
84 Tyler P.F. (1855) III p.332, in connection with the arrival in Scotland in 1507 of the French knight 
and diplomat Sir Anthony D’Arsy to take part in the tournament. 
85 More information on XIV and XV century tournaments in Scotland in Ditchburn D. (2000) pp.96-
105. Christian IV of Denmark’s triumphal arrival in London in 1614 also represented a political 
opportunity, under the cover up of a fraternal visit to Christian’s sister, Queen Anne. Davies H.N. 
(1992) p.312-319. Henry VII’s use of tournament to visualize willing, armed support around himself 
and strengthen the authority of his dynasty in Young A.R. (1987) p.22-27. 
86 ‘for as Leander swame outthrow the flude,/ To his fair Lady Hero, mony nichtis, /So did this prince 
throw bulryng strmis wode/ With Erlis, baronis, squyaris, & with knichts,/ Contrair Neptune and Eol, 
and thare michtis,/ And left his Realme in greit disesperance,/ To seik his Lufe, the first Dochter of 
France.’ Hamer D. (1931) I, p.107, verse 43-49.  
87 The reaction of the impressed French nobility at James’ arrival in Pitscottie’s Chronicles vol 1, 
(1899) p.240, I, fol 50 a. The principles of chivalry were quite popular there too, according to the kind 
of entertainment offered to king James in relation with his marriage, as ‘iusting and tournamentis 
baitht on horse and on fute and in burght and land and also wpon the sie in schipis’. Pitscottie’s 
Chronicles vol 1, (1899) p.365-366, I, fol 125 a. James’s chivalric choice was also practical, as 
Francis I’s eldest daughter, however sickish, would have also been a most prestigious bride.  
88 Such a comparison would hot have been out of place as element of the triumphal decoration itself. 
James V’s grandson, James VI, will be attributed the courage and enterprise of another mythical 
sailor, Jason, sailing across the sea to fetch his bride. McManus (2000) pp.193-197. 
89 The meaning of this, and the baptismal celebrations for Prince James held at Stirling, has been 
discussed by Lynch M. (1990) particularly pp.6-10. An earlier use of an attack to a mocked fortress 
during Mary’s reign is described in Carpenter S. (2003) pp.202-3. The use of symbolic assault to 
castles during celebrations, often in relation to love and courting, or the fight between virtues and 
vices, in Loomie A.J. (1971) p.265-6. 
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sovereign’s homosexuality, irresolution, and weakness
90

. However, James’s credibility as a 

chivalric hero is dubious, and even when appearing as a knight himself, as in the staged 

tournament held for Prince Henry’s baptism in 1594 in an attempt to copy Tudor tournament 

language, such language did not impress many of the Scottish nobles and clergymen 

involved91. On her side, Anne of Denmark refused to conform to the role of the grateful 

damsel in distress, refusing to be kissed by the bold sovereign on his disembarking from his 

boat92, and during all her life confronting the king on familiar, political, and religious 

issues93. Later on, the Stuart masque took the lead as favourite entertainment at the British 

court.  

Chivalric values were a favoured language of the Scottish rulers, especially in earlier 

times, where the personalities of the sovereigns and the response of the other characters, for 

example their brides, allowed them to forge a believable role as chivalric hero. Such 

principles, usually unsuitable to express the principles of local identity which a city would 

have appreciated seeing portrayed, were adopted especially in the outside of towns, and in 

those spaces like palaces and courts which were clearly under the ruler’s authority. Chivalric 

values had helped restraining the potentially threatening and independent Scottish gentry into 

and through a shared code of behavior based on loyalty and honour. Also, the Scottish cause 

was often presented, through the declaration of Arbroath and the myth of Robert the Bruce in 

particular, as the cause of the chivalric hero and rescuer fighting against the unjust and 

unchivalric cause of England and Edward I94. Chivalry had been a useful tool to define and 

celebrate Scotland’s past struggle to keep independence from invaders and the recent past of 

struggle against England, forging a national identity95. However, from mid sixteenth century, 

in Scotland as elsewhere in Europe, humanist influences were stressing the classical values 

                                                 
90 He states in fact that ‘I upon the instant yea very moment, resolvit to mak possible on my part, that 
quhild wes impossible on hirs. … and as I tuke this resolutioun onlie of myself, as I am a trew Prince, 
sa advised with myself onlie quhat way to follow furth the same..’ The king makes clear how he 
decided to keep his resolution secret until everything was ready, keeping it especially from ‘The 
Chancellair.. remembering, quhat invyous and injust burding he dalie beiris, for leiding me be the 
nose, as it wer, to all his appetytis, as giff I wer ane unressonable creature, or a bairne that could do 
nothing of myselff’. Papers relative to the marriage of King James VI (1828) pp.13-15. The influence 
of witchcraft in delaying Anne’s arrival in Papers relative to the marriage of King James VI (1828) 
p.xiv. The king impersonation of the brave rescue knight is discussed in McManus (2000) pp.193-197. 
91 This interpretation in Lynch M. (2003) pp.225-6. 
92 She only acquiesced to her duty after James gave her, in a private conversation of few minutes, a 
piece of his mind. Anne’s refusal of playing her role of courtly queen has been noticed in McManus 
C. (2002) pp.65-66. 
93 An analysis of Anne’s passive role during Prince Henry’ 1594 baptism, in McManus C. (2000). 
Also in Meikle M.M. (2000) pp.134-138. About queen Anne’s conversion to Catholicism see Loomie 
A.J. (1971) pp.303-316. 
94 Edington C. (1998) pp.72-6. 
95 Mason R.A. (1992) pp.54-8. 
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of citizenship over the medieval code of chivalry, and encouraged the transformation from 

knights in the service of God and Christendom into gentlemen in the service of an absolutist 

sovereign. Besides, with the prospect of a peaceful and possibly advantageous union with its 

Southern neighbour, the nobles’ chivalric role in connection with Scotland’s identity as a 

nation-in-arms was approaching the end of its useful life, making way for the idea of 

commonweal defending the community welfare within a Greater Britain96. Possibly, the 

Stuarts as kings of Great Britain were wealthy and confident enough to confront their fellow 

sovereigns on more substantial matters, without needing to move the competition to the 

chivalric ground of courtesy and bravery. Also, classical language soon overlapped with 

chivalry, becoming a favourite at the Scottish court, and from the little enthusiasm shown by 

Queens like Anne of Denmark for playing her part as the object of courtly love, one could 

wonder if it was not time to offer a queen a broader role beside being an almost mute object 

of love and admiration. Maybe it is the chivalric values in general being questioned, their 

utility at the Scottish court, and their value in themselves within a changing society intolerant 

to the rising middle class, thus explaining the limited use of such iconography during the 

reigns of James VI and Charles I. During Charles I’s reign, the decline of chivalric ideas was 

also due to their identification with the glorious days of Elizabethan chivalry, with whose 

successes later kings felt they could not compete97. Already, in Lyndsay’s literary work, he 

shows an increasing uneasiness with some wordy, war-like aspects of chivalric ideology, 

moving attention towards Christian humanism98. A similar theme is expressed, according to 

my interpretation, in the fountain of Linlithgow palace, where the theme chosen for the 

decoration perfectly represents this moment of crisis and cultural renewal, which recognizes 

chivalric culture as an elite, slightly old fashioned language, not entirely suitable to express 

the new needs and expectations of a modern society.  

 

2.4 The Port: Urban Boundaries as Boundaries to Royal Power 
The official entry of the triumphal procession was a city gate, in the majority of cases the 

West Port (Table, n.2). The West Port had been built between 1477 and 1507, and it had 

supplanted, earlier than 1515, the Upper Bow as check-point and western gate to the town99. 

The Upper Bow connected the High Street to the Cowgate, the street running parallel to it 
                                                 
96 The use of chivalric principles to form Scottish identity in Mason R.A. (1998) pp.89-92 and pp.102-
103. The evolution of chivalry towards a more modern sensibility in Europe in Vale M. (1981) 
pp.147-176, and the shift from martial qualities to political and diplomatic skills, transforming the 
soldiers into courtiers, in Stevenson K. (2006) pp.185-9. 
97Classicist chivalry turned from a way for nobles to distinguish themselves as individuals, to 
abonding force based on loyalty to each other and to the ruler. Adamson J.S.A. (1994) pp.161-77. 
98 Edington C. (1994) pp.78-9. 
99 Harris S. (1996) p.633. See also Cullen W.D. (1988) p.20. 
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but on a lower level, within a natural valley100. On the other side of the Cowgate, under the 

Castle, was the Grassmarket, with the West Port on its West end101. Like many other city 

gates, for example the much-altered West Port at St.Andrews, it would probably have been 

of one-cart width and about twelve feet high, to allow entrance to singly bulky carts on their 

way into or out of town. Pedestrians were often to pass through smaller side archways102. 

Entering at West Port, or entering in the city at all, would have been an understandable 

necessity for royals who were approaching the city from the outside, but even those who had 

been residing in town (Anne of Denmark in 1590, Plate 6, or Queen Mary in 1561, Plate 4) 

had to reach West Port through inconspicuous lanes external to the burgh, and then enter the 

city officially from there. It is therefore obvious that the entry gate had a symbolic 

importance.  

  
Fig.2.5: Two arches built for the entry of Charles V into Bruges in 1515. In La tryumphante et 
solemnelle entrée.. de tresexcellent prince..Charles.. en sa ville de Bruges, Paris, 1515.  
 

The carefully staging of the act of entering, even when it was not strictly necessary, 

underlines the importance of gaining official access to the city, an access which is granted to 

the city by his faithful subjects, but which is not to be taken for granted.  

In 1503, Margaret Tudor arrived from the South, and her entrance into Edinburgh 

reflected a real arrival. She entered town at Bristo Port, (also called Society, from the Society 

of Brewers established here in 1598, or Greyfriars Port, from the nearby Franciscan Friary, 
                                                 
100 The development of a burgh around two parallel main streets was not uncommon, for example 
happening at Stirling, Perth, Dundee, and Arbroath; in Mair C. (1988) p.37. 
101 The role of the Canongate as mercantile location and its relationship with the High Street in Bell D. 
(2008) pp.9-10. 
102 Other examples of Scottish Gates in Mair C. (1988) pp.34-35. 
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despoiled in 1559) which was the traditional access to the castle by the West Bow103. The 

arch built for Margaret’s arrival at Bristo port, it has been suggested, might have reminded of 

similar arches built for Charles V’s entry into Bruges in 1515 (Fig.2.5), which also had a 

structure similar to the foreworks in Stirling104. The side activities organized for the Queen 

by James IV outside Edinburgh might have had specific requirements of outdoor space 

which made that approach preferable105. Mary of Lorraine entered Edinburgh from West Port 

on the 17th July 1538 (Plate 2).106 The absence of an official entry through West Port for the 

1558 (Plate 3) Edinburgh celebrations for Queen Mary’s wedding, can be explained as being 

because of the absence of a ruler to symbolically let in, Mary being in Paris, and with the 

celebrations being a civic rejoicing and not an entry at all107. Mary Stuart’s relation with the 

West Port during her 1561 (Plate 4) is quite interesting, as the queen left Holyrood Palace in 

the morning, moved on the ‘Lang Gait’, probably the modern Princes Street108, on the north 

side of the burgh, up to the castle; on the way up, probably at the foot of the rock, a gate had 

been built for her109. She had lunch in the castle with her accompanying nobles, and entered 

the city ‘properly’ later in the afternoon, descending from the castle straight into town. The 

decision not to follow the usual practice of entering the city from a city Port is a unique 

occurrence, and changed completely the relation between the monarch and the city, to the 

advantage of the former. The royal residence would have become the starting point of the 

processional route, making it effectively a route between two royal residences, without the 

traditional aspects of ‘being granted access’, and virtually ignoring the West Port, which 

would have been briefly passed through without much ceremony on the way to the castle. 

Through changes in the elements she could control (how to access the start of the entry, 

where to dine and when), Queen Mary was trying to ‘personalize’ the triumphal entry, 

effectively adapting it to her own needs and taking away a surprising amount of traditional 
                                                 
103 Cullen W.D. (1988) pp.13-18. 
104 Campbell I. (1997) p.28. 
105 Margaret Tudor’s entry might have happened through West Port. ‘The royal party were met at the 
western entrance to the city by the whole of the Greyfriars, -whose monastery was on the south side of 
the Grassmarket- bearing in procession their most valued relics’. Grant J. (1882) Vol. IV p.230. 
However, I will stick to Ian Campbell’s interpretation, which suggests the entry to have started 
through Bristo Port. In Old and New Edinburgh itself, it is stated that the Bristo Port was called in 
earlier times Greyfriars’ Port, for example Grant J. (1882) Vol. IV p.267. 
106 There is no description on the records regarding her previous lodgings in town, or if she arrived 
straight from St.Andrews and the other royal palaces she had visited on the way to Edinburgh.  
107 It has been suggested that the kind of pageantries and decorations organized for the occasion, were 
inspired from those realized in Paris for the wedding, politically and visually joining the two 
celebrations. Carpenter S. (2000) pp.152-157. 
108 ‘Joseph Robertson identifies ‘the lang gait’ as the terrace on which Princes Street now stands’ in 
his Mary’s Inventories, p. lxxii, cited by Hay Fleming D. (1897) p.256. 
109 ‘She must either have entered the city by the West Port or West Gate, or have obtained ingress into 
the fortress from the line of the present Lothian Road by some pathway not known to us.’ Smeaton O. 
(1905) p.75. 
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meaning from it110. This might have been an intentional act of defiance, to establish from the 

beginning her authority, possibly under the influence of the strong willed rulers she had 

personally met in France, or an involuntary gaffe due to limited experience of local 

traditions. However, it was one of the most striking alterations to the traditional entries for 

decades, and the harsh messages delivered to the queen during her entry might have been 

influenced and justified by the fear of unwelcomed changes by a virtually unknown, and 

Catholic, queen, which this innovatory start of an entry seemed to foresee111.  

This unorthodox use of urban space of the Queen was matched by the invasion of the 

Queen’s own space by the city authorities, who accompanied her not only to the Abbey, 

where a challenging speech about the abolition of the mass was conveyed by children in a 

cart, but as far as her Outer Chamber, before they retired back into Edinburgh. The invasion 

of the ruler’s own space is a unique occurrence in the history of Edinburgh entries, and might 

have been organized as a symbolic response to the Queen’s act of defiance in ignoring the 

traditional welcome at the West Port. The outer chamber represented the most external of the 

two or three rooms of the ruler’s personal apartment in Scottish Renaissance palaces112. 

Although not as threatening as an invasion of her inner chamber would have been, the 

breaking of her outer chamber -a much more personal ground than the yard or the hall- by 

the city authorities was unprecedented and highly symbolic.. As she had ignored the 

significance of city boundaries, so the boundaries to her own space were in turn threatened.  

The tradition of symbolic entries at West Port was restored in 1579 (Plate 5), when 

James VI entered the city as adult ruler. He had previously travelled from Corstorphine, 

through the Lang Gait, and then accompanied by the Canongate authorities to Holyrood. He 

then departed from Holyrood from his entrance, reaching West Port probably either via Lang 

Gait again (as his mother had done) or through the South Back of the Canongate, as his wife 

Anne in 1590. Interestingly, on her way from Leith to Holyrood Palace on the 6th of May 

(Plate 6), Anne of Denmark reached West Port and was briefly welcomed by the town 

council and other noteworthy citizens113. On May 19th 1590, she proceeded out of Holyrood 

Palace, through the South Back, an inconspicuous route near the city walls114, and towards 

the West Port. The area of the South Back of the Canongate, sparsely populated and with 

                                                 
110 The significance of even small changes in the route to alter the general perception, and the 
complete meaning, of a decorative program in Loach J. (1996) pp.8-10, where the relationship ruler-
city is particularly analyzed. 
111 Mary’s 1561 entry is described in MacDonald A.A. (1991) pp.101-110. 
112 The ruler’s apartment in Holyrood is described in Dunbar J.G. (1999) p.141-43. 
113 Danish Account p.101, and described in Meikle M.M. (2008) p.281. 
114 These walls were probably those built by the population of Edinburgh after the loss at Flodden in 
1513; they are described in Smeaton O. (1905) pp.52-54 and p.61. Anne’s route is described in Papers 
Relatives to the Marriage of King James VI (1828) p.39. 
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few simple buildings, would not have hosted any pageantry or welcome, and would have 

been a simple connection between Holyrood and West Port, where the real welcome 

entrance was organized. When James VI entered Edinburgh in 1617 (Plate 7) for his long-

awaited visit to his home country, he also entered from West Port, arriving from Leith 

through the Lang Gait once again. Charles I also, when entering into Edinburgh in 1633 

(Plate 8), approached the city from ‘the entrey of the towne, viz. the West Port’115, where the 

king was to get onto his state horse, groomed and decorated for the entry. Interestingly 

enough, this was done with the necessity of show in mind, as he had been quite happy to 

travel by carriage until then. But the spectators would need a better view of their king. 

Charles had visited Dalkeith and Lastalrig, then heading towards Edinburgh, and passing 

through the Long Gait to the West Port. 

The importance of starting the entry at a City Port, through which the king is graciously 

granted access to a strong willed and independent, but also faithful and benign capital, can be 

understood through a comparison between extra mural and indoor activities during the entry. 

The land without, even urbanized and extensively built-up, like around Edinburgh, still 

carried flavours of danger and mystery, not being subject to the civilizing forces of the 

regularized urban environment. According to medieval tradition, the authority of the city, 

which was powerful and self confident within the city walls, decreased and vanished beyond 

them, leaving those spaces to the unknown forces of nature, to magical and unexplainable 

events, and to the bravery of the king’s hunting parties and heroic adventures. In 

approaching the city, especially in the earlier entries, the king was symbolically passing from 

a setting for chivalric representation of his own rule, to a self sustained community with its 

own rules and authorities, both secular and, especially during earlier entries, religious.  

During Margaret’s entry in 1503 (Plate 1), the royal couple is repeatedly asked to abide 

by the rules governing the urban space, and in particular they are immediately and repeatedly 

reminded by the city and religious authorities of the limits and boundaries of his royal 

power, which is dependant upon the goodwill of its citizens, and particularly on the blessing 

of the local religious authorities.  

This would have reflected the dependence of rule upon religion typical of late Medieval 

and early Renaissance times, when secular power derived and depended from the 

legitimation granted by religious authorities. The role of the boundary between inside and 

outside town is here very clear, and the area of influence of the religious authorities seems to 

correspond to the surface of the city itself.  At the city gate, ‘Cam in Processyon the Grey 

                                                 
115 Reception of kings and queens p.114. Charles I’s entry is also analyzed in Bergeron D.M. (1992) 
pp.173-184.  
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Freres, with the Crosse and sum Relicks, the wich was presented by the Warden to the Kynge 

for to kysse, bot he would not before the Qwene; and he had hys Hed barre during the 

Ceremonies’116. As many as three times, the king and queen are shown relics or religious 

symbols, they also hear suitable sermons while kneeling. The city was witnessing the 

triumph of its royals, but also saw them repeatedly paying their respects to symbols of 

established religious hierarchy presented by canons and priests, fixing in everybody’s mind 

that there was a higher authority to be considered in the local and international games of 

power.  

Beside the presentation of the holy relics, in 1503 Edinburgh, two out of three themes 

presented in pageants were religious and biblical, and three out of three were so in the 1511 

Aberdeen entrance. On the other hand, the religious processions seem to respect the 

boundaries of the city too, conscious that their area of influence is within the city walls, and 

not a yard outside. No religious characters takes part in the outdoor expedition of the king to 

welcome Margaret, and no procession dares to approach them while outside town.  

A very different use of the city gate, showing a similar respect for the ideas of inside and 

outside, but also a meaningful evolution in the relationship between state and religion, was 

expressed by the 1579 procession of the city authorities, bareheaded, coming to the West 

Port to pay homage to the king while he was entering the city. A similar welcome from the 

city authorities happened to James VI in 1617 (Plate 7), when they met him at the West Port 

once more. For them to step outside would have been inappropriate, as their authority and 

public role was limited by special conventions. This also shows that by that date, the king 

was not requested to submit to religious authorities, and although the parts have turned, and 

it is now the public figures of the city who pay him homage, the old convention of inside-

outside still respected.  

From an analysis of the entries, it seems that this first gate (or any other first gate when 

the entrance started from somewhere else, like Bristo Port in 1503) was meant to give the 

sovereign a first welcome; this would have been consistent with the use of the Port as a 

borderline with the outside. Here, the sovereign had the perception of ‘entering’ the city, and 

the city could pay its homage to the entering monarch; the themes generally employed in the 

decorations and spectacles organized at this gate reflect perfectly such an idea. Choosing this 

as the first station, the local authorities might have intended to remind the king of the city’s 

own right to grant or forbid entrance, at the same time presenting him with a symbolic proof 

of the city’s choice of loyalty. (Fig.2.6). This was often shown through the delivery of the 
                                                 
116 Younge’s chronicle, p.289. The Grey Friars monastery, established by James I, stood by the south-
east end of the Grass Market, where the Bow Foot Well was later built in 1681. Grant J. (1882) Vol. 
IV p.233. 
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city’s keys in the very early stages of the entry. In 1561 (Plate 4), Mary was delivered the 

keys at the Butter Tron which, with the West Port ruled out and the queen descending 

directly from the castle, would have represented the first available occasion.  

 
Fig.2.6: The delivery of the keys by the authorities of besieged Acre to victorious Richard the 
Lionheart and Philip Augustus in 1191. Illumination from the Grandes Chroniques de France, 
completed 1461.  
 

Anne of Denmark was delivered the keys of the city at West Port by a boy descending 

on a globe, and the scepter of the city, similarly representing authority upon the city, was 

delivered here to James VI in 1617. An interesting change is James VI’s entry in 1579 (Plate 

5), when the boy king received the keys by a Cupid117 as his second station, at the Overbow, 

instead of at the first, the Port, where it normally happened118. A similar concept of willing 

obedience was delivered at the West Port in 1633 to king Charles I, although without the use 

of keys. Here the Genius of the city showed the king a miniaturized version of Edinburgh at 

West Port. He was to take possession as he would take possession of the full-scale one 

during his entry and reign.  

The importance of the border between inside and outside, represented by West Port, and 

the meaning of the exceptions to the traditional route have been presented, showing how the 

evolution in the way to relate to such entry changed in time, and represented a different way 

for the ruler to represent royal power, accepting or denying traditional boundaries to it. From 

implying a straightforward submission of royal power to religious authority, the ruler’s first 

approach to town came to represent an unconditional welcome by the local authorities, who 

                                                 
117 The change from the traditional angel into a more sober and neutral boy or Cupid for Protestant 
entries is remarked upon in Lynch M. (2000) p.77. 
118 This will be discussed later on in the part related to the Overbow. 
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are to come to the city gate, even showing some humility, to welcome the triumphant 

sovereign. This reflected the same changes happening elsewhere in Europe, where the 

triumph of state overcame the triumph of religion, and the absolutist power of many rulers 

became dominant over local traditions of independence. 

 

2.5 The Standing Symbols of City Identity: Overbow/Over Tron, Tollbooth, 

St.Giles, Market Cross, Salt Tron, and the Parallel Court Language  
Once the procession had gained access to the city, the stops chosen for the station 

presented the king with the city’s mercantile heritage as source of the present wealth and 

eminence. This was both a warning of the city’s expectations to maintain such privileges, 

and of the importance to sustain and increase the city’s wealth as basis for the king’s own 

well-being. Although in Edinburgh there is no sign of the Italian tradition to perimeter the 

outline of the Roman settlement, as an act of homage which links the city history to the 

entering of its new lord119, the local history is nevertheless presented to the sovereign. 

Moving through his entry from West Port to Netherbow, the ruler was shown through the 

city in its developing, passing form the borders representing the newest expansion of the 

city, to the older inner part, with the buildings representative of the city history, and out 

again through the newest external parts and the city gate. Throughout the route, the ruler 

would have seen buildings connected with mercantile traditions and local history, standing 

symbols of the traditional privileges the sovereign’s ancestors had granted, and which the 

ruler was now invited to recognize and confirm.  

Having passed the West Port, the procession moved to the Overbow or West Bow 

(Table, n.3), an important city landmark (Fig.2.7). In Scots, bow means arched port or 

gateway, so here it would have stood as the historic checkpoint and toll to the burgh, 

substituted by the West Port later on. The Overbow was called arcus superior in RMS 1425, 

and formed a pair with the arcus inferior which was at the Netherbow, recorded from 1369. 

In view of its important function, the Overbow probably dated back to the foundation of the 

burgh, and by 1538 its name was used to define the whole neighborhood, not only the 

gateway120. The West Bow, large enough to be the only viable route to the castle for wheeled 

vehicles, was lined with picturesque houses with over-hanging storeys. It was obliterated by 

the construction of Victoria Street in 1835-40121. 

                                                 
119 See the Medicis’ triumphal entries in Florence, Chapter 1.4. 
120 Harris S. (1996) p.628  
121 Turner Simpson A., S. Stevenson, N. Holmes (1981) p.12. 
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Fig.2.7: Left. The West Bow from the Grassmarket during an execution, from an engraving in Old and 
New Edinburgh (1890), right The upper part of the Overbow seen from the Tron (Engraving from 
Modern Athens - published 1829) Drawn by Thomas H. Shepherd, Engraved by J.B. Allen. 
 

On top of the Overbow stood the Butter Tron or Over Tron (Table, n.4), an authorized 

weight beam since 1477, used by merchants of butter, cheese, and wool122. The Butter Tron 

was rebuilt in 1612-14, and can be seen in Gordon of Rothiemay in his 1647 map (fig.2.8).  

 

  
Fig.2.8: The West Bow and, on the top, the Butter Tron, in Gordon’s Edinodunensis Tabulam (1647). 
 

It was two storeys high, with a double external stair, and a steeple and vane above the 

east archway123. It resembled, with its balconied steeple and symmetrical forestairs, the 

                                                 
122 Harris S. (1996) p.138.  
123 Grant J. (1880) Vol. I p.95. 
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weight houses of sister mercantile cities in the Netherlands124. Although it is not clear which 

style its predecessor had been, the size of the previous Butter Tron would have been 

comparable and grand. It was demolished by Cromwell’s troops in 1650, and the one rebuilt 

in 1660 as a ‘clumsy and hideous edifice’125 was demolished in 1822 to ease the approach to 

the castle for King George IV’s visit126. 

After having reassured the entering monarch of the city’s affection through the delivery 

of the keys or similar acts of homage, also graciously granting him access, at West Port, the 

themes treated at the Overbow and Butter Tron (Table, -3- and -4-) stations seem to have 

centered upon the limitations to the concept of ruling, and the expectation of the people, to 

direct and shape this ruling. I will consider these two stations together, because usually the 

procession stopped either at the first or at the second location. It is interesting to recall the 

role of the Tron in the city economy in connection with its meaning as triumph station. As 

the Tron worked as a weighting location, it might have represented the expected and hoped-

for balance between royal and urban expectations. In 1633 (Plate 8), Charles I saw at the 

Overbow station Caledonia bringing forward an America in exotic attire, a reminder to 

Charles of the country’s (recently crushed) hopes for the colonisation of Nova Scotia127. He 

also saw representations of those populations, like the Romans or the Picts, who traditionally 

tried to conquer the country and were repelled, another reminder of the strong national 

identity of Scotland in general, and probably of Edinburgh in particular. Similarly, Anne of 

Denmark in 1590 (Plate 6) was shown at the Overbow a young boy as a king, upon a globe 

of the world set on a table nearby, possibly a reminder that James VI as supreme ruler was 

the real triumphator. If the boy was to represent an astrologer and offer a prediction, as 

elsewhere suggested, the queen would have been reminded that the bright future predicted 

for her was limited to a role as queen and mother. In 1503 (Plate 1), Margaret Tudor had 

witnessed, at some unspecified location between her entry Port and the Cross which might 

have been here at the Butter Tron, a procession coming from the Parish of St.Giles and 

carrying the saint’s arm for her to kiss. This would have remarked again, after a similar 

message had been delivered by the Grey Friar’s welcome at the Port, upon the necessity of 

the royal power to submitting to religious authorities. Interestingly enough, the message for 

James VI during his 1579 (Plate 5) entry at this station refers to feelings of homage and 

                                                 
124 The evolution of the Tolbooth, and its comparison with similar buildings in the Netherlands, is  
made in is described in Campbell I. and M. Stewart (2005) p.26. See also Turner Simpson A., S. 
Stevenson, N. Holmes (1981) p.18. 
125 Grant J. (1880) Vol. I p.95. 
126 Wright G. (1986 first edition 1979) p.39. RCAHMS (1951) p.127. 
127 The hopes and expectations of Sir William Alexander of Menstrie, one of the names behind the 
colonial expansion, were represented by the construction of luxurious Argyll’s lodgings in Stirling. 
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affection, with the image of the globe opening up to show a child delivering the king with 

silver keys, with musical accompaniment. Such a message seems more compatible with the 

iconography of the West Port station, while at West Port in this case the message is only 

about the reign’s expectations and requests, paralleling James with the wise king Solomon 

who exercises his wisdom through his just ruling
128

. The swopping of messages between 

West Port and Overbow meant that the king was first presented with the reign’s expectations 

of his rule, and then presented with the symbols of the city’s fidelity, as if such an act of 

submission was happening on condition, and only granted to the king as long as he behaved 

as requested. This is a reasonably straightforward act of defiance by the city authorities, 

maybe made possible by the young age of the king, who was theoretically beginning his 

independent rule, but was still, because of his young age, perceived as susceptible to external 

advice, and less prone to take offence because of it.  

Another entry where the message delivered at the Overbow-Butter Tron station was 

more complex than straightforward advice, was Mary’s 1561 entry (Plate 4). The young 

queen had avoided the ceremonial entry at West Port, changing to her advantage the first part 

of the triumphal entry, but the Butter Tron station ended up delivering both the welcoming 

message usually belonging to West Port, and its own, regarding warnings and limits to 

royalty. Specifically, at Butter Tron the queen was both offered the keys of the city by a boy 

descending from above, and a Bible and Psalm book in English, a clear warning of the city 

expectations. Joining together the two themes might not have been a bad thing for the city 

after all, as the connection between the two events appears much clearer from them 

happening at the same time, as if the city’s obedience was to be direct result and reward of 

the queen’s accepting the new religion. It is interesting noticing how it is for the two 

theoretically more vulnerable sovereigns, an underage boy and a young woman raised 

abroad, that the city feels more confident in delivering messages implying the city’s fidelity 

to be conditioned to specific requirements of the ruler’s. In Mary’s case, this could have also 

been a reaction to the queen’s decision to ignore the West Port’s significance. From the 

Butter Tron, the procession moved down the Royal Mile towards the Cross (Table, -7-) and 

the Church of St.Giles (Table,-6-). This area was called Lawnmarket, the second most 

spacious area within the city walls after the Grassmarket, used for the display and selling of 

canvas booths and piece of cloth129. Proceeding down the Lawnmarket, the procession would 

have arrived at the Tolbooth (Table -5-).  

                                                 
128 As noted in Bartley M.M. (1981) pp.107-8.  
129 Grant J. (1880) Vol. I pp.94-95. 
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Fig.2.9: Drawing of Mercat Cross and Luckenbooths c1756, by Daniel Somerville (SCRAN ID. 000-
000-030-549-C) 
 

The Tolbooth was connected with some adjoining buildings, called the Luckenbooths 

(Fig.2.9), built around 1460 and demolished in 1817, which ran parallel to St.Giles in the 

middle of the High Street. They were seven timber-fronted tenements from four to six 

storeys high, and their presence reduced the width of the street to fifteen feet: it is probably 

through these fifteenth feet that the triumphal procession would have been squeezed. These 

buildings had shops at ground floor, mainly selling food, and most of the merchants lived in 

the flats above. Other shopless retailers occupied the narrow passage for pedestrians only, 

called the Krames, between the south wall of the Luckenbooths and St.Giles since 1550-60, 

selling hardware, leather goods, and toys130. Their name is possibly related to the 

conformation of such buildings, which were closed shops (lucken signifying close) in 

comparison to the open ones which ran either side of High Street131. The Tolbooth (Table, -

5-), built in 1386 at the northwest corner of St.Giles after the English sack, was one of the 

most important buildings in Edinburgh, having the function of headquarters, tax house, 

courts, prison, and meeting place of the Parliament. The Tolbooth’s size and central position 

within the city layout, reflected its central role in public administration, and would have 

presented the king with a symbol of the authority and traditional independence of the city 

(Fig.2.10). A Tolbooth in general were composed of three parts; a conspicuous tower or 

steeple served as a civic bell-house, the central block containing offices and public meeting 

                                                 
130 Wright G. (1986, first edition 1979) pp.36-37. 
131 Grant, J. (1880) I p.124. 
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rooms, and prison cells at the upper and lower floors132.  

 
Fig.2.10: Edinburgh Tolbooth from a print in Old and New Edinburgh (1890) 
 

Being too small for its many functions, in 1560 three bays of St.Giles kirk were adapted 

to public use and municipal purposes, taking over all the south west corner of the church, 

and the rests of the medieval tollbooth was later adapted to a prison, being finally 

demolished in 1817133. A parliament house was started in 1631, following Charles I’s orders 

when the king was planning his visit to Edinburgh, and completed in 1640134. From 1640, the 

Toolboth was used only as a jail in the three upper floors, while the ground floor, which is 

independent from the rest of the building, was rented to shops135. At the Tolbooth, in 1561 

Mary was apparently shown with the virtues necessary for ruling; Fortune, Justice, Policie 

and Love. (Plate 4).  

Justice, Peace, Plenty, and Policie (or the four cardinal virtues according to another 

interpretation) were presented to James in 1579 (Plate 5), with the burning of the wheel of 

Fortune
136

, signifying how the sovereign’s success in rule was in his own hands, and 

depended on his conduct, and not on random chance (Fig.2.11). 

                                                 
132 Stell G. (1988) pp.63-64. Other examples of Scottish Tolbooths, and their role as prisons 
explained, in Mair C. (1988) pp.46-50. 
133 RCAHMS (1951) p.127. RCAHMS (1996) pp.82-87. 
134 Harris S. (1996) p.605. More information about the building of the Parliament in Arnot H. (1788) 
pp.224-226. 
135 Arnot H. (1788) p.228. The description dwells on the miserable conditions of the building by the 
middle nineteenth century, providing very poor and unsuitable accommodation to the jailed. The 
Canongate also had its own Tolbooth, built in 1591 as public building, for the collection of tolls, ass a 
courtroom and jail. More information about the Canongate Tollbooth in Wright G. (1986 first edition 
1979) p.12. 
136 Calderwood III p.459. The wheel of fortune was a common element of late Medieval and early 
Renaissance imagery, especially in Northern Europe and in Tarots, also called Trionfi, iconography, 
where it often came to represent the card Fortune. 
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Fig.2.11: The wheel of fortune as illustrated in the Visconti-Sforza tarot deck. The fortunes of the men 
showed on the wheel are presented as raising and falling. 
 

Anne was shown here the four cardinal Virtues in 1590 (Table, -6-), and Charles’s 

entrance in 1633 (Table, -8-) showed in this location classical figures impersonating virtues 

to be imitated, like brave Mars and wise Minerva, more than virtues themselves. The use of 

classical imagery might have been inspired by the strong classical themes shown in London 

to James VI in 1603, and from which this entry took much inspiration. At the Tolbooth, the 

building where the community rule itself and discuss justice, taxation, and punishment for 

transgression, the king would have been faced with the physical embodiment of local 

independence. However, the Virtues of good rule to be shown here might have represented 

the agreement to be found between the king and the local authorities on what good rule is, 

visually confirming how both sovereigns and burgesses are inspired by the same virtues, and 

working together for the commonwealth and the well-being of the nation. 

These remarks open a discussion regarding which way, if any, the messages delivered in 

Edinburgh triumphs were changing with the transformation of monarchies into absolutist, 

imperial-style rules. The interest of the city authorities to defend their mercantile rights 

through the steady adoption of a traditional route is understandable, as such a route would 

have taken the king on a symbolic journey through the founding principles of the city’s 

identity, embodied by the urban landmarks near which the stations were organized. Such a 

traditional outline was generally acceptable for the Scottish kings, with the exception of 
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Mary, whose foreign upbringing might have made her less familiar with the unwritten code 

of the entry, as Stuart’s own rule was based upon legitimacy and continuity with the past. 

However, an evolution in the language adopted during triumphal entry, and exemplified by 

the treatment of Virtues at the Tollbooth stop, was recognizable throughout the period 1503-

1633, and in all the stops considered (Table n.5). Although the theme of the sovereign’s 

virtues is steadily repeated, the traditional virtues are substituted by classical deities in 1633, 

suggesting that a classical language was spreading, being used in urban entries as the ruler’s 

chosen language, which is not confined any more to the king’s private celebrations. If in the 

early triumphs, especially the 1503 entry for Margaret Tudor (Table, -1-), the chivalric 

language preferred by the king was consciously left outside the city perimeter, it seems that 

in the late part of the sixteenth century the court language, now based on classical tradition 

and mythology, was adopted also during urban triumphal entries, notwithstanding the fact 

that more traditional themes would have been understandable and more approachable for the 

majority of the population. A study of what happens in the other stops of the entries will 

show if the Tollbooth was an isolate occurrence, or if the language used in triumphal entries 

was really changing, favoring the court and changing the balance of power between the king-

guest and the city-host during triumphal entries.  

The following stop, at the church of St.Giles (Table, -6-), represented the religious 

identity of the city, having enjoyed an uninterrupted and organic growth between 1387 and 

1560 thanks to the additions financed by wealthy burgesses, corporations, and 

confraternities, which now could see themselves and their history represented in the 

building137. The commanding position of the church, halfway down the High Street, 

proclaimed the importance that the Catholic faith had at the time of its construction, and its 

position adjoining the Tolbooth, headquarters of the town council, portrayed the twin 

powers, religious and secular, which were governing within the burgh138 (Fig.2.12). This 

stop focused on the religious aspect of the entry, and at the end of the sixteenth century, it is 

here that the once dominant religious messages were finally confined. 

                                                 
137 Stell, G. (1988) p.65. 
138 Mair C. (1988) pp.59-61. 
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Fig.2.12: Focus on St.Giles, Tolbooth, and Market Cross, from Gordon James map from 1647, 
National Library of Scotland. 
 

The central position of the church, next to the buildings representing lay rule, also 

presented the sovereigns with a reminder of the centrality religion should have in their 

approach to rule. The decreasing space allocated for St.Giles station during the entry, 

matched a change in the relationship between state and church, with the sovereign willing to 

portray its power as more and more independent from the traditional submission to religion. 

In David Lyndsay’s court poem describing the never-realized entry of Madeleine of France, 

although the religious authorities of Edinburgh are shown as present, and in their best 

dresses, they seem to simply line up together with the other authorities of the city, and no 

particular reverence is shown towards them. However, being Lyndsay’s poem composed to 

please the court and the king’s taste, it is possible that the author decided not to record those 

acts of respect which would have taken place. Another perception of the situation can be 

found in the chronicle of Mary of Lorraine’s entry in St.Andrews, which presents a good 

balance between the lay part of the celebration, including the giving or the keys and the visit 

to local authorities and to the university, and a more religiously orientated one, like hearing 

sermons and visiting religious institutions, and Lyndsay’s advice ‘to serve her god, obey hir 

husband, and keep hir body clene according to godis will and commandement
139

. During the 

                                                 
139 Pitscottie’s Chronicles vol 1, (1899) pp.378-379. fol. 127 a. These references to God are even more 
interesting as coming from Lyndsay, a member of the court elite who was in part responsible for this 
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1561 entry of Queen Mary (Plate 4), Religion was again a serious topic, but the renewed 

interest in religion did not mean that religion, meaning the rituality of Catholicism, was 

considered the main issue royalty had to bend to. Presenting the Queen with a religious 

imagery sympathizing with the Protestant cause, and with the Bible and Psalm Book, did not 

mean her royal power was being questioned. It is not her submission to religious authorities 

as a monarch which is requested, as such authorities in fact do not appear, but as a Catholic 

ruler she is informed of the expectations of her protestant subjects140. Possibly, the 

progressive freeing from religious authority was helped and accelerated in Scotland by the 

Reformation, and its critics of religious hierarchy. In fact, during the Edinburgh celebrations 

for Queen Mary’s wedding in 1558 (Plate 3), among the various figures involved in the 

celebrations, like dancers, and a fool in a colorful costume, are most interestingly some 

actors dressed as friars, wearing leather breeches141. These religious figures are clearly not 

surrounded by the traditional halo of respect, but are presented as to promote cheerfulness, 

amusement, and possibly mockery as part of a dance or as actors of a performance. They 

were probably a result of the literary stereotype, adopted in Scotland as well, which 

portrayed friars, especially Dominican ones, as greedy and luxurious creatures who 

embodied the contradictions and sins of the Roman Church142. One might wonder if the 

sovereign’s absence in 1558 reduced the role of the religious authorities during the 

celebrations, as the usual dialogue and confrontation between royal and religious powers 

could not be staged. The use of a Renaissance language in some of the decoration realized in 

1558, even without a stable court and a sovereign to request and enjoy it, seems to prove that 

the shift of interest was independent from the sovereigns’ presence and pressure143.  

                                                                                                                                          
entry, showing how religion and court life were still related to each other, and in need to find a 
balance. 
140 Regent Morton’s visit to Aberdeen in 1574 underlined the unresolved issues between those 
believing in the Catholic church as defender of natural hierarchy and authority, in connection with the 
local lairds the Catholic Huntly, and those willing to support the Regent and risk the changes 
Protestantism would have brought. White A. (1994) pp.248-257. 
141 Gray D. (1998) p.25.  
142 Friars had always been the subjects of mild, affectionate teasing: in Freris of Berwik (1461-1482), 
the two friars are moderately lazy, slightly greedy, and gossipy. In the mid sixteenth century literature, 
like Lyndsay’s The Monarche, the accusations are more serious, such as idolatry and Pharisees-like 
behavior. Foggie J.P. (2003) pp.201-228, particularly pp.204-208 and pp.220-223. Urbanized 
monastic orders, especially the Dominican, were seen possessing goods and lands, rented tenement 
flats, and naturally opposed Protestant ideas supporting the Papacy, made them an easy target of 
popular wrath. Foggie J.P. (2003) pp.229-242, especially pp.231-8.  
143 Similar predominance of lay themes upon religious themes, and so the submission of religion to the 
celebration of State, could be seen during the parallel Paris celebrations: the main door of Notre Dame 
was decorated with a precious cloth with fleur de lis, the emblem of the French royal house. Instead of 
having religious themes occupying public space into the cities, it is a lay theme celebrating the power 
of royalty, which occupies the façade of the cathedral church, and even enters the building, through 
the somehow immodest and worldly attitude of the nobility entering the church in their rich attires, 
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The new sensibility for religion being one of the tools that sovereigns could use for their 

own elevation, is shown by Mary’s decisions regarding triumphs she could organize on her 

own, and through which reassert the cultural leadership of the court she led144. At the 

banquet for the baptism of Prince James, Queen Mary was served by four Protestant lords of 

various degrees of religious dedication, while Protestant ambassadors and noble guests were 

attended to by Catholic Scottish courtiers, and vice versa. The power of royal absolutism to 

vanquish religious animosity was also shown by the night attack by the forces of chaos at the 

miniature fortress in the yard of Stirling Castle in 1566, which reminded of a similar device, 

used during a performance at the court of Charles IX of France in 1565 during a meeting of 

the king with representatives from Spain, held at Bayonne145. In France, as part of lengthy 

and elaborate festivities, a castle held by the dark powers of War had been assaulted by 

knights and conquered by the king himself, who was symbolically restoring peace and good 

will in the reign after the civil war of religion between Catholic and Protestant factions146. It 

also had strong connections with the Medieval tradition of fort assaulting, related to courtly 

love but also to strengthening one’s virtuous position against the assault of the Vices147. 

The ruler’s ability to recompose religious differences also showed the supremacy of 

royal power upon religion, as nobles of different beliefs were to find mutual trust, harmony, 

and cooperation around the figure of the benevolent queen. In the two weeks festivities 

organized after the James VI 1579 entry, it is interesting noticing that a water tournament 

was held in the Water of Leith, and a staged assault to a floating model castle, called the 

‘Pope’s Pallas’, which was set to flames148. 

Following this trend, religion was comfortably employed, during the reign of James VI, 

to celebrate his absolute rule, as one of the languages through which the greatness of the king 

is expressed. In 1579 (Plate 5) , the ruler is welcomed and invited into St.Giles not by 

authentic religious authorities, but by an actor costumed as Dame Religion, and the sermon 

he heard inside was a good balance between moral exhortations to the ruler, and a more 

joyful thanksgiving. This shows the entertaining, and not authoritative, value of religious 
                                                                                                                                          
promenading on a timber stage built for that purpose, and with King Henri paying particular attention 
that all those underneath it, could have a good view of the procession. See a description of the entry in 
Appendix, Mary Stuart. 
144 The importance of recreating a working court culturally up to date after minorities and regencies is 
explained in Lynch M. (2003) pp.208-216. 
145 This interpretation is explained in Lynch M. (1990) p.7. The use of fireworks in 1566 Stirling 
celebration is reconstructed in Butterworth P. (1998) pp.102-104. 
146 In the French case, the strength of the monarch would have been expressed by him conquering the 
fort, while in Stirling it would have been represented by the castle resisting the siege, as the Queen 
could not have an active role in the assault as it would have been expected of a male knight monarch. 
Lynch M. (1990) pp.9-10. 
147 The traditional significance of allegorical sieges in Loomis R.S. (1919). 
148 Described in Lynch M. (2000) p.72 and Mill A.J. (1927) p.55 
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themes by now, and its role within the flattering rejoicing for the arrival of the ruler. Even 

more relevantly, during her entry in 1590 (Plate 6), Queen Anne approached St.Giles in a 

chariot, from which she dismounted, and was carried into St.Giles in a procession, and, after 

hearing a sermon from a privileged position ‘in the loft, under a faire cannabie of velvet’149 

was carried away to her chariot again. The approach is anything but humble, and the station 

at St.Giles appears part of Anne’s triumph as queen. Religious issues were ignored to the 

advantage of the sovereign’s glorification during James VI’s entry into London in 1603. The 

Catholic Italian community focused on safe topics like the king’s blameless legitimacy, his 

cultural accomplishments judged worthy by Apollo himself, and the traditional unifying 

power of Christian religion to strengthen those rulers who fight the unbelievers
150

. In 1617 

(Plate 7), the king did go into St.Giles to hear a sermon: but nothing else of the 

entertainment recorded seems to refer to religion in particular, and the sermon itself 

contained much flattery and rejoicing for the King’s successful journey. By the early 

seventeenth century, the transformation of public ceremonies from triumphs of religion to 

triumphs of state was very much advanced, very much paralleling what was happening in 

other European courts.  

Market Crosses were, in Scottish burghs, important landmarks and symbols of urban 

pride, showing a good variety of iconography151; Edinburgh’s one stood on a cross house on 

High Street a few yards north than the present cross, and its position is marked now on the 

pavement. Since 1175, the Cross symbolized Edinburgh’s status as one of the privileged 

Royal Burghs, and was the centre of any such burgh from its foundation, guaranteeing legal 

and religious approbation to all bargains struck in the nearby markets. In 1617, the cross 

which had stood in Edinburgh close to S.Giles until then was removed, and a new one 

rebuilt, nearly on the same site152, possibly because of the bad conditions of the traditionally 

used sandstone153. The new cross, on an octagonal structure, had Grecian and Gothic details, 

a column decorated with thistles, a Corinthian capital with an unicorn on top, modern arches 

on the side, and medallion shaped decorations.  

                                                 
149 Calderwood V, p.97 
150 James’ composition treated the victory of Christians against Turks at Lepanto, reinforcing the idea 
of religion as a uniting force. A similar religiously neutral theme was presented in the water battle 
between Christian and Turkish held for the Protestant marriage of Elizabeth Stuart’s with Frederick V 
of Palatinate in 1613 in London are described in Parry G. (1985) pp.95-6. 
151 More about urban crosses in Mair C. (1988) pp.51-53. The importance of Flemish marketplaces as 
multifunction spaces representing the local mercantile community in Stabel P. (2000). 
152 Grant J. (1880) V.2 p.150. 
153 Reasons for removal or pulling down of crosses in Mair C. (1988) pp.56-58. 
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Fig.2.13: Market cross in Edinburgh, replica from the 1758 (Scran Image ID 000-000-502-596-C)  
 

The cross was from where royal and parliamentarian proclamations and declarations of 

laws were made, remaining the city’s main meeting point154 even after its removal on the 13th 

of March 1756155. It was also the favourite location for the execution of criminals (from 

Catholic priests to thieves and high traitors). The cross visible nowadays is a remodeling of 

the pre-1617 structure erected in 1885156. The station at the Cross (Table, -7-) was steadily 

used to remind the sovereign of the city’s wealth and generosity, all dependent upon its 

traditional privileges, being made running wine during almost all the triumphal entries, with 

sometimes additions of delicacies or candies (Fig.2.13). The first recorded occasion of the 

fountain running wine is in 1503 (Plate 1), for Margaret Tudor’s entrance. With time, figures 

were added to the display; in 1561 (Plate 4), Mary saw here four maidens probably 

representing the four cardinal virtues, but already in 1579 (Plate 5), James VI saw a Bacchus 

next to the fountain running wine. In 1590 (Plate 6), the Bacchus was put together with a 

Ceres, another image of plenty and abundance, and in 1633 (Plate 8), the group of classical 

divinities included Bacchus, Ceres, Pan, Silenus, Silvanus, Pomona, and Venus. This shows 

an increasing interest for classical language, and the substitution of traditional figures of 

                                                 
154 In Arnot H. (1788) pp.232-3. The use of the cross as popular meeting point of the idles and 
unemployed in particular in p.233 
155 The place where it stood is marked in the pavement by the figure of an octagon. This was its 
second site, opposite to the entrance to Fishmarket Close. In Wright G. (1986, first edition 1979) p.33. 
The importance of the market cross, the reasons for change of locations, and many Scottish examples, 
in Mair C. (1988) pp.50-55. 
156 See Turner Simpson A., S. Stevenson, N. Holmes (1981) p.17, and RCAHMS (1951) pp.120-1. 
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religious origin with mythological characters and divinities. The ancient European tradition 

of presenting wine to important guests, or distributing wine to the general population during 

a festivity, would have implied the returning of the gift in the future, in the form of 

economical advantages or favours. The free gift of wine, an expensive and highly regarded 

drink, guaranteed the attendance of the majority of the population at the ceremony, and 

constantly renewed the bond between city authorities and public. In the Netherlands, newly-

elected burgomasters were bestowed with wine, and during processions, the magistrates’ 

close position to the body and blood of Christ would have represented their higher status.157. 

If the legitimation of political order was often celebrated with wine, the presence of wine 

during a Scottish triumphal entry might have also legitimized the sovereign’s taking 

possession of the city. This religious significance, possibly confirmed by the Cross location 

just opposite St.Giles, would have been counterbalanced, and possibly denied, by the 

repeated use in these locations of figures related not only to abundance, but to merriment, 

unregulated behaviour and sexual immorality, acting as a visual Carnival in opposition to 

sober religious morality. 

The Trone, or Salt Trone (Table, -8-), would have been the next stop of the procession 

descending down the Royal Mile.  

 
Fig.2.14: Kirk Tron, built on place of the Salt Tron in 1637 in Shepherd T.H. (1829) 
 

It has its name from an Old French word meaning weigh beam, this being an essential 

weighting facility which would have been established at the beginning of the trading burgh, 

                                                 
157 Damen M. (2006) pp.83-86 and p.95 
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being also used for other public functions158. In 1637, the Tron Kirk now standing was built 

on the site of the weighing machine by order of king Charles I to house a congregation 

previously worshipping at St.Giles (Fig.2.14).  

The usual theme for this station seems to have been genealogy, to remark how present 

authority gains strength and legitimation from hierarchy and tradition. Such a theme was 

favourable to both the ruler and the city authorities, underlying how both are entitled to their 

current position of supremacy, and are then expected to recognize each other as legitimate 

and legal. Through underlying how the current sovereign’s right to rule is inherited by his 

ancestors, the city would have pleased the monarch but also reminded him that the same 

ancestors had also granted the city its current privileges, embodied by the Tron itself, as a 

place for commerce and exchange, and had authorized the partial independent rule of those 

government bodies now welcoming him. Dynastical themes were for example shown during 

1579 James’s entry (Plate 5), when he was shown the genealogy of his ancestors, and in 

1590 (Plate 6), when Anne was shown paintings to the same effect. Such paintings were 

kept, possibly forming the basis for later collection, and will be discussed in Chapter 3. In 

1561 at the Salt Tron (Plate 4) Queen Mary saw God’s punishment of those idolaters who 

rebelled against Moses’s rule, and it could be interpreted as showing the crushing of those 

who go against traditions and authority.  

As early as 1503 (Plate 1), Margaret too had been welcomed during her entrance with 

elements reminding of dynastic pride, like a scaffold decorated with rose and thistle, and 

with a hound and a unicorn159. The message Queen Mary was presented with at the Salt Tron 

in 1561 (Plate 4) did not refer, strictly speaking, to genealogy, as this theme had been treated 

through the use of family coat of arms at the Butter Tron. However, presenting God’s 

punishment of those idolaters did have points in common with this tradition, as it could be 

interpreted as showing the crushing of those who go against traditions and authority.  

In 1633 (Plate 8), Charles was shown an interesting celebration of his family, 

interestingly enough showing the king’s deceased elder brother Henry, but not his surviving 

sister Elizabeth, while a more complete genealogy was shown, aside the traditional Virtues, 

at the Tollbooth. This might have meant that by this time, the virtues he was expected to 

possess are less important than the right to rule granted by his lineage, while the free 
                                                 
158 Harris S. (1996) p.610. And Wright G. (1986, first edition 1979) p.31. 
159 The greyhound appeared as symbol of the Richmond family, together with the Beaufort’s yale and 
Edward III’s griffin, as a background in the picture by an unknown artist representing the family of 
Henry VIII about 1545, in the Royal Collection. Strong R. (2000) p.272. It is not clear where this was 
realized, but it could as well have been at the Salt Tron, although as Virtues performed above the 
stage, it could also have been realized at the Tolbooth, where traditionally pageants regarding virtues 
were staged. Although Margaret’s entrance only had a limited number of stops, it seems as all the 
principal themes later developed and assigned to individual locations were actually presented. 
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interpretation of Charles’s relatives at the Salt Tron, which left out Elizabeth, a controversial 

character who was by then an exiled widow with an uncertain future ahead, and included 

Henry, a much beloved character whose death justified Charles’s rule, might signify, by 

now, a more personal use of even objective facts of the king’s life, preferring flattery to 

realism. This showed a better control by the king and by the court, of the themes he wanted 

performed, consistent with the extensive use of courtly language.  

A remarkable point can be made here, referring to the evolution of the language used in 

Scottish entries in general. First of all, it can be noticed how Scottish entries often resolved 

the problematic balance between flattery and direct messages containing critiques or 

admonitions, through presenting even challenging concepts through mute images, without 

commentary, caption, or accompanying interpretation. This would have allowed the different 

viewers to decide for themselves which interpretation to give, and gave the city authorities a 

safe, harmless alternative interpretation to offer had the guest decided to take offence. The 

themes chosen for the 1511 triumph in Aberdeen for Queen Margaret and King James could 

be interpreted either in a flattering or very challenging way, with no suggestion provided by 

the triumph organizers. The themes of Annunciation and presentation of gifts to baby Jesus 

were shown to the queen, at the time still childless in spite of three pregnancies to term, 

clearly stressing the general expectations upon Margaret to provide Scotland with an heir. 

The expulsion from Paradise was also shown, a unique occurrence in the history of European 

triumphs, leaving in doubt if Margaret was to be recognized as Mary, who as the ‘New Eve’ 

bringing salvation to humanity after the fall, or in Eve herself, in which case following 

Margaret’s advice would be disastrous for the King as following Eve’s to Adam160. 

Similarly, in the much later 1633 entry of Charles I into Edinburgh (Plate 8), the king was 

apparently complimented by Jupiter for his past support to Scottish explorations, and as has 

been seen by Caledonia herself, bringing forward an exotically attired America. However, 

this might have also been a criticism of the many setbacks James VI’s and Sir William 

Alexander once successful politics of expansion in the colonies had suffered under 

Charles
161

. As none of these concepts were actually stated, however, no offence could 

officially be taken. The idea of presenting an image leaving the interpretation of the concept 

behind it to the viewer shows a quite mature use of Renaissance imagery, which was based 

                                                 
160 Co-ruling images, expressed usually by Mary being crowned by Jesus or sitting beside him in the 
Paradise, and quite common all around Europe, are noticeable in their absence from Edinburgh and 
Aberdeen pageantries, and was an idea clearly discouraged, underlying the mistrust towards the 
queen, who should do her duty to provide an heir instead of becoming the king’s counselor. 
Interpreted by Kipling G. (1998) pp.317-318. 
161 More about the relationship between the colonies in Nova Scotia and Charles I’s entry in Bergeron 
D.M. (1992) pp.182-83.  
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on symbolic images without the use of captions to pass messages, the thinking being that 

they were more poignant and efficacious alone than with the accompanying detailed 

explanation. The cultural background and awareness of the viewer would have guided them 

through the interpretation, with virtually different level of meanings being available to be 

discovered. This allowed potentially challenging messages to be delivered, thanks to a 

parallel flattering interpretation, till a relatively late date.  

Carefully neutral messages were also sometimes chosen for the sovereigns’ private 

celebrations, as a way to safely introduce, or avoid, potentially challenging topics.
162

 For 

example, during queen Mary’s celebration of the baptism of Prince James in 1561, many of 

the themes presented were politically neutral, like praises of hunting and outdoor life, and 

compliments to the Queen on her own virtues and the happy event of the birth of a son. The 

Queen herself was possibly praised as Diana, a suitable model of successful female character 

in connection with the outdoors, during the hunt on the following day 18th December 1564, 

underlying once again the importance of a neutral imagery inspired by the theme of 

Nature
163

. This could be interpreted as a lack of substance in Queen Mary’s courtly 

culture
164

, but also, given Mary’s difficult situation as far as religion, foreign politics, 

succession, relations with France and England, were concerned, as a reassuringly general and 

intentionally impersonal use of classical topics.
165

 The fact that the overly sensitive English 

ambassadors, of whose Queen the new prince was now heir, could not find anything more 

substantial than the wiggling tales of some dancing devils to get upset about, seems to prove 

the intentional political neutrality of the triumph166. 

As it was happening elsewhere in Europe, it was sometimes easier for rulers to adopt a 

language of their liking in their own palaces and during private celebrations, although their 

influence on civic entries would have increased, culminating in James VI’s appropriation of 

London in 1603, when the various parts of the city were compared to the various rooms of 

his palace167. Such a ‘palace’ would have then been for the use of the elite who could 

understand the messages being delivered, and although the spectacle was given in public, 

                                                 
162 Lynch M. (1990) p. 2.  
163 Lynch M. (1990) p.11.  
164 As ‘something of a stock Scottish response to occasions designed for the expression of public 
consensus, when there was in fact no such consensus to express’. Davidson P. (1995) p.425. 
165 According to this interpretation, ‘the triumph was a visible demonstration of the peace promised 
after religious and civil disturbance, guaranteed by the power which it suggested lay in the house of 
Stewart; it was also a pointed demonstration to England that of the two queens, Scotland’s must in 
1566 have seemed the most impressive and the more secure’. Lynch M. (1990) p. 21.  
166 The unjustified reaction of the English envoys is analyzed in Davidson P. (1995) p.424. 
167 Reference to the documentary source needed. The iconography of James VI is also discussed in 
Parry G. (1985) pp.1-39. 
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and to a broad and mainly popular audience, it was essentially courtly in spirit, using a 

learned and elegant vocabulary only completely understandable by a noble minority
168

.  

In earlier times, however, a complete control over the ceremony would have been more 

easily obtained through staging it within the ruler’s Palace. Mary’s 1561 entry had, overall, 

failed to display the feeling of unity and bonding affection between ruler and ruled usually 

underlined during triumphal entries, and the queen’s influence on the choice of themes must 

have been minimal. One of the pageants initially devised, showing a burning wooden image 

of a priest during the Mass, was later cancelled thanks to the intervention of the Marquis of 

Huntly, a powerful courtier, possibly because it was considered too outspoken and forcibly 

confrontational169. The replacement pageant, showed the rebellion of the idolaters against 

Moses and God, and could be interpreted both as a warning against defying traditional 

authority –a pleasing concept for Queen Mary- but also as God’s wrath against idolaters, i.e. 

Catholics170. However, Prince James’s baptism in 1565 was modelled to the queen’s own 

taste and expressed her own Renaissance culture and political view, inspired by careful 

neutrality. Similarly, court poet Alexander Scott expressed triumphal and welcoming 

principles usually delivered in an entry in the New Yeir Gift poem he presented to the queen 

in 1562. The poem presented the queen with welcoming praises which would not have been 

out of place in a triumphal entry, and focused on dynastical expectations, Marian symbolism, 

and practical advice. Underlying Mary’s son advantageous position in the British succession 

would have justified his mother’s awkward position as female independent ruler through the 

legitimation of dynastic motherhood, and would have pleased the English with a postponing 

of the issues of Mary’s own claims to the throne of England. This would have allowed such a 

disappointing start to be overcome, granting the queen those triumphal elements missing in 

her 1561 entry171. Another example of courtly language employed during private 

celebrations is the 1595 triumphal baptism for James VI’ son Henry, celebrated at Stirling 

Castle and where a decidedly elitist language was employed. There is no surprise, for 

example, that the explanatory lines to present each of the Virtues entering during the banquet 

were in Latin, as the majority of those involved would have been able to understand it. The 

                                                 
168 In Parry G. (1985) p.20. 
169 Herrie’s Memoirs p.57.  
170 On interpretations of the entry see Davidson P. (1995) pp.416-422 and MacDonald A.A. (1991) 
especially pp.104-108.  
171 The poem is published in Reception of kings and queens pp.9-10. Interestingly, Mary is referred to 
as fleur de lys, thistle, and rose all in one. The interpretation of Scott’s poem in a triumphal light and 
as a substitute for the lacking of triumphal themes during the 1561 entry is offered in Van 
Heijnsbergen T. (2008) pp.105-118. The use of pageantry and shows to coverly communicate with 
other rulers during Mary’s reign, especially with Elizabeth of England, is described in Carpenter S. 
(2003). 
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costumes worn from the characters were ‘in Antica forma’, and divinities like Neptune, 

Thetis and singing sirens, with Amphion playing the harp; all signs of refined classical 

culture
172

. James was presenting himself as a modern, learned sovereign, fit, one would say, 

to hold the scepter of the whole of Britain, and hand it down to his successors. Divinities 

were also mentioned in relation to earlier festivities, as in Dunbar’s poem celebrating the 

marriage of the Rose and the Thistle. Divinities like Neptune and Aeolus were requested not 

to disturb the gathering of flowers and animals by perturbing the water or the air in the 

garden, Juno for a good dry weather for the day, and of course Flora, or Dame Nature, as the 

ruler of the garden who grants the rose and the thistle their superiority. As the poem was 

clearly devised for the elite and the court, and for a literate public who would have been 

familiar with the topic, the mentioning of these divinities is somehow to be expected. 

Courtly language and classical themes also appear, maybe influenced by James V’s 

permanence at the Valois court, in David Lyndsay’s Deploratioun of the Deith of Quene 

Magdalene, where he describes how James was welcomed by the city of Paris ‘with laud & 

glorie,/ Solempnitlie, throw Arkis triumphall,/ Quhilk day bene digne to put in memorie./ For 

as Pompey, efter his Victorie,/ Was in Rome resavit with greit ioy,/ So thou resavit our richt 

redoutit Roy.
173

’ The conclusion of the poem is similarly close to Renaissance sensibility and 

Petrarchean inspiration. Although Madeleine as a Queen is lost to her people, and her body 

will be devoured by Death who triumphs upon Love, Madeline’s fame is made eternal 

through Lyndsay’s own poem and the memory of mankind, granting her a triumphal of Fame 

over Death174.  

When classical and courtly language and themes are presented during urban ceremonies, 

however, they can become an expression of the ruler taking possession of the city, 

transforming it into an extension of his court, and of the reduced interest of the king, or of 

the triumph organizers, to consider the rulers’ subjects as the main audience and important 

co-recipients of the message. An important turning point between making shows for the 

population and making shows for an elite, might be represented by the 1558 celebrations for 

Queen Mary’s Parisian wedding, with a Scottish celebration which appears to have been 

modelled upon the French one. While the French celebration was organized by the 

sovereigns and for the court, with a kind interest for the population to be able to witness the 

outdoor part of the ceremony, the Scottish one was organized by the city authorities for the 

                                                 
172 In Parry G. (1985) pp.64-66. 
173 Hamer D. edited by (1931-6) I, p.108, 71-77. As Lyndsay would have also been in charge of 
devising much of the triumphal ceremony, it makes sense to suppose that at least few of those 
classical concepts would have been introduced in the entrance, had it taken place. 
174 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.111, 190-196. 
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citizens, being mainly outdoor and translating the French expensive grandeur in a more 

accessible and inexpensive language. The direct comparison with a foreign ceremony175, and 

the awareness of a different approach at the Valois court, might have influenced the 

following sovereigns to take a more active role in the organisation of royal entries, 

pressuring for a language of their liking to be more and more adopted. 

It is in 1503 however, that classical themes were first used in Scotland, when Margaret 

Tudor saw the first British representation176 of the Choice of Paris
177

, although this time they 

appeared matched with more traditional biblical themes
178

. The theme of choosing a worthy 

lady within a group of potentially equally worthy competitors was to remind the queen of 

how she owes her new position to the king’s love and good will, and suggests she keeps a 

deferential and respectful attitude towards him, who, however is not immune from city 

admonitions. An interpretation suggests that the Judgment of Paris might in fact symbolize 

an invitation to the King to chose wisely, and make a careful decision, as his lady’s beauty 

might prove dangerous in the future, as Paris’s choice of Venus originated the war of Troy. 

Similarly, a marriage with a fascinating but potentially threatening foreigner, bringing the 

doubtful advantages of an English alliance, could bring both blessings and troubles to 

James
179

. Although a certain knowledge of the myth of Paris and the three goddesses could 

be expected within the upper classes of citizens, it is possible, and even intended, to grant 

only the most learned viewers a complete understanding of the many levels of meaning. This 

early topic developed through the many classical themes painted over tapestries and house 

                                                 
175 Parallels between the two ceremonies and the different approach of the organizers in Carpenter S. 
& G. Runnalls (2000) especially pp.143-4. 
176 This seems to be the first time the Judgment of Paris is used in pageantries on the British Islands, 
and it will be replied in 1533 for Anne Boleyn’s entry in London, when Paris, overwhelmed by the 
beauty and the qualities of the approaching lady, decides Anne herself is the winner of the 
competition. It was also used in 1566 to flatter Queen Elizabeth, who graciously attended the wedding 
of the Earl of Essex; here the bride received the prize, but the poet and inventor of the scene delivered 
it unwillingly, stating that another lady present would deserve it better. Reeves J.D. (1954) pp.7-11.  
177 The inspiration for organizing a triumphal entry with pageantry for the wedding might have come 
from a direct experience of the Judgment of Paris shown at the wedding between Lucrezia Borgia and 
Alfonso d’Este celebrated in December and January 1501-1502. Henry Thomson, Lord Lyon at the 
Scottish court in 1503, had been in Rome in spring 1502 and had probably heard about it. Campbell I. 
(1997) p. 30.  
178 One of the late medieval interpretations of the Judgment of Paris refers to an enchanted hart 
which guides the young man in the forest and then disappears, leaving him to a restoring sleep, where 
he has the vision of the divinities visiting him. It is tempting to associate this pageant with the hunt of 
the hart staged performed in 1503 just outside Edinburgh, although there is no proof of a real 
connection. Gray D. (1998) p. 19.  
179 This and the other pageants welcoming Margaret are analyzed in Fradenburg L.O. (1991) 
pp.91-122. In some humanist writings, however, it is suggested that Paris’ choice first originated 
discord and war, but later on led to concord with the foundation of Rome. Douglas Gray notes how 
appropriate this kind of topic would be in an entrance promising peace and cooperation between two 
countries until then not on friendly terms. Gray D. (1998) p.19. 
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decorations for Anne’s entry in 1591, which were related to Greek or Roman mythology, 

some of which were Venus with Achates and Aeneas, the sorrow of wise Anna for the 

suicide of her sister Dido, the story of Polyphemus, Janus and his double face, Icarus, 

Medusa, Achilles, Mercury and Argus
180

. Even traditional biblical themes show a selection 

of less known, symbolical topics, such as like the story of Jephtha, Jael and Sisera, 

presenting a father (Jephtha) whose ambition and personal impulsiveness lead to his only 

daughter’s death, and a noble lady (Jael) who is celebrated for treacherously assassinating 

one of her husband’s allies to save Israel181. The choice of mainly classical themes and of 

few little known, if not unexpected, biblical episodes suggests the decreasing concern for 

general understanding, and the focus on the learned court and the royal entourage as 

audience. The biblical themes also seemed very modern, questioning the relationship with 

heirs and the balance between wifely submission and personal enterprises, both very actual 

themes given James’s troubled future relationship with Prince Henry, and Anne’s troubles to 

make her personal opinions heard by her husband. 

An interesting point can also be made comparing the languages used during the 

triumphal celebrations, a change of which might corroborate the idea of an increased 

attention towards court and nobility, as the main recipients. As the Burgh Accounts tells us, a 

speech was delivered to Mary of Lorraine in 1538, ‘Henry Lawder [being] the persoun to 

welcum the Quenis grace in sic abuyment, and with the words in Fransche, as sall be 

devysit, with avyse of Maister Adame Otterburne, Maister James Fowlis and David 

Lyndsay’
182

. In the case of Madeleine, there was no reference to the language the welcoming 

speeches would have been delivered in; the queen most probably spoke no Scots, so one can 

suppose French would have been used too. During James VI’s 1571 entry, the languages 

used by the Virtues and by Dame Religion are interesting to notice; the Virtues addressed 

him in Greek, Latin, and Scots, and Dame Religion spoke in Hebrew. For Anne’s entrance 

into Edinburgh in 1590, the speeches delivered to the queen were in Latin, as in Latin were 

the apparently spontaneous ejaculations of joy uttered by the actors and personages like 

Bacchus, involved in the triumph and the welcome. This was possibly done as the queen 

spoke no Scots at her arrival in Scotland, and she was the one, together with the elite of her 

courtiers, meant to understand the pageantry. This choice of languages, incomprehensible to 

the average citizen, proves how communication between ruler and subjects was by now a 

                                                 
180 From Gray D. (1998) p.30. The list of themes is a selection from the account by John Brel, as 
it appears in James Watson’s Choice Collection edited by H. H. Wood, STS (1977), 1 Part II, pp. 1-
15.  
181 Jeptha in Judges 10:6-11:40. Jael and Sisera in Judges 4:17-24. 
182 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1528-1557, 17 July 1538, p.91.  
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minor concern183. Similarly, some of the speeches delivered to Charles I during his entrance 

into Edinburgh were made in Latin, as to elevate the level of communication above the 

comprehension of the great majority of people, and this time a completely intentional choice, 

as Charles and his court were no foreigners. 

The increased weight of the king’s whishes in organizing his triumphal entry can also be 

seen in James VI’ and Charles I’s letters and official messages regarding their triumphal 

entries when they went visiting Edinburgh. Although neither of the kings was residing in 

Scotland, and the court had been permanently removed, the king makes clear his wishes and 

expectations. James VI for example sends word to Edinburgh underlying how much he 

would be pleased to be received by a speech. Immediately, the delivery of a speech was 

organized, and a person selected for the task. In the same way, it does seem that Charles 

shows royal self-confidence in organizing his entry in Edinburgh, and as he said ‘Oure 

pleasure thairfor is, to give you notice of oure said resolution, quhairby you may the better 

provyde for our entrie, coronatioun, and parliament, as you and your predecessors had wont 

to do’184. The entrance seems a decision and act of power of the king, who kindly takes the 

time to warn the city about his plans and expectations.  

Triumphal entries in Edinburgh can be analyzed from different points of view. There is a 

clear evolution in the kind of language the city is employing, moving from a straightforward 

celebration of the city as the king’s alter ego and strongest ally, self confident enough to 

push the king’s favourite chivalric language outside town, to the adoption of the courtly 

classical language for the great majority of the stops. From being used in private triumphal 

celebrations in their private residences, Scottish sovereign forced a language of their liking 

to be adopted more and more during urban entries. In acquiescing with such expectations, 

the city is moving the focus as audience from the population to the learned courtiers and 

guests, with the city becoming more and more an extension of the palace and the king’s 

private playground. This will become clear during James VI’s entry into London, which 

however is not an isolated surprising occurrence, but the obvious result of what had been 

gone on in Scotland in the previous century, just expressed with a more flamboyant, 

expensive language and on a bigger scale. This evolution was slow but steady, slowing down 

but not stopping during Queen Mary’s reign, when the religious controversy implied 

focusing again upon religious topics, although not in relation to a supposed dependant state 

                                                 
183 This is a complete change from earlier entries attitude: For Elizabeth of York’s entry into London 
in 1485, each of the four virtues and four vices shown were not only dressed according to the 
character they represented, but had their names written on their chests, so that the onlookers could 
easily understand the references, Parry P.H. (1979) p.228. 
184 Reception of kings and queens p.70. 
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of royalty to religion. Renaissance principles were not lost to a traditional kind of 

celebration, but were twisted to show reproach, warning and even menace, still adopting 

triumphal symbols like the temporary structures and the cairt triumphant
185

. The remarkable 

continuity in organizing the triumphal stations at the locations symbolizing the city’s 

mercantile privileges and local identity seems to suggest a persisting and successful attempt 

to show those privileges as fixed and certain, notwithstanding the growing absolute power of 

the king. This was also showed by the selection of themes matched with each stop, where the 

city authorities cleverly showed how the city’s traditional independence was based on the 

same Virtues of government and the same dynastical legitimacy that the rulers founded their 

power upon. However, the additions to the later part of the entry, to be discussed in the 

following sections, will confirm a change in the balance of power between the city and the 

king, to the advantage of the latter. 

 

2.6 Expansion Extramural as the Expression of the King’s Power  
Having passed through the whole city, the procession would have proceeded through the 

Netherbow; this gateway was already called arcus inferior in 1369, and represented the 

lower end of town, built together with the Upper Bow when the burgh was founded.  

  
Fig.2.15: Netherbow Gate seen from the Canongate (left), and from the burgh of Edinburgh (right), 
engravings from Old and New Edinburgh. 

 

The first external gate was possibly as high as Blackfriars wynd, later to be moved down to 

                                                 
185 Reception of kings and queens p.7. Noted as ‘Notices from the Records of the Town Council, 
Relative to the Queen’s Reception -1561’. Aug.28.  
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John Knox House, where its presence is more certain186. The Netherbow was built in 1503, 

damaged by the Hertford invasion of 1544, and rebuilt in 1571-3 resembling the Regent 

Morton gateway at Edinburgh Castle, so probably adopting a defensive style for decorative 

purposes, not for defending against a friendly neighbouring burgh187 (Fig.2.15). In its late 

sixteenth century form, it was an arched gateway with tower and spire, and could be closed 

to control the entrance to the city188. When rebuilt in 1603, it apparently resembled very 

much Porte St.Honore in Paris189 (fig.2.16). 

 
Fig.2.16: Porte St.Honore in an engraving by Adam Perelle’s Veues des plus Beaux Lieux de France 
et d'Italie, published circa 1690 by Nicolas Langlois. 
 

Here, customs were collected, the access to the city regulated, and it worked as a 

checkpoint, and was surrounded by fortified houses. The Netherbow was finally demolished 

in 1764 to allow an easier passage to and from the Canongate190. Only two pilaster-capitals 

or bases, two side scrolls, two fragments of modeled cornice and one damaged pediment 

survived at 1951 at the Moray-Knox Church191. At the Netherbow (Table, -9-), the theme of 

expectations for the future and good wishes would have been treated, an appropriate theme 

for a gate which represents the ‘exit’ from the city. Two triumphs in particular, that for 

James in 1579 (Plate 5) and for Charles in 1633 (Plate 8), showed it through the use of an 

astrological theme, representing the favorable conjunction of planets at the time of the 

King’s birth, adding king Ptolemy as a speaker in the first case, and personifications of the 

Seven Planets on their thrones in the second; in both cases, the king’s horoscopes were 

                                                 
186 Harris S. (1996) p.455.  
187 Dennison P.E. and M. Lynch (2005) p.30.  
188 Wright G. (1986, first edition 1979) p.9. 
189 Cullen W.D. (1988) p.4. 
190 Brass markers inserted in the pavement still mark the position of this gate. Wright G. (1986, first 
edition 1979) p.9.  
191 RCAHMS (1951) p.123. 
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favorable, and future greatness was foreseen. Future happiness, this time in marriage, was 

also predicted for Anne of Denmark in 1590 (Plate 6), as the queen was presented at the 

Netherbow with a spectacle of a royal couple (or possibly Solomon and the queen of Sheeba) 

surrounded by ministers and courtiers. The scene of dragon and maid shown to Mary in 1561 

(Plate 4), although not equally flattering, also represented a prediction for the queen’s future. 

Some critics suggested that Mary was paralleled, because of her Catholic faith, to the whore 

of Babylon who arrives with the beast from the abyss in the Book of Apocalypse. Slightly 

better would have been her identification with the maid crowned with stars, who would have 

given birth to a great king before running away in exile, a surprisingly exact anticipation of 

Mary’s own destiny192(Fig.2.17).  

  
Fig.2.17: The Apocalyptic woman and the Seven-Headed Dragon, 1498, by A.Durer, and the Whore 
of Babylon by A.Durer (1498)  
 

This was another example of the open interpretation left to triumphal messages in 

Scottish entries. The Netherbow gateway (Table, -9-) was meant to signal the end of the 

urban part of the performance, with the procession continuing to Holyrood palace but 

without any other station being organized on the Royal Mile, as afterall the burgh of 

Edinburgh was now being left behind. However, there were some remarkable exceptions 

during three of the latest entries, when two additional stations were added between the 

Netherbow and Holyrood. In the first case, for James’s entry in 1579 (Plate 5), a speech 

regarding putting away the mass was delivered at the Canongate cross (Table -10CC-), and 

                                                 
192 Both interpretations in MacDonald A.A. (1991) p.107. See also Kipling G. (1998) pp.352-356. The 
use of this iconography from the Revelation during Mary I reign in King J. (1989) pp.203-209. 
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again in 1617 (Plate 7), when the king performed an important act outside the burgh (Table, 

-9O-), knighting the Edinburgh provost, and proceeding to Holyrood accompanied by the 

dignitaries of Canongate193, and then saw men of the College paying him homage in the 

Inner court of Holyrood (Table, -11-). In 1633, Charles I saw the seventh station, a statue of 

his father surrounded by fame and honour, at the battlements of East Gate, just outside the 

Nether Bow (Table, -10BE-). The tradition of having parts of the entertainment outside the 

city walls might have started with Mary’s entrance in 1561, when her act of defiance in 

ignoring the West Port had been matched by an equal bold invasion of her own spaces at the 

Abbey, with a speech about the abolition of the mass in her outer chamber. In this case, 

however, the act would not have favoured the ruler. A similar speech was delivered again to 

James in 1579 (Plate 5) at Canongate Cross (Table -10CC-), but to a protestant monarch, the 

threatening and unpleasant meaning would have been spared. If Mary had heard a message 

somehow favourable to the city’s intents, James must have been not particularly touched or 

displeased, and the tradition of delivering messages outside the walls of town was 

established. At the time Charles had been welcomed in Edinburgh in 1633 (Plate 8), the 

burgh of Edinburgh had gained effective control over its small neighbour Canongate after the 

latter’s long struggle to remain independent from the mercantile and political influence of its 

bigger neighbour194. The expansion of the stations in the neighbouring burgh could be 

considered a signal of Edinburgh’s increased political and administrative influence upon it, 

which allowed some of the newly gained territory to be included. However, this addition 

would have somehow ruined the meaning created by the entry-proceeding-exit effect, as 

some kind of unexpected and not historically justified tail, especially from the point of view 

of the message of sticking to traditions that the city authorities had always tried to present. 

Through extending the stations outside the confinement of the city walls, organizing in 1633 

one of the seven stations at the Battlements of East Gate (Table, -10BE-), the entry is, in 

stretching towards the Palace of the King, losing its identity as representation of the urban 

identity and bringing its focus outside the traditional boundaries of the city. It is then 

questionable if such an entry still represents the traditional identity of the city municipality 

any more, and if it is not becoming an expression of the king’s expectations of extended 

sovereignty upon the city and his reign in general. 

 

                                                 
193 The new importance of the part of the procession between Netherbow and Holyrood would have 
required the king to have new companions. The men of the Canongate, about to lose the battle for 
independence with neighbouring Edinburgh, would probably have been pleased of the distinction and 
of having a role in the entry too. 
194 Edinburgh had already sovereignty upon the area of St.Mary’s wynd, which was outside the burgh 
walls and would have territorially belonged to Canongate. Dennison P. (2005) pp.48-50. 
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2.7 Holyrood Church and Palace and the Appropriation of History and Land  
The triumphal procession would have ended its journey at Holyrood Abbey Church, then 

moving to the Palace for banquets and private celebrations (Table, -10- and -11-). The 

changes noticeable in the use of those locations over the years, and Holyrood’s relationship 

with the burghs of Canongate and Edinburgh, can provide further interesting information 

about the relationship between royal power, religion, and urban space in Scotland, with the 

city language and the royal power vying for supremacy in those external spaces, which the 

king was claiming for his own use.  

The appropriation of the area started through the building of a royal residence where an 

Abbey had stood. The Holyrood Abbey guesthouse was occasionally used as a royal 

residence from early times, and became more and more one of the favorite residences the 

more the Scottish kings reduced the amount of their yearly moves. Compared with the safe 

but old fashioned Castle, Holyrood had many advantages, and the Scottish kings had 

frequently been the Abbot’s guests. In 1498 James IV, having chosen to marry, chose the 

ground within the boundary of the monastery, west of the abbey, as building site for his new 

palace, for him and his bride. Here he began building in 1500, and the palace was about 

finished three years later, when Margaret Tudor arrived in Edinburgh. In this phase, the 

palace grew, partly usurping existing spaces belonging to the monastic community, such as 

the refectory, transformed into James’s new Hall, and through a building campaign in the 

spacious surroundings of the monasteries. Both works implied the ruler taking possession of 

the space, forcing the community to adapt or relocate some functions195. More works were 

added by James V between 1519 and 1532, and again renovated before James V’s bride 

Madeleine was received in it. The Scottish kings’ connection with Holyrood had become 

closer and closer during the fifteenth century, and in 1542 it was more popular than the castle 

as royal residence in Edinburgh196. This early taking-possession of a built space to realize a 

royal residence is very interesting, and might remind us of the kind of actions realized by the 

Medici family in Florence, or by those dynasties who expressed control upon their city by 

using public space for their own building enterprises of personal ceremonies197. By doing so, 

                                                 
195 The history of the monastery and of the Palace in Harrison J. (1919), especially pp.35-70. On the 
building of the Palace Lowrey J. and P.Dennison (2008) pp.69-77, and on the appropriation of the 
monastic space pp.70-71. 
196 Harris S. (1996) p.340. The 1547 invasion caused great damage to the abbey, hastening the decline 
of the religious community, who left the site by 1560, although the church, now the Parish church of 
the Canongate, was retained. Lowrey J. and P.Dennison (2008) p.76. Gallagher D.B. (1998) on the 
transformation from a monastery to a palace, and its changes up to modern days. 
197 However it must be remembered that the Abbey was not in, or did not represented, the burgh of 
Edinburgh, and was not even part of it, being in the neighboring burgh of Canongate. The king would 
have not equally easily taken possess of a public building such as the Tron. 
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the Stuarts were providing themselves with a second impressive landmark in town, to match 

the Castle, the visual although not the effective starting point of their triumphal route. This 

allowed triumphal entries moving down on the Royal Mile, on a route visually connecting 

the Castle to Holyrood Palace, to move in time, proceeding from an older concept of power -

the defensive Castle built in a militarily dominant position- to a new concept of power -the 

more luxurious, spacious, self confident privacy of Holyrood Palace. During the procession 

they would have passed through, historically and physically, the multifaceted relationship 

between royal power and mercantile burgh, which prevailed in the sixteenth century. 

Holyrood Church was used to deliver a message consistent with the city’s expectations 

during Margaret Tudor’s 1503 entry, as here once again the royal couple was presented with 

relics to kiss, both outside and inside the building, where kneeling places had been arranged 

(Plate 1). Such a message was again delivered to Queen Mary during her 1561 entry (Plate 

4), where concepts related to her triumphal entry were presented in Holyrood Abbey and 

inside the Palace, where a delegation of men of the burgh went as far as the Queen’s outer 

chamber to present her with gifts. James V built a royal chapel within the palace, and by 

1561 the Abbey Kirk had become the Parish church of Canongate198. However, James VI 

and Charles I always tried to maintain a relevant influence on the Abbey, which was to be 

used for official state events.  

The royal influence upon the Abbey culminated in James VI’s attempts to control the 

rebuilding and refurbishing of this building in 1617, controlling its space and religion with it; 

“beside the place which was prepared for the Organs, and the Quiristers to sing, there were 

carved the Statues of the Twelve Apostles, and the Four Evangelists, curiously wrought in 

timber, to be guilded, and set up . The people murmuring, the Bishops dissuaded the King 

from setting them up”199. The opinion of the population is well expressed by Mr. William 

Couper, who hoped that “God make us wise and faithful, and keep us from their [James’s 

English Doctors] usurpation over us, which now is evidently perceived, and hardly taken by 

us all’200. The king gave up his refurbishing plans, but resented the Presbyterian clergy and 

population for their ignorance in not distinguishing between images intended for ornament 

and images erected as objects of worship201. However, James did put his royal mark on the 

coronation of his queen, Anne of Denmark, in the Abbey in 1590, when he had the reluctant 

                                                 
198 The history of the Abbey Kirk in relation with the royals in Wright R.S. (1956) pp.17-36 
199 Calderwood D. (1971) p.673. If the decoration was part of a rood screen, it would explain much of 
the people’s opposition to a symbol of visual separation easily identifiable with Popish belief. A 
similar opposition to lavish decoration and to a screen especially led to the destruction of the 
furbishing of Dairsie church. MacGibbon D. and T. Ross (1892) vol.V, pp.155-156. 
200 Calderwood, D. (1971) p.674. 
201 Smeaton O. (1905) p. 99. 
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minster Robert Bruce perform the traditional anointing with holy oil, going against the 

clergy’s hostility to an act bordering on idolatry. Also, religious and city authorities would 

have clearly objected to an act reasserting the king’s almost sacred role in ruling, confirming 

the aura of holiness surrounding it, and justifying the king’s pretensions to absolute power202. 

During the late years of James VI reign and during Charles I’s rule, the Church was in fact 

much more under the control of the king: pre-Reformation bishops had been magnates, but 

particularly after 1600, bishops were professional people rather than aristocrats, not 

particularly rich, and heavily involved with central government, becoming ‘the civil servants 

of absolutism’203. This absolutist inclination of the ruler was seen as increasingly worrying 

not only by the nobility, which was now under the direct authority of the crown, but by the 

burghs, which had to deal with increased crown monopolies, heavy taxation, and reduced 

privileges204.  

The city’s worried awareness of the increased power of the king can be seen in the issues 

raised regarding the location of royal coronations205. In 1590, the king had moved the 

coronation from St.Giles to the Holyrood Abbey, which gave him more control over the 

celebration206. The next coronation staged in Edinburgh in 1633, according to Charles I’s 

wishes as expressed by his Edinburgh privy council, was to be set in St.Giles instead of in 

Holyrood. The king’s wish for the coronation to be held in the main urban church, suggests 

the intention for transforming it from relatively private to absolutely public, also presenting 

himself as an anointed king to his capital city and its whole population. However, no 

                                                 
202 An interpretation of this occurrence in McManus C. (2002) pp.70-71. 
203 Goodare J. (1993) p.177. 
204 Goodare J. (1993) pp.174-176. 
205 The ceremony of the coronation, traditionally held at Scone, was held in different locations 
according to circumstances. James IV was crowned in Scone, while Margaret Tudor was crowned in 
Holyrood Abbey on August 8th 1503. James V was crowned in the parish church just outside Stirling 
Castle a few days after his father’s death on the battlefield in 1512. Hypothesis on the ceremonies for 
James V’s coronations has been given in Thomas A. (2008) pp.49-55. Mary of Lorraine was crowned 
in Holyrood Abbey in 1540, when the queen was pregnant of James V’s child. Mary Stuart was 
hurriedly and privately crowned in Stirling in 1543, when the menace of the English invasion made 
official celebrations seem inappropriate. James VI was formally crowned at Holyrood Abbey on 29th 
July 1567, and his bride Anne of Denmark was crowned in Holyrood Abbey on 17th May 1590, few 
days after her arrival and entry into Edinburgh. Hypothesis on these later Scottish coronations in 
Thomas A. (2008) pp.63-66. Scottish coronations rituals in Cooper J. (1902). 
206 Meikle M.M. (2008) p.281. No source is giving in the text for this piece of information. According 
to a different interpretation by Lynch M. (2000) p.83. James VI had insisted on Anne’s coronation to 
take place in St.Giles instead of Holyrood, but had encountered so strong opposition he had to give in. 
No source is given in the text for this piece of information either. However, the willing acceptance of 
the wedding ceremony to take place in the urban kirk found in Reception of kings and queens, p.36. 
seems to suggest an easy going attitude of the city authorities regarding having royal ceremonies in 
the town church. This might suggest the first thesis to be right. ‘Understanding that it is fund guid be 
the Kings Majestie and secreit counsall, that the Queynis Majesties mareage sal be maid within this 
burgh, in the hie kirk therof,’ they willingly recognized that ‘It is necessary that all the toun prepare 
and mak reddy all things .. and deburse the expenses ... with all payntings and other furnitoures’ 
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agreement was reached with the local authorities, as such a request of the king’s would have 

probably been felt like an intrusion and an unwelcome display of royal power in the very 

heart of Edinburgh by a sovereign who had become, by then, very much aware of his 

absolute ambitions, and would have been a very tough customer to limit and direct207. On the 

contrary, the king’s refusal to have Queen Anne’s coronation in the urban church 50 years 

before might have meant that at that time, it would have been to the city’s advantages to 

have it happening, and the king was still unsure about his complete control upon the city and 

the ceremony itself, a control Charles I, and the city, knew he had in 1633. Interestingly, 

Charles I decided for an addition to the coronation ceremony, which was usually preceded by 

a short, semi-religious procession on foot from the ruler’s lodgings to the coronation place. 

The night before the coronation, he rode to the castle to have supper there, and progressed 

from the Castle to Holyrood Abbey on horseback on the following day with great pomp 

across the city208. This extremely interesting innovation seems to show how the city was 

ostentatiously perceived as the king’s private theatre by now, and if the stage itself was not 

to be in its very center, the whole main street was at least to host the king’s parade of 

power209. 

The rulers’ attempts to appropriate of the city spaces, Holyrood in particular, represented 

one of the ways absolutism and imperial ambitions were expressed. One of the first 

references at Holyrood was the interlaced thistle and rose beneath the crown on the painted 

windows, decorated for the reception of Henry VII’s eldest daughter Margaret Tudor, as the 

union was seen as, and would have proved to be, the legal basis for James VI’s Great 

Britain.
210

 Similar symbols to represent the union of Stewart and Tudor dynasties were 

expressed by Dunbar’s poem The Thistle and the Rose211, where the Tudor rose, unifying the 

red rose of Lancaster and the white rose of York, is superior in nobility to the Valois Lily, 

and its union to the noble house of Stewart would have produced the future rulers of a 
                                                 
207 Charles’ request and the city respectful denial to this proposal is discussed in the Appendix. 
Charles I and his entourage operated various changes to the coronation ritual, showing how tradition 
could be abandoned when it interfeared with the ruler’s expectations. The innovations are described in 
Bute J. (1902) pp. 63-140 particularly pp.69-70 and 73-76. The lengthy discussion about where to 
stage the coronation started in 1626, with the minister and kirk session presenting a petition for 
Holyrood Church, then described as ruinous, to be rebuilt for his coronation, but in 1628 the Master of 
Works was instructed to inspect St.Giles and determine if the church partition was to be taken down 
for the king’s coronation. In 1630, a group formed by the Master of Ceremonies, the Lion Herald, and 
the Master of Works, decided that Holyrood would not have been ready in time, and St.Giles was a 
more fitting location for the coronation. In 1633, however, the king had accepted his coronation to be 
set in Holyrood, as testified by financing of urgent rebuilding works. Mackechnie A. (1993) p.248-51. 
208 Bute J. (1902) pp.88-91. 
209 King Charles also paraded through many burghs and cities of South Scotland after his coronation 
in Edinburgh, as described in Brydon R. and L. (1993).  
210 Small J. edited by (1893) vol I, p.Lxxxi.  
211 Fradenburg L.O. (1991) pp.134-149.  
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unified empire
212

. Similar heraldic decorations, showing the Tudor’s greyhound and rose 

together with the Stuart’s unicorn and thistle, had been used on the scaffold where the 

Virtues had been presented during the celebrations213. It is interesting to notice how these 

imperial themes related to the Tudor inheritance lay dormant, not being explicitly mentioned 

during triumphal entries, till the very end of the sixteenth century, when the succession to the 

English throne was almost secured, probably not to embitter English feelings. Imperial 

inspiration was however present, although presented with different language. Lyndsay’s 

poem lamenting Madeleine of Valois’s death for example only states ‘Iames the Fift, and 

Magdalene of France,/discending boith of blude Imperiall
214

’, and Queen Mary being 

presented as the Maid of the Apocalypse might have foreseen the advent, through her, of a 

powerful king who would have become the greatest Sovereign ever and would have unified 

the world, as did actually happen with James VI. Towards the end of his reign, the 

succession secured, James VI became more confident in mentioning, indirectly and 

carefully, imperial themes. For example, during the celebrations for the baptism of Prince 

Henry –a name intended to please his future English subjects, James VI was identified with a 

new Jason fetching his bride, a new Golden Fleece, so strengthening the similarities with 

Emperor Charles V, who had the Golden Fleece as chivalric order, and was often compared 

with Jason too. After the union of the crowns, references to the union of Britain under a 

single ruler were not only admissible, but highly appropriate and commendable, and James 

VI was presented as rightful heir of both the Stuart and the Tudor dynasty
215

. Underlying his 

position of head of the Church, and ruler of a unified Great Britain, James saw his rule as a 

divinely ordained, hereditary kingship of absolutist inspiration216. Although with the 

construction of Holyrood palace, the Stuart rulers would have had an ideal stage for the use 

of imperial language before a European audience, this was the case only for James IV’s 

Tudor marriage, which indeed posed the dynastical foundations for the creation of an unified 

Tudor and Stewart empire. The reasons for a limited use of imperial themes in Scotland, and 

during Scottish entries, is not then the scarce awareness of the country that such was the 
                                                 
212 Small J. (1893) vol II, pp.183-189. The poem is explained in vol.I, p.lxxx-lxxxii. The king is also 
compared to the Lion, the most noble of beasts, fearsome but also just, to govern with justice and 
mercy upon his subjects, and to the eagle, which is made king of birds. 
213 Younge’s chronicle, p. 290. 
214 Hamer D. (1931) vol.I p.107, verse 40-41.  
215 Some of the elements used in her triumphal entry are here repeated: James VI saw the four Virtues 
of Justice, Force, Prudence and Temperance trampling the personification of their vices under their 
feet during Margaret Tudor’s entry into Edinburgh in 1503. The connection is commented upon by 
Fradenburg pp.121-122. In 1633, Charles I also saw Religion and Justice trampling respectively 
Superstition and Oppression under their feet. This shows an interesting continuity in the themes 
adopted. 
216 Burns J.H. (1996) pp.255-281. 
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fashion between sovereigns of consequence, but on the contrary, a remarkable sensibility on 

how and when those themes were to be used to be effectively and properly. Besides, the 

removal to London of the court after the union of the crowns, meant that although times were 

now ready for abandoning precautions, it was London, and not Edinburgh, which was to be 

the urban setting chosen for the next explicit triumphs, finally rich in imperial principles. 

The sovereign’s influence upon the Holyrood area spread to the whole burgh of 

Canongate217, which passed from being under the influence of the religious community, to 

that of the royal palace. The origin of this burgh is not commercial, as Canongate had been 

established by David under the protection of the nearby Abbey218. When the Holyrood area 

became the Crown’s favourite residence, and a luxurious palace was built, the burgh 

naturally moved from the influence of the previous monastic institution to that of the court, 

and the townscape of Canongate, especially closer to Holyrood Palace, was deeply 

influenced by its presence219. The more evident consequence was a major realignment of the 

east of the burgh, quite evident when comparing Richard Lee’s 1544 view from Carlton Hill 

with the plan for the Siege of the Castle of Edinburgh, dated 1573, and with 1647 Gordon of 

Rothiemay’s plan of Edinburgh220. The old medieval wall surrounding the Abbey has been 

removed, and another one further east have been built: also, many of the properties on the 

Canongate and especially those closer to the Palace, were extensively rebuilt and improved, 

now being accompanied by pretty formal gardens. These changes, probably realized during 

James VI’s reign and before his removal to London, would have involved new court-related 

buildings to be realized in Canongate. For example in the Horse Wynd, to lodge visiting 

courtiers and guests, the whole burgh became a ‘private hotel in which to place anyone who 

came calling’221. The architectural changes in this area show the influence of a court, and of 

a royal palace, on the architectural development of a part of the city. In Scotland too then, as 

it was happening elsewhere on the continent, permanent architectural changes were 

stimulated by the sovereign’s appropriation of some parts of the city or existing buildings, 

which became the cause and reason for improvement and rebuilding. The whole Canongate 

became an extension of the king’s palace, as a great part of his court and nobility would have 

                                                 
217 An example of a burgh growing under the direct influence of religious buildings is Glasgow, Shead 
N.F. (1988) pp.116-132, especially pp.120-121. 
218 The origin of the burgh of Canongate and its relation with the Abbey in Dennison P. (2005) pp.5-
12 and 28-31  
219 The ancient right of sanctuary due to the presence of the Abbey, and within the boundary marked 
by the Sanctuary Cross in the middle of the Canongate, meant some of the houses of the burgh could 
grant protection from the law. This partially disappeared at the Reformation. Dennison P.E. (2005) 
pp.40-42. 
220 Such comparison was made in Dennison P.E. and M. Lynch (2005) pp.32-35. 
221 Juhala A.L. (2008) p.352. 
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been lodged in the burgh and those services necessary for the day to day court life would 

have been found, such as tailors, butchers, and laundries. If Edinburgh maintained more its 

own identity as burgh with an independent mercantile tradition, Canongate, lacking such a 

tradition and historically under the influence of the Abbey, found its own Renaissance 

identity in becoming an extension of nearby Holyrood Palace.  

 

2.8 Conclusions 
The study of the triumphal entries in Edinburgh can provide highly interesting insights 

into the developing relationship between the Stuart dynasty and their capital city in the 

sixteenth and early seventeenth century. During triumphal entries, the concepts of inside and 

outside became basic for defining and maintaining the identity of the burgh, against an 

increasingly absolutist vision of the city as undifferentiated playground to be disposed of at 

the king’s will. From the necessity to show respect and even submission to religious and 

community authorities, triumphal language became more and more a tool to show the 

sovereigns’ grandeur and their European rank. By the end of the sixteenth century, James 

IV’s favourite chivalric language had become partially obsolete, being transformed into 

Charles I’s classicism. Courtly culture had overflowed into urban public spaces, and was 

powerful enough to make room for itself in the city, forcing its boundaries to open up from 

the king’s Palace. The burgh’s traditional mercantile awareness diluted with its new identity 

as royal capital. Following a pattern described happening abroad, for example at the 

Medici’s court, the sovereign’s interest in creating a relationship with his subjects seems 

decreasing. While private shows of learned and elitist absolutism take the place of public 

celebrations, Charles even refused to be granted a coronation entry into London, an event 

much looked forward to by the population and city authorities as a moment of dialogue and 

mutual recognition222. Through refusing the city the right to pay her respects and possibly 

bring issues forward to her king, Charles was emphasizing the distance between the ruler, 

governing from the isolation of his palace, and his subjects. Although the Scottish route was 

adopted on a straight line, instead of on the square plan of Roman design, the outline of 

Edinburgh entrances presented the ruler with the city’s historical evolution and own identity, 

and displaying, in its continuity, a marked reluctance to overcome the traditional local 

identity. The general respect for the city past as it is embodied by its representative 

buildings, and the steadiness of the triumphal route, were matched with appropriate, albeit 

evolving, triumphal subjects for each.  
                                                 
222 As remarked in Bergeron D.M. (1971) pp.106-109. Charles I’s never realized coronation 
represented a missed opportunity, and is compared to James VI and Charles II’s coronation entries, in 
Stevenson C. (2006). 
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The choice of the stations, the entrance and exit, and the complex, evolving relationship 

with the king, all show a mature approach and a highly skilled comprehension of the 

potential of triumphal entry. This is also emphasized by the decision to leave pageants as 

mute spectacles, allowing for both a challenging and a flattering interpretation, and so 

maintaining the capacity of dialogue with the sovereign, albeit in a covert way, even during 

quite late triumphal entries. The concept of royalty in Scotland successfully survived great 

religious and political changes, long minorities, and foreign regencies, efficaciously moving 

from James III’s boastings of imperialism to James VI’s claims of absolute power upon a 

Great Britain existing, for a long time, only in paper and in the mind of its creator. 

Legitimate dynastic claims, a history of literary justifications for imperial claims, and the 

absolute religious supremacy offered by Protestant religion to monarchs no doubt helped the 

transition, which was to find its completion in a new relationship with their capital city. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE TRANSFORMING POWER OF THE RULER: PALACES 
 

 

The study of the routes and of the evolution of the themes and language related to each 

station showed how during, and in consequence of, Scottish triumphal entries, rulers showed 

their increased power to model reality according to their wishes and expectations, 

transforming Edinburgh into an ideal city for one day. The city became a theatre of illusion, 

where, through canvasses and temporary structures, flattering speeches and ceremonial, the 

spectacle of the Stewart rule was displayed.  

Permanent consequences and architectural implications of such transformation will be 

discussed in Chapter 4. During a triumphal entry, this transforming power of the ruler was 

also directed to present an illusionary and improved version of himself and of the queen, 

underlining their virtues, personal culture, and responsibilities towards each other, the court, 

and the people. In this chapter, I will discuss the personal iconography created during and in 

connection with triumphal entries for Scottish rulers, and show how the fountain in 

Linlithgow Palace and the facades of Stirling Castle represented permanently this culture of 

personal and politicized display1. This search for permanent representations matches similar 

built exercises elsewhere in Europe, where buildings, decorations, and outdoor spaces came 

to represent the same concepts of control upon reality and benevolent but powerful royalty, 

traditionally expressed during triumphal entries. 

 

3.1 The Transforming Power of the King and the Creation of an Idealized 

Queen  
The symbolic transformation of a foreign, potentially threatening princess into a beloved 

queen was a common occurrence in Scotland, where marrying abroad was a necessity to 

strengthen old alliances and create new ones. Foreign brides were to be introduced, during 

triumphal entries, to the responsibilities and expectations connected with their new role; the 

ideal figure showed to the queen would have provided her with a model of conduct and 

queenly behaviour. The transformation of the queen is possible through the king’s 

intervention, as it is his act of choice and volition, and the idealized strength of his love, 

which causes and allows the transformation from foreign, unknown princess into a 

trustworthy queen. The theme of choice is underlined for example in the three pageants 

                                                            
1 These two buildings have been chosen as case studies because they represent an interesting duality 
between language for public-feminine and for private-masculine royal residences. A similar study 
could be done for other Scottish royal castles and palaces. 
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performed for Margaret Tudor in 1503, showing the Annunciation, the Marriage of the 

Virgin2, and a Judgment of Paris. This flattered the queen on her beauty, virginity, and 

goodness. It is being chosen by Paris, by God or by the king of Scotland, within a group of 

potentially equally worthy females which grants Venus, Mary, and Margaret herself their 

status, and the queen is reminded that her new power as consort ‘depends ultimately upon the 

king’s potentially shifting desire, not on any inherent quality of her own’3. It has been 

suggested that through choosing Margaret, James IV changed the Tudor princess’ very 

being, turning her into a queen through the force of his pure volition, but must be aware of 

Margaret’s potentially deceiving beauty, which might lead him astray4. Because of her strong 

Tudor personality and because of the delay in producing an heir, doubts were raised about 

the wisdom of the king’s choice, and the efficaciousness of the transformation. During the 

1511 entry into Aberdeen, the queen’s pro-English feelings are tested through showing her a 

statue of Robert the Bruce, a meaningfully anti-English hero from the past. The themes 

chosen for the pageantry also vary between an encouraging nativity and a more challenging 

expulsion from paradise, which could suggests a dislike for the political interference and 

advice of the queen, and the expectation of troubles to come if she did not conform to the 

role of meek motherhood which had been created for her. The menace represented by the 

queen was also vanquished through the tournaments of the Wild Knight and the Black Lady 

held in 1507 and 1508, where the dangerous double of the queen, represented by the 

mysterious black lady, disappeared during the final banquet, leaving her purged of 

ambiguities and completely trustworthy when her threatening double is removed. The 

passive role of the black lady during the tournament, only looking onto the action taking 

place in the field, reflects the expected passive role of the Queen in politics, as an active 

intervention of the queen into politics would have been as unthinkable and unsettling as for 

crossdressed females to actively perform in the arena5.  

The role devised for Madeleine of France in 1537 by her husband James V was very 

similar, suggesting a position of obedient and prolific wife for her. One of Lyndsay’s greater 

regrets for the untimely death of the young queen was that no fruit of her body had been 

seen, providing succession
6
. The ideal of a sweet and submissive wife is also presented to 

James V’s second queen Mary in her entrance in St.Andrews, where she was told by 

                                                            
2 A suitable choice of wifely obedience to a much older husband, as it was the case for James and 
Margaret as well. Noted in Gray D. (1998) p.20. 
3 Kipling G. (1998) p.264. The importance of the king’s choice as source and cause of the queen’s 
new status is discussed in pp.263-264. 
4 On the responsibilities and dangers of choosing a bride, see Fradenburg L.O. (1991) p.114. 
5 Fradenburg L.O. (1991) pp.244-264, especially pp.259-60. 
6 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.107, lines 26-28 and 35.  
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Lyndsay to behave as her husband and God wanted her to7.  

Again, James VI’s queen, Anne of Denmark, was seen as vessel of important diplomatic 

arrangements, but also as a feminine danger to be modeled into an ideal and submissive 

queen. The queen was expected to represent the prize for the hero, the vessel for the 

continuation of his dynasty, the medium for friendly relationship with a foreign country, and 

the main, passive spectator, -roles which Anne often refused to perform
8
. Her secondary role 

to her husband is shown by the flattering remarks addressed to the king during her own 

triumphal entry, which focused on James, praised as King Solomon, as much or more than 

on herself, represented as an admired and submissive Queen of Sheba. At the tournament for 

the baptism of Prince Henry in 1595, the queen’s role was again confined to standing; 

watching, and offering the winner his prize, being the object of the action, while the jousting 

knights take active part during the tournament9. Her exclusion from the baptismal ceremony, 

or her being forced into a politic self exclusion, meant confining her in the strictly maternal 

role she had already fulfilled, denying her any influence on the life of his son as a political 

subject. However, Anne did not always accept the role of Queen created for her at the 

Scottish court. In fighting for control over her children, especially the elder Henry, who, 

immediately after birth, was given into the care of the Countess of Mar, Anne was also 

fighting to maintain and confirm her status and influence at court, which the king and his 

courtiers meant to deny or limit it to just motherhood10. In the account of the following 

banquet by Fowler, James was presented as new Jason through the maritime decoration of a 

triumphal cart, which left Anne to be interpreted either as the golden fleece or his 

treacherous wife, Medea, who out of jealousy will murder the very heirs she had been able to 

provide. This was probably part of the court’s attempt to frame Anne, a creature potentially 

as exotic and unknown as the moor who pulled the banqueting cart, into the harmless role 

conceived for her, and a subtle warning of the threatening potential of the queen, who 

seemed reluctant to play the part written for her
11

.  

The role devised for Scottish queens seems to reflect themes and expectations quite 

common all around Europe, focusing on the queens’ responsibility speedily to provide a 

healthy male heir, her submissive position vis a vis her husband and her dependency upon 

him for her very role and identity. It is only for the accession of strong queens like Mary I 

                                                            
7 Pitscottie’s chronicles I pp.378-379, fol.127 a. 
8 McManus C. (2000) pp.180-182.  
9 McManus C. (2002) p.85. Also on Sophia of Denmark’s influence upon Anne about the way to 
consider active queenship pp. 65-66. 
10 McManus C. (2000) pp.184-188,  
11 McManus C. (2002) pp.87-89. More about this interpretation and Fowler’s chronicals in McManus 
C. (2000) pp.194-197.  
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and Elizabeth I, that the traditional iconography of the queen as consort and mediatrix is 

abandoned12, although earlier entrances of female rulers in their own right had often puzzled 

triumph organizers about the right language to adopt13. During traditionally oriented Scottish 

entries, it is up to the king to control and transform his bride, and up to her to conform to the 

model of meek motherhood devised for her, avoiding taking an active role in public life, 

which would cause, as it had for Medea and Jason, destabilizing effects upon the whole 

dynasty.  

The transformation of the queen into a figure worthy of local and European respect and 

consideration, temporarily expressed through decoration, pageantries and speeches, would 

have reached a much broader audience if made somehow permanent. In one of King James 

V’s main architectural enterprises, the renewal of Linlithgow palace, it can be argued that the 

fountain decoration represented a permanent reminder in stone of triumphal principles the 

queen was requested to conform to, like meekness, wifely submission, avoidance of active 

political interfering, and focusing on providing the kingdom with heirs. The fountain became 

a permanent visual reminder of the successful transformation of a French noblewoman into 

the kind of queen the Scottish king and court expected. That image of perfect queenship 

overlapped, in the eye of visitors and courtiers, the real bodily image of Queen Mary with 

the perfect and idealised image of queenship she would come to permanently embody, if she 

followed the admonition contained in the decorative programme of triumphal inspiration.  

 

3.2 A message for Queen Mary of Guise in the Fountain in Linlithgow  
The palace of Linlithgow is one of the most beautiful examples of royal Renaissance 

architecture in Scotland, and because of its partially isolated location, set in beautiful 

surroundings and with the additional advantage of a picturesque body of water to be 

approached through terraced gardens14, and of a fenced hunting park nearby, it was often a 

favorite residence of the monarchs for relaxation and recreation. Its vocation as a leisure 

palace and its domestic character are shown already in very early times when, in spite of 

Edward I’s attempts to turn it into a castle, it was being referred to as the king’s house or 

manor15. The charming setting nearby a quiet lake, from which the building seemed to rise, 

                                                            
12 Mary’s and Elizabeth’s entries are analyzed and compared in Kipling G. (1998) pp.345-352. 
However, Queen Elizabeth will be pressed to marry and provide the country with a solid male guide 
and a hair for all her life. Some of the pageantries criticizing her condition of virgin Queen are in 
Axton M. (1977) pp.38-60. 
13 The entry of Mary of Burgundy into Bruges in 1477 as duchess in her own right, and the 
iconographical problems it caused, is discussed in Kipling G. (1998) pp.342-4. 
14 Suggested by Hynd N. (1984) p.270. 
15 The leisure vocation of this Palace and its architectonical evolution is explained in Dunbar J. (1999) 
pp.5-21, and Campbell I. (1995), which underlines the similarities between Linlithgow palace and 
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and the elegant proportions of a palace much resembling a princely dwelling-house, 

particularly appealed to queens’ gentle taste16 (Fig.3.1). The presence of a fountain, the topic 

of this study, in the centre of a decorated inner courtyard, the wide windows and the easy 

access strengthen the idea that this was a palace built for recreation, not a castle built for 

defence. The message offered by the fountain would suite this familiar, private environment 

more suitable for leisure than for politics, accessible to a restricted group, and so most 

suitable to those more intimate activities thought suitable for the feminine gender and her 

household17.  

  
Fig.3.1: The exterior of Linlithgow palace by J.M.W. Turner, Linlithgow Palace, about 1807, and the 
lake and castle from North East (Scran, image id 000-000-148-347-C) 
 

The fountain was probably built during James V’s phase of the works, in or just after 

1538, as the lead feed-pipe of the fountain, excavated in 1896 in the Kirkgait, had the date 

1538 marked on it. The fountain of Falkland is also ascribed to James V’s intervention, with 

some payments in 1538-9 to a ‘Robert Murray, plumbar’ for works related to the 

construction of the fountain, and it is possible the two enterprises were related18. The 

                                                                                                                                                                         
other leisure palaces across Europe. Renaissance Italian flavours in Linlithgow Palace in Campbell I. 
(1995) pp.312-319.  
An overall view of Scottish Renaissance architecture in Hay G. (1984), especially pp.201-203 on 
Linlithgow. McKean C. (2001) on the reevaluation of Scottish architecture, especially pp.1-20. On 
Renaissance court architecture, Howard D. (1995) pp.16-47, especially 35-38, and on the 
developments during James V reign see Fawcett R. (1994) p.325, while James IV’s works are at 
pp.305-310. 
16 Linlithgow Palace was part of the portions of Queen Margaret of Demnark, of Queen Margaret 
Tudor, of Queen Mary of Guise, and of Anne of Denmark. The Palace-like atmosphere is also 
remarked upon by MacGibbon D. and T. Ross (1887) v.1, p.479. 
17 The creation of feminine spaces and the relation between space and gender in the late medieval built 
space in Howell M.C. (2000) pp.9-12.  
18 For Linlithgow dating, see MacWilliam C. (1978) p.298 and Thomas A. (2005) p.70. For Falkland 
fountain, see Accounts of the Masters of Works vol 1, p.261. A comparison between these two 
fountains is made in Cooper S. (1999, pp.821-825. 
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construction of a decorative fountain in a palace likely to become the favourite of his French 

queen19, and realized just before or around the dates of his marriages, suggests a connection 

between the decorative themes chosen for the fountain and such joyful events. Besides, other 

fountains on the continent had been built around the same period in connection with 

triumphal celebrations for a monarch, such as Montorsoli’s fountain of Orion in Messina, 

built in 1547 and inspired by the decorative program realized for Charles V’s triumphal entry 

in the city in 154620 (Fig.3.2), or the Fountain of the Innocents in Paris, erected in 1549 for 

Henri II’s arrival21.  

 
Fig.3.2: Fountain of Orion, Messina 
 

Some monumental fountains erected in the ruler’s private palaces, like Primaticcio’s 

fountain of Hercules, and Cellini’s fountain of Mars, built at Fontainebleau in the early 40s 

for Francis I, also celebrated, through mythological parallels and a triumphal sensibility, the 

glory of the Renaissance monarch in his own palace22. Feminine parallels were the fountain 

of Juno, commissioned by Duke Cosimo de’Medici to Bartolomeo Ammannati in 1555, and 

representing the fertilizing effects of Duchess Eleonora’s favourable influence upon Florence 

and its domains.23 Later on, the fountain of Latona, at Versailles (1668-70) celebrated the 

                                                            
19 Thomas A. (2005) p. 70. 
20 Although the flow is actually small, the Nymphs are symbols of creative power and generating 
forces, which would have reminded of the sovereign’s own creative power; Symmes M. with M.A. 
Conelli (1998) pp.37-39. 
21 The similarities between the two programs in Ffolliott S. (1984) p.73-137.  
22 The importance of architectural propaganda to improve the standing of sovereigns is described by 
Richardson G. (2002) pp.175-180. 
23 According to a recent interpretation, the mother of gods Juno, in a raised, prominent position here, 
represents the Duchess Eleonora, who gave her husband eleven children and whose fertility is here 
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revenge of the injured Queen dowager Anne of Austria (Latona), against those who had 

revolted against her authority during her son’s (Apollo-Louis XIV) infancy24. Fountains were 

a symbol of spiritual and cultural renewal, representing constant change rather than stagnant 

immobility. They also advertised the ruler’s wealth and knowledge, as costly and modern 

engineering work was necessary to pump the water with the required strength.25 Although 

the abundance of water in Scotland deprived fountains of their south European role of 

essential bringer of life26, the elaborate decorative program proves how the Linlithgow 

fountain was intended to provide a setting and a show for court ceremonies (Fig.3.3).  

 
Fig.3.3: Linlithgow fountain from North  
 

                                                                                                                                                                         
compared to the fertility of the Earth revived by Water, represented in the fountain by Ceres, who 
squeezes her breasts to producing sweet water. Rousseau C. (1990) particularly pp.426-7. A history of 
the reconstruction of the appearance of the fountain in Heikamp D. (1978).  
24 Anne of Austria had encountered serious opposition in her role as regent for her son Louis XIV 
during his boyhood, like Latona, who asked the gods to punish those who have offended her, the 
mother of Apollo. Conelli M.A. with M. Symmes (1998) pp.83-84. 
25 ‘flowing water provides the perfect metaphor for perennial activity, for it suggests constant renewal 
rather than static eternity’. Ffolliot S. (1984) p.78. 
26 Fountain decoration often celebrated with triumphan tones the arrival of water in a city and those 
who provided that service, meaning an easier and safer life for everybody who had access to it. This 
was the case for the fountain of Moses, built for Sixtus V in 1585-88 in Rome thanks to the opening of 
the new aqueduct of Aqua Felice, and the fountain of Aqua Paola, built in the same city in 1610-12. 
Symmes M. with M.A. Conelli (1998) pp.35-7. 
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The appreciation for a central position suggests a good awareness of the medieval 

tradition of the hortus conclusus, probably a survival of the Christian baptismal font which 

became the centre of the monastic enclosed garden and later of the more secular Garden of 

Love and Renaissance pleasure garden27. In my interpretation, the fountain of Linlithgow is 

not just a fashionable embellishment but, placed within this European fountain tradition, it 

came to represent the glory and culture of James V’s court, and Mary’s feminine triumphant 

values.  

The fountain we see today is the product of years of restoration. The restoration of the 

1930s had not been conclusive, and most of it was removed as part of a new programme of 

work in 2000. That was completed in August 2005, and many of the original pieces have 

been replaced by copies28. The fountain has a complex iconographical program, with a 

number of statues and figurative decorations grouped together on different levels around the 

main body of the fountain; this is a big low basin, octagonal in shape and protected by an 

elaborate balustrade, in which the water was gathered. The basin is decorated, on its external 

perimeter, by eight stone blocks sitting on slender grouped columns, with a regular effect 

enhanced by the different colors of the background and the decoration. All the blocks must 

have been decorated on all the visible sides, but the great majority of the sculptural work is 

unfortunately ruined beyond recognition. Because of that, it is recognized at the outset that 

there is a degree of speculation in the following analysis. The restored parts show some 

naked male figures playing musical instruments on the three sides of a restored block, and 

three busts on another one, while others, not restored, are too ruined to allow any speculation 

beside the presence of human busts. Above each of these eight blocks, is a further stone 

element, with figures of animals holding coats of arms (Fig.3.4) alternated to more abstract 

decoration, some of which are in very bad condition. In the centre of the basin is the main 

body of the fountain, from which the water is produced as if spat or vomited by the open 

mouths of eight human busts, conveniently bent over the basin underneath. Rising between 

each of the busts, and standing on decorated bases, are eight human figures, holding different 

tools and objects and facing outwards (Fig.3.13-14). The main body of the fountain is topped 

by what looks like a big crown of the closed, imperial type (Fig.3.30): the four pillars which 

                                                            
27 Miller N. (1998) pp.60-1. Two centrally placed fountains were also erected between 1500 and 1510 
for Cardinal Georges d’Amboise at Gaillon; one stood inside a pavilion in the centre of the garden, the 
other at the centre of the court d’honneur, both decorated by classical features and referring to 
political successes of the family. The allegorical decoration on the fountain is interpreted in 
MacDougall E.B. and N. Miller (1977) pp.2-3. Also Miller N. (1998) p.59 and Strong R. (1979) p.35 
and 38. During Henry VIII’s works at Whitehall, the layout was regularized through the addition of a 
great central fountain of the candelabrum variety. Strong, R. (1979) p.35. 
28 The projected restoration is described in Todd S. (2002), and in two BBC news report BBC (2005) 
and BBC (2007) 
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hold up the crown rest upon and share a base made of four human heads alternating with four 

animal ones, all facing outwards but slightly bent, as if looking downward into the basin 

(Fig.3.26-27-28-29). A general sketch of the fountain in two dimensions is shown in Plate 9. 

In Europe, and after 1530 in particular, fountains often had a story to tell and a 

comprehensive iconographical program which would have presented the viewer with a 

learned narrative, often of literary origin. They could be on their own or as part of 

multifigured composition decorating nymphea and grottoes, in the more magnificent gardens 

often connecting in meaning more than one fountain29. The revival of classics in literature 

provided great new sources of inspiration for fountain design, which now could be taken 

from ancient and classical sources, emblem books, collections of foreign myths or of 

traditional local ones, and manuals and chronicles of festival decors and triumphal 

decorations. Fountain sculptural programs became the ideal settings for virtuoso sculptural 

displays, where ‘gods and goddesses drawn from antiquity now mingled with Christian 

saints, living monarchs and local heroes’30. Fountain decoration, and one could say 

decoration in general, presented an interesting mixture of classical culture, vernacular 

language and modern themes. Humanist and antiquarian, Pirro Ligorio, was responsible for 

the program of the gardens of the Villa d’Este in Tivoli (1560-75), where a fountain 

displayed a statue of Hercules, who killed the mythical deity Hippolyte, from which the 

family was supposed to descend.  

By building a fountain, James V was realizing a perfect platform from which to explain 

his political point of view, highly efficacious because of its prettiness, central position in the 

courtyard, and the power of attraction due to the presence of water. It will be shown how the 

fountain decoration permanently expressed the virtues and deeds of the ruler, or the feminine 

qualities of his wife, in the same way a triumphal entry sent a politicized message to the 

ruler’s subjects and foreign peers. The use of a traditional language in the decoration of the 

Linlithgow fountain does not conflict with the idea that it was expressing up-to-date concepts 

and ideas, or with its effectiveness in doing so. In northern Europe, modern topics were often 

presented through a traditional language. For example, in the Geesebearer Fountain in 

Nuremberg, c.1540, the modern topic of cooperation between city and countryside building 

wealth and prosperity is embodied by the vernacular figure of a well-dressed and jolly 

farmer bringing two fat geese to the city market31. At Linlithgow the message was almost 

certainly related to James V’s French weddings32, in particular the second one to Mary of 

                                                            
29 MacDougall E. (1978) pp.97-101. 
30 Miller N. (1998) p.65. 
31 Symmes M. and Conelli M.A. (1998) p.40. 
32 James first hand experience of French fountains during his visit to France, and general French 
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Lorraine, in 1538. The wedding was symbolsed by the four statues decorating the basin level 

(Fig.3.4) and representing, moving anticlockwise from the one facing the eastern entrance 

(as named on Plate 9) a lion (1-A), a unicorn (1-D), another unicorn (1-C), and a stag (1-B).  

The deer has wings, as well as a crown around his neck, a chain looping from it, and a 

shield on one side. The motif represents durability and the linear transmission of imperial 

power through the known myth of the deer captured and released by a ruler, and homaged 

with his crown to be recovered by a rightful claimant. Although this myth had been 

attributed to many rulers, from Alexander the Great to James VI and I, from Christian V and 

Frederik IV of Denmark to Napoleon, it was predominantly connected with the Valois 

dynasty and with Charles VI in particular (Fig.3.5)33. From Charles VI onwards, the cerf 

volant, a winged stag with a collar in shape of a crown, became the heraldic device of the 

Valois kings, having been used without interruptions until Francis I’s choice of a salamander 

as personal badge in early sixteenth century.  

    
Fig.3.4: Unicorn (1-D), Unicorn (1-C), and Deer (1-B), Lion (1-A) 
 

In Linlithgow, the winged stag can then reasonably be thought to represent the Valois 

royal family; the coat of arms shown on its shield has been recognized as the arms of France, 

a lily, impaled with those of Scotland, a rampant lion34. 

                                                                                                                                                                         
connections, are explored in Cooper C. (1999), pp.821-825. The dynastical relevance of James V two 
weddings in Bentley-Cranch D. and R.K. Marshall (1996). 
33 The tradition of rulers associating themselves with this tradition are described in Bath M. (1987) 
pp.5-10. Charles VI he allegedly captured a deer which have been living in those woods since Julio 
Caesar’s times, as it bore a collar with the inscription ‘Caesar hoc mihi donavit’ pp.8-9. 
34 Richardson J.S. (1983) pp.18-19.  
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Fig.3.5: The deer met by Charles VI while hunting represented in Claude Paradin’s Devises Heroiques 
(1557) 
 

The lion holds a shield as well, depicting what was described as the arms of Mary of 

Guise35, and it is interesting noticing that the lion, the animal chosen to represent Mary’s 

noble, but not royal family, is the only one of the four heraldic animals to show the crown 

symbol of royal power not around the animal’s neck, but near his pawn, as if within reach 

(through marriage) and not owned by birthright. The unicorn opposite to Mary of Guise’s 

Lion is one of a pair, each of them holding with their leg a shield with no inscription on it, 

although it has been said they bear the arms of Scotland36. As the Valois stag would not be 

the animal representing the contemporary ruler in France, since Francis I had chosen his 

father Charles’s d’Angouleme salamander instead (Fig.3.6), it might represent, matched with 

the opposite Scottish unicorn, an earlier match between Valois and Stewart, embodying the 

renewal of a political and personal ancient alliance also celebrated in Lyndsay’s The 

deploration of the deith of Quene Magdalene37. This could have been the 1436 marriage 

between Princess Margaret of Scotland (Fig.3.24 P) and the Dauphin of France, the future 

Louis XI, or the figures might be celebrating, in general, the Valois-Stewart alliance now to 

                                                            
35 Or at least a part of it. The lion correspond to the lion which is part of the Guise cote of arms. Bath 
M. (1987) p.10. It is Bath’s opinion that the fountain in Linlithgow has been built for the marriage of 
James V and Mary of Guise, but he refers all the four statues to celebrations of James and Mary’s 
wedding. It will be shown that two of the four statues actually refers to an earlier French-Scottish 
connection. Richardson also agrees on the Lion carrying the insigna of Mary of Guise. Richardson J.S. 
(1983) p.18. Cooper suggests that the lion bears the Arms of Scotland impaled with those of France, 
but nothing in the shield seems to suggest so, and it might have been confused with those borne by the 
stag. Cooper S. (1999) p.823. 
36 Bath M. (1987) p.10. And Richardson J.S. (1983) p.18. The unicorns now in place hold empty 
shields with no insigna. 
37 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.108, lines 82-84. 
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be renewed38. The strength of James’s dynastical and political position would have also been 

represented by the representations of Valois lilies, Stewart thistles, and Tudor roses found on 

the ornamented pedestals39. 

 
Fig.3.6: Francis I’s Salamander represented in Claude Paradin’s Devises Heroiques (1557) 
 

Interestingly, the inner arch of the external arcaded gateway to the castle, because of its 

size, decoration and position, built for show more than for defense (Fig.3.7), shows three 

pendant bosses. The first represents a crowned and chained unicorn, probably symbolizing 

the Royal House of Scotland, the second showed a rampant Lion, and the last ‘a running, 

winged deer-like creature’, for which a connection with the Royal House of France is 

suggested40(Fig.3.8). However, according to records, two unicorns and a lion -and not a 

unicorn, a deer, and a lion- were painted in 1536 by a John Ros on the vault of this 

gateway41. However the confused modern look of one of the unicorns, looking ‘more like a 

stag with wings’42 suggests that at some time, one of the unicorns has been transformed into 

a stag. Two chained crowned unicorns are used as supports of royal arms showing the 

rampant lion of Scotland in folio 14v. of the Book of Hours of James IV and Margaret 

Tudor43. An initial choice of Scottish celebrative beasts might have been skilfully 

transformed, when circumstances required it, into a visual celebration of Franco-Scottish 

alliance. 
                                                            
38 Louis XI was entitled to use the device by birth, although during his turbulent reign there were few 
examples of use of heraldic devices, him being a rather rough, practical man of no particular cultural 
taste. Sheller R.W. (1983) pp.81-82. Thanks to family ties, when Margaret of Scotland came to 
France, she married into the same family of which Mary of Guise would have been a member less 
than a hundred years later. 
39 Now very worn out, but described by Richardson J.S. (1983) pp.18-19. 
40 As described by Richardson, J.S. (1983) pp.13-15. 
41 Item to Johne Ros payntour for the paynttyne of ane Lyon thua unicornis that suld stand upone the 
foirentres, Accounts of the Master of Works v.I, p.128. 
42 On Historic Scotland explanatory board, Linlithgow Palace, external gateway. 
43 The Scottish Book of Hours is described in MacFarlane L. (1960). 
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Fig.3.7: Linlithgow gateway and detail of the panels with the chivalric orders  
 

   
Fig.3.8: From left to right, the winged stag, the rampant lion, and the unicorn in the vault of 
Linlithgow gateway 
 

The appearance of the same animals in the fountain of Linlithgow, built with a dynastical 

celebration in mind, might justify the appearance of Valois-related heraldic beasts, and 

creates a connection between the two structures.  

 
Fig.3.9: Linlithgow gateway, detail of the panels with the chivalric orders  
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The gateway is also decorated with panels representing the four Orders of Knighthood to 

which James V belonged: the English Order of the Garter, the Scottish Order of the Thistle, 

the Imperial Order of the Fleece, and the French Order of St.Michael which the king was 

honoured with in 1534, when a marriage alliance with Scotland interested many European 

rulers (Fig.3.9)44. This also suggests, perhaps, a processional entry to have taken place, 

moving from the entrance gate, to the small decorative gate on the south façade (Fig.3.12 top 

right) to the inner yard, when the fountain would have been in full sight, an idea completely 

compatible with triumphal entry. Interestingly, Linlithgow fountain is said to have run wine 

to celebrate Bonnie Prince Charlie’s arrival at the Palace in 1745 where he was entertained 

by the Lady Keeper45: this would recall of the wine fountains common during triumphal 

entries all around Europe, and in Edinburgh too, strengthening the triumphal potential of the 

fountain. 

The way the fountain faced the entrance(s) to the castle is also interesting. Six out of eight 

supports for the main level decoration show busts or human faces, more or less ruined and 

unrecognizable.  

 
Fig.3.10: An older stage of the fountain, showing the basis of the Stag (on the right) in better 
conditions, and resembling closely Richardson’s description. Historic Scotland picture from Cooper S. 
(1999) 
 

The pedestal of the winged deer (1-B) instead shows ‘the figures of two gallants in 

slashed doublets and trunks, holding their sides with laughter, and standing on either side of 
                                                            
44 Burnett C.J. (1996) pp.289-292. On the meaning and origins of chivalric orders as a way to honour 
but also to control, see Boulton D’A.J.D.(2000) pp.448-500. 
45 From SCRAN, West Lothian, Linlithgow Palace, accessed on 25 May 2009. 
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a twisted column’46 (Fig.3.10). The one underneath the lion (1-A), shows small human 

figures holding paper rolls, suggesting this particular element to be different and somehow 

prominent, especially considering its position within the yard, facing the east entrance47. If 

the small gateway on the south entrance, realized before 1539 (Fig.3.12 right), represented 

the main official exit towards the external gateway, and to the town through a busy street48, 

the east entrance (Fig.3.12 bottom) faces the lake and the relative wilderness of the 

surroundings, providing a less formal back door for those willing to slip away and enjoy a 

walk or a hunt in the fenced park shown for example in Timothy Pont map from the late XVI 

century (Fig.3.11). Hunting was a common activity at Linlithgow, whose enclosed game 

reserve was enlarged between 1481 and 1513, came to the lochside and was marked, on its 

other sides, by a ditch, a bank, and a palisade49. 

 
Fig.3.11: Palace of Linlithgow and its surroundings from Timothy Pont’s map (Scran image, ID 000-
000-143-783-C) 
 

If the south gate would have had more prominence, one would expect, during the official, 

politicized ceremonies of arrival and taking possession, the east entrance would have been 

used more during daily life and leading to informal, recreational outdoor expeditions. The 

fact that the fountain does not face the main entrance, that is to say, that none of the two 

pieces meant to be noticed and to stand out faces that way, is quite interesting and seems to 

                                                            
46 As described by Richardson J.S. (1983) p.15. The pedestal is nowadays too worn out for direct 
analysis, but its outline does suggest a different appearance from the ones with the ovals and busts. 
47 However, it must be kept in mind that the bad conditions of the stone before, and the recent 
complete substitution of the damaged stone with a brand new one, do not consent to make supposition 
regarding what, if any, could have been written on these papers. 
48 Ferguson J. (1910) pp.115-117. 
49 Gilbert J.M. (1979) p.215. 
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put an accent on the role of the east gate instead, as the lion decoration is facing towards it. 

The location of the figures in relation to the plan of the palace and the exits is shown in Plate 

9. This seems to imply that the fountain itself was not meant to pass a political and official 

message, as its sheltered position inside a private courtyard of a royal retreat already 

suggested, but to be enjoyed during private everyday life, connecting it more with the 

surrounding outdoors and the pleasant lake nearby than with the bustle of city life. The 

choice of particularly elaborated bases for the lion and the stag instead of the more common 

and standardized roundels, could be explained by them representing foreign and influential 

dynasties, which would have been in need of particularly celebrative stone decoration to 

make them stand out even more.  

Considering the relationship between the fountain and the courtyard facades is also 

important, as they present interesting, and possibly triumph-related, decoration. The inner 

front-facing south, possibly built for James IV in connection with his marriage to Margaret 

Tudor, had a group of sculptures representing the Annunciation, of which the Pot of Lillies 

and the image of the Virgin are still in place50 (Fig.3.12 top left). The Annunciation was one 

of the three pageantries devised for Margaret Tudor during her 1503 entrance into 

Edinburgh, suggesting that the decoration could have been commissioned by James IV 

himself. However, a bill for John Ros payntour dated 1535 suggests the Annunciation dates 

from James V’s reign, and was added to existing work to make the building ready for the 

arrival of a French queen. Similarly, Ros’s figures of the Pope, a Knight, and a Labourer as 

the three estates over the east entrance (Fig.3.12 bottom left), could have symbolically 

represented the whole Scottish population welcoming his French queen51. Both 

interpretations agree on the decoration to have been realized in connection with, and to 

celebrate, the arrival of a royal bride. Both the west and the north front appear are much 

plainer, and the main statuary decoration of the inner facades is confined to the two sides 

hosting the two entrances, underlying the importance of the courtyard as a place to be 

crossed and passed through.  

James V  decided to change the external layout, and have the Palace approached from 

south and from the town, instead of from the east as James I had devised. However the old 

East entrance still was important enough to deserve decoration, and so probably maintained a 

relevant role within court life. The decoration for the east gate, on the external façade, would 

                                                            
50 As described by Richardson J.S. (1983) p.19. 
51 To John Ros payntour for .. the salutatioun of our lady with the wle pege and pape the knycht and 
the laborius man with thre billis abowne the pape knycht and laborius mannis hedis with all the new 
irne wyndois that is put wp, Accounts of the Master of Works 1535, p.128.  
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be consistent with the early use of the gate as main access during James I reign52, and the old 

origin of the decoration is confirmed by the use of ‘a royal ancient crown’53 of the open kind 

instead of the closed imperial crown which became popular during later reigns. 

  

  
Fig.3.12: Clockwise from top left, James IV’s south entrance from the yard (MacGibbon and Ross) 
and from the outside (Scran ID 000-000-595-946-C), James I’s east entrance from the outside (Scran 
ID 000-000-595-947-C) and from the yard (MacGibbon and Ross) 
 

James V’s own works in the south façade and foregate marked that approach as the main 

and official one. In underlining the importance of his new south entrance, James V meant to 

introduce it as the official, public entrance, but in decorating the inner side of the old east 

                                                            
52 Pringle D. (1989) p.7.  
53 As described by Richardson J.S. (1983) p.16. Richardson also provides a good description of the 
decoration on the outside of the old east entrance. 
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entrance, he was possibly presenting it as the new back ‘exit’ into the surroundings, and the 

court’s private access to the world of sparkling waters and inspiring, tamed wilderness which 

the fountain, with its gurgling water and fanciful decoration, already seemed to prefigure. 

The separation between public and private, already mentioned as one of the main changes 

marking the passage into the Renaissance and Modern times, would be here perfectly 

represented. 

 

3.3 Mary of Guise as Melusine 

Having established a strong link between the queen and the decoration of the basin of the 

fountain, and between the decoration of the inner yard and the arrival of James IV’s and 

James V’s queens, it is not surprising to find a strong connection in the upper level. The 

position of the various statues in context can be seen in Plate 9. From the east entrance and 

moving anticlockwise, the first to be seen is a man showing a concerned expression, wearing 

a long robe with ample sleeves, held at the waist by a simple rope and with a kind of paper 

roll in one of his hands (2-A). Then, a self confident man wearing boots above his knees, a 

little bag at his waist, and a conical object probably held by a tie around one of his shoulders. 

He wears a kind of short jacket with an ample collar, a beard and a hat (2-H). Following, is a 

young man with a drum, in rich clothes with puffy sleeves and decorated trousers, and an 

elaborate hat (2-G). 

    
Fig.3.13: From the left, statue 2A, 2H, 2G, and 2F  
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The next statue represents a mermaid, with a fishy tail covered in scales but a beautiful 

feminine upper body, in the act of combing her hair and holding a mirror (2-F). The 

following statues are a man holding something baggy on his shoulder, and stamping on a 

dragon (2-E), a bearded bare-chested man (possibly a sailor) with rope holding his long hair 

back and the cloth around his hips up (2-D), of a page holding a large jar (2-C), and of a long 

bearded man with stick, sporran, and high boots (2-B). 

    
Fig.3.14: From left, statue 2-E, 2-D, 2-C, and 2-B. 
 

These figures represent quite specific characters, and do not belong to the generic 

tradition of cardinal virtues or divinities, whose iconography would make them more easily 

recognizable. Appearing together on the same level and looking similar in style and size, 

however, they are probably part of a particular and specific iconographical scheme, telling 

the queen, her court, and the modern beholder, a story.  

One of the most recognizable characters is that of the mermaid (2-F), which was a 

popular character of Medieval and Renaissance iconography. According to medieval and 

renaissance bestiaries, sirens represented corporal pleasures, sexual temptations,54 fleshly 

lust and, according to Chaucer55, flattery towards princes and powerful people. In support of 

this negative interpretation, the theologians cite a pre-Vulgate translation of Isaiah XIII.22, 

which groups sirens along with the evil creatures of Babylon56. Such negative interpretations 

were certainly known in Scotland, and were expressed in the Deidis of Armorie, a late 

                                                            
54 White T.H. (1984) pp.134-135. 
55 Houwen L.A.J.R. (1997) pp.88-91.  
56 On sirens as creature of sin Rowland B. (1974) pp.139-141, on Isaiah see p.140. 
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fifteenth-century bestiary copied into Scots around 1494, and which remarks on sirens’ 

unreliability and threatening potential57. However, some more positive interpretations were 

also current. The siren Parthenope, mythical foundress of Naples, was celebrated as bringer 

of fertility and plenty in the decoration of Alfonso di Calabria’s fountain, built in the city in 

the 1490s, and in another Napolitean fountain dated 1606, where Parthenope and her twin 

sister are shown next to a triumphal arch decorated with maritime themes58. James V must 

have liked the mermaid imagery, as two bonnet decorations of his represented a mermaid, 

one set with rubies, diamonds, and a great emerald, and another, probably made by John 

Mossman in 1538, with a tail encrusted with diamonds.59.  

The controversial character of a mermaid, charming but dangerous because of her beauty, 

potentially threatening towards unwary men, but also bringing, under specific circumstances, 

prosperity and happiness, does reflect the favourite and usual themes for Scottish (and 

European) entries related to female rulers, where the positive or negative interpretation was 

left to the specific circumstances and the personal interpretation of the viewer. The choice of 

which ‘story’ to tell would have also been influenced by the kind of audience planned for it, 

and its theatrical setting. For its very character, Linlithgow palace is a private retreat, 

sporting decorations and celebrative messages in the inside of the courtyard, for display to a 

limited elite, mainly composed of Scottish courtiers, the queen’s own French entourage, and 

the occasional guest. The topic was then addressed both to the Scottish and the French 

members of the court, containing both traditional, possibly shared, and well known elements, 

but also being modern enough to cast a positive light on the level of Scottish culture, and 

obviously be appropriate to flatter, but also warn and instruct, Queen Mary.  

The image of a beautiful lady with a fish tail, holding a mirror and combing her hair, can 

be recognized in my interpretation as Melusine, a known character of heraldry and literature 

who would have provided a perfect (negative) role model for the queen. I will also show how 

many of the themes connected with her legend provided a source of both meditation and 

recreation for the whole court. Heraldic tradition suggests a siren holding comb and mirror, 

especially but not only in a tub, to derive from the literary character Melusine of Lusignan, 

to be ‘represented as the upper half of a beautiful maiden joined to the lower half of a fish, 

and usually holding a comb in the right hand and a mirror in the left’60. Families claiming 

connections with the Lusignan dynasty, of which Melusine had been, according to the 

                                                            
57 Houwen L.A.J.R. (1994) p.41. 
58 Hersey G. (1978) pp.65-66. 
59 Marshall R.K. (1996) p.82. The appearance of these mermaids is unknown. The mermaid with the 
diamond tale was later delivered to Queen Mary in France as part of her legal inheritance, p.84. 
60 Vinycomb J. (1906) pp.246-7. Melusine, her story and imagery in Eygun F. (1951).  
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romance, the progenitrix, usually adopted the imagery of the siren with a fish tail, holding a 

mirror and a comb, in their coat of arms61. 

 
Fig.3.15: Coat of arms of Etienne de la Mare, document held by la Société d'histoire et d'archéologie 
de Genève 
 

An early example of use of Melusine imagery is for example the shield given as a present 

by James of Cyprus (and of Lusignan, in western France) to Jean Rieter of Nuremberg in 

138462, and a Melusine holding a mirror is represented in the coat of arms painted on the 

patent of nobility granted by Charles III of Savoy to Etienne de la Mare, bourgeois of 

Geneva, in 151363 (Fig.3.15).  

 
Fig.3.16: Sirens as half birds and half fish, the latter holding a mirror, represented in the Queen Mary 
Psalter, England 1310-1320 (British Library, Royal MS 2 B. VII, folio 96v) 
 

The tradition of sirens as half human and half fish, holding toiletry objects, belonged to a 

relatively recent Oriental tradition, which for a while in bestiaries coexisted with, and later 

                                                            
61 Eygun F. (1951) p.87. Two tailed Melusine tradition seems to be a later derivation of the initial 
single tailed one. Galbreath D.L. (1977) p.149. 
62 Galbreath D.L. (1977) p.54 
63 Galbreath D.L. (1977) p.149. 
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took the place of, the Greek tradition of harpies, half human/half bird creatures (fig.3.16)64, 

becoming a well known way to represent sirens and being frequently adopted in 

decoration(Fig.3.17)65. 

  
Fig.3.17: Mermaid roof boss in Sherborne Abbey, Dorset late XV century, and carved panel from 
Zennel Church, Cornwall.  
 

This double identity, watery and aerial, will remain recognizable in the literary character 

of Melusine, making the adoption of the current imagery of a siren to represent Melusine in 

her transition between literary to heraldic character smoother66. The iconography of the 

mermaid with comb and mirror could have came to Scotland through the tradition of 

bestiaries, as the illustration accompanying the siren description in The Deidis of Armorie, a 

popular heraldic treatise and bestiary during the reign of James V (Fig.3.18), is represented 

with these very attributes67, also remarking, curiously in the text only, on sirens having 

wings and claws68. 

                                                            
64 Eygun F. (1951) p.87 and also White T.H., (1984) pp.134-135. 
65 Various examples in Eygun F. (1951) pp.90-1. 
66 The adoption of the current iconography to visualize Melusine in her heraldic appearance in Eygun 
F. (1951) pp.89-90. Different imageries representing Melusine in decoration in pp.86-7.  
67 Translated into Scots at the end of the fifteenth century, it was copied down in 1494 by Kintyre 
Pursuivant Adam Loutfut for Sir William Cumming or Inverallochy, who as Lyon-Depute from 
around 1507, would have used its instructions on the right way of addressing heralds and messengers, 
organizing tournaments, regulate the routine duties at court, and make good use of the international 
language of heraldry. Of the other manuscripts existing, the so called Manuscript S is quite interesting, 
as it was copied for one of James V’s courtiers, John Scrymgeour of Myres, who probably had it done 
with a placement as Master of King’s Works in mind, which he got in 1537, as this would have helped 
him in correctly run the household and adopt appropriate procedure and ceremonies. The present 
location and dating of the existing manuscripts is described in Houwen L.A.J.R. (1994) pp.xxv-xcv. 
The illustrations only appear in Manuscript H, kept at the British Library. Ms Harley 6/49 f.30R. 
68 Houwen, L.A.J.R. (1994) p.41.  
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It is also interesting to observe that how a mermaid with comb and mirror is represented on 

the decorations for Charles V entry into Bruges in 1515, which have been mentioned as the 

likely source of inspiration for the temporary archway built for Margaret Tudor’s arrival in 

Edinburgh in 150369 (Fig.3.19). 

 
Fig.3.18: Siren with comb and mirror, from Ms Harley 6/49 f.30R (British Library), sketched by 
myself 
 

  
Fig.3.19: One of the arches built for Charles V entry into Bruges in 1515, on the right, detail. 
 

                                                            
69 See Chapter 2. 
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The story of Melusine exists in three different forms, although earlier versions of similar 

legends are known, for example three tales in Latin composed between 1180 and 121070. The 

first literary work related to Melusine is the romance started in 1387 by Jean D’Arras as the 

Roman de Mélusine and presented to his patron, Jean de Berry and de Berry’s sister Marie of 

Bar in 1392\3. It exists in several manuscripts and was printed in Geneva by Steinschaber in 

1478, and translated into English about 1500, of which version a unique manuscript is kept 

in the British Museum. In 1410, the French author, Couldrette, wrote an abridged, rearranged 

and rhymed version of the poem, called the Roman de Pathernay, or Roman de Lusignan, 

with a dedication to his own patron Guillame von Pathernay, which had a wide diffusion as a 

manuscript, was edited in 1454 and translated into English about 1500-1520, of which 

version the only surviving manuscript is kept in Trinity College, Cambridge. A third version 

of the poem, called Melusine, is the German reworking by Thuring von Ringoltingen, which 

survives in manuscripts and was first published in 1474 in Augsburg and again, in at least ten 

editions before the end of the century and in another sixteen between 1506 and 158771. The 

first Spanish version of Jean d’Arras’s work was published in 1489 in Toulouse as the 

Historia de la Linda Melosina, and it was extremely popular, becoming ‘one of the earliest 

printed chivalric romances thought for a Castilian readership’72 and which shows the 

growing interest for vernacular texts and books of a popular nature.  

The story, in Couldrette’s version, proceeds as follows73: Helmas king of Albany, which 

is identified with Scotland74, marries a fairy named Presine under condition never to intrude 

on her during childbirth. He brokes his vow, and the lady leaves him forever and brings up 

her three daughters from the king on her own. At fifteen years of age, and endowed with 

fairy powers themselves, the girls are told by their mother about their father’s betrayal, and 

they decide to take revenge upon him, shutting him in an enchanted mountain, which some 

have identified with Mt.Brumbloremlion in Northumberland75, until his death. Enraged at her 

daughters’ decision, Presine punishes them in different ways. Melusine’s destiny was to turn 

into a serpent from the waist down every Saturday, until she finds a man who would marry 

                                                            
70 Romances were popular in Scotland, often imported and had copies of foreign literature and 
existing texts, forming a corpus of literature in Middle Scots like the romances Lancelot of the Laik, 
the Buik of Alexander, and Clariodus, the moral tales The Three Presits of Peblis, and love poetry like 
The Quair of Jelusy. Some of these works ‘might have been interpreted as alluding to the political 
and social situation in contemporary Scotland’. MacDonald A.A. (2003) p.170. 
71 In Bourdillon F.W. (1920) pp.31-34 for a history of the various editions. The connections between 
the various versions also in Von der Luhe I. (1986) pp.17-21.  
72 Rivera I.L. (1997) p.131. 
73 Some of the earlier events are disclosed to the reader only later on in the narration: for clarity, here 
the story is given following a temporal line. 
74 Eygun F. (1951) p.58. 
75 See Brownlee K. (1994) p.20. 
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her and respect the prohibition never to see her on Saturdays. If this condition was respected, 

Melusine was to live and die as a mortal woman, gaining a soul and an afterlife. While she is 

sitting in the woods at the Fountain of Thirst, Melusine meets a young knight, Raymond, 

upset at having just unintentionally caused the death of his uncle and benefactor, Earl 

Amory, during a boar hunt. Melusine offers to help Raymond escape punishment, and 

foretells lasting fame and power to his posterity if he agrees to marry her and never follow or 

spy her on Saturdays. Raymond promises, and following Melusine’s advice, is not connected 

with the death of the Earl, obtaining from the new Earl, also thanks to an expedient 

suggested by his mysterious lady, a fair amount of land in the forest where they met, with the 

fountain of thirst at the centre of it. Melusine and Raymond get married in the forest, with 

lavish celebrations organized by the young woman, attended by the Earl’s court and by many 

foreign people, apparently Melusine’s subjects and servants. After the marriage, Melusine 

starts building cities, castles and churches, as well as giving birth to a son every year. Each 

of them was of strong and handsome appearance except for a facial deformity. Almost all 

these sons proved their value by winning the hand of beautiful foreign princesses in distress, 

starting new powerful branches of the Lusignan family, while their son Fromont preferred 

instead to become a monk. One day Raymond spies on Melusine on Saturday, seeing her 

partially transformed into a snake and so breaking his promise. He reveals her secret 

publicly, blaming her for the behaviour of their son Geoffrey who, enraged with Fromont for 

his choice of life, had burned down the monastery, killing a hundred monks and his own 

brother. Melusine is desperate but forced to leave, after giving instruction to Raymund to kill 

their son Horrible, as his evil character would be the ruin of the family, with the loss of 

power, lands, and influence of the family in the generations to come. She then flies away in 

the form of a dragon, only returning to nurse her infant sons and to fly around the castle 

crying in despair when a member of the family is about to die76. 

What appealed to an English speaking audience were the ‘individual’s search for identity 

within society’s class structure; the relationship between males and females; and an 

individual’s relationship with society’s institutions’’77. The contrast between traditional 

institution, feudal and chivalric principles, and the evolution of society both in public and 

private life would have been extremely appealing topics for the king and the court to see 

treated and represented.  

 

                                                            
76 Only the part of the legend related to the fountain decoration is here related: the deeds of Melusine’s 
sons, her sisters, and Raymund himself after she left have been avoided. 
77 Goodman B.A. (1996) p.277.  
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The description of the fairy Melusine in the tale is quite varied, showing a certain 

confusion about her appearance and attributes78. In the various texts, she is often described as 

transforming into a serpent from the waist down, but is also frequently referred to as a 

marine creature, a marine fairy, and a marine portent, for example in the introduction and in 

the text of Thuring von Ringoltingen’s Melusine79. This kind of confusion is not unique to 

the tale of Melusine. As noticed by Sir John Rhys in Celtic Folklore Welsh and Manx, there 

is often a marked indecision about the aerial and aqueous nature of these half-fairies, who 

are met by the hero in connection with pools of water, but often fly away when their identity 

is discovered80. The illustrations of Melusine, even within the same text, recall this 

confusion: in a manuscript of Couldrette’s version from about 1425-145081 Melusine is 

shown flying away as a winged dragon (Fig.3.20) (a winged snake in Von Ringoltingen’s 

text)82, as a snake bathing (Fig.3.21), and as a siren, half woman and half fish in an upright 

position nursing an infant son (Fig.3.22)83. 

 
Fig.3.20: An Illustration of the Roman de Mélusine by Couldrette. One of sixteen pictures painted by 
master Guillebert de Mets 1410-1420 (Bibliothèque nationale de France, manuscript fr 12575 f° 86) 
 

                                                            
78 Harf Lancner L. (1984) p.191 and Hartland E.S. (1913) pp.191-2.  
79 From the Italian translation: Von Ringoltingen T. (1982) p.7. 
80 Hartland E.S. (1913) pp.191-2. Melusine water nature is also commented in Kindl U. (1986) pp.44-
45. 
81 Paris, Bibl. Nationale, ms. fr. 12575, f°86.  
82 Von Ringoltingen T. (1982) pp.86-87. 
83 Paris, Bibl. Nationale, ms. fr. 12575, f°89. 
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Fig.3.21: An Illustration of the Roman de Mélusine by Couldrette. One of sixteen pictures painted by 
master Guillebert de Mets 1410-1420 (Bibliothèque nationale de France, manuscript fr 12575) 

 

 
Fig.3.22: An Illustration of the Roman de Mélusine by Couldrette. One of sixteen pictures painted by 
master Guillebert de Mets 1410-1420 (Bibliothèque nationale de France, manuscript fr 12575 f° 89) 

 

With time, the representation of Melusine nursing her children became less common, the 

image of her flying away as a dragon was almost abandoned and a tradition of Melusine with 

a snake tail became well established, and it is not until the Romantic period that Melusine 

will be regularly represented again as a mermaid84.  

Choosing to leave open the interpretation to what Melusine really is, and what she looks 

like, the author leaves intentionally unclear her personality. Melusine could represent the 

seductive, dangerous beauty of a siren, as represented in bestiaries, the destructive potential 

of a dragon over lands and crops, paralleled to Melusine foreseeing the loss of influence and 

family lands before flying away in that form, or the deceiving potential of a snake, as she is 
                                                            
84 Kindl U. (1986) p.44.  
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called by wounded and bitter Raymond blaming his recent misfortunes on her supernatural 

nature, and reminding of the betrayal of mankind by the snake in the garden of Eden85.  

The representation of Melusine as a mermaid in Linlithgow, although not the only one 

offered by early illustrators, would have identified the Queen with a fascinating, exotic 

creature, whose beauty could attract men, here the King, but which could also lead to 

deception and misery, an interpretation perfectly in line with the general triumphal themes 

related to the arrival of a foreign Queen. Also, of all three forms Melusine takes in the 

narrative, the siren is no doubt the one representing a milder, less harsh kind of menace than 

a roaring dragon or a slimy snake. The smiling image of a mermaid might have still appeared 

pleasing, for the young queen could have also appreciated the ideal of keen motherhood and 

fertility the nursing siren would have suggested. The choice of representing Melusine as a 

mermaid, instead of as a snake or a dragon, was a reasonable one, as it would have offered 

moral advice but would have also pleased the young queen for its implications of charming 

qualities, and for the image of quiet, keen motherhood Couldrette’s nursing siren would have 

suggested. The siren threatening potential and her double nature of water and air creature, 

expressed by the Deidis of Armorie, would have suited the occasion and matched Melusine’s 

confused nature in the narration and, as has been shown, the well known imagery of the siren 

with comb and mirror was probably known in Scotland too through both heraldic and 

triumphal tradition. 

It is also possible to trace a personal link between Mary of Guise (Fig.3.23 C) and the 

literary character of Melusine, to show that in using the tale as a source of decoration for his 

fountain, James V was paying a personal compliment to his bride and her family, and forging 

a connection between myth and history which would have benefited the prestige of his 

dynasty.  

Scotland’s traditional interest in crusades allowed and promoted contacts with the 

Lusignan family, which was very active in promoting and guiding military enterprises to 

rescue the Holy Land and Jerusalem, upon which they had a claim. In 1363, King David II, 

while in England for a pilgrimage, hastened his way to Edward III’s court in London to meet 

King Peter I of Lusignan, during the latter’s travels around Europe to solicit help to recovery 

the Holy Land, and his own kingdom; the two kings were invited twice to dine with Edward 

III at the Palace of Westminster86. Leo VI of Lusignan, ruler of Armenia, was turned out 

from his kingdom and put himself under the protection of Charles V, dying in Paris in 1393. 

                                                            
85 The significance of Melusine many images is explained in Clier-Colombani F. (1991) pp.101-110 
and pp.120-122.  
86 Described by Jean Froissart, Les Chroniques de Sire Jean Froissart, ed. J. A.C. Buchon, Paris, 
Société du Panthéon littéraire, 1837-8, v.1, p.467, as related in Macquarrie A. (1985) p.80. 
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Cyprus was the last kingdom still under the Lusignan family as late as 1474, when it became 

part of the Republic of Venice87. In the spring of 1532, John de Lusignan, titular prince of 

Cyprus and with impeccable crusading ancestry, visited briefly James V’s court88. The 

origins of the Lusignan’s claims upon Cyprus and Armenia were explained by one of 

Melusine’s sons, the first-born Uriens (F), becoming king of Cyprus, and the third-born Guy 

becoming king of Armenia. Coming to the east from the family lands in Poitiers in mid XII 

century, the brothers Guy, Geoffory and Almaric of Lusignan rose to powerful positions 

through marrying into the local royal families, a destiny remarkably similar to Melusine’s 

sons’ as described in the romance. Almaric of Lusignan (G) became king of Cyprus in 1145 

and of Jerusalem in 119789. Through a complex but legally acceptable inheritance line, the 

family of Mary of Guise had claims over the throne of Jerusalem and the kingdom of Naples 

through King Almaric of Lusignan’s granddaughter Mary of Antioch (H), who sold her 

claims to the throne of Jerusalem to Charles of Anjou90. Charles’s descendent Queen Joan I 

of Naples (I) chose Louis I Duke of Anjou as heir (L), but the succession favoured Charles 

of Durazzo instead, whose descendant, childless Joan II of Naples (M) chose René of Anjou 

and Lorraine as heir (N). The Duke lost Naples to Alfonso I of Aragon in 1443, although he 

maintained all his titles and passed them on to his descendents91. Although Mary of Guise 

had no personal claims on the throne of Jerusalem, her branch of the Lorraine family joined 

the claims of both Louis and René, and as their rightful descendent, the political connection 

between her family and the Lusignan of Cyprus, and so between herself and Melusine of 

Lusignan, would have been known. 

A further personal link between Mary’s family and the dynasty of Lusignan (See fig.3.23) 

which Melusine is supposed to have founded, can be found in the people who first 

commissioned a work about the legend of Melusine, John of Barry (A) and Marie of Bar (B), 

who were blood relations of Mary herself (C)92. Through celebrating the Lusignan family, 

                                                            
87 Historical reality about the Lusignan family in Harf Lancner L. (1984) pp.202-203. On the 
connection between real historical events related to the crusades and the romance of Melusine see 
Baumgartner E. (1996). On Leon of Lusignan see p.187 
88 Thomas A. (2008) p.62. 
89 The similarities with the legend of Melusine are remarkable, as three Lusignan brothers, as the 
fairy’s sons, left their homeland to take part in chivalric adventures, became vassals to powerful local 
rulers and married local princesses, finally acceding to the throne of exotic countries. The raise to 
power of the Lusignan dynasty in the East, see Edbury P.W. (1991) pp.23-38. 
90 On the Angevin claims to the throne of Jerusalem and Charles I’s inheritance from Mary of 
Antioch, see Edbury P.W. (1991) pp.93-95 and Mazzella S. (1654) p.152. On Joan I and Joan II of 
Naples and their adoption of Angiou-Lorraine noblemen as heir see Mazzella S. (1654) pp.154-159. 
91 Rene I of Guise as titular king of Jerusalem in Sedgwick H.D. (1938) p.16, Rene I and Rene II as 
titular kings of Jerusalem in Monter W. (2007) p.23. 
92 They are respectively brother and sister of the Louis I of Aragon who was René of Naple’s 
grandfather. René was, as said, Mary’s grand-grand-grandfather. 
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Jean D’Arras was flattering his patron, Jean du Barry, who was related through his mother, 

Bonne of Luxemburg (D), to the house of Lusignan, and who had recently recaptured the 

large fortress of Lusignan, in Poitou, from the English93.  

 
Fig.3.23: Mary of Guise family tree, showing the connections with the Lusignan family.  
 

Moreover, according to an elaborate study by M. Jules Badot94, the characters presented 

in Jean d’Arras romance of Melusine could actually be literary transpositions of historical 

ones, with the narrative being full of references to the political and social circumstances of 

the times in which it was written, and to the court of Bar and the nobles who attended it. Jean 

D’Arras’ romance of Melusine was possibly meant to convey political and moral advice to 

                                                            
93 Baumgartner E. (1996) p.187. 
94 Baudot, J. (1900). 
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the readers, offering political advice to the new generations of the family95. Of the children 

of Robert of Bar and Marie of Bar (B), Yolande alone reached adulthood, and Marie’s grand-

daughter Yolande of Aragon (R) would have become Mary of Guise’s great great great 

grandmother. Its possible origin as a moralizing and instructive text meant to help achieve 

personal success in a courtly environment, makes the tale of Melusine a highly suitable text 

for conveying political and moral advice at the Scottish court. If the story of Melusine had 

been freely inspired by events at the Valois court and was meant to instruct Marie of Bar’s 

descendant on moral and political topics, the choice of Melusine’s tale as a decorative topic 

for the fountain in Linlithgow becomes an extremely direct homage to Mary and her family 

as Marie’s very descendants. Considering the noble, but not royal, origin of Mary of Guise, 

and the fact that James V’s wife, mother and grandmother had been princesses of royal 

blood, it is not unlikely that the king was trying to ennoble his wife's origins by ascribing 

some fairy and ancient blood to her, or at least recalling the nobility and deeds of her 

ancestors.  

One of the most interesting aspects in choosing the myth of Melusine to decorate a 

fountain, is that the fountain in the story, the Fountain of Thirst in the forest of Columbiers, 

plays an important part as meeting and reference point through the earliest part of the 

narration. Relying on the viewer’s knowledge of the narrative to perceive a deeper level of 

meaning in the decoration is not unheard of. In Montorsoli’s fountain, a relief showing 

Europe being kidnapped by Jupiter, disguised as a bull, is not only a flattering reference to 

Charles V as the father of gods in control of a now united continent, but introduces a literary 

fountain described further on in the narration, as Europa’s brother sent to look for her finds a 

fountain covered by a stone arch as soon as he lands from his sea journey96. In the romance 

of Melusine, the fountain is first mentioned, together with its fairy origin, when Raymond, 

distressed for the death of his uncle, ‘rode lamentabillye,/ Tyll he Approached, certes, 

sodenlye// The fountayn and well of thursty gladnesse,/ (as said, it came of the fayrie);’97 and 

meets Melusine for the first time, and again later on in the narrative. A romance underlying a 

fountain as a magic location, perfect for love meetings and centre of a growing and powerful 

reign, would have been highly suitable for the decoration of a fountain itself. Also, when 

Raymond asks the Earl for some land, according to Melusine’s instructions, he specifies it 

                                                            
95 Eygun F. (1951) pp.65-68, also containing Melusine’s advices to her sons before her departure. 
Baudot interprets the whole romance of Melusine as a way to convey political and military principles 
to Robert the Bar (Q) and Marie of Bar (B) descendants. See Baudot J. (1900) pp.154-188 (politics) 
and 189-247 (military). 
96 Also, a personified Europa is referred to on an inscription on one of the triumphal arches erected for 
Charles V’s triumphal entry. Ffolliot S. (1984) pp.120-123. 
97 Skeat W.W. (1866) Fol. 11 b, 321-324. 
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has to be centered on ‘the Fountain of thursty gladnesse’98 which becomes then the centre of 

the couple’s embryonic reign. It is also meaningful that the Earl, surprised at the extent of 

the land which Raymond was able to claim for himself, seeks justification in the fame of the 

fountain itself, which is not considered a mere element of the landscape, but an active force 

behind Raymond’s luck: ‘ “I beleve it was thing of the fairy,/ … Ful ofte hath bene said that 

at that fontain/ Many meveles have sain ben A day,/ Whiche men sodenly and ofte there have 

sain;/”’ 99 The importance of adopting the Melusine tale for decorating a fountain is also 

underlined by the traditional connection, in tales of this kind100, between water and 

supernatural manifestation, appearance of fairies, and supernatural encounters. Generally, the 

male protagonist meets a mysterious woman while hunting in the woods. The latter, who 

often had organized the deceitfully casual meeting, sets a prohibition upon her mortal lover 

and leaves when this is broken101. In many examples, meetings between the two lovers 

happened at a fountain, or near larger bodies of waters like beaches (Walter Map’s Henno-

With-The-Teeth, 1181-1193) and rivers (Gervase of Tilbury’s Otia Imperialia, 1209-1214), 

reminding of pre-Roman cults of water-goddesses populating glens and valleys102. The Celtic 

tradition of supernatural creatures related with bodies of water, reminds us of the presence of 

an impressive lake bordering the palace of Linlithgow, and whose presence could have 

provided a further link with the tradition of water fairies. Some examples of meeting at 

fountains are the twelfth-century lay of Graelent, the Roman de Troie, a work by Benoit de 

Sainte-Maude dated 1155-1160, and the early Irish fables of Touchmarc Etaine and of 

Eachtra Mac Echach Muigmedoin. The importance of fountains as bridges between the 

world of fairies and that of humans is shown in a passage in the Scél na Fir Flatha, part of the 

fourteenth century Irish Yellow Book of Lecan, where two fairy women being spotted by a 

queen near a fountain, avoided meeting her by escaping under the well; the queen follows 

them, finding a fairy palace at the bottom of the fountain103. Similarly, in Renaissance 

literary works like Francesco Colonna’s Hypnerotomachia Polifili (Venice, 1499), Poliphilo, 

looking for his love Polia, meets some nymphs at the sleeping nymph fountain in the 

                                                            
98 Skeat W.W. (1866) Fol. 17 b, 675. 
99 Skeat W.W. (1866) Fol 19, 748-755. 
100 The legend of Melusine can be connected with the formula of the Offended Fée, a common motif 
of folk-tales in various languages, and known also as ‘Breton Lays’, which spread in the French 
tradition from stories originated in Celtic-speaking communities. Cross T.P. (1915) pp.5-6. 
101 The topos of a union between a goddess and a mortal, depending on the compliance to a 
prohibition, was also common in the ancient times, as testified by the Greek myths of Aphrodite and 
Anchises. Kindl U. (1986) pp.40-41. 
102 MacCulloch J.A. (1911) p.184. 
103 The relation between fountains, water, and the appearance of fairies is discussed in Cross T.P. 
(1915) pp.15-25. 
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woods104. He later admires, in the courtyard of a palace, a magnificent fountain made of 

jasper, chalcedony and porphyry with decorations taken from ancient sources. The adoption 

of a French narrative rich in Celtic echoes would have made the tale culturally familiar to 

both James’s French and Scottish courtiers105. 

There is an interesting similarity between Raymond’s difficult situation at court after the 

death of his uncle, which causes Melusine’s offer of help and advice, and James V’s 

declaration to his need of Mary’s support to face the problems of government of his troubled 

reign, - too much to be solved by himself alone106. This concerned a request for help from the 

king, which was contained in a letter, and was the turning point for Mary, then a young 

widow with two children, in deciding to leave her home country and come to help her 

foreign suitor to rule Scotland. James wrote to Mary that because of the troubled situation of 

his realm, ‘there is not safety for my person, nothing to guarantee the execution of my orders 

or the enforcement of equitable laws.. All this alarms me, Madam, and I await your support 

and counsel.107’ 

The subversion of the usual chivalric pattern where the helpless lady in need is assisted 

by the brave knight would appear curious, inappropriate and almost embarrassing, if one 

could not explain it by the literary reference to the novels of the fairy ladies. Even before she 

set foot in Linlithgow, the character of Mary of Guise showed some points in common with 

the tradition of the aiding fairy. 

Having presented Melusine as a possible, even likely interpretation for the statue of the siren 

of the fountain, and the connection with Mary of Guise, it can be noticed how the other 

statues at this level of the fountain can also be identified through the narrative. The two male 

characters previously described, (2-B and 2-H in Plate 9, Fig.3.13 and Fig.3.14) with high 

boots and bags at their waist, could be Raymond himself and his uncle the Earl in their 

hunting costume, as high boots were a wise choice for the occasion, and small bags were 

used to carry treats for the dogs, or small personal items. The conical object in Raymond’s 

                                                            
104 Later in the narration, he also admires, in the courtyard of a palace, a magnificent fountain made of 
jasper, chalcedony and porphyry with decorations taken from ancient sources. MacDougall E.B. and 
N. Miller (1977) pp.18-21. 
105 A further link of this legend with the Britain is the fact that the second Earl of Salisbury, described 
as Jean d’Arras’ protector and correspondent, had possessions in Northumberland and the south of 
Scotland, where he had spend some of his childhood while his father had been appointed governor of 
Edinburgh. Jean d’Arras had been lent certain manuscripts from the Earl, and it could be this way that 
d’Arras became familiar with those elements of Celtic narrative which he used in Melusine. Hartland 
S. (1913) p.190. 
106 James V’s letter in Marshall R.K. (1977) pp.51-53. 
107 For the text of the letter see Marshall R.K. (1977) p.51-53. 
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hand could be a horn, to make signals to the other hunters, or maybe a powder holder if we 

suppose fire arms to be in use at the time.  

    
Fig.3.24: Left, from the Book of the Hunt by Gaston Phoebus (Lavallée J. 1992), and from the Noble 
Arte of Venerie or Hunting by Gascoigne G. (1575) 
 

Although probably too early to be used at the time of the legend, they were used during 

James V’s reign, and the costumes of the statues in general seem a mixture of older and 

modern elements, as if the story had been contextualized in an imaginary past bearing a 

strong resemblance to the present. Strong similarities between the two men’s attire and late 

medieval hunting costumes can be seen for example in the French hunting books by Gaston 

Phoebus (Paris, XIV century) and G.Gascoigne (1575) (Fig.3.24)108. 

The two pages, one playing the drum (Plate 9 2-G, Fig.3.13), the other with the wine bag 

(Plate 9 2-C, Fig.3.14), are in my opinion very important characters, as they provide a link 

between the nuptial celebrations in the text, where the guests drank so many varieties of 

wines, and enjoyed them so much, that around twenty lines in Couldrette’s text are spent in 

describing them109, and the real celebrations of James and Mary’s wedding, where no doubt 

much drinking was indulged in. Similarly, music would have accompanied Mary’s progress 

into town and wedding, and ‘ful gret mynstracy;\ Both hye and bas instrumentes sondry;\\110 

also accompanied Melusine’s nuptials. Thanks to the presence of the pages, a parallel can be 

drawn between the two ceremonies, strengthening the link between romance and reality.  

The figure wearing a long, simple robe (Plate 9 2-A, fig.3.13) could be identified with 

Fromont, the only one of Melusine’s sons not to turn to the chivalric life, choosing instead to 

become a monk: there is an interesting religious theme in the story of Melusine, which hides 

                                                            
108 The Hunting book reprinted in Lavallée J. (1994). 
109 Skeat W.W. (1866) pp.39-40. 
110 Skeat W.W. (1866) p.39. 
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some unresolved questions under a surface of apparently perfect orthodoxy. The choice to 

represent Fromont on the fountain could show some awareness of the religious turmoil 

Scotland was to face in a few years. Around the same time on the continent, and even in 

nearby England, the validity of traditional religious ideas was being questioned, the morality 

of the clergy was discussed, and critical theological reflections were promoted The 

Reformation will reach Scotland in the 1560s, with the repudiation of the Pope’s authority.  

The last two figures are more difficult to identify, especially the one resembling a sailor 

(Plate 9 2-D, fig.3.14) as there is no sailor whatsoever in Melusine’s story. At the end of the 

narrative however, Couldrette seems to regard himself, the author, as a sailor who has finally 

reached the end of his journey, here of his narration, and can finally rest and anchor his ship 

in a safe sheltered port.111. The last figure to identify is the one stamping over a dragon, 

which would recall of a Saint George or Saint Michael (Plate 9 2-E, fig.3.14). Remembering 

James V’s devotion towards this saint112, it seems likely this figure represents the archangel, 

with something baggy and apparently soft on his shoulder, which the romance itself helps 

identify. The narrative concludes in fact with a short litany for the line of Pathernay, and 

Saint Michael occupies a very prominent position, after the Blessed Virgin and before any 

other saint. Interestingly enough, the saint is not only asked to save the believers from the 

fiends of hell, but also to provide them with linen and woolen vesture, quite an appropriate 

request if applied to a Scottish location, and which could explain the baggy, soft looking 

mass that the archangel is carrying on his shoulder: plenty of woolen vestures for his 

devotees.113 

Many of the themes presented in the Melusine tale would have also been appealing to 

James V because of them being current and relevant at the Scottish court and in the realm, as 

the changing society dramatized and analyzed in the tale had many points in common with 

the changing Scottish society of his times. An analysis of Melusine’s actions would have 

stimulate reflection, in Mary of Guise, the king, and the whole court, about the private and 

public role of a queen and the expectations set upon her, demonstrating the general misery a 

noble lady not conforming to such standard would have caused. In the tale, Melusine is 

presented in her double personality of creator of villages and buildings and so, according to 

                                                            
111 It says in fact: Of-fors moste I here take rest and repose.\\Now me behouith my shippe vnto rest, \\ 
Sailles, cordes, and bonet put don.\God be thanked, at port riued in þe beste, \The sees dangere haue 
passed and gone, \The wawes of see ouer ron echon\ by my iournaes so thorught-out the see;\ Skeat 
W.W. (1866) p.219. 
112 Shire H.M. (1996) pp.77-78. 
113 The text says: Saynt Mychaell, Angell, and the Archangell,\ To thaim be not strange, I you here 
require. \ Caste thaim oute fro all fendes of hell, \ And tham condute to the heuinly empire. \ Off god 
conueying maister be entire, \ lyn, wolle to uesture haue thay without faill. \ The besech not strange be 
thaim to cosaill.’ Skeat W.W. (1866) p.221. 
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some, representing the emergence and the aspirations of the middle class during the late 

Middle Ages, but also as a woman, and in a patriarchal and traditional society, it would be 

disgraceful and unacceptable to found one’s security and wealth on feminine initiative114. 

The story of Melusine represents then the double image of a prosperous and benign patron 

who promotes his subjects and dominions, but also the potential source of danger and 

destruction which lies in allowing a woman to take the lead. The necessity to keep women in 

their place is one of the points in common between triumphal themes and the fountain 

decoration. As a queen is expected to find her identity in her wifely role, so in spite of her 

beauty and powers, Melusine is after all but a cursed creature without a soul, in desperate 

need of a husband through whom she would be able to gain a life. What endangers both the 

queen’s and Melusine’s marriages are the expectations to claim a private space under 

exclusive feminine jurisdiction. By requesting to have some time for herself, Melusine is not 

adhering to the customs of society, which expect wives to be continually accountable to their 

husbands115. Traditional views on the matter are expressed in the narration by Raymond’s 

elder brother, who rightly inherited from their father through patrilinear tradition.  

  
Fig.3.25: The Lusignan Castle, the first one allegedly built by Melusine, represented in Duc du 
Berry’s 1412-1416 (March): the Château de Lusignan at the Musée Condé, Chantilly 
 

Raymond’s brother is shocked to hear that Raymond is incapable of summoning his wife 

to receive guests on Saturdays and to perform her wifely duties, expressing suspicions about 

                                                            
114 Von der Luhe I. (1986) pp.28-31. 
115 Pilcher A. (1986) p.169 and Kindl U. (1986) pp.42-43. 
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such an independent, unfeminine behaviour, and about such a disfunctional household. The 

rules of feudal society regarding the roles of the couple in marriage are also overturned in the 

narration, with Melusine busy in her building activities (Fig.3.25), and Raymond so idle that 

nothing is said about his occupations. Through Melusine’s behaviour, as a wife and not as a 

supernatural creature, Mary is also to learn that in feudal society forgiveness is the only 

possible reaction after a husband’s betrayal, as Melusine is ready to forgive his private 

infraction, and would also willingly forgive his public exposure of her double nature, had she 

not been cursed, and forced to flee.  

Mary will prove to have learned the lesson, as she was friendly towards her husband’s 

illegitimate sons and particularly affectionate to his illegitimate daughter Lady Jane 

Stewart116. The successful and faultless activity of Melusine as a builder and patron is to be 

compared with her less successful role as a mother, as eight of her ten sons are affected by 

horrible facial deformities, one being so evil that the mother herself will condemn him to 

death. This seems to show that a woman interesting herself in masculine occupations, even if 

with success, indeed because of that very success, is a sign of her being different and wrong; 

what is supposed to be her main activity, giving birth to healthy sons, is going to be 

negatively affected by her lack of attention117. It is also interesting that many of Melusine’s 

sons gain a foreign throne saving and marrying the local princess, usually an orphan, as it is 

felt in those realms that a woman should not dare to rule on her own, and a male partner is to 

be found for her118. In sharp contrast with Melusine’s personal initiative, the social order is 

then restored by her sons and by the future generations of the Lusignan family, leaving 

Melusine and Raymond alone in facing the consequences of their dysfunctional lifestyle. 

Melusine represents then the challenging feminine power which, during the Middle Ages, 

was embodied by the sorceress and the witch; these figures refused to abandon traditional 

feminine knowledge, devolving their power upon masculine authority. According to some 

interpretations, she would also stand for the necessity to embody, in order to repudiate it, the 

menace to orderly patriarchal society from unregulated feminine behaviour, here incarnated 

in an appropriate half feminine and half monstrous figure, which is powerful but has also all 

the weaknesses of her sex119. This recalls the use of the use of the black lady to embody, 

visualize, and so rationalize and defeat, the dangerous elements in the queen’s upbringing 

and personality adopted during tournaments and triumphal performances in Scottish and 

                                                            
116 Marshall R.K. (1977) p.73 and on Mary’s affection for James’s illegitimate children Thomas A. 
(2005) p.43 and 46. 
117 The general idea is expressed by Goodman B.A. (1996) and Von der Luhe I. (1986). 
118 Von der Luhe I. (1986) p.26. 
119 Von der Luhe I. (1986) p.29. The significance of Melusine’s various metamorphoses are described 
in Brownlee K. (1994). 
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European tradition. Melusine’s last appearance in the romance, as a mute presence confined 

in her sons’ nursing room, is finally complying with the social rules that want her only and 

simply a mother, and embodies her failure to rule on her own and go against the code of 

chivalric society. Interestingly enough, it is in her shape as a mermaid, identified in a 

miniature with nursing of the children, that Melusine is here represented, underlining the 

importance of motherhood for any woman, and for a queen in particular. Her returning at all, 

in the role of nurturer and banshee, shows a mixture of Celtic origin, according to which the 

loss of happiness is irretrievable, and Courtly Love, which supposed a mutual repentance and 

the triumph of love in a happy ending120. Melusine would seems to be, as probably James’s 

court itself was, a product of mixed cultures, where ‘the bones are Celtic, the flesh is 

French’121. 

To a certain extent, Melusine is written according to tradition, and would have offered 

Mary of Guise a traditional source of inspiration: Melusine is a powerful female character, 

her high birth and good education only increasing the threat she poses as potential defyer of 

the natural order of society. According to some interpretations122, Melusine, for her choice 

not to step back from power, is condemned to a physical ugliness which is a reflection of the 

moral decrepitude of a woman who does not know her role in society, and is to be feared and 

controlled. The moral presented in the tale, where the powerful, intelligent Melusine is 

bound to lose and to learn humility the hard way, supports the established power structures 

of society.  

Still, the tale of Melusine shows some important differences from other similar narratives 

and a degree of innovation which is of some relevance in its relationship with the Scottish 

court. Being the most recent of the most famous English novels of disenchantment123, some 

elements of the text where the author takes some liberties in dealing with the subject suggest 

some doubting or questioning of the traditional feudal rules and medieval society represented 

in the narrative, suggesting that the tale might reflect the struggle between a traditional and a 

modern sensibility. The fact that a tale where such topics are raised had been chosen to 

entertain and instruct the Scottish court suggests that the feudal model, although fascinating, 

was probably becoming old-fashioned in Scotland as well, and needed an update. This would 

be confirmed by the reduced use and efficacy of chivalric themes during Stewart triumphal 

celebrations already noted in chapter 2. Some of the most innovative concepts are expressed 

                                                            
120 Cross Tom P. (1915) pp.57-60. 
121 Cross Tom P. (1915) p.60. 
122 Especially Goodman B.A. (1996). 
123 Twelve famous novels of disenchantment, Melusine being by far the most recent of them, have 
been studied in Goodman B.A. (1996). 
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in the tale in relation to the ‘desire for male progeny, marrying for land and power, anti-

Church and anti-clerical sentiments, and the growth of the mercantile class.124’, concerns to 

which feudal society was inadequate to respond.  

The desire for male progeny and the importance of patrilinear descent was a recurrent 

motif of feudal times which had become an obsession in the Tudor era, and is embodied by 

Melusine’s abundant male offspring. Horrible’s death symbolizes, on its part, the attempt to 

confront and neutralize the destabilizing power of the younger son, who would challenge his 

older brothers, endangering the position of the feudal family.  

However, some elements of innovation can be found in Melusine regarding the position 

and importance of the female line. Melusine’s, and not Raymound’s, role as namer and 

protector of the family, represented a threatening eventuality125 bringing forward the idea of 

women’s rights over the offspring and their importance within the families. Melusine’s 

genealogy is cited with some appreciation when discovered during the narrative, thus 

showing that feminine line was not to be underestimated, and sometimes became highly 

relevant126. For the first time since Chaucer’s ‘Wife of Bath’s tale’, the Roman of Melusine 

actually offers some possibility of female equality, as Melusine is in fact not the only one to 

do wrong, and Raymond’s behavior is clearly represented as not entirely positive, if not quite 

negative. Although Raymond was to be the male hero knight to be found victorious at the 

end of the narrative, he does very little to deserve such a title, leaving the active role to his 

wife instead of performing it himself, and so not evolving in knowledge and morality 

throughout the novel127. In breaking his promise to his wife, so offending the progenitrix of a 

powerful dynasty128, and lying about his uncle’s death to escape punishment and gain land, 

Raymond is shown as capable of dishonorable acts. While in earlier romances the virtuous 

knight solved the quest of disenchanting his lady, Raymund betrays Melusine and condemns 

her to her hybrid form, showing the knight’s code as insufficient in an increasingly complex 

an modern society129. Another novelty lies in the acceptance of questionable compromises, 

or not entirely chivalric means, to gain power, extend one’s lands, or increase the family 

patrimony. This perhaps suggests the spreading of the new, aggressive mercantile values in 

aristocratic circles, and the general fears that went with it.  

                                                            
124 Goodman B.A. (1996) p.265. 
125 Especially after Henry VII’s claims to the throne had been considered by many inferior to those of 
Elizabeth of York, later his wife, eldest daughter and heir of king Edward IV. Goodman B.A. (2007).  
126 Goodman B.A. (1996) p.271.  
127 The significance of the traditionally active, performing, evolving role of the male character, and the 
passive role of the female one, within chivalric tales are discussed in Archibald E. (1990) pp.155-163. 
128 A major offence against chivalric code, which has to be punished in the narration. Kindl U. (1986) 
p.43-44. 
129 Goodman B.A. (1996) p.266, 270 and 273. 
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The only character who refuses to submit to the expansionistic marriage policy, Fromont, 

is killed by an enraged brother who is instead passionately following it130. The decision to 

celebrate Fromont in the fountain in Linlithgow could be an attempt of the Scottish court to 

side with the traditional values of nobility and chivalry, refusing to come to terms with the 

pragmatic requirements of the new mercantile mentality. The characters of Raymond and 

Melusine would also underline the contrast between ideal knighthood and human frailty, and 

between feminine courtly demureness and a stronger, more dynamic ideal of woman which 

would have been appreciated later for example by Anne of Denmark, who had a more active 

and strong minded idea of queenship. 

Fromont’s choice of becoming a monk focuses attention on the traditional ecclesiastical 

structure, which the tale of Melusine effectively questions, and of which James V must have 

felt all the importance and actuality. Accusing the monks of being involved in demoniac acts 

of a dangerous and illicit nature, and suspecting that his brother has been forced to take part 

in them, Geoffroy sets fire to the monastery and kills its occupants. His enraged, violent 

reaction testifies to the suspicion with which the Church was regarded at the time, reflecting 

the general irritation towards the real or supposed abuses of the Catholic Church, and 

encouraged in Scotland by the arrival of the new Protestant ideas from northern Europe. 

While Geoffroy’s actions are condemned as cruel and murderous, it is perhaps significant 

that his beliefs in ecclesiastical corruption are not criticized131. On the other hand, there are 

also elements of steady Catholicism in the text. After Melusine’s death and feeling he has 

failed in keeping his vow, Raymond goes to Rome on pilgrimage, as the pope is still 

regarded in the narrative as the higher religious authority capable of granting absolution, and 

forgiveness, and saving Raymond’s soul132. This uncertainty between a traditional view of 

religion and harsh critics of the establishment, with expectations of change and renovation, 

would have perfectly reflected the dominant feelings at the court of James V, which became 

a place for ideological and religious discussion during the sixteenth century133. 

The tale of Melusine represented, from many points of view, the perfect narrative to 

promote reflection and stir interest at the Scottish court. The dangers for powerful women of 

taking too active a role in society and in governing, overlooking motherhood, is pointed out, 

following the examples of contemporary triumphal entries and making such a message 

permanent. However, some elements of modernity in dealing with the balance of power 

                                                            
130 Fromont’s ‘inutility’ to the cause of feudal expansion might become the reason for his death. 
Goodman B.A. (1996) pp.267-68. 
131 Goodman B.A. (1996) pp.269-70. 
132 Goodman B.A. (1996) p.265. 
133 Lyndsay’s criticism to the corruption of the Catholic church was expressed in some of his literary 
works, Edington C. (1994) pp.145-56. The court as a place to debate religious issues pp.48-55. 
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within the couple are shown, with the male character being presented as imperfect and 

distant from the deal of the hero knight, and the female being recognized as of importance in 

determining lineage and fortune of the family. The choice of this novel reveals also 

something about the court of James V and the social and political situation of Scotland at 

that time, underscoring ‘the political and religious turmoil of the early Tudor years: the 

crises of successions, the growing anti-clerical trend, and the all too common dishonorable 

actions by supposedly honorable men and women.134’ This was for the sake of land and 

money -showing a more enterprising mentality, typical of a rising mercantile society, 

focused on success at all costs.  

The moral encouragements and remarks made in the main level of the decoration are 

matched by those represented by the upper level, which presents four human faces and four 

animal heads (Fig.3.26,27,28,29). Two of them I interpret as two felines of some kind (3-D 

and 3-B), although they do not present a convincing mane and so cannot be identified as 

lions. One of them I interpret as a bear (3-B), an animal often representing parenting 

responsibilities, as female bears were said to lick their shapeless whelps into shape135. 

Another of the figures is probably a hornless bovine, a cow (3-F), and the fourth looks like 

an eagle or possibly a gryphon (3-H). The four human faces, whose gender is difficult to 

establish, represent people of different ages (3-A, 3-C, 3-E, 3-G), a very common topic to be 

engraved or painted at the time.  

 
Fig.3.26: Animal and human heads 

 
Fig.3.27: Animal and human heads 
                                                            
134 Goodman B.A. (1996) p.273. 
135 Robin P.A. (1932) pp.26-29. This would again remind of the mother’s responsibility in giving birth 
to healthy children.  
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Fig.3.28: Animal and human heads 

 
Fig.3.29: Animal and human heads 
 

The ages of men and women were collections of images showing ladies and gentlemen in 

their different stages of life, with tools or animals related to the specific qualities or 

experiences each stage is supposed to provide. They appear as illustrations of Alba 

Amicorum, in sets of prints, and together with other series of elements, like the four seasons, 

the five senses, the seven planets, the four elements. They visually expressed a way to 

catalogue and control time and through it, the forces of the world136, passing the moral lesson 

that life is short, and that the viewers are to make the best of the time they have in this life, in 

each and every of its phases. In the fountain, although the gender of the figures is difficult to 

establish, especially for those showing wrinkly and grinning old people, it seems likely that 

both sexes are represented. This detail, and the fact that the tale of Melusine represented 

underneath contains critics not only to Melusine’s scandalous assertiveness, but also to 

Raymound’s unknightly behaviour, suggests that the moralizing message of the fountain was 

to be directed to both genders, involving both male and female courtiers to follow the Queen 

in being the audience of the tale, where they could find a message for themselves.  

The message meant to be given by the four animal heads can be partially decoded 

remembering the diffusion of bestiaries during the Middle Ages and Renaissance, when 

animals were used as symbol of human vices and virtues and to represent type of characters, 

in order to make even a critical reprise more palatable to the audience. Animal decorations 

                                                            
136 More on the use of complete series of elements to represent the ruler or the lord’s power upon 
nature in Chapter 1 and 4 
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inspired by bestiaries would both instruct and delight the viewers137. This originated in the 

ancient beliefs of Egyptian books, like the Physiologus, translated into Latin around 400, 

which became quite popular in twelve century England, and more popular in the north than 

in the south of the country. Later, naturalists like the Swiss Gesner, with a more scientific 

approach to the natural world, based their works on these ancient texts but integrated them 

with research, collecting of speciments, and first-hand observation, according to the true 

Renaissance inquisitive spirit. This symbolic use of animals was well-known in Scotland: the 

fifteenth century Scottish poet Henryson agreed that Aesop made beasts more human 

through the gift of eloquence so that they could be used to show humans how they behave 

like beasts, in a palatable social critique that concerns both high and low estates138. During 

the fabulous-loving Elizabethan era, other inspirational works for naturalistic descriptions 

were published,such as the works of Ariosto, published around 1520, of Du Bartas, 

published in 1578, and of the sea naturalists Belon and Rondeletius, who published in mid 

1550s139. The lasting interest in the Deidis of Armorie at the Scottish court, and the many 

copies made for courtiers and people socially close to the king, proves the interest for the 

topic at the Scottish court.  

The beasts possibly depicted in the Linlithgow fountain could then be expressing vices 

and virtues, sending the queen a moralizing message. Although I suggest the animals at 

Linlithgow are inspired by the Medieval tradition of bestiaries, their appearance in a 

sixteenth century fountain would not have been out of place. The use of Imprese and heraldic 

animals to decorate fountains, remained quite popular in the Renaissance too, and became 

common practice towards the end of the sixteenth century. For example, one of the first ones 

completely documented was created for Pope Sixtus V around 1580 at his Villa at 

Montalto140. In bestiaries, feline creatures were quite recurrent elements, with the lioness and 

the leopard symbolizing lust and infidelity, as the leopard was supposed to be the illegitimate 

offspring of the pard’s liaison with a lioness, the latter being compared to a luxurious and 

adulterous woman 141. The other felines from bestiaries are the panther and the tigress, both 

compared to women. The first, because of her sweet breath, could attract and deceive other 

animals in order to eat them, and in Elizabethan times was compared to beautiful but 

                                                            
137 Brown C. (1999) pp.53-54. On the tradition of using animals to portray human vices and virtues 
see Carroll W.M. (1954) pp.15-20. Use of animals in political language during the Elizabethan era in 
Petti A.G. (1963). 
138 Ziolkowski J.M. (1997) pp.13-14.  
139 White T.H. (1992) pp.261-265. 
140 Macdougall E.B. (1978) pp.106-107. 
141 Rowland B. (1974) pp.123-124. 
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fraudulent women142. The second was a symbol of pride and vanity, especially feminine, as 

she lost time admiring herself in a mirror thrown by the hunter and failed to retrieve her cub 

from him143. Each of these three messages would have clearly been quite fit for a queen, 

warning her against excessive vanity, deceiving and lust, but also warning male viewers of 

the dangers of relying too much on women, who are, like Melusine, subject to vices and 

unreliable, and might use their charm and beauty, as sirens do, to deceive and trap the 

unawares. In Renaissance emblem books, the cow was sometimes depicted drinking its own 

milk, while a nearby hen ate her own egg; cows became then symbols of selfishness and of 

those who use their powers only for their own good or enjoyment, instead of using them for 

the common welfare144. Finally, the griffin seemed to have a passion for discovering and 

guarding gold, making it sometimes the symbol of the usurer in twelfth century 

encyclopedias145, and could be a warning about being greedy and keen on material 

possessions. The faces next to animals representing vices might actually represent how the 

whole of humanity, and so the whole court, is likely to succumb, sooner or later, to vices, so 

allowing a personal moralizing message to be sent to the totality of the courtiers, whatever 

their gender, age, or physical appearance.  

The fountain of Linlithgow palace can be interpreted as a permanent moralizing and 

entertaining structure following the model of triumphal decorations, presenting a complete 

range of political messages eminently suitable to the entrance of a mid sixteenth century 

queen of European standards.  

It celebrates dynastic themes and a traditional alliance between France and Scotland, as well 

as the Scottish sovereign’s own ambitions of Imperial power, represented by the closed 

crown on top of the fountain (Fig.3.30). Through the tale of Melusine, the fountain reminded 

the queen of her responsibility as a mother, and of the limited role she was to have in politics 

and governments, occupations which would have distracted her from her main duties, and 

would have deprived the king of his own identity and role, which he is invited to maintain. 

The fountain also represents the religious, economic, and social changes Scottish society was 

facing, which the traditional courtly language was recognized as incapable of providing 

answers to. 

                                                            
142 Rowland B. (1974) pp.131-132. 
143. Brown C. (1999) pp.55-59 and Rowland B. pp.149-152. 
144 Rowland B. (1974) p.48. 
145 The griffin has many other meanings, see Rowland B. (1974) pp.87-88. 
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Fig.3.30: The crown on top of the Linlithgow fountain 
 

The importance of behaving morally during one’s lifespan was also underlined, and the 

language chosen was both familiar to Scottish culture, and international enough to be 

recognized and appreciated abroad. More importantly, this fountain permanently celebrates 

the perfect image of the queen which the king was able to create, reminding everybody of the 

amazing transformation she had achieved thanks to the changing powers of her husband and 

king. Such a transformation, only temporary during a triumphal entrance, would have been 

forever represented in Linlithgow to all who wanted to look at it. 

 

3.4 The Transforming Power of the Ruler and the Creation of an Idealized King  
Thanks to his transforming powers and to the warnings and advice contained in the queen’s 

triumphal entry, the ruler could change an unknown and potentially threatening foreign 

princess into a trustworthy queen, wife and mother of kings. Similarly, a king could also 

represented a symbolic source of worries and contradictions, embodying the balance 

between common and extraordinary. His being unique is a warranty that royalty, and the 

right to rule, can be clearly identified and inherited; but becoming too different and isolated 

from the population would have meant being too far away from one’s subjects, and so 

casting doubts on one’s authority and rightful involvement in his subjects’ affairs146. The 

creation of a reliable public character for the king could be visualized in the decorations of 

                                                            
146 Examples of those contradictions are shown by two popular legends about King Louis XIV of 
France: the French monarch was supposed to have an identical twin brother, kept locked since 
infancy, as his presence would have cast doubts on the legitimacy of the monarch, and on his right to 
rule. Also, Louis XIV was said to have a black sister, who was kept far from sight and away from the 
court; this would have demonstrated the king to have black blood in his family, and to be too far away 
from his people to be able to represent them properly, again casting doubts on his ability to reign. 
Fradenburg L.O. (1991) pp.68-69. 
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royal ceremonies, where a reassuring image of the king had to emerge, and the sovereign 

was shown able to control his own contradictions thanks to his virtues, intelligence, and 

culture. In Scotland, James IV in particular represented unknown forces and revealed hidden 

threat to his country and his marriage. In his youth, he had been the centre of political 

machinations and treacherous events around his father’s death, and had enjoyed a rebellious 

and sexually-free behavior which needed now, in his new position as a king and a husband, 

to be domesticated. Through the tournament of the Black Lady and Wild Knight, held at 

Holyrood in 1507 and again 1508, the Queen’s treacherous potential was erased by the 

disappearance of her dark skinned alter ego during the celebrations, while the king, disguised 

as a wild knight himself, reveals himself at the end of the tournament as the brave, winning 

knight embodying the rules of feudal life.The dangerous, dark, wild doubles of the king and 

the queen were subjugated by the king revealing himself as rightful and good ruler, and by 

black, and so dangerous, double of the queen disappearing miraculously during the final 

banquet. The wild man was often used in triumphal entries, both Scottish and foreign, as a 

secondary figure, working at machineries or bearing torches, guarding limits and borders 

between in and out, and showing the way, representing a liminal figure between actor and 

spectator
147

. Traditionally appearing in tales as the opponent of the learned, courteous knight, 

he might play the bad guy in kidnapping the hero’s damsel, but the influence of the lady’s 

presence, or sometimes his capture and removal to the court, would tame his animal instincts 

and unruly sexuality, promoting, or sometimes forcing, his acceptance of civilized life. 

However, the wild men also embodied the natural, happy life enjoyed by our ancestors, and 

an instinctive, esoteric knowledge based on natural powers and now forgotten148, a border 

character between bestiality and humanity, a threat to civilisation but also an enviable state 

of blessed, free innocence. The king, during his troubled youth and during his attempts to 

pacify the highlands and their inhabitants, had points in common with him. The king took 

part in the tournament dressed as a wild knight himself, in a troop of equally wild knights. 

He was then portraying himself as his double, his potential rival, as a way to take leave of his 

past. He was also daring the spectator to identify him, as good chivalrous ruler, even in such 

a disguise, although the more elegant outfit of the king indeed marked him out well enough, 

and made the recognition easy. Once recognized even in his disguise, the king could leave 

his wild double behind, and be purged of doubts and misunderstandings to emerge as the 

perfect ruler. The king is symbolically giving up his alleged responsibility for his own 

father’s death, his untamed and sexually overactive youth, and his impulsive manners, to 
                                                            
147 Fradenburg L.O. (1991) pp.234-5. 
148 More about the tradition of the wild men and its significance in Bernheimer R. (1952), particularly 
pp.49-84. 
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officially start ruling as an adult and reliable king in control of himself and his actions. His 

own companions as wild men, once got rid of their disguises, will present themselves anew, 

as civilized and respectful knights, and the country presents itself as pacified in the king’s 

person and in those of his closer noblemen149. James VI, himself, made remarkable attempts 

to change his people’s perception of him as an insecure, possibly homosexual sovereign, 

easily commanded by his courtiers. In going abroad to fetch his fiancée, facing the dangers 

of the trip to hasten the marriage and the coming to Scotland of Anne, James was trying to 

portray himself in a more suitable way, a sign that the power of politicized visual language to 

convey important political messages remained strong and noticeable over time. James V’s 

own transformation regarded principally his political role on the European stage, as the 

young king had to create an appearance of wealth, cultural awareness and political support in 

order to promote himself, and Scotland, as noteworthy characters on the political stage. The 

transformed, idealized court of James V is today still represented on the three facades of the 

Palace of Stirling. 

 

3.4 A message from King James V in the facades of Stirling castle  
If the fountain of Linlithgow represents in stone the triumphal transformation of Mary of 

Lorraine into the perfect queen, to be enjoyed in the privacy of a family retreat, it might also 

be argued that the stone decorations of Stirling castle represent her husband King James V’s 

own apotheosis, marking his permanent transformation into the perfect Renaissance king he 

would have seen himself briefly portrayed as during triumphal entries. 

However, the message to be sent by the decoration in Stirling Castle, being proudly 

realized on the three accessible facades, is intended to have a public resonance and to reach a 

wider audience, being clearly visible to whoever approached the castle. This is compatible 

with the political importance being enjoyed by Stirling castle, a location where the king held 

court and which was the chosen location for Stuart dynastical celebrations such as the 

baptisms of future James VI in 1565 and of Prince Henry in 1595. Although enjoying a 

threatening and militarily safe position overlooking the plains and the town, Stirling Castle 

was by then not meant at this age as a defensive edifice, but as a stage upon which to vaunt 

his perfect courtly world, of which he was the creator and supreme head150.  

                                                            
149 James IV as black knight in Fradenburg L.O. (1991) pp.225-43, especially pp.239-43.  
150 Stirling Castle as an early attempt to provide a defensive building with Renaissance refinery is 
presented in MacGibbon D. and T. Ross (1887) v.1 p.478. Its development described in Dunbar J. 
(1999) pp.39-55, and Fawcett R. (1994) pp.327-330, particularly on James V’s alterations, while 
James IV works are at pp.314-319. The facades in McKean C. (2001) pp.88-91. 
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Fig.3.31: Left. The foreworks at Stirling Castle, (Scran ID 000-000-039-056-C), right Porta Capuana, 
Naples. 
 

 
Fig.3.32: Entrance to Castelnuovo, Naples, with the white triumphal arch celebrating Alfonso I of 
Aragon (1453-1479) 
 

The search for distinction and elegance through the use of a modern architectural 

language would have been clear from the very approach to the palace, through the newly-

built, fashionable foreworks, whose Roman-style ashlar finishing and symmetrical openings 

closely reminded of a Roman triumphal-arch, and of Alfonso I’s triumphal arch in 

Castelnuovo151 (Fig.3.31) or of Porta Capuana in Naples152 (Fig.3.32). James V’s decision to 

create completely new buildings to lodge a pair of apartments, to be decorated on the three 

external facades with celebrative stone decoration, shows interest for both the architectural 

trends of the time, -creating more spacious apartments with more filtering spaces between 

public and private areas in which to stage the events of a modern court- and for permanently 

                                                            
151 Glendinning M., R. MacInnes R. and A. MacKechnie (1996) pp.15-16. The arch of Castelnuovo is 
described in Chapter I. 
152 MacKechnie A. (1991). 
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celebrating the sovereign as successful creator of an ideal courtly world.153. These pleasure 

palaces, at the time being built all around Europe, would have represented powerful 

instruments of propaganda. In his facades, James V was celebrating the permanent 

transformation of himself and his court into what he wanted them to be, using them as a 

theatrical setting to frame and inspire his everyday life. 

I will analyze the stone decoration first in general, identifying elements common to the 

three fronts. Then I will show how two of the fronts are meant to be interpreted together, 

while the third tells a different story and is meant for a different public. Finally, I will focus 

on each front and try to provide a unifying interpretation which links the elements of the 

decoration together, justifying their presence on the facade and the intentional choice of the 

king and his collaborators. Because of the scale of the decorative programme, and as it was 

meant to address a plethora of viewers of different social status and education, I expect to 

find many different layers of meaning on those facades, some of which will probably defy 

interpretation and whose significance could only be conjectured154. Of the four facades of the 

king’s new apartments, only three present now any decoration; the distance and unfavourable 

angle at which the fourth façade would have been perceived, from the plans on the west, 

could account for the lack of decoration (Fig.3.33). On the other hand, it appears that a now-

disappeared west quarter stair and some additional spaces might have existed on the west 

front, the decoration of which, if any existed, is now lost155. The other three facades, by 

contrast, could be looked at very closely, and in particular the outdoor distribution in Stirling 

Palace seems to have been planned to enhance the effect of the north and east facade, which 

would have enjoyed in full by those guests who had to walk their way along both before 

reaching the entrance to the lodging, the great hall, or the chapel, justifying their possible use 

as vehicle of a political message (Fig.3.34). 

                                                            
153 The similarities between the sculptural plan and some contemporary architecture in France, two of 
them related to the Guise family, shows the connection between the queen’s influential presence and 
James’s building activity. Dunbar J. (1999) p.55. 
154 The more complete interpretation has been given by Shire H.M. (1996) pp.72-84, to whose theory I 
will partially refer to. A good description of the statues was published by RCAHMS (1963) pp.220-3 
and it will be often used as a source for the appearance of the decorations in this chapter. Also, the 
numbering of the bays used in that publication will be kept, calling -bay one- the first on the left of the 
south facade and proceeding from there anticlockwise. An overall view of Scottish renaissance 
architecture in Hay G. (1984) especially pp.203-205 on Stirling. 
155 Shire H.M. (1996) p.73. 
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Fig.3.33. Stirling castle from the plans on the west side (SCRAN ID 000-000-495-887-R) 
 

 
Fig.3.34. Detail and rielaboration a plan of Stirling Castle, drawn in 1959 by Geoffrey D. Hay. James 
V’s building in red (Scran ID 000-000-595-567-R) 
 

After entering the gate, the visitors would have headed for the passage between the 

lodgings and the great hall, walking all along the east facade in doing so: then they would 

have proceeded towards the entrance of the king’s lodgings, again passing next to the north 
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facade from bottom to top, or if heading to the chapel, enjoying a clear view of the facade 

from a few yards away156. An overall view of the north facade would have been enjoyed by 

those guests who would have been invited to proceed towards the great hall (Fig.3.35).  

  
Fig.3.35: Right, North Façade as perceived from a passersby (Image from SCRAN, ID 000-000-582-
549-C) and from distance, from MacGibbon and Ross (left).  
 

The approach to the south façade is instead quite different, as the occasional visitor would 

have had little or no opportunity to enjoy its view after passing through the entry gate. The 

south facade was not ‘part of the tour’. The façade would have been instead visible at its best 

from the Bowling Green below, or while still outside the main gate, or from the small 

passageways on the south foreworks, or from the larger passageway just underneath the 

facade overlooking the bowling green. While the east and the north facade seem to suppose 

courtly, pacific, welcomed interlocutors about to meet the king and his entourage, the south 

façade would have been better enjoyed by outsiders, even possible attackers (as the façade 

does face south, from where traditionally danger came), passersby, or people enjoying the 

limited recreational outdoors Stirling rock could offer.(Fig.3.36)  

                                                            
156 Conclusions drawn by the observation of John Dunbar’s sketches of Stirling Castle in Dunbar J. 
(1999) p.51.  
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Fig.3.36: South façade from the bowling green (SCRAN ID 000-000-582-544-C) 
 

This attitude towards the viewer suggests that the east and north facade were meant to be 

read together, while the south one stands on its own157. Looking for confirmation of this in 

the architecture, it can be noticed that the shape of the supports for the statues on the three 

facades seem to confirm. On the east and north sides, the columns look extremely alike, 

being composed -all but one in each facade158- of two superimposed columns, the bottom one 

cylindrical and linear, with little decoration, and the top one curvy and shaped like a vase, 

with some horizontal elements, with probably a streamlined capital\base, connecting the two. 

On the south side however, the support for the statues is a single column with an elegant 

twisted motif on the shaft, quite different from the former example (Fig.3.37).  

Besides, an analysis of the decoration at roof level of the East and North sides supports 

the idea that those two facades are to be interpreted together. They share a merry, joyful 

atmosphere, celebrating courtly life. The roof statues on the East facade are of putti holding 

scrolls, while the putti on the North are playing pipes; reading or reciting and making music 

must have been common and loved in courtly past times. The statues at roof level of the 

south façade, as will be shown, presented quite a different tone or mood. 

                                                            
157 The two more common ideas about how to interpret the facade has been until now to consider it as 
a whole, by Helena M. Shire, or as three separate tableaux by Charles McKean, the latter 
interpretation based on the fact that the visitors could not have seen more than one at a time. See Shire 
H.M. (1996) pp.72-84 and McKean C. (1999). 
158 More on the meaning of this discrepancy later in this chapter 
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Fig.3.37: From left, the similarities between East and North facades, and the different look of the 
South one (Bay 7, 14, and 4) 
 

3.6 East and North Facades: 
The east and north facades have five bays each, alternated with five windows protected 

by iron grills; in each bay there is a statue of a human figure, some of them disfigured by 

time and weather, some others quite well preserved. The position of and codes for the 

statues, and the numbering of the bays, can be seen in plate 10 (North façade), plate 11 (East 

façade), and plate 12 (South façade). The numbering of the bays used in RCAHMS (1963)159 

will be kept, calling -bay one- the first on the left of the south facade and proceeding from 

there anticlockwise. Statues will be identified with a letter, N, E or S according to them 

being on the North, East, or South façade, plus a progressive number. At the bottom of each 

double column is a human bust with a usually cheerful face, and at the left and right bases of 

each arch are two decorative supports, in the shape of animals, fabulous beasts, or human 

faces. The statues stand on elaborate double columns of the type described, apart from the 

two figures in the south-east and north-east corners (bay five and bay eleven). Here, the 

                                                            
159 RCAHMS (1963) pp.220-3. 
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statue stands on superimposed columns, squared and decorated with a vertical design, 

probably of leaves and plants.  

    
Fig.3.38: The two angular columns, the one with S.Michael on the left (E6, bay 5), and James V right 
(N6, bay 11) 
 

The different treatment suggests that the two characters represented outranked their 

companions, as they also enjoy a more prominent angular position, and probably had 

something in common with each other (Fig.3.38). The statue in bay eleven has been 

identified as a representation of King James V himself with beard and moustaches, an 

elegant courtly dress and a hand on the hilt of a dagger.  

  
Fig.3.39: Statue of James V (N6) and St.Michael (E6) 
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Beside the likeness between the statue and contemporary portrays of the king, a label held 

by a lion and surmounted by a crown is above the figure, with the inscription “I5” standing 

for James V. The headless statue in bay five has been identified as St.Michael, holding a 

sword and stamping over a dragon. As Shire states, James V took a liking of the archangel 

who was often connected with Stirling and the royal house160 (Fig.3.39). 

Three of the characters represented, two from the east facade and one from the north one, 

have been identified already, with a tentative identification for a third one from the north 

side. The principal figure of bay six has been recognized as a Jupiter, after an engraving of 

Jupiter by Hans Burgkmair (Fig.3.58)161. The whole right part of the torso is missing, but 

some details of the bag and the trousers seem decisive. What is left of the figure in bay eight 

is also probably copied from one of Burgkmair’s deities of the same series of planetary 

deities, as it shows similarities of clothing and posture with an engraving of Sol (Fig.3.59). 

The female figure in bay thirteen has been recognized as Burgkmair’s Venus (Fig.3.56). 

Finally in bay fourteen, the principal figure has been tentatively identified as a free rendering 

of Burgkmair’s engraving of Saturn (Fig.3.55). 

These identifications have been used by Shire to formulate her theory of cosmic deities, 

with the other statues representing this or that god or goddess using their astral powers and 

stellar influence to guard the castle162. The angular figures of St.Michael (E6) and James V 

(E5) would represent the symbolic protectors of the castle. Charles McKean’s most 

interesting theory suggests the statue of St.Michael to have been a later substitution for that 

of the queen, based on the two columns’ identical appearance, and on a crown-like carving 

rising from the apex above the bay now occupied by St.Michael.163 The substitution might 

have been caused by some damage resulted from the reshaping of this part of the building164. 

It is also interesting to notice that the corner where the statue of the queen apparently stood 

would have corresponded in plan with her own rooms, while the corner where the statue of 

the king stands would have corresponded with the latter’s apartments165. This would also 

suggest a certain dynastical equanimity of the king and the queen, both prominent leaders of 

their own facades, and occupiers of their own apartments, strengthening the connections 

between James’s French wedding and the iconography of the facades. Supposing the statue 

of the queen really matched that of the king in the castle, the atmosphere of the facades 

                                                            
160 RCAHMS (1963) p.192. Shire H.M. (1996) pp.77-78. 
161 RCAHMS (1963) p.221. 
162 Shire’s planetary theory is explained in Shire H.M. (1996) pp.81-84. 
163 McKean C. (1999) p.162. 
164 McKean C. (1999) pp.162-163. 
165 Observed from John Dunbar’s reconstruction of the plans of the apartments in Dunbar J.G. (1999) 
p.51. 
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changes dramatically from a generally defensive one, with two guardian figures protecting 

its peace, to a more relaxed and cheerful spirit, with the royal couple benignly overlooking 

the merriment going on in the yards underneath.  

The theory I am going to introduce joins together some of Shire’s observations regarding 

the use of planetary deities, McKean’s remarks on the presence of a statue of the queen, and 

the information gathered above regarding the use of triumphal language in Scotland. I shall 

provide a unified interpretation of the façade as a permanent celebration of James V as 

modern statesman and ruler of European standing. The decoration of the east and north 

façades could permanently show an idealized triumph at James V’s court, where various 

characters, both real and imaginary, are grouped together in a welcoming procession or 

triumph, meant to impress upon the visitor the grandeur of the court he had the honour to be 

welcomed into. The fact that the statues cannot move, offering the viewer only a static 

procession, is overcome thanks to the visitor’s own movement alongside the facades, so 

allowing him to enjoy the whole parade lined up for him, from the first to the last character. 

Also, in using the device of the triumph, the Stewart king would have been following the 

example of Alfonso of Aragon, Federico da Montefeltro, Sigismondo Malatesta and Borso 

d’Este, who also manipulated the triumphal tradition to adapt it to their own, or their 

dynasty’s, celebrative needs166. 

The presence of the divinities in the decoration is compatible with this theory, as classical 

and planetary divinities were often summoned as traditional authority from a distant and 

mythical past, to sanction the legitimacy of the ruler’s reign and to wish prosperity and good 

luck; Finally, through underlining the support given by classical and antique divinities, the 

sovereign would have implicitly strengthened his claims of imperial dignity as rightful 

descendent of Roman emperors, following the example of Burgundian, Hapsburg, and Tudor 

sovereigns. The use of iconography of pagan origin with strong astrological connotations is 

not in contrast with James’s reputation as a Christian king, as even popes like Julius II, Leo 

X, and Paul III, were deeply interested and influenced by astrology, which allows men a 

glimpse of the mysterious rules that govern and order the earthly world. Through medieval 

times, planets had been used to represent natural forces, lined up in an attempt to classify and 

order all elements as part of a perfectly ruled and understandable divine machine167. 

Moreover, according to Neoplatonic ideas, in pagan myths could be found the origins of 

morality and be interpreted according to the Christian doctrine168. In other urban and courtly 

                                                            
166 Zaho M.A. (2004) pp.46-99, as described in Chapter 1. 
167 The encyclopedic tradition of using divinities to humanize and control natural forces in Seznec J. 
(1995) pp.122-147. 
168 Seznec J. (1995) pp.98-9.  
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buildings, like the Palazzo della Ragione, in Padua, and the Palazzo Schifanoia in Ferrara, 

painted scenes representing planetary influences upon the daily life of the court were shown, 

with triumphant mythological and supernatural figures appearing next to courtiers and 

townpeople in a celebration of the prosperity of the ruler’s reign. This iconography is quite 

similar to that presented on the façades of Stirling Castle, with the king and queen figures 

preceding corteges composed of real people, divinities and allegorical figures. The 

distinguished, but by no way prominent, role of planetary divinities as members of the group 

of people described on the Stirling facades show how by now, they have moved from 

powerful and supernatural beings, to merry companions in the cortege of the one who is 

really shaping the world now, and in charge of it: the Renaissance ruler. In his facades, 

James V declares his understanding of the secret rules hiding behind the world’s apparent 

chaos. The ruler shows his right to become the one for whom, and by whom, the world is 

recreated169.  

The distinctive Renaissance flavour of the Stirling façade is also clear from the 

appearance of the divinities, which are not presented through the Medieval filters of local 

cultures, or of the strong, orientalising Arabic influence.The Stirling gods present instead a 

culturally up to date Renaissance uniformity, and are shown with their regained classical 

attributes and appearance, which made them become internationally recognizable symbols170. 

Also, the idea of passing this kind of concept through the iconography of the gods or on the 

façade of a palace is part of the Renaissance tradition of decorating houses with chivalric 

ornamentations, imprese, and coat of arms to identify and describe the personality of the 

owner171.  

It is interesting noticing how decorating facades of houses or noteworthy buildings with 

illustrations of divinities belonging to northern tradition was not an uncommon occurrence in 

German and Austrian houses, also thanks to the influential Nyge Kalender, a calendar printed 

in Lubeck in 1519 by Steffen Arndes and presenting the same set of deities by Burgkmair, 

with some being a copy of the divinities of the so called Mantegna Tarots (Fig.3.43). These 

deities appeared especially in Lower Saxony, as in Brunswick (1536), the “Brusttuch” in 

Goslar (1526), Fig. 3.42, life size on the walls of the Rathauslaube in Luneburg (1529), in a 

house in Hildesheim, on the Junkernschanke in Gottingen (Fig.3.40), on the façade of the 

Buntes Haus at Eggenburg in Austria (1547, Fig.3.44), and on the façade of a house in the 

                                                            
169 Allen D.C. (1970) pp.92-102, and transformation of the gods into companions and equals, at best, 
of the ruler in Schifanoia frescoes in Seznec J. (1995) pp.206-207.  
170 An overview of the confusing attires of classic gods during the Middle Ages, and of the importance 
of them recovering their recognizable elements, in Seznec J. (1995) pp.149-215. 
171 This became common especially in its cheaper version, made of painted or sgraffito decoration, of 
which not many examples has survived. Burroughs C. (1999) pp.57-58.  
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marketplace of Augsburg, which were possibly painted by Burgkmair himself172. In the 

Gottingen example, some heads in roundels also remind us of those used in the ceiling 

decoration of Stirling lodgings173(Fig.3.41).  

 

 

    
Fig.3.40: Mercury, Sun, and, Venus, from Göttingen Junkernschänke. On the right, Jupiter and one of 
the many heads in roundels (here St.Peter)  
 

  
Fig.3.41: Medallion from Stirling ceiling (SCRAN 000-000-004-516-C) and medallion decoration 
from Göttingen Junkernschänke  
 

                                                            
172 It has also been advanced the ipothesis that Burgkmair set derived the set from ‘a lost monumental 
planetary scheme in Italy –of which the two Planetary figures in the Northern Italian tarot would thus 
be mere offshoots’. Warburg A. (1999) pp.593-596. And also in Warburg A. (1966) pp.331-335. 
Mercury coming into fashion as source of wall decoration also in Panofsky E. and F. Saxl (1933) 
p.259 and 264. German cultural influence upon Scotland in MacDonald A.A. (2003) [II] pp.263-267. 
173 On the Stirling heads see Shire H.M. (1996) pp.84-96. They have been studied more extensively 
than the facade decoration, for example in Dunbar J.G. (1975), so they have not been analyzed in this 
thesis.  
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Fig.3.42: Goslar_Brusttuch: from left, Saturnus, Jupiter, Mercury, and Venus  
 

 

  

 
Fig.3.43: Gods images from Eyn Nyge Kalender, Lubeck 1519 
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Fig.3.44. Haus Eggenburg in Austria, with planetary deities on the walls 
 
 

     
Fig.3.45: Durer copy of Mercury Tarot, from Serie A, Mercury in Burgkmair’s engraving, and 
Mercury in the so called Mantegna deck 
 

It is tempting to suggest a connection between the Nyge Kalendar, the tradition of Tarots 

and other educational games, and the decoration of the castle, as the dating also appears 
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consistent to a coming-into-fashion of it as decoration of buildings in central Europe. The 

triumphal theory proposed for the Stirling façade comes out strengthened by suggesting a 

parallel with these German examples, and through figure such as Mercury (Fig.3.45) and 

Saturn174, with the so called Mantegna Trionfi deck. Tarot decks, often called Trionfi or 

Triumphs, would have represented an appropriate source of inspiration for the façade. The 

player was symbolically granted control upon the generative forces of the world, being able, 

as kings were during their own triumph, to recreate it at his pleasure defending or changing 

the natural order of things (Fig.3.46).  

   
Fig.3.46: The so called Mantegna Tarot deck, from left Merchant, Polimnia, and Justice  
 

In this case, the new world created by the king through his game would have been visible 

for everybody to enjoy in the façade of his own palace175. Beside the divinities, other figures 

on the three facades resemble characters of a Tarot deck, like the statues in bay seven and 

bay twelve. The first represents a laughing youth looking upwards (E8), wearing what has 

been identified as a fool’s cap, covering his groin with a hand; a small dog is scratching at 

                                                            
174 Mercury from the Mantegna deck had been copied, and there are strong similarities in Saturn. 
Unfortunately there is no Mercury on the Stirling facade to compare it with, and Saturn only has some 
point in common with Burgkmair’s, making a direct comparison impossible. 
175 Margaret Tudor is said having played cards right after her arrival on Scottish territory, as her 
husband found her this way engaged when he paid her a surprise visit. Kaplan (1979) p. 26; although 
it is not to know which kind of card were used, it is possible that a Princess would have had access to 
expensive Tarot cards. After the wedding, James IV was testified regularly spending sums for playing 
cards (Accounts of the Lord High Trasurer, 1491, for example p.95, p.100, p.310, p.350). The Isabelle 
of Lorraine who purchased Tarots from Italy (Kaplan (1979) p.26.) was an ancestor of Queen Mary of 
Guise herself, who if interested in the family tradition could have brought over a deck with her. The 
first relatively sure testimony of Tarots in Scotland is from 1573, when the purchase of ‘a pair of 
terres cairtis price XS’ (Accounts of the Lord High Treasurer, XII, 1571-74 p.367) is testified. The 
most likely meaning for terres cartis, especially in connection with the educational upbringing of a 
young king is Tarot playing cards. From the Oxford Dictionary of the older Scottish Tongue (2001) 
p.424. 
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the figure’s left leg, with the edge of his undergarment visible on the tights176: this figure 

strongly resemble the fool in the Tarot cards, where the iconography shows parallels through 

the dog, the fool’s cap, and the incomplete appearance of the bottom part of the lad’s 

garments. A fool would have also been a very likely member of a triumph (Fig.3.47)177. 

   
Fig.3.47: From left, the fool in Stirling Castle (E8), the fool in Jean Noublet’s deck from about 1650, 
and the fool in the so called Mantegna deck  
 

   
Fig.3.48: the cup bearer (N7) on the right, Fameio in the Mantegna deck, and Page of Cups in the 
Visconti-Sforza deck 
 

                                                            
176 This has been identified by Shire as the figure of the common man recognizing the influence of the 
planets in the hemispheres above, I suspect to find him a convenient place in the planetary 
interpretation. Shire H.M. (1996) p.78 
177 The appearance of a costumed fool is for 1558 celebrations for Queen Mary’s French wedding is 
discussed in Gray D. (1998) p.25. 
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In bay twelve, a young man in a short, rich tunic and barefoot, holding a covered cup and 

keeping the lid closed with the other hand (N7), could represent the king’s cupbearer, a 

distinguished position in a Renaissance court, and quite a common figure on Tarot cards 

(Fig.3.48). On the south façade, but worth mentioning at this stage, the figure in bay three 

might also have been taken from Tarot iconography, representing a winged devil (S8), with 

feminine breasts and something with a face appearing from under his feet, possibly a tail, 

and a merry human mask on his belly, hands and feet end in claws (Fig.3.49). 

   
Fig.3.49: Le-diable from The Tarot of Jean Noblet 1640, Devil in Mitelli Cards (1660s), and Devil in 
South façade (S8) 
 

  
Fig.3.50: The Lovers card, Visconti-Sforza (mid XV century), and a clearer reconstruction of the 
shape of the column  
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Tarot decks were often commissioned as wedding gifts for the bride, being costly items 

whose iconography could easily represent, through the use of coat of arms, a dynastical 

alliance178. The source of inspiration for the eclectic, non orthodox use of a fanciful column 

as statue support in Stirling castle, probably deriving from a pictorial tradition instead of 

from the more strictly regulated architectural field. The lovers card belonging to a Visconti-

Sforza deck (mid XV century), has a double column very similar to the one used in Stirling 

(Fig.3.50). 

  
Fig.3.51: Venus Pudica E10, and Juno in Goslar decorations  
 

As the facade of Stirling Palace was built just before or shortly after James V’s wedding 

with Mary of Lorraine, it would have made sense for him to celebrate and make eternal his 

triumphal parade. Two of the main statues in particular seems to strengthen the connection 

between James’s wedding and the iconographic plan. The statue in bay nine represents a 

young female in a shy position covering her lower body with a hand, the other arm missing. 

She has been identified as a Venus Pudica (Fig.3.51)179, a character with a both classical and 

Renaissance pedigree and a goddess who would have fitted well in a procession celebrating a 

marriage. In Goslar, a similar-looking lady has been identified as a Juno. However Juno does 

not appear on the Lubek Kalender, and is not a planetary divinity, so this is just a tentative 

identification. Juno’s presence in Stirling as procuress of conjugal love and childbirth, would 

not have been out of place. Even more clearly, the figure in bay fifteen represents a young 

                                                            
178 On the origin of Tarots and their use as wedding gifts, see Chapter 1.5. 
179 RCAHMS (1963) p.222. 
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lady wearing a kind of turban, with a flower in her hand, a necklace and wrapped in a 

floating scarf.  

  
Fig.3.52: Venus Happiness in marriage N10, Durer’s Small Fortuna  
 

In her position and attire, this figure resembles very much Durer’s Small Fortuna (1495), 

which also presents her hair covered by a floating scarf partially covering her naked body, 

stands in a very similar position, and holds a flower composed of three parts. Durer’s Small 

Fortuna has actually been interpreted as Luck in Love by Walter L.Strauss180, as Fortune is 

holding the plant eryngium, used as an aphrodisiac in Renaissance medicine (Fig.3.52).This 

Fortuna resembles the one is Stirling in the attitude, long floating scarf, turban and in the 

small plant with three flowers held by the divinity, and its meaning would suit very well the 

occasion for which the castle was renewed. The papyrus on the figure’s head might have 

been used to provide an interpretation of a not-so-well-known figure, or just bear good 

wishes for the royal couple. The use of images from two German masters like Durer and 

Burgkmair reminds us of another great European sovereign, Maximilian I, who had turned 

especially to these artists in an attempt to create an imperishable, never realized triumph 

attempting to overcome the frailty of real triumphs, and of life and fame in general. Both 

Durer (1471-1528) and Burgkmair (1473-1513) were the leading artists of Maximilian I’s 

colossal paper triumph, published in 1517181. It is tempting to suggest that James V was 

trying to pursue eternal glory using a similarly lasting medium, and the same artists. If the 

                                                            
180 Durer’s works in Strauss W.L. (1972) p.14 and 65. 
181 Maximilian’s triumph is described in Silver L. (1990). 
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wedding procession represented in Stirling ever happened is then unimportant; both 

Maximilian’s paper triumph and James’s stone one were highly effective in making 

permanent the grandeur of the two courts, some relevant part of their entourages, and some 

supernatural guests both sovereigns had been able to evoke. Both Maximilian I and James 

V’s eternal triumphs have been held, for those willing to look at them, uninterruptedly for 

the last five hundred years.  

  

If the main, full-size figures on top of the columns on the east and north façade 

represented the most noteworthy members of the triumph, directly following the lead of the 

queen –in the east façade- and the king –in the north one-, the busts acting as supports to the 

columns represented the link between the viewers and the procession, inviting them to take 

part in their merriment and being themselves both actors and viewers of the triumph. This 

recalls the role of the viewers. These figures have been interpreted as members of the royal 

households182, for some of whom a tentative identification will be given later on. From the 

point of view of the tarot iconography, their presence would not be out of place, as card 

decks like the Hofamterspiel, inspired by an ideal court household, presented a complete 

spectrum of court society of the time, from the fool to the king, passing through cooks, 

apothecaries, and knights (Fig.3.53). 

It is then interesting to note how, in Stirling Castle, the corbel for the shaft in bay five is 

presumably that of a cook as well, holding a spoon with his left hand and with a large cleaver 

at his belt. The other shafts seem to show courtiers in rich dresses.  

  
Fig.3.53: Hofamterspiel cards: Cook (VII of Hungary) and female potter (II of Boemia) 
 
                                                            
182 Shire H.M. (1996) pp.79-80. 
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Although none of them shows clear signs of identification as the cook does, it might be 

possible to make a hypothesis about some of the identities, referring to the royal household 

of the king and the queen in 1539, an year when the construction of the apartments had 

probably already started, and when there is a fuller documentation of the members of the 

court183. The people represented in the shaft could then be interpreted as noteworthy 

members of the household, and are depicted with an informal, merry attitude which 

encourages the viewer to take part as a spectator in the joyful procession. Beside a horizontal 

interpretation of the decoration in Stirling Castle, with the personages of the triumph lining 

up at the top of the columns, and the merry courtiers laughing at each other at the bottom, the 

matching of each divinity with a courtier underneath and with the two figures at the parapet 

level is worth considering too, as it is highly unlikely that it would have been casual, and it 

might help identify some of the characters. One of the most interesting figures is a lady 

holding a snake close to her breast (N4), opening her gown with the other hand: this suggests 

immediately the idea of a Cleopatra, the Egyptian queen who killed herself that way 

(Fig.3.54).  

There is an interesting connection between Cleopatra, the likely Saturn above (N9), and 

the two figures on the bases of the arches, showing two men holding their caps and looking 

down in a respectful manner, one of them wearing a pendant shaped as a rose.  

It has been suggested that in his IV Eclogue, Vergil celebrated the hoped-for birth of a 

pacifying son to Anthony, at the time with his wife Octavia, who represented the other main 

political party in Rome. After Anthony abandoned Octavia and sided with Egyptian Queen 

Cleopatra, the IV Eclogue was interpreted as foreseeing the unifying role of Alexander 

Helios, the couple’s son born in 40 B.C. The union of Anthony, the new Dionysus, and 

Cleopatra, identified as the new Isis who will bring the promise of the return of the Golden 

Age of the past, will bring back through Alexandros the Age of Saturn, when gods would 

have lived on the earth, symbolized the union and reconciliation of orient and occident184. 

                                                            
183 From Appendix A, The Royal Household in 1539. Thomas A. (2005) pp.226-243. 
184 Anthony’s use of the IV Eclogue to strengthen his son’s position in Tarn W.W. (1932).  
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Fig.3.54: Female bust with the serpent, possibly Cleopatra (N4) 
 

It is my opinion that bay fourteen altogether is homage to James V and his mother 

Margaret Tudor, as the king had been placed by his English mother in pole position for the 

succession to the English throne, should Henry VIII remain heirless. From a Scottish point of 

view, James V, as descendent of both lines, was the symbol of reconciliation and the future 

union of the two countries later embodied by James VI. If James V’s age is the longed-for 

age of Saturn, the golden age announced by the appearance of gods and goddesses at his 

court, Margaret is the new Cleopatra, the mother of the blessed child chosen to embody the 

unity of two countries (east and west in the legend, Scotland and England here) bringing 

peace and abundance. The two countries might be shown by the two gentlemen at the sides 

of the arches, holding their hats in a gesture of homage, as one of them bears a pendant 

shaped as a rose, which could well be the Tudor rose symbol of England. The comparison of 

the Queen Dowager to Cleopatra is flattering, and it would have been a shrewd political 

move of the king to put aside personal disputes with his strong willed mother, and represent 

her as the medium for his own claims upon the English throne. The subordinate position of 

Margaret, who is presented as James’s mother, and not as a political individual in her own 

right, would well represent James’s views of the correct queen dowager\ruling son 

relationship. This interpretation would also explain why Saturnus, here to be interpreted as 

symbol of the Golden Age, is not shown as the children-devourer Burgkmair represented; it 

would not have been a great choice for a façade narrating the glory of a continuing dynasty, 

and a simplifying version has been adopted.  
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Fig.3.55: Male figure (Saturn? Hercules?) in N9, Burgkmair’s engraving of Saturn 
 

If the figure is to be interpreted as Hercules, which would explain his simple outfit, the 

part of which he seems to be holding possibly representing the lion’s skin front legs, James 

V-Hercules would find himself in good company. Emperors Maximilian I, Charles V and 

Charles VI, Henry IV and Louis XIII, Francois I, Ercole d’Este and Ercole Gonzaga had all 

chosen to be represented, in literary works, woodcuts, paintings, statues, and triumphal 

decorations, as Hercules, who was the model of virtuous courage defeating vice and the 

embodiment of victorious ruling (Fig.3.55)185.  

Another interesting group is the one in bay thirteen: it shows a Venus Armata as the main 

statue (Fig.3.56), a lady (N3) with a salamander suckling from her exposed breast as base of 

the column, and two parrots at the sides of the arches, the last not an obvious choice, as 

doves more often appeared with love and Venus in the common iconography. In Jean de 

Condé’s satirical Messe des Oiseaux (early fourteenth century) however, it is the Parrot who 

is requested by Venus to make a sermon to the assembly of birds, enumerating the necessary 

virtues of the perfect lover186.  

                                                            
185 PolleroB F. (1998) pp.37-40. 
186 Fowler E.B. (1921) pp.96-97.  
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Fig.3.56: Venus Armata N8, and Burgkmair’s engraving of Venus 
 

The lady represented in the shaft (Fig.3.57 right) might have been particularly demanding 

in expectations about lovers, or on the contrary might have been endowed with perfect 

qualities to be a good lover. Unknown as she is, a hypothetical identification could be 

devised by comparison with two other ladies, the one in bay six with a V-necked gown and a 

lozenge-shaped pendant, and the one in bay seven presenting both the salamander on her 

shoulder and the lozenge-shaped pendant. These ladies were probably three of queen Mary’s 

ladies in waiting, as many ladies and companions came with the queen from France187. The 

lady in N3 has the suckling salamander in common with the lady in E3, and the latter in turn 

presents the same pendant as the lady in E2. Lady N3 and lady E2 do not present elements in 

common (Fig.3.57). The salamander was the personal emblem of King Francis I of France, 

by whom the two ladies had been sent to Scotland to be companions of Mary of Guise188. It 

then possible that the salamander jokingly nagging the ladies in N3 and E3 signified the 

forced return to Francis I’s court of these gentlewomen. 

This information can be compared with the names of ladies in waiting in Queen Mary’s 

entourage in 1539. Looking for ladies being related with each other in a comparable way, 

one would notice that two ladies with the same family name (possibly sisters?) appear on the 

record, Reneé d’Antigny Mlle de la Touche as Lady in waiting, and Francoise de la Touche 

as Maid of honour. 

                                                            
187 Thomas A. (2005) pp.44-6. 
188 The use of salamander to identify French connections is suggested by Shire H.M. (1996) p.80. 
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Fig.3.57: Female bust in E2 (with medallion), in E3 (with medallion and salamander), in N3 (with 
salamander) 
 

It is possible then that the two court ladies are shown in the decoration wearing the same 

necklace are members of the same family: the two de la Touche ladies seem the only ones 

related to each other from the records. One of them shows, beside the necklace, a salamander 

on her shoulder, while the other has none. The lady with the salamander and the medallion in 

E3 could then be Francoise de la Touche, dismissed for France with the main body of the 

queen’s entourage, as the last records of her being in service are in 1538\39. The lady with 

the medallion but not the salamander in E2 could be Reneé d’Antigny de la Touche, who 

remained in Scotland till at least April 1540, when she is last referred to in the household 

records as occupying that particular post. The identity of the lady in N3, with the salamander 

symbolizing the lady’s early return to France, remains unknown. 

Francoise de la Touche’s companions in E3 are the Fool in E8, earlier described as a tarot 

character, and apes, one with coat, the other with a chain, on its sides. The general meaning 

of this bay escapes me, but fools were appreciated entertainers at James V’s court, with 

records naming two of them. Firstly, there was John MacCrey, who had been in service of 

the King since 1525, and was one of the few still recorded in 1539, abandoning service in 

1540. Secondly, there was John Lowes, who was recorded as part of the household from 

1539 to 1540. John MacCrey in particular, who had been with the king since the three 

difficult years of his captivity with Angus and was part of his entourage through the years of 

majority, could have forged a real bond of trust and affection with the sovereign, maybe 

justifying a personal reference in Stirling stone triumph. The two apes at the side of this bay 

are open to interpretation, remembering that in medieval bestiaries, the ape was considered 

to be the symbol of sins and specific evils, such as lust, drunkenness and every kind of 

human folly, especially related to feminine lasciviousness189. The ape with the coat, imitating 

                                                            
189 Rowland B. (1974) pp.8-14. 
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human behavior and dress-code as apes were supposed to do, can refer to curiosity and 

foolish joy190, and so to the Fool. Meanwhile the other ape, shown with a chain and ring on 

the left shoulder and so probably following the tradition which saw chained apes as 

subjugated evils191, might underline the moral rectitude of the lady, or of both characters, 

with maybe a tongue-in-cheek joke about possible duplicity and lasciviousness of both 

characters. In the courtly, relaxed and merry atmosphere of those facades, jokes playing 

upon sinful and morally correct behavior would not have been out of place. The female bust 

in E2, which has been tentatively identified as Reneé d’Antigny de la Touche, is 

accompanied by a Jupiter (Fig.3.58) with a yale or wyvern on one side, and a female torso 

with a French hood and a lion mask at her breast on the other, the latter possibly representing 

a lady of some remarkable courage, as according to later medieval bestiaries, the lion’s 

courage is located in his breast192. 

The Yale was one of the coats of arms of the Beaufort family, and the Tudor and Stuart 

dynasties were connected through a member of that family, John Beaufort 1st Earl of 

Somerset, who was Henry VIII’s great-grandfather and James II’s grandfather, as his 

daughter, Joan Beaufort, married James I of Scotland. She had indeed shown great courage 

to go through her husband’s assassination and her only son’s minority. 

  
Fig.3.58: Remains of the statue of Jupiter in E7, and engraving of Jupiter by Burgkmair 
 

                                                            
190 From the Gesta Romanorum, a medieval collection of tales. Cited in Rowland B. (1974) p.10. 
191 Durer put chained apes in his engraving of Maximilian I’s triumphal arch, having Durer’s work 
already been used in the facade and Maximilian’s arch probably known, makes the identification of 
the chained ape in Stirling as defeated sin quite likely. Rowland B. (1974) p.13. 
192 Haist M. (1999) p.8.  
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This could be the celebration of a personage who provided James with a further link 

between Scottish and English dynasties, beside that granted by James V’s mother Margaret 

Tudor. The lady on the opposite side of the arch could then have some connection with 

France, because of her hood in a French fashion, and with the Beaufort family, because of 

her position next to the yale. A likely possibility would be Margaret of Scotland, daughter of 

Joan Beaufort and married to the French Delphin (Fig.3.23 P), a wedding also possibly 

celebrated in the fountain of Linlithgow described earlier on. Two of the most important 

family and political relationships of the Stuart dynasty, both embodied or strengthened by 

James V himself, would have been shown in this bay.  

In bay eight, together with the statue of the Sun, is represented in the shaft the bust of a 

bearded man with a cherub’s face on his chest (Fig.3.59). It has been suggested193 that this 

kind of representation was used to suggest the person represented had died; if this was so, 

this figure might represent one of the courtiers who died before the facade was finished. This 

could indicate for example the Great Constable of Scotland, William Hay 6th Earl of Errol, 

who is testified holding that position on 10 December 1540 and who died on or before 11 

September 1541. Or maybe, he is the King’s Yeoman of Chamber John Murray, who had 

been in service between December 1538 and before or on March 1541, when he died194.  

   
Fig.3.59: Left, Sun in bay E9, Sun in Burgkmair’s engraving, and bearded man in E4 

 

                                                            
193 Shire H.M. (1996) pp.90-91. 
194 According to the transcription of the Royal Household in 1539, Appendix A, Thomas A. (2005) 
p.227. Other members of the household died before or around 1541, but they held minor positions as a 
writer of the rolls or a case maker, so maybe not so close to the king or not so relevant in the general 
organisation of the household. 
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The two animals represented on the left and on the right of the above arch do not greatly 

help the identification; they represent a goat in a gown and a collar, and an ass attired the 

same way. According to Medieval bestiaries and Renaissance interpretations, animals 

wearing human clothing represented sins and bad inclinations, with the ass representing a 

variety of sins, such as stubbornness, pride and lack of knowledge, but also immoderate lust; 

in tales of chivalry, it often represented uncouth behavior in contrast with courtly195. The 

goat stood for lust and excessive sexual interests, but both those animals were also symbols 

of Jewish people, considered unworthy as they failed to recognize the arrival of the 

Messiah196. It is possible that whoever is represented in the bust in bay eight, might have 

been involved with the described vices, or maybe even with anti semitic ideas. On the other 

hand, the figures could have represented the vices he would not have tolerated in the 

household under his jurisdiction. 

A general interpretation for the figure at the base of the shaft in E5 is also quite tentative 

(Fig.3.60). The lady’s mouth is open, has rich clothing with a chain at her breast and has lion 

epaulettes on her overgown; she is placed underneath the image of the Venus Pudica. As one 

of the attributes of the lion is never sleeping and being a watchful guardian, this might allude 

to the lady’s guarding of her own chastity. The lady represented perhaps took interest in 

other, more learned pastimes. or consoled herself with elaborate outfits and jewels, as her 

attire in the decoration is quite elaborate. The two figures one on each side of the arches are 

in fact griffins, and the griffin was the symbol of study and knowledge according to a 

medieval tradition. They also were taken to be greedy, and loved guarding gold. The fact that 

there are two griffins might imply that both the qualities are meant; this would have left to 

the viewer the choice on how to interpret the decoration, and might have been another 

tongue-in-cheek joke towards a female member of the household.  

 
Fig.3.60: Richly dressed lady in E5 
                                                            
195 Rowland B. (1974) pp.20-28. 
196 Rowland B. (1974) pp.80-86. 
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The cup bearer illustrated in N7 is the second human intruder after the fool in the cortege 

of divinities following king and queen. The cup bearer also was a known figure of the trionfi 

deck, called Fameio, or male servant, in the Mantegna deck. There was also a mythological 

parallel for him in Ganymede, the male cup bearer kidnapped by Zeus because of his beauty 

and who became the official Olympian cup-bearer. James V’s cup-bearer, Oliver Sinclaire of 

Pitcairn, was as close as possible to being a close friend of the king, and he might have 

housed one of James’s mistresses197. The statue of Ganymede has an ape on each side, which 

would match one version of the myth, represented on a Roman lamp kept at the Louvre 

Museum, in which Ganymede is shown as an ape being carried away by an eagle, which will 

take him to Olympus to become Jupiter’s servant198. The young Ganymede was the 

protagonist of a homosexual love story; if such sexual preferences could be supposed for 

Oliver Sinclaire as well, it would have been no doubt a wise choice of the king to entrust one 

of his charming mistresses to a close and uninterested homosexual friend: but this is 

absolutely in the field of speculation. If the monkeys are to be interpreted as human imitators 

and so representing artists, following an idea made popular by Chaucer199, the bust in N2 at 

the basis of the column might then be one of the artists in the king’s entourage, or a courtier 

with artistic inclinations (Fig.3.61). 

 
Fig.3.61: Bearded bust in N2 
 

In bay fifteen, the statue identified as Durer’s ‘Fortuna’ and conjugal love has an harpy 

on both sides, and the bust of a man wearing what is defined as a quatre-foil shaped pendant 

on the base of is column N5 (Fig.3.62). If the quatre-foiled shape could be identified as a 

                                                            
197 Thomas A. (2005) p.23. 
198 Coffman McDermott W. (1936) p.162. 
199 Rowland B. (1974) p.13. 
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cross instead, this personage could have been connected with James V’s church officers, and 

maybe a strong advocate of marriage; those who did not follow this precepts would have had 

to pay bitterly, with the harpies as a symbol of revenge and punishment200. The harpies could 

also refer to the mythological creatures who polluted and stole Aeneas’ food in Virgil’s 

poem201, and this would suggest that the man could maybe be the King’s Almoner, who 

contrarily to the harpies, was in charge of distributing generously the king’s charity.  

 
Fig.3.62: Gentleman in N5 with pendant 
 

Another interpretation of the harpies -this time more in connection with the statue of 

Venus as conjugal love underneath- is provided in Luigi Tansillo’s works, of the first half of 

the fourteenth century. The Italian poet, following Lorenzo de’Medici’s statement that 

Jealousy is Love’s twin sister, presents Jealousy under the appearance of a harpy. In 

Tansillo’s times, as expressed by Sannazaro in his 1530s Sonetti e Canzoni, Jealousy is 

described as a reproachable feeling in a husband, but a good and courtly emotion for a 

lover202, strengthening the courtly atmosphere of this bay. Next to bay fifteen is what 

remains of bay sixteen, with just a worn out stone bird left. Another incomplete bay is bay 

ten, almost entirely covered by the passage between the great hall and the Palace; only one of 

the two stops of the arch is visible, representing a winged devil with a human mask on his 

chest.  

Bay five hosts the king, whose name is written on a plaque held by a lion, the perfect 

animal to represent royalty and nobility203, and with a sheep on the right end of the arc above 

him. The king could have found proper a connection of himself, the earthly king and 

                                                            
200 The episode about Jupiter sending harpies to revenge upon ungrateful King Phineas is detailed in 
Ovid. Metamorphoses VI, 424-674. 
201 Aeneid, Book III. See Rabel R.J. (1985) pp.318-320.  
202 ‘Chi vuol veder la piena d’occhi ed orba’, a Poem by Luigi Tansillo written in the 1530s. Milburn 
E. (2002) pp.578-579. 
203 Rowland B. (1974) pp.118-123. 
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descendant of Caesar, with Christ the king of heaven, often represented by the meek, 

innocent animal204. The female bust at the base of the column (Fig.3.63 left) does not show 

any attribute through which the identity of the figure could be established; the position in one 

of the most important bay, just underneath the king, shows that this lady must have held a 

position of some importance, in direct relation with James V.  

  
Fig.3.63: Basis of the king’s column in N1, and Madeleine’s portrait by Corneille de Lyon, Chateau of 
Blois. 
 

The woman looks very young, little more than a girl, wears her hair simply loose and is 

smiling gently and shyly, in direct contrast with the loud and sometimes saucy poses of the 

other statues at the same level. A possible identification for the statue could be with 

Madeleine of Valois, the King’s first wife, who died at only sixteen, a few weeks after her 

arrival in Scotland. James was personally and politically attached to the memory of his first 

wife, even holding a commemorative ceremony for her every year (Fig.3.63 right)205.  

According to Charles McKean’s interpretation, bay five also hosted a royal figure, the 

queen, now substituted by a statue of St.Michael.  It is interesting to notice who is the 

queen’s companion at the base of the column, the bust matching Madeleine’s one in the 

King’s bay. Surprisingly enough, the bust is clearly that of a cook, holding a spoon and with 

a cleaver at his belt, an unexpected personage if compared with James’s first wife holding a 

matching position, and one very easily identifiable thanks to the tools he carries (Fig.3.64). 

The choice makes more sense if we consider that Mary too was a widow, an unusual and not 

extremely popular choice for a king, as shown by the general reaction to Edward IV’s choice 
                                                            
204 Rowland B. (1974) p.138. The similarity between sheep and goat (symbolizing uncontrolled lust) 
might have suggested a saucy joke towards the sexually overactive ruler, who fathered a number of 
illegitimate children from various mistresses. Thomas A. (2005) pp.40-4. 
205 On the dynastical and political importance given by James to his first marriage, even after 
Madeleine’s death, see Thomas A. (2005) pp.210-11. 
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of Elizabeth Woodville. As a bride, the queen was more appreciated if fulfilling the 

traditional model of the meek and sexually inexperienced virgin206. While the memory of 

James’s first bride was to be cherished and remembered by everybody for its political 

importance, the fact that Mary had a first husband was, if possible, to be hushed under the 

carpet.  

 
Fig.3.64: The cook in E1 
 

The choice of a cook as companion to the queen in bay five might have been a wise one 

then, as this figure was politically neutral, easily recognizable as NOT being Mary’s first 

husband and so overall safe. The fabulous beast which holds the canopy is too worn for an 

identification to be possible, but the one on the right is a wyvern, with a cherub’s face 

between its legs. The wyvern was one of the coat of arms of a very successful and popular 

Scottish queen, queen Margaret of Denmark, James II’s queen, and theirs was a happy and 

prolific marriage, producing three healthy sons. It is possible that Mary was being reminded 

of Margaret’s positive example, and the positioning of the cherub’s face between the beast’s 

legs could be a possible metaphor for childbirth and a reminder to Mary of Margaret’s 

fertility, and an encouragement to Mary to be as prolific as her predecessor.  

The animals chosen as gargoyles for the north and east facades seem to confirm the 

interpretation of these sides as celebrating merry courtly life. The griffins207 chosen for the 

North façade -animals reputed having a keen interest in guarding gold- would have been a 

clear complement to the richness and sparkling preciousness of the Scottish court, so rich in 

gold that even griffins were eager to guard it. The lions on the East facade might refer to the 

tradition believing lions willing to spare the lives of those who submit to them, and 

magnanimous towards those who recognized their superiority and to royalty, which they 

                                                            
206 The prejudice against widows, and their difficulty in marrying again, in Carlton C. (1978). 
207 Or maybe wyvern, but I will adopt the griffin interpretation 
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would not attack208. These lions, looking down from the roof, as if in admiration of so much 

noble blood, would both embody the traditional pact and embodying James V’s rightful 

vengeance and strength, but also his mercy towards those who recognized and bowed to the 

king’s power209. They might have matched James V’s own lions, possibly kept in the inner 

courtyard called Lion den, and which were part of the collection of wild beasts any 

Renaissance ruler of rank was expected to display210. 

The northern and eastern facade, in conclusion, could represent a stone version of a 

typical late fifteenth early sixteenth century triumph, promoting the image of Queen Mary as 

successful mother and meek wife, and James V as a lawfully crowned and pious ruler, and a 

political leader of European standards. Its upper part represented a processional entry with 

the queen and the king, and the latter in particular, in the leading positions, followed by 

many divinities testifying with their presence the ancient origin of James’s right to rule and 

the high standards of his court, a place so luxurious and culturally flourishing that they had 

been willing to leave Olympus and take part to the celebrations. The idealized snapshot of 

life at James’s court is integrated with the images of some of the members of the household 

at the lower level, acting as medium between the viewers and the upper procession, each bay 

being integrated with the upper decoration, which would have facilitated, to an educated 

audience, the interpretation of the decoration. Some of the imagery was possibly inspired by 

the Trionfi card decks, a powerful reminder of the ruler’s power to understand and line up 

the world’s forces, during and after a triumphal entry, to create a new perfect world and 

reorganize society according to his own expectations as perfect ruler. Trionfi would have 

also efficaciously celebrated his French wedding, reminding of other important dynastical 

alliances for which Trionfi decks had been created, and showing the Scottish sovereign as 

able to adopt the same up-to-date political language. In using the works of contemporary 

artists like Burgkmair and Durer for the creation of his permanent triumph, James V was 

possibly taking Emperor Maximilian I’s paper triumph, and his cultural and political 

awareness, as an example. James V’s North and East Facades in Stirling are to be compared, 

in my opinion, to Maximilian’s enterprise, and represent an architectural answer to the same 

problem of effectively publicizing one’s kingship.  

 

 

 
                                                            
208 Rowland B. (1974) p.121 and Haist M. (1999) p.7. 
209 Similarly, during his1590 travelling abroad in relation to his Danish marriage, James VI wrote in a 
book in Tyge Brahe’s Library in Uranienborg ‘The Lion’s wrath is noble\ Spare the conquered and 
overthrow the haughty’, expressing about the same concept. In Stevenson D. (1997) pp.50-51. 
210 Stuart collectionism of wild beasts is described in chapter 4.. 
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3.7 South Facade 
The message presented by the third facade is quite different, and this might in part be 

explained by its orientation, facing South and so to England, the side from where the danger 

came211. The short-lived friendship marked by Margaret Tudor’s marriage with James IV, 

has sensibly cooled down during Henry VIII and James V’s reigns, and this façade was in 

fact to be enjoyed by outsiders and from the outside, more related to defense than to court 

life. However, this part also faces the bowling ground just below the castle, and the castle 

was not generally built for defense, so it would be reasonable to expect some of the jocously 

and celebrative themes visible in the courtly facades to have found their way on this façade, 

possibly referring to the playing ground below (Fig.3.65). Three of the statues on the main 

level seem actually be caught in the act of throwing a ball; the first is the statue of a girl in 

bay one, looking upward and throwing a ball form above her head while facing straight in 

front of her. The boys in bay two and four (Fig.3.66), of noticeably shorter height, have a 

shield each, and are turning towards the figure in bay three with a ball in their raised arms, as 

if throwing them at somebody, probably the mentioned statue, representing the winged and 

horned devil presented before as a Tarot character212.  

 

 
Fig.3.65: The bowling green and the south façade of the castle (SCRAN ID 000-000-495-889-R) 
 

                                                            
211 An idea already expressed by Shire H.M. (1996) p.75. 
212 The man in bay two has actually the raised arm missing, but being almost a mirrored image of its 
companion two bays ahead, it is likely that he would have shown holding a ball in his missing arm. 
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Fig.3.66: Twin figures throwing balls, S6 and S8 
 

The devil in Stirling is shown smiling grimly, while the boys seem to be enjoying very 

much throwing balls at him, and the girl at one side has a cheerful countenance too. The 

general atmosphere is playful and jolly, and even the devil’s frown seem to be part of some 

kind of game. The figures of the two boys and the devil are in my opinion to be analyzed 

together, as the boys are not facing the viewer as the girls in bay one does, but are both 

turned towards the devil. This demoniac character, to be interpreted together with the two 

boys, as they are shown turning towards him, had been identified by Shire as the demonio 

meridiano, representing the danger of midday sun and possibly inspired by the demonio 

meridiano cited in Psalm 91213. The idea of representing danger and temptation in relation 

with midday also appeared in tales related to tales of transformation like Henno Big Tooth, 

appearing in Walter Map’s De Nugis Curialis (1135- 1140) and very much belonging to the 

same group of tales as Melusine. A mysterious lady met Henno in a forest near the coast at 

midday sharp, married him and had a happy family life, but kept avoiding holy water and 

witnessing the consecration of the elements during the mass. Henno’s mother spied upon her, 

and saw her regain her demoniac, snake-like appearance while bathing. Being denounced as 

a devilish creature and blessed with holy water, the lady turned once again into her animal 

form and flew away, leaving Henno forever. Midday is also the time of the encounter 

between Gerber of Aurillac, also appearing in Walter Map’s De Nugis Curialis, and the 

mysterious lady Meridiana, who offered him power, sexual favors and money, in exchange 

for fidelity. Thanks to his lady’s advice, Gerber became rich and respected, and was finally 

                                                            
213 Shire H.M. (1996) pp.76-77. 
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made Pope214. Together with midnight, suggesting ideas of danger and mystery, midday 

seemed a significant meeting time for transformation tales, recalling the demoniac presences 

associated with the demonio meridiano talked about in Psalm 91, and suggests a cultural link 

between Melusine as tale of transformation (although no meeting time is suggested for her 

encounter with Raymound) and the demon represented on the façade of Stirling castle. It is 

also interesting to note the presence of a fourth bust in the façade (S.5), that of a siren, 

although the above statue is missing, and the lack of bay or roof decoration suggests this to 

have been a later, unplanned addition215. If part of the original decoration, and in connection 

with the myth of the demonio meridiano, this bust might have represented the dangerous, 

deceiving encounters made by those who lazily wander around at dangerous time of the day. 

Demonio meridiano represents in my opinion the sin of Sloth (Accidia) which, according 

to medieval tradition, would tempt those who lay down idly in the warmth of midday, 

convincing them not to pursue virtue any more216. The playful boys who attack the tempter 

devil are then showing a better way to spend one’s time, fighting back Sloth and suggesting 

an educational game with a ball as a possible and also enjoyable alternative to sinning. There 

were many educational games available during the Renaissance to those interested in the 

matter, one of which was indeed a ball game, and quite famous for the time.  

It was described in a treatise by Nicolaus Cusanus called De Ludo Globi, published in the 

early 1460s. This is described as a game where the players threw balls onto a rounded, flat 

space in a garden shaped with different concentric circles, each of which had a symbolic 

meaning. The link between game, society and astrological beliefs is explained through a 

dialogue between many characters in the treatise, and it is clear how the game is little more 

than an excuse to discuss the influence of chance and reasoning, represented by the 

irregularly shaped, and so unpredictable, ball for the game217. This could maybe be a double 

reference to two contemporary games as Tarots and De Ludo Globi, both known and 

approved by the Italian courtiers and scholars. It is also interesting that, according to a 

bizarre but interesting theory of Brockhaus in 1933218, cited also by A.M. Hind but generally 

not shared by modern historians, Mantegna’s engravings for the so called Mantegna’s tarots 

                                                            
214 On the significance of midday as meeting time between fairy ladies and unsuspicious knights, and 
on the dangerous of midday in connection with the demonium meridianum of Psalm 91 see Harf-
Lancner L. (1984) p.137.  
215 Nevertheless, as the column in this position does look like the others, with a siren as basis, one 
would wonder where it was placed before being moved here, and wonders why, if this was its original 
position, it is not marked by a bay, some roof decoration and some sculptures on the sides of the arch. 
This column is not fiven the dignity of a bay number in RCAHMS (1963). 
216 Rivers E.L. (1995). 
217 Wind E. (1958) pp.179-180. Vansteenberghe E. (1920) especially pp.275-276, 335-337. The 
structure of the game is explained in Moffitt Watts P. (1982) pp.181-207. 
218 Brockhaus interpretation is reported by Hind A.M. (1938) pp.222-223.  
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were cards for a game invented by Pope Pius II (Enea Silvio Piccolomini)219 during the 

months spent in Mantua in 1459-60 to entertain his friends Cardinal Bessarion and Nicholas 

Cusanus himself.220. These games, to become of the most popular educational games of the 

time, clearly belonged to the same Renaissance traditions, and it would make sense for them 

both to appear together on the Stirling facades. If inspired by a moralizing game like the De 

Ludo Globi, the three figures throwing balls, (the two boys and the girl) would then be 

encouraging the courtiers in the garden below to spend their time in a fashionable and 

morally appropriate way. That space is called the bowling green221, and this indeed suggests 

that some kind of recreational game involving the use of a ball was being played there. 

Looking up, the players would have seen their merriment and the game they were playing 

mirrored in the stone figures above, and would have felt that they too were fighting against 

sloth, winning their battle. Celebrating open air exercise and competition within courtiers, 

with or without the use of a ball, would have shown great understanding of the most modern 

ideas about court life and noble education, as in many sixteenth century treatises like 

Castiglione’s Il Cortigiano (1527), tennis is presented as ‘a noble sport which is very suitable 

for the courtier to play, for this shows how well he is built physically, how quick and agile he 

is in every member’222. Similarly, in Antonio Scaino’s ‘Trattato del Giuoco della Palla’, 

published 1553, he supports this game as an excellent way to keep the body healthy and 

robust, improving the look of the young male courtier, and ‘chasing idleness, virtue’s most 

mortal enemy, far from them and thus making them of a stronger and more excellent 

nature’223. Similarly, the figures throwing balls and their target, the central figure of the 

devil, representing vicious idleness, confirm the understanding of the educational role of ball 

games at the Scottish court as a virtuous courtly entertainment, an absolutely up-to-date 

concept for the times224. The figure in the base of the devil’s bay is of a man with a beard, 

with open mouth and lolling tongue. If the devil represents Sloth, and the dangers of idle life, 

this man could actually be yawning, representing a sinning courtier who fell under the 

devil’s power, and is about to sleep in the warmth of midday.  

                                                            
219 Pope Pius II was involved in his time culture and produced some literary works himself, like the 
Epistule and the Commentaries. He visited Scotland in 1435, Nuermberg in 1444 (the leading centre 
of European printing), and the court of Emperor Friedrich III. On Pope Piccolomini see Ady C.M. 
(1913) on the Mantuan meeting in particular pp.157-181. 
220 The three men were waiting for the arrival of international embassies to take part in the congress 
organized by the Pope. The link between the two games in Huson P. (2004) pp.49-50.  
221 This space is called the Prince’s Garden or the Bowling Green. Shire H.M. (1996) p.73.  
222 Bull G. (1976) p.63.  
223 Kershaw W.W. (1951) p.11. 
224 Recreational and educational sports at Henry VIII’s court in Thurley S. (1993) pp.179-180. About 
the Renaissance treatise tradition for the courtier’s education see Gosman M. (1997). 
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The image of the girl on the right shows a similar posture as the two boys, caught in the 

moment of throwing the ball she holds on her raised hand, but she is facing the spectator and 

isolating herself from the playful combat going on her left handside (Fig.3.67).  

 
Fig.3.67: Girl throwing ball in S5 
 

Also, she is the only figure who is standing on a capital ornate with flowers, while the 

others of this facade are decorated with more simple foliage. The flowers as attribute of a 

cheerful young woman overlooking a garden might support the idea she is meant to represent 

Flora; the presence of the goddess protecting the flourishing of nature in the garden and 

joining the courtiers in their game, throwing her ball towards the viewer, would have been 

appreciated and understood at the time, and would have provided a connection between the 

players in the garden, and the playful figures of the façade.  

The only surviving animal on the side of the arch is too worn out for recognition and the 

two animals in Bay Two and Bay Three are generally described as fabulous beasts. In Bay 

Four, the figure on the right of the short young boy is of a young female with a cap and a 

dropping gown, exposing her breasts, while the other one shows a kneeling figure, 

bareheaded and wearing a long robe. They represent an unusual combination of formality 

and lasciviousness. The first son of James V and Mary of Guise, James, was born in May 

1540, and if this bay was meant to celebrate the young prince, many elements would be 

easier to understand: the woman exposing her breasts would be the prince’s wet nurse, and 

there would be nothing inappropriate in her informal attire. Also, the respect shown by the 

kneeling gentleman would be entirely appropriate, and the short height of the boy shown in 
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the bay would be easy to understand, as the infant prince is shown as a grown up, but still 

boyish, heir performing a moral action. Also, the heir to the throne of Scotland is shown on 

the facade facing England, a possible reminder to Henry VIII of the precarious position of 

the Tudor dynasty, compared with James relative speed in fathering a healthy male heir.  

Stirling castle was largely completed by the time James V died in 1542225. It is then 

tempting to suppose that the boy in bay two might represent James V’s second son, Arthur, 

born in April 1541, when the works would have been still in progress226. The name of the 

boy, much honored in the English tradition and used in the Tudor family too, is a proof of 

James V’s wish to confront his uncle Henry on the ground of fathering heirs, and would 

justify the placement of these heirs in full sight on the English side of the castle. The two 

figures at the bases of the two columns show a wyvern with cloven feet in bay four, and a 

winged beast in bay two. They might for contrast represent two sins which the two boys on 

the top, clearly virtuous and positive figures, are supposed to control and overpower. In the 

first bay, under “Flora”, the figure on the basis of the column is the bust of an old man 

wearing a toga. Shire suggests he might be a Pluto227, but it is not clear to me what detail 

might identify him so. In this facade with an already vaguely aggressive flavor I think this 

man represents the hope of a peace, as in Rome, as mentioned by Cicero and Dio Cassius, 

wearing the toga was a signal of peaceful times, when people did not have to prepare and 

dress for war and had time to pay attention to fashion details and politics228. A man wearing 

a toga in this facade might have meant a hope that, after all, there would have been more 

friendly ways to settle differences, without coming to the more drastic ways shown in the 

roof decoration. In his literary works, Lindsay did encourage the Scottish king to be the 

reign’s peacekeeper, and use justice instead of the sword of violence to defend the realm229 

(Fig.3.68). 

                                                            
225 Dunbar J.G. (1999) p.50. 
226 It is true that the two boys died later in 1541, but the statues, as other items connected with the 
expected and hoped for birth of princes, might have by then already been commissioned, and one 
could still hope that new children would have followed. Mary of Guise was also expected, because of 
her precedent fertility and her renowned health, to be able to bear sons to the king, and statues 
suggesting heirs to come and the continuation of the dynasty would have represented the nation’s 
happy expectations even before the actual birth of the princes. Marshall R.K. (1977) pp.77-87. 
227 Shire H.M. (1996) p.76. 
228 Vout C. (1996) p.216. 
229 Edington C. (1994) pp.83-4. 
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Fig.3.68: Bust wearing a toga in S1 
 

     
Fig.3.69: From left, S9, S10, S11 and S12 
 

The roof decoration of the kind used in Stirling, with statues mimicking the presence of 

defending troops, is a decorative way to suggest that the castle is ready to repel an attack230, 

and was quite common in buildings from the middle ages (Fig.3.69). The statue on the left 

represents an old man holding a sword from the hilt, and it has been suggested representing 

Sir James Hamilton of Finnart, one of the men who directed the works in Stirling, as the two 

figures do share a certain common appearance, and the idea of an architect placing such a 

signature on a building is indeed appealing231. However, it is my opinion that the similarity 

might be explained in another way. It follows from an analysis of the fourth statue of the 

row, showing a man whose right shoulder seems to end in a giant marguerite or sunflower.  

                                                            
230 Shire H.M. (1996) p.75. 
231 McKean C. (1999) pp.161-2.  
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Fig.3.70: Marguerite de Navarre’s impresa, sunflowers following the sun with her motto ‘not having 
followed lower things, in one of Mary Queen of Scots embroideries. Marian Hanging, panel E, 
Oxburgh Hall, Norfolk  
 

The marigold that follows the sun was the emblem of queen Marguerite of Navarre 

(Fig.3.70), one of Francis I’s sisters and wife to Henry II of Navarre232, and keeping in mind 

that in this facade James V was perhaps trying to send a message to England, one could think 

that this man whose right arm ends in a Marguerite could be Henry II himself, with whom 

James had been on most amicable terms during his visit to France culminating in his 

wedding to Madeleine of Valois. The elder man on the left of the line, so much resembling 

James himself, might then be Francis I in his rôle, paralleled in appearance to the Scottish 

king not because of a blood relation, as it would have been in Hamilton’s case, but by a 

similarity of taste and role in their own countries, as well as by a personal amity. These two 

characters would well fit the top defensive line of the castle, with James V making a show of 

his powerful allies and reminding his possible attackers of the consequences of acts of 

aggression. The two statues in the middle represent, according to the RCAHMS descriptions, 

a man loading a crossbow and another one aiming with a gun; it is interesting noticing that 

those figures are not actually in a menacing attitude expressing straightforward aggression, 

but seem more training and being on guard233.  

The animal chosen for the gargoyles on this facade, a boar or pig is quite appropriate to 

embody this kind of message. The boar was identified with Mars, who took this form to kill 

his rival Adonis, and who is often represented accompanied by a boar on coins; it could have 

also recalled the helmets of Scandinavian warriors and of the helmets of soldiers of Teutonic 

                                                            
232 Bath M. (2008) pp.7-8. 
233 Their attitude has been remarked upon by Shire H.M. (1996) p.75. 
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origin described in the Old English epic of Beowulf, as both sported boars234. The boar 

would have been another slightly menacing symbol of war in this facade with a double 

identity, playful when facing the garden, aware and menacing when facing the horizon.  

  
Fig.3.71: The hunt of the caledonian boar as represented on Cullen ceiling. Bath M. (2003) p.212 

 

Wild pigs or boars were animals of a certain relevance for the hunting tradition of the 

British Islands (Fig.3.71), going as far as the Celts, highly thought of as hunting pray, to the 

point that they could only be hunted by Scottish royalty and high nobility, until their number 

reduced into the eighteenth century235. The façade with the boars as gargoyles was the one 

closest to the plains below, where the court hunt was held, so besides the slightly menacing 

warlike interpretation, another more peaceful courtly pastime would have also been 

available. 

 

3.8 Conclusions 
The facades in Stirling are meant to convey a message, a message that the Scottish king 

had planned carefully. It was effective in presenting James V as a modern king and a beloved 

leader of his own court, whose celebrations were attended by gods and goddesses, and whose 

wedding was worthy of international respect and celebration. James sent a warning message 

of a different kind to his southern neighbors, reminding them of his powerful international 

connections, strong dynastic position, but also willingness to solve the matter peacefully, 

‘wearing one’s toga’ and having as the only enemy to fight the boredom and idleness 

through playful battles in the garden below. It is interesting noticing, that much of the 

renovation for the Royal palaces in Scotland, especially but not only Linlithgow and Stirling, 

were started around the mid-1530s, when James V was granted honorific titles236 proving his 

                                                            
234 Rowland B. (1974) p.39 and p.42. 
235 Thompson F. (1978) p.18. 
236 James’s titles were proudly represented through the coat of arms on Linlithgow external gate.  
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first rank role onto the European stage. Through his castle decoration, James V wanted to 

visualize and make permanent his increased status as an internationally recognized European 

ruler237.  

While Stirling palace was the embodiment of James V’s masculine interests and 

achievements as perfect king, and the location for politics to be dealt with, Linlithgow Palace 

represents a more feminine and private aspect of court life, and the permanent transformation 

of Mary of Guise into the perfect Queen and companion. This was perfectly represented by 

the two locations chosen, a modern stronghold reminding of traditional military strength, but 

expressing up-to-date political shrewdness on the part of the king, and a pleasant Palace 

surrounded by gardens and in an idyllic location for the queen, and a starting point for 

hunting expeditions in the nearby park. Also, the king’s decoration would have challengingly 

and proudly faced the outside, while the one for the queen would have been in the privacy of 

an inner court. However, the relaxed privacy embodied by Linlithgow and its decoration was 

probably as staged as Stirling politicized message, as the king and queen, and their court, 

were continuously watched not only while on their official court stage, but also while 

performing an illusion of informal pastimes. Although Linlithgow was probably meant to be 

for selected parties and more private activities and outdoor leisures, the see-and-be-seen 

attitude typical of Renaissance sensibility would have transformed it into another stage, and 

one would wonder where, if anywhere, the Renaissance kings could find refreshing solitude. 

Although identifiable with a feminine space, Linlithgow palace was not built or decorated by 

Mary of Guise to express her own view of her position as queen, and later queen regent. 

While spaces like Margaret of Austria’s Court of Savoy in Mechelen and Anne of Austria’s 

convent of Val-de-Grace were direct emanations of these women-rulers personalities, albeit 

limited and directed by the conventions of a male dominated society, Linlithgow Palace, and 

Linlithgow fountain, represent Mary of Guise as seen and modeled by others238. In this sense, 

Linlithgow is probably an ostentatiously feminine space, corresponding to the image of the 

queen and private life that the ruler had an interest to portray, necessarily idealized and 

perfected. Through James V’s Stirling facades, and Mary of Guise’s Linlithgow fountain, the 

royal couple is celebrated as a perfect, and quite imaginary, couple of rulers, embodying the 

typical perfections generally attributed to them during triumphal entries. The ruler’s 
                                                            
237 Architecture as a mean to demonstrate personal achievements and international relevance is 
discussed in McKechnie A. (2005). 
238 Widowed Margaret of Austria created a court for herself to project an image of legitimate 
independent female rule, explained in Eichberger D. (2003). Anne of Austria patronized the convent 
of Val-de-Grace, in whose iconography paralleled herself as queen regent for her son Louis XIV to 
Mary queen of Heaven, in Germann J.G. (2003). However, in both cases the ruler was presented as 
dependant upon, and standing for, an absent male ruler, Margaret’s deceased husband Philibert of 
Savoy, and Anne’s underage son Louis XIV. 
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influence in transforming reality according to his wishes also had an impact on Scottish 

cities, and on Edinburgh in particular, as the capital city where many of the rulers’ entries 

where staged. As the royal palaces became stages for the rulers to express their political 

views and make a show of their lives, so cities became temporary canvases on which the 

ruler’s grandeur could be portrayed, particularly forcing nature into the built space to show 

his control over the natural elements. As it will be shown in the next chapter, triumphal 

elements did intrude into urban architecture, gentry palaces, and Scottish landscapes well 

after the entry had been completed, and form a unifying element of Scottish Renaissance 

culture.  

.  
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CHAPTER 4: THE TRANSFORMING POWER OF THE RULER: CITY AND 

LANDSCAPE 

 

 

It has been observed how the organisation of European triumphal entries was a precious 

occasion for the rulers to show their ability to change reality and intervene on the city’s 

appearance, historic past, and general culture. It has also been noticed how, through 

triumphal celebrations, rulers were able to portray themselves on a large scale as the ideal 

leaders of an idealized court, also transforming their queens from potentially dangerous 

foreign princesses into beloved companions and mothers, making clear to them and to the 

whole population the expectations and limitations set upon their rule. Royal palaces and 

decorations came to portray these transformations permanently. In this chapter, I will 

analyze how other aspects of built reality were influenced by triumphal culture. I will show 

how the culture of spectacle spreading in Scotland during the XVI century had a permanent 

influence on city architecture and the way landscapes and gardens were organized. The 

sovereigns will be presented, both during and after triumphs, in control of nature, its rules 

and the power which derives knowledge of it: such knowledge and understanding will 

become a status symbol and will be imitated by Scottish nobles, anxious to recreate in their 

own surroundings the illusion of creational power and control that the ruler had expressed. 

City and natural landscape, independently or in relation with each other, were transformed 

into theatrical settings as a consequence of the spreading of triumphal culture much in the 

same way royal palaces had. Tying together royal and gentry architecture with gardening and 

landscaping and with urban architecture, triumphal entries and triumphal culture will be 

proved to shown a strong unifying force in Scottish Renaissance culture. 

 

4.1 The City as a Theatre: the Settings 
To understand how a Renaissance Scottish city might have worked as a theatre, it is 

necessary to understand how the urban space was appropriated and adapted to create the 

appearance of a setting on which the various concepts related to a triumphal entry could be 

represented. The basic, more affordable transformation consisted in the cleaning of the 

streets, with rubbish and waste being taken away to create an illusion of hygiene and 

decency. The fact that such measures were repeated for every entry, every time drawing 

attention to  the unfortunate condition of the city and the necessity to present a better image 
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of it for the royal arrival, shows how the appearance of cleanliness was only temporary1.  

The most common change in many European triumphal entries saw the creation of a 

respectable Roman past through the emphasis on existing Roman buildings, or the creation 

of a temporary all’antica setting, to underline the ruling dynasty’s connection with Roman 

antiquity, and virtually claim the role of a new Caesar for the sovereign during and after a 

triumph. Scottish sovereigns must have felt the necessity to line up with their European 

counterparts, elevating Edinburgh and its ruling dynasty to the rank enjoyed historically by 

Rome and its Caesars. However, the creation of a temporary Roman past in Scotland 

presented some noticeable difficulties, as the creation of an all’antica setting and of a Roman 

past clashed with another important Renaissance principle that the Stewarts were trying to 

establish, i.e. the imperial dignity of their dynasty resting on Scotland having avoided 

Roman colonisation. Their more reduced means, compared with those of other reigning 

families, might have obstructed extensive temporary changes planned by the ruler to the city, 

and none of the huge-scale urban transformations, some of them even permanent, enacted by 

rulers such as the Medici would have been possible2. On the other hand, the creation of such 

a past was not necessary, as it had been for the Medici family, to justify the questionable rise 

to power of a dynasty, as the Stuart’s right to rule was unquestioned and their dynasty stable. 

Also, Scottish sovereigns were welcomed guests into, but not the symbolic owners of, their 

own capital, which always maintained a certain degree of independence, and would have 

resented and maybe obstructed permanent and noticeable changes by the ruler. If elsewhere 

Roman buildings would have inspired in the viewers the highly moral feelings of pride, 

honor and loyalty which, it was supposed, had animated their ‘fathers’, such principles 

would have been represented in Edinburgh by real buildings of everyday life like the Tron or 

the Tolbooth. Through focusing on buildings of a local mercantile past, the entry would have 

translated the basic ideas of a Roman triumph into a differently organized society, portraying 

and inspiring suitable and local values, such as local pride, hard work, and mercantile 

enterprise, in the viewers. The influence of the Reformation is also to be considered as a 

possible reason for the unpopularity or limited use of classical details. The identification of 

all’antica style with the power of the Church of Rome, which influenced the stylistic choices 

for Mary I and Elizabeth I’s triumphal arches, must have been felt in Protestant Edinburgh, 

where it might have come as unwelcomed a style as it had been for the coronation entry of 

                                           
1 The city was for example cleaned for the 1538 entrance (Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1528-
1557, 17 July 1538, p.90), for the 1579 entrance (from Mill’s transcription of Johnston’s MS. History 
of Scotland. Adv. Lib. Hist. MSS. 35.4.2 in Mill A.J. (1927) p.194) and for the 1617 entry (Reception 
of kings and queens, p.61. Noted as ‘Notices from the Records of Privy Council, relative to the 
Reception of the King, 1617.’ Dec 24 1616). 
2 Extensive Medici transformations during their triumphal entries are described in Chapter 1. 
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the Virgin queen3.  

However, although the creation of an artificial all’antica past was not, strictly speaking, 

necessary, Scottish rulers surely understood and appreciated its political value on an 

international stage: it would have temporarily recreated the link between the contemporary 

ruler and a victorious past, also suggesting Scotland was well aware of the leading foreign 

trend. The identification of Edinburgh with Rome would have also supported great 

expectations for the future of the dynasty, whose glory was meant to last for the eternity as 

Caesar’s and Rome’s did. The early interest in the creation of an all’antica setting for 

Edinburgh is proved by the second gateway built for Margaret Tudor’s entry in 1503. The 

gateway, it has been suggested, would have reminded people of similar triumphal arches 

built for French entries, particularly those erected for Francis I in Lyon in 1515 and for 

Charles I entering Bruges in 15154(Fig.4.1). These arches presented a decoration generally, 

although not powerfully, evoking antiquity, and it is possible the Edinburgh arch had 

decoration in the all’antica style as well5.  

  
Fig.4.1: Two arches built for Charles V’s entrance in Bruges in 1515, identified by Ian Campbell as 
likely examples of how Edinburgh arch for Margaret Tudor would have looked like. (La tryumphante 
et solemnelle entrée.., De Puys, R. and Gourmont G, Paris 1515) 
 

The awareness of the fashionable trend to provide a city with an all’antica past is also 

                                           
3 On the lack of classical details for Elizabeth’s entry, see chapter I, comparison with Mary. The lack 
of descriptions of the decorations and temporary structures built in 1561 for Queen Mary’s entrance 
does not consent to make hypothesis on to what extent, if any, Edinburgh was turned into an all’antica 
location during an entry for a Catholic Queen in a Protestant country.  
4 A discussion of the Bruges entry in Anglo S. (1974). 
5 French and Italian craftmen were working at the court around that time, and local artists as a Thomas 
Peblis, would have been paid for paying wreathed tondi at Holyrood few years later, in 1512. The 
possibility of the arches having all’antica details has been examined in Campbell I. (1997) p.28. 
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shown in Lyndsay’s The Deploratioun of the Death of Queen Magdalene, where Paris 

triumphantly welcoming James in 1536 is described as a new Rome rejoicing for Pompey’s 

victory, with James compared to Pompey himself6. Showing connections between 

Edinburgh and ancient Rome, and between its rulers and the Roman emperors, would have 

granted the Scottish rulers international respectability and legitimation. James III’s and 

James IV’s passion for coins iconographically close to Roman tradition, shows for example 

some awareness of the importance of an all’antica language. Also, the entrance to James 

VI’s chapel in Stirling, shaped like a triumphal arch and presenting a quite correct classical 

language, showed how all’antica language was known and could be used at will7. A 

Romanized version of Edinburgh also appears on the first printed woodcut of the city, from 

the Latin version of Muenster’s Cosmographia published in 15508 (Fig.4.2).  

 
Fig.4.2: View of Edinburgh from Muenster’s Cosmographia  
 

The text accompanying the illustration is by the protestant, Alexander Alesius, born in 

Edinburgh but exiled in Germany. As noted by Ian Campbell, Alesius ‘describes his home 

town in terms which inevitably recall Rome’9. The castle is described as Arx Puellarum, and 

is connected to the Palatium Regi (Holyrood Palace) and the basilica (Monastery of 

Holyrood) through King’s Street or Regia Via (High Street), paved with ‘level square 

stones’. The Tolbooth is called central town-house or capitolium, and it is remarked how ‘the 

city itself is not built of brick, but of natural stones squared, so that even the private houses 
                                           

6 For as Pompey, efter his victorie, Was into Rome resavit, with greit joy\ , So thow resavit our richt 
redoutit Rov...\ Hamer D. (1931) I p.108, 75-77. 
7 Described as a correct triumphal arch in classical order, originally higher and more complex than it 
looks now, in MacKechnie A. (2000) p.163. 
8 Alesius’s map and accompanying description (translated into English) in Hume Brown P. (1893) 
pp.106-108. Notes on Alesius’ own life in pp.105-6. 
9 Campbell I. (1997) p.30. 
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may bear a comparison with great palaces’10, fit for the most influential and powerful 

people of the country to live in. Many of them also lived on the Cowgate, called Via 

Vaccarum, ‘where is nothing mean or tasteless, but all is magnificent’11, and which recalls 

the Roman Forum, known during the Renaissance as ‘Campo Vaccino’ (Cow Field): here 

would have lived ‘patricii and senatores urbis’ (Fig.4.3)12  

 
Fig.4.3: A section of the Cowgate from Gordon of Rothemays’ map (1647), showing the nice facades 
and backgardens  

 

The Canongate area is considered a suburb, and called Vicus Canonicorum, and the city 

also has many ecclesiastical buildings such as the Ecclesia Cutberti, the Ecclesia S.Egidii, 

the Ecclesia beatae Mariae in capo, the Predicatores, and the Monasterium S.Crucis. The 

image created by Alesius’s description is of an ideal, imaginary city, fitting in many ways 

into a Roman tradition. It also offers details (not necessarily true) suggesting its legendary 

character, such as the impregnability of the castle, set on high rocks on which vultures nest, 

and the Arthur’s Seat glittering in the sunlight because of the diamonds and precious stones 

enclosed in the rocks. The description offered by Gordon Map13 also recalls a Roman past or 

identity, although the terminology adopted is quite different. The Canongate area is 

Suburbium plateae Canonicae, with the palace called Palatium regium S.Crucis, and the 

High Street becomes Platea Suprema ab arce ad palatium, and the cowgate Platea Bovina. 

The Abbey was called Templum abbatiae S.crucis cum cemiterio. S.Giles is Templum 

magum Seu S. Aegidy, the Castle becomes the Arx, and the Tolbooth the Carcer publicus.  

Gordon’s map, although much bigger and so more detailed, comes without an 

                                           
10 Hume Brown P. (1893) p.107. 
11 Hume Brown P. (1893) p.108. 
12 Commented by Campbell I. (1997) p.30. 
13 James Gordon, Edinodunensis Tabulam / Iacobus Gordinius P.Rothemayus, Amsterdam (?), 1647 
(?). 
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accompanying comment. Alesius’s map, although less precise, can be interpreted thanks to 

Munster’s description. While Gordon’s map appears as a faithful reconstruction of the city 

outline, and every small location is detailed both in English and in Latin, the impression 

created by both Munster’s map and Alesius’s description is of a fairytale, imaginary city, 

where real historical elements are interpreted to represent a different identity and historical 

past14.  

These attempts to provide Edinburgh and its rulers with an all’antica past, might mean 

that although the utility of Roman details to communicate on an international level was 

appreciated, the city and the nation, and possibly the dynasty, did not identify with, or need, 

a Roman past. The kind of setting created for the display of royal power during triumphal 

celebrations had a rather different theme, particularly centered on local identity and 

traditions, and on those buildings which represented the city’s original past. The importance 

of local history as represented by traditional buildings is shown by the way the triumphal 

route managed to enhance them, and lacked elements of masking and making believe, based 

on real or imaginary perspective, so common for example in Florence. In Florence, the 

creation of enhanced perspectives was encouraged, pulling down ill situated buildings, 

creating fixed routes through closing up crossing streets, and directing the observer’s gaze 

through real or false perspective, conditioning their way to see and relate to the city. On the 

High Street of Edinburgh, instead, although both the castle and the palace could have easily 

represented visual focal points, the city’s tall buildings closely clotted together and 

irregularly built streets, wider at the intersections, narrower next to the city gates, was 

denying them such centrality, and even the castle in its favourable position would have been 

hardly visible within the city walls, but from the Grassmarket. The absence of perspective 

effect allowed facades and buildings not to be perceived as a succession of vertical lines, and 

an indistinguishable setting to more important buildings, but in their individuality, so 

enhancing the creation of a shared, communal identity. The way such spaces were created 

and lived in reflected the city’s history and represented the shared past of the whole 

collectivity15. The effect created was of a close succession of spaces, each with its own 

dignity, created by blocking the line of sight with buildings whose architecture was not 

particularly remarkable in itself, but which gained importance through their positioning in 

town and their historical role within the community. This chain of spaces was defined by 

those very buildings which would have become the stations for the triumphal entries, with 

each part being as important as the previous and the following, and only buildings 
                                           

14 Generally, Munster’s Cosmography presented views of various, even far away and probably little 
known cities and countries, so it is not only Edinburgh which was represented in an imaginative way. 
15 Similar use of city spaces in Late Medieval Flanders in Boone M. (2002). 
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representing the city’s identity itself enjoying a prominent position in acting as screens 

between one theatrical space and the next (Fig.4.4). 

These spaces were to be discovered slowly and understood through direct experience, 

with the tops of the roofs and the tallest buildings guiding the visitors from one location to 

the next, and suggesting the presence of other relevant buildings in the surroundings. The 

easily-understandable plan of medieval inspiration and European tradition, would have 

allowed foreigners an easy approach to urban spaces and the High Street16. In contrast with 

the limited use of theatrical illusions during Scottish triumphal entries, the power of 

perspective and of theatrical-like devices were repeatedly employed during court masques 

at the Jacobean and Carolinean court. They efficaciously showed the increasingly 

multifaced and apparently effortless control of the sovereigns over reality17. 

 
Fig.4.4: The remains of the old Tolbooth, hiding St.Giles and interrupting the street’s continuity. This 
engraving is after a print published in 1852 by Messrs W & AK Johnston. Engraving from Old & New 
Edinburgh - published 1890 
 

The decision to maintain and offer a traditional perception of the city of Edinburgh during 

triumphal entries, denying the entering monarch the visual control granted by real or 

temporary perspectives, shows a remarkable steadiness and traditional attitude in the Scottish 

triumph organizers. This is especially true when compared with James VI’s ambitious 

project to reface and transform the buildings on the traditional triumphal route in London, 

joining the king’s Palace to St.Paul Cathedral, and making extensive use of demolitions and 

built perspectives to achieve perfection of an ideal city modeled for the king (Fig.4.5).  

“Through a series of new ordered facades applied to existing buildings fronting a 

traditional royal route, the Stuarts intended to celebrate the imposition of their rule on 

                                           
16 The role of High Street for trade and the role of trade in shaping the city in Bell D. (2008) pp.16-7. 
17 Effortless control over reality through theatrical devices in Hart V. (1994), especially pp.84-91.  
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established medieval institutions”18. Through the application of the optical rules of 

Perspective, the controlled vistas of distant objects and squares were arranged “like the 

settings in masque, to correspond to the point of view of the prince as he moved through the 

city”19. If Edinburgh as a theatre had, during triumphal celebrations, a rather traditional look, 

this seemed not to bother particularly the sovereigns. Although Scottish rulers seemed often 

ready to compensate, in their private celebrations, for those symbolic elements the urban 

triumphal entries lacked20, there is no particular emphasis on Roman antiquity and all’antica 

style in Stewart XVI century private celebrations. 

 
Fig.4.5: The ruler’s ideal path between Whitehall Palace and St.Paul would have started from 
Whitehall Palace (right, as planned, partially built), passed in front of the New Exchange façade (as 
planned), near Covent Garden Piazza (as built, connecting road possibly planned), in front of 
Somerset House façade (as planned), through the Arch at Temple Bar (as planned), getting to St.Paul 
Cathedral (left, as built). (Hart. V. 1994 p.166) 
 

This would show how Scottish rulers did not particularly resent or miss the lack or 

all’antica details in their triumphal ceremonies. However, the emphasis on Romanitas in 

Edinburgh printed maps, i.e. on portable items likely to portray the city abroad officially and 

to those who have never visited it, show an understanding of the necessity to create an 

official, marketable imagery for the Stewart’s capital city. Through printing, the romanitas 

Edinburgh lacked in real life could be created with very little trouble and expense. Scottish 
                                           

18 Hart V. (1984) p.173. The relationship between the city and the ruler, and her supposed dependence 
from the king’s presence for her wellbeing and even sunlight, is discussed in pp.158-173. 
19 Hart V. (1984) p.169. 
20 James IV adopted chivalric language, rejected for urban use during triumphal entries, for his private 
celebrations (see chapter 2) and Queen Mary made up for the lack of enthusiastic welcome in her 
triumphal entry in 1561, by having a paper poem, modeled on the line of an entry, delivered to her in 
1561 (see chapter 2) 
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sovereigns seem to have well understood the potential of printing to control cultural 

perception in the country, as James IV and V often patronized and encouraged the spreading 

of printing art in the country21.Through printing, some of the themes and decorations 

employed in triumphal entries can still be seen.  

Scottish triumphal themes and costumed actors were often represented in book 

decorations. It has been speculated that the costumes worn by the actors impersonating the 

four Virtues the entry for Mary Stuart in 1561 could be imagined by looking at those worn 

by the feminine figures, like Amor, in frontispieces of books published not many years after 

the entry22. Some examples are A Plaine discovery of the Whole Revelation of Saint John 

published in Edinburgh in 1593, by Iohn Napier, and Proposition and Pinciples of Divinite, 

by Theodore de Beze, published in 1591 (Fig.4.6).  

  
Fig.4.6: Amor and Pax in the frontispiece of A Plaine discovery of the Whole Revelation of Saint 
Iohn, by John Napier, printed in Edinburgh in 1593 by Robert Waldergrave, and Proposition and 
principles of divinitie by Theodore de Beze, printed in Edinburgh in 1591  
 

                                           
21 James IV brought the first printing press to Scotland, with a royal charter being established in 1507 
in the Cowgate, and specialized in Acts of Parliament, Chronicles, and Scottish breviaries complete 
with local saints, exerting control over most relevant aspects of local culture. MacDonald A.A. (2003) 
pp.154-155 [I]. Early royal printing enterprises by James IV are described in Cherry A. (1987) p.23. 
James V also was a patron of printing. Under his protection, the Cambuskenneth Cartulary in the 
Augustinian abbey near Stirling produced books on royal commission around 1535, and a Thomas 
Davidson produced books as King’s printer in Edinburgh. The royal support to printing activities and 
the development of printing into a mean of propaganda and political and cultural control in Mann A.J. 
(2000) pp.127-161. 
22 Bartley M.M. (1981) p.70. 
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The popularity in Scottish printed books of the time of women in fancy dresses and with 

Insignia of their roles (crowns, hearths, crosses, according to the occasion), could be 

considered a consequence of their popular use in triumphal entries of similar figures 

welcoming the incoming monarch. Another interesting example of prints making triumphal 

themes popular, creating in this case a particularly recognizable iconography for the 

sovereign, happened in consequence of the 1579 entry, during which there were paintings at 

Salt Tron showing James’s royal ancestors, five of which survived to the present day23. 

There is a striking resemblance between those surviving paintings and the illustrations of 

Scottish Monarchs from Robert II to James VI and Anne of Denmark in “A Trewe 

Description of the Nobil Race of the Stevvards.”24 (Fig.4.7). 

  
Fig.4.7: Portrait of James V in A Trewe Description of the Nobil Race of the Stevvards.Andro Hart, 
Amsterdam, 1603, and painting of James V by an unknown author, Oil on Panel, National Gallery of 
Scotland 
 

Two hypotheses are raised25; the illustrations in the books are based on the paintings, or 

both the images have been inspired by a common source. Another good example of this are 

the twenty-six surviving paintings of Scottish monarchs, realized probably as part of a 

broader collection of 109, commissioned by the Council of Edinburgh from Jamesone in 

1633, as part of the triumphal celebrations for Charles I’s visit26. It is based upon these 

portraits that De Wet realized his own famous series for the new gallery at Holyrood 
                                           

23 Bartley M.M. (1981) p.112. Other painted decorations for the 1579 entry are discussed in Apted 
M.R. (1966) p.70. 
24 As noticed by Thomson D. (1975) pp.20-21. 
25 Bartley M.M. (1981) p.112.  
26 Thomson D. (1975) pp.63-64. 
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between 1684 and 1686, proving painting of rulers of triumphal tradition to have 

successfully worked as means of Scottish national propaganda. The constant interest for 

painted portraits during and in consequence of triumphal entries, proves the Stuart’s interest 

for genealogy and the Stuart’s continuing concern with dynastic legitimation well into the 

seventeenth century27. It can be seen that the influence of triumphal culture did not stop at 

the entry itself, but became a widespread source of inspiration, both for the rulers and their 

cities.  

 

4.2 Spectators and Actors 
If Scottish cities were to work like theatres on which to stage the triumphs of royalty, they 

not only needed suitable settings, but also the population to act as spectators and actors. 

Many efforts were made in Scotland to ensure a suitable quantity and quality of spectators to 

take part in such celebrations. The crowd of cheering citizens included the representatives of 

the guilds and the city councilors, wearing new, elegant gowns and presenting gifts, and even 

joining the cortege of the monarch; their gaiety contrasting with the more soberly dressed 

religious authorities, who were also part of the welcoming throng. As all those taking part in 

the celebration were requested to conform to a specified dress code, identifying their 

occupation, wealth, and affiliation to a specific social group, their role was recognized 

beyond that of mere viewers, and they become essential costumed actors within the 

celebration28. All those people were invited, nay, their presence was especially requested and 

expected, to witness the entrance, and to be part of it, bringing the essential live element to 

the event, animating the triumph and the city as both spectators and also actors, in the king’s 

urban theatre29. For James’s 1617 entry into Edinburgh, the city authorities made a point of 

warning those whose presence had been particularly requested, of the severe consequences 

of their failure to show up. The warning was apparently successful, as the king was met by a 

crowd of citizens of high status, all dressed properly and anxious to welcome and escort the 

sovereign, and the number of people both on the street and looking down from the adjoining 

                                           
27 Bruce S. and S. Yearley (1989), especially pp.180-187 on the De Wet portraits. 
28 James VI/I recommended The Convention of Royal Burghs to ensure the citizens were wearing 
modern, proper and elegant cloths (“ane decente, handsome and comlie sorte of habile, apparrell, and 
heid attyre”) during his unrealized visit in 1608, doubtlessly concerned about his mother-country to 
be judged old-fashioned by its new international entourage. Howard D. (1995) p.13. In 1537, 
according to Lyndsay’s poem, the procession following the Queen would have been made of various 
colorfully attired city authorities, and personages, as explained in the Appendix. 
29 The onlookers double role as spectators and actors is also true for court performances, where the 
presence and the actions of the ruler, his family, and his guests become essential part of the 
performance and of the celebration of royalty. An example related to Henry VIII’s court in Carpenter 
Sarah (1997). 
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buildings, is repeatedly remarked upon30. Similar invitations, underlining the importance of 

attending and keeping a humble and respectful demeanor, were sent to the chiefs of the 

highlands and the heads of the clans, when they were invited to take part in Charles I’s 

entrance in 163331. Having all the population involved in the celebration had the desired 

effect on the personalities welcomed, who were impressed, as no doubt was intended, by the 

number of cheerful people gathered for the occasion. This can for example be seen in Mary 

of Lorraine’s reaction to her welcome in St.Andrews in 1538, where she stated she had never 

seen so many friendly faces of men, women and children32. 

Subjects, transformed by the monarch into a faithful and joyful crowd, were not the only 

ones whose presence was requested during triumphal entries, or the only actors required to 

provide the scenery of the city with human figures and a living setting. The king’s power to 

change and improve the city also implied his capacity to evoke supernatural beings and 

divinities to take part in his pageantry, showing by their presence and sometimes their 

speeches their personal support of the Stuart family. This would have been a clear 

demonstration of power by the monarch, who was demonstrably capable of bringing such 

mighty personalities to his celebrations.  

The kind of guests and their level of involvement in the celebration could vary: in the 

earlier entries like Margaret Tudor’s of 1503, when religious approbation was an essential 

part of a ruler’s right to rule, the queen’s new status was legitimized by the presence of a 

group of angels singing, and by her being delivered the keys of the city by an angel coming 

from the sky at the entry gate. This latter event became a regular motif of many triumphal 

entries from then forward, although the angel became a religiously more neutral boy, albeit 

still descending from above and delivering keys, in the post Reformation triumphs such as 

James VI’s entry in 157933. This also reflected the decreasing deference to religious authority 

and language as legitimizers of the sovereign’s rule. Another example of supernatural 

presence is shown by the appearance, at Queen Mary’s 1565 banquet for the baptism of 

Prince James, of satyrs and nymphs to serve dinner to the guests, alongsde with wild men, in 

traditional hairy costume, who had been part of the siege of the fort during the entertainment 

                                           
30 Success in obtaining a suitable audience detailed in A.4.5. 
31 See A.5.1 on Charles I’s entry in Edinburgh in 1633. 
32 See A.2.4 on Mary of Guise’s entry in St.Andrews in 1538. The importance of creating a suitable 
environment for the entrance of the king is confirmed by Claude Perrault’s late 17th century theories, 
which suggest the powerful identity of a king to be lent to him by the kind of forces and scenery he is 
set within, like a surrounding army. From a private conversation with John Lawrey. The transforming 
power of the king influences the surroundings, and its power is in turn given back to the ruler, who 
gains his identity through the messages passed through the entrance. 
33 See A.4.1.  
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on the evening before34. Through the evocation of these creatures, the queen was showing 

her power to evoke at her court supernatural and potentially threatening creatures, taming 

them to the point that they acted as servants and entertainers to the guests35.  

The evocation of classical divinities usually meant straightforward flattery, as they 

showed with their presence, and sometimes with their speeches, the power and influence of 

the sovereign. The presence of divinities such as Bacchus and Ceres in 1590 Edinburgh 

showed approbation and blessing for the arrival of Anne as queen of Scotland, and as the 

bringer of a new age of abundance. During the triumphal banquet for the baptism of Prince 

Henry in 1595, Ceres and Fecunditas entered luxuriously dressed into the hall on carriages, 

representing abundance of provisions and of offspring, followed by Faith, Concord, 

Liberality, and Perseverance, and by Neptune and his court, who presented their treasures to 

those present as an act of homage and honor. The personal qualities of the ruler could also be 

underlined through the appearance of specific figures. In 1633 Edinburgh, Charles I’s 

wisdom and bravery were represented by Minerva and Mars appearing on one of the arches, 

while his patronizing the arts was represented by Apollo and the Muses taking part in the 

entry from an artificially constructed Mount Parnassus36. The classical deities evoked, often 

acting in pageantries or being part of some show, first accompanied and then took over 

almost completely the place of religious figures, showing the change of focus from 

traditional and religious-centered to literary court culture37.  

Here is evidence, then, not only of the evolution of Scottish culture in time, but of the 

understanding of classical divinities’ power to symbolically legitimize the ruler’s right to the 

throne, and the expectations of abundance and cultural flourishing to come, made eternal for 

example through the divinities sculptured on the façade of Stirling Castle. The permanence 

in the use of wild men or similar figures, present in the 1507 tournament by James IV, where 

the king himself led a group of wildmen in goat skins, as well as a century later, in James 

VI’s triumphal entry in 1617, shows a lasting interest in traditional imagery representing the 

border between civilisation and wilderness. The strong presence of nature in Scotland, and 

the relative wilderness in appearance and customs of the northern regions and its inhabitants, 

might justify the permanence of these elements in iconography, and the necessity to show the 

ruler in control of them.  

 

                                           
34 See A.3.4. 
35 More on this topic will be discussed later in connection with the evocation of natural forces inside a 
city during triumphal entries. 
36 As described in A.5.1. 
37 The Stuart kings’ control upon natural and supernatural forces will be later repeatedly expressed in 
the Jacobean and Carolingian Masque. See Hart V. (1984) pp.12-29. 
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4.3 Triumphs and Their Consequences for Architecture: Galleries 
During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, many urban Scottish buildings were 

improved through applying a surface skin on top of the older facade, in the same way a 

theatrical setting, in itself a thin layer of painted or decorated wood, can alter the appearance 

of a surface. This is in my opinion more than an abstract concept, and I mean to show how 

famous elements of Scottish XVI century architecture, timber facades and galleries, can be 

interpreted as derivations of Renaissance triumphal culture, and expression of a 

spectacularisation of everyday life. I am not suggesting that Scottish city galleries were built 

with triumphs in mind, or with the conscious and specific awareness of their use in these 

circumstances. However, I will show how they were closely connected with a different 

sensibility regarding the role of theatrical performance applied to everyday life which 

originated in the Renaissance, and of which the culture of triumph was an important 

politicized derivation.  

During the Renaissance, everyday life became a show to be performed in public. City 

galleries, and their private counterparts in royal and noble palaces, are answers to the same 

needs; they were the architectural expression of a newly found balance, or a balance to be 

found, between the culture of making a show of life, and the necessity of keeping some 

spaces to oneself. Galleries allowed independent access to different spaces, represented 

raised promenades to enjoy shows being performed beneath, and where new rooms to be 

used both as private and public spaces, answering all needs in one single structure. The use 

of a sheltered cover space at ground floor, something in between a public square and a 

private room, has a very old origin in Italian cities, mainly for gathering or selling good 

under a shelter from sun and weather. Since the first royal burghs were established by David 

I and thanks to the strong commercial links to the Low Countries, many Scottish merchants 

had had the opportunity of improving their knowledge of the continental architecture of the 

Dutch seaports, and to import it in Scotland.38. The typical Dutch merchant’s house in the 

sixteenth century was mainly timber framed, with wooden non-structural painted facades 

becoming wider towards the top while a porch at the ground floor increased shop-

accommodation. The elegance of these painted buildings and the evident wealth of the Dutch 

cities must have appeared appealing, and this model of house became extremely popular in 

many Scottish seaports and Burghs,39.  

                                           
38 “...The Dutch merchant’s house consisted of a lofty principal room with a mezzanine often 
sandwiched into its height along the front, and an internal stair. Its Scots counterpart continued the 
medieval tradition of a ground floor used for cellarage, with the principal room on the first floor 
reached by an outside stair...” McWilliams C. (1975) p.59; See also Howard D. (1992) pp.33-40. 
39 Howard D. (1995) pp.145-7.  
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Piazza is the Italian word for square, often market-square, and at least part of its perimeter 

was usually covered with arcades. The first reference to the word Piazza being used in an 

English text is in John Foxe’s Actes and Monuments, in the fourth edition published by John 

Daye in London, in 1583, where two of the characters are described walking ‘..to y Piazza or 

marketstead..’ 40, underlining a strong connection between the Piazza and its use as a market 

place. The identification is emphasized by Sir Thomas Herbert’s use of words;41 in his report 

of the Persian city of Larr, in Larestan, where he visited a Bazaar consisting of numerous 

narrow streets with stores on both sides and slender arcades, which reminded him of a 

Piazza, or a ‘Burse’42 (a similar bazaar to that of Larestan was probably the one in Isfahan, 

Fig.4.8).  

 
Fig.4.8: Isfahan bazaar, 1703, by van G. Hofsted van Essen, Leiden University Library  
 

Through calling Scottish arcades Piazzas, the mercantile tradition expressed by the Dutch 

connections would have been strengthened and reconfirmed. Piazzas became “...a burghal 
                                           

40 “...Wolfe…prayed him familiarly to go walke with him abroad to y Piazza or marketstead: ..When 
they came to the Piazza , over against themperours pallace...” Foxe J. (1844) p.523.  
41 Sir Thomas Herbert (1606-1682) joined Sir Dodmore Cotton’s diplomatic mission to Shah Abbas of 
Persia, visiting many Persian, African, and Asian cities. He published the first edition of his book in 
1634, A description of the Persian monarchy now beinge: the orientall Indyes Iles and other parts of 
greater Asia and Africk. Oxford Dictionary of National biography. According to Oxford English 
Dictionary (1989, second edition) this is the first time that Piazza is used with the clear meaning of 
arcaded covered space, while Foxe’s piazza had the meaning of public square and market-place. 
Skeat’s Etymological dictionary of the English Language (1888) p.441 suggests Foxe’s piazza already 
meant porch.  
42 ...the Buzzar is .. cover’d atop, archt, and (in piazza sort) a kinde of Burse; wherein each shop 
showes ware of severall qualities... Herbert T. (1638) p.127.  
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affirmation of commercial prestige”43, highly appealing to Scottish burgess society. 

 

 
Fig.4.9: Niccolò Macchiavelli, L’Arte della Guerra, Figura Quinta. The men are placed to surround an 
inner space where the commanders and the insigna are kept 
 

It also possible that the understanding of the word Piazza would have come through 

military books such as Robert Hitchcock’s “The Arte of Warre”44, where the author mentions 

a Piazza45, at the time a famous disposition of men in the battlefield, which protected a space 

in the middle. The Piazza as part of a military disposition was already known from Niccolò 

Macchiavelli’s Libro della Arte della Guerra, published in Florence in 1551 and its English 

translation published in July1560 as The Arte of warre, written first in Italiã by Nicholas 

Machiauell, and set forthe in Englishe by Peter Vvhitehorne. 

 
Fig.4.10: Niccolò Macchiavelli, L’Arte della Guerra, Figura Settima, In the encampment, the space at 
the crossroad on the left is the Piazza 
                                           

43 McWilliam C. (1975) p.73. The different use of arcaded spaces to suit the various cultures and 
necessity is discussed in Geist J.F. (1983) pp.3-58, spacing from antiquity to XX century. 
44 Frontespiece of Hichcock R. and W. Garrard 1591 edition.  
45 .. in the Piazza or void place, where the Ensigne is to be managed...and a few lines later ... causing 
the Ensignes to have an ample and large roome and Piazzo, from the two rankes that bee about him... 
Hichcock R. and W. Garrard (1591) pp.131-2. 
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The popularity of Machiavelli’s work made his image of Piazzas popular abroad (Fig.4.9 

and Fig.4.10). In the English translation of the Libro, Whitehorne is often challenged by 

rendering Piazza with an English word, seeming more at ease when Machiavelli himself 

adopted the familiar idea of marketplace46. 

The identification of Piazza with the arcades surrounding a market place would fit with 

its adoption in Edinburgh High Street, as that space would have performed -the city lacking a 

proper wide square for the market to be held- the function of an elongated, narrow market 

square47.  

 

During the XVI century, timber facades48 were often applied like protruding layers to 

existing buildings, to update their appearance following new fashions. This act was not 

conceptually different, although on a three dimensional level and permanent, from 

temporarily applying a level of decoration to the buildings of city for a triumph. In time, the 

whole city would have presented a completely new, modern appearance, strengthening the 

mercantile identity of the city., through the identification with Dutch commercial culture. 

Their role was visually being promoted as vital for the country’s economy as foreign 

mercantile communities were abroad, and who had the political power, the wealth, and the 

culture, to improve their ways of life through the construction of Piazzas and galleries, and to 

welcome the triumphant king in a city which would have been, and looked, their own. The 

resulting city would have shown a remarkably uniform look, achieved through adding a 

unifying layer to the original buildings, and would have well embodied the feeling of 

cohesion, pride, and local identity which was to be made clear to the entering ruler as well as 

to any visitor or guest. Some of these timber addictions were later rebuilt in stone, to achieve 

                                           
46 ‘… E rispondesse per sito e per lunghezza alla via capitana e si chiamasse la via di piazza. Poste 
queste due vie, ordinerei la piazza dove si facesse il mercato, la quale porrei nella testa della via di 
piazza…’ Machiavelli N. (1843) p.542. ‘… And should answer in situation and in length to the 
Captaine way, and should be called the market waie. These twoo waies beynge made, I woulde 
ordeine the market place, where the market shall be kepte, which I woulde place on the head of the 
market way…’. Machiavelli N. (1905) p.119. 
47 Traditionally, the upper part of the High Street was devoted to selling local, often home-made 
articles for daily use, while the Lower part of the High Street was used by merchants, dealing on a 
bigger scale and importing goods from elsewhere. The name Landmarket, for the upper part of the 
streets, probably derives from Inland Market, from the description of the goods sold in it. Chambers 
R. (1859) p.3. 
48 It also helped in finding a use for the timber resulting from the farming up of the adjoining land. 
”James VI empowered the Edinburghers to farm or let the Burghmuir, which they immediately 
cleared of wood, and in order to encourage people to buy this wood, the Town Council enacted that all 
persons might extend the fromts of their houses seven feet into the street’. Grant J. (1880) vol.II, 
p.204. 
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a more uniform, dignified appearance, and to minimize the risk of fire49.  

  

Fig.4.11: A early type of House in Edinburgh with arcaded and galleried front, from Geddes (1911) 
p.549, and Ramsay House with its façade already closed down about 1850, Pencil drawing entitled 
High Street by William Channing (SCRAN ID 000-000-031-082-C) 

  

Evidence seems to suggest galleries to have been, at least at the beginning, mainly open 

structures, with a wooden screen, generally open, which formed on the ground floor a 

covered verandah, or passage where the goods of the merchants were exposed for sale, 

while on the upper floors it comprised a series of open galleries, supported on wooden 

pillars. An open outer stair projecting into the street obtained access from the street to the 

first floor50. This seems to have been also Patrick Geddes’s opinion in his survey of the 

Burgh of Edinburgh, where he presents F.C.Mears’s reconstruction of the open galleries at 

ground and upper floor thought typical of Edinburgh in early times51 (Fig.4.11 left). The 

building which stood until February 1887 at the corner of West Bow and Lawnmarket 

(Fig.4.12 left) , then had “an open balcony or corridor in front of the windows of each story 

or “flat”, the wooden structure commencing on the ground floor and rising as high as the 

                                           
49 Howard D. (1995) pp.149-150 
50 “(...)The town houses of the sixteenth century were usually constructed with walls of masonry, but 
in front of the wall, towards the street, there projected This stopped at the level of the first floor 
balcony, where a more or less ornamental door gave access to a turnpike stair leading to the upper 
floors, each of which frequently formed a separate dwelling (...)”. MacGibbon D. and T.Ross (1892) 
Vol 4, p.408.  
51 Geddes P. (1911) p.548. The creation of timber projections, starting from an initial situation, then 
expanding into the street, and later determining the construction of a complete stone façade, is 
described in Harrison J.G. (1998). 
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roof”52. The projecting front of the building “...was supported on wooden posts and beams, 

forming on the ground floor an open piazza for the exhibition of goods...”53 Later on, 

however, the whole structure “.. was latterly not used as an open gallery, but was made 

available for enlarging the room and adding a small chamber.... so as to include the 

projection in the apartment....”54  

  
Fig.4.12. West Bow in Shepherd T.H.’s Modern Athens (Scran ID 000-000-098-762-C) and 
Gladstone Land (Scran ID 000-000-197-842-C) 
 

A fine example of wooden open facades later disappeared, was the so called Mary of 

Guise’s House (1580 – 1883). This gallery can be compared to a Renaissance Italian loggia, 

and it provides private access to the various rooms and a semi-private covered promenade55 

(Fig.4.13 left). Again, the same idea was developed in Allan Ramsay’s House and the 

adjoining buildings; here the open galleries, leaning out about 5 feet, were closed later on 

when more indoor space was needed (Fig.4.11 right)56.  

 The traces of many piazzas were lost at the very beginning of the nineteenth century. As 

many piazzas were “Receptacles for Thieves, Pickpockets and idle and disorderly 

Persons”57, it was recommended the shops be advanced to occupy all the covered space. 

Some of these stone elements are still visible, although the gallery which might have 

occupied the upper part of the facade was hidden as part of the new facade, and the only 
                                           

52 MacGibbon D. and T. Ross (1892) Vol. 4, p.411. 
53 Being the projection 7 feet and 6 inches, it’s likely to have been built after the act by James IV in 
1508, allowing any citizen to do so in their houses. MacGibbon D. and T. Ross (1892) Vol. 4, p.411. 
54 MacGibbon D. and T. Ross (1892) Vol. 4, p.413. 
55 MacGibbon D. and T. Ross (1892) Vol. 4, p.416-420. “...The streets were so dirty and dangerous 
that they could not be used for promenading, being encumbered with heaps of timber, peat-stacks, and 
dunghills, and unprovided with pavement (Edinburgh Papers, 1859). The gallery thus became a 
retreat where the open air could be enjoined with privacy and security, and where even a promenade 
might be indulged in...” MacGibbon D. and T. Ross (1892) Vol. 4, p.408. 
56 MacGibbon D. and T. Ross (1892) Vol. 4, p.420.  
57 The use of piazzas in Glasgow and the Glasgow Police Act (1800) are mentioned in Wordsall F. 
(1981) pp.60-61. 
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evident trace is the arcaded ground floor. One of the most famous is probably in the 

Lawnmarket, called Gladstanes Land, where a previous timber front with arcades was 

reinterpreted in stone in about 1620, and again later a new structure from the earlier masonry 

wall was built forward, creating a piazza58 (Fig.4.12 right). Some ground floor arcades have 

been preserved in Elgin, for example n.7 and 50 High Street; the first, called Braco Baking 

House, was built in 1684 and the second in 1694; a third one was Elchies House, removed in 

184559 (Fig.4.13 right). Confining the use of external galleries to a mercantile culture and a 

urban environment would be, however, a limited view, as gentry too chose to use a wooden 

structure or timber frontage as a way to embellish their urban residence, as seen for example 

in the Earl’s of Kinnoull’s lodging in Watergate, Perth, where it creates a refined example of 

house of the landed gentry with a full wooden structure.60  

  
Fig.4.13. Façade of Mary of Guise House (McGibbon and Ross, IV, p.417) and of Braco’s Baking House in Elgin 
(Scran ID 000-000-111-472-C) 
 

Similar galleries, both in wood and in stone, appeared also in royal and noble palaces and 

manors, like at Falkland, where some “new galryis” were repaired and roofed in 1531-3261, 

or at Linlithgow, where the galleries were distributive corridors joining angular stairs at the 

                                           
58 Gladstanes, sometimes spelled Gladstone, belonged to a Thomas Fisher, member of town council 
from 1589 to 1609. Thomas Gladstanes bought the building and the adjoining close in 1617, Harris 
(1996) pp.292-3. Up to 1887, when MacGibbons and Ross’ IV volume was published, “this stone 
elevation offered a striking contrast to the timber-fronted house adjoining” but the latter was taken 
down that very year; MacGibbon D. and T. Ross (1892) Vol. 4, p.461 and also Howard D. (1995) 
pp.149-150.. 
59 On Elgin examples see McWilliam C. (1975) p.57, and the city is described in Dr. Johnson’s 
description of the tour of the Western Isles, 1773, cited by Moncrieff S. (1938) p.97. 
60 This building was an annex to the Earl’s hotel-style mansion, Gowrie House, and was built in about 
1600 and demolished in 1965. Howard D. (1995) p.152 and McWilliam C. (1975) p.55.  
61 One flanked the inner side of the court, the other had a main role in the east facade, where it 
overlooks the garden and lodged not only a corridor but also some small rooms. From the evidence of 
the foundations the gallery beside the cross house was added later to the structure Dunbar J.G. (1984) 
p.22 these information has been deducted from Alexander Kierincz’s painting, c1640.  
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opposite sides of the courtyard, improving the distribution within the building thanks to a 

better access to the stairs. 

The stone galleries bordering the parliament hall, built by James V, provided an imposing 

setting for people gathered in the hall but also a promenade screened by the arcades from the 

main space (Fig.4.14 left). During James IV’s works to the Palace of Holyrood, a windowed 

gallery was included, to allow guests to overlook the outer court, and there was also a gallery 

from the queen’s chambers, maybe windowed as well62. Similar structures had been built in 

noble palaces: in Castle Campbell in the early 1590s a stone screen was created forward of 

existing building, and connecting more easily the tower and the south wing; at ground floor 

was a two-bay porch, and at first floor there is a narrow gallery connecting the tower and the 

south wing, and two independent staircases63 (Fig.4.14 right). As galleries were useful 

connecting spaces when a horizontal sequence of room was involved, many Scottish 

mansions were built vertically around an existing tower-house. The gallery was then twisted 

around an axis and became proper vertical connection between the different floors, without 

losing in the process anything of their elegance but on the contrary reminding of the 

grandeur of the French Escalier d’honneur.64. 

  
Fig.4.14: Left, Linlithgow Parliament hall with the distributive gallery on the left, from Billings R.W. 
(1845-52) (SCRAN ID 000-000-130-188-C) and Castle Campbell, with the ground floor gallery and 
connecting space, on the right, from Billings R.W. (1845-52) (SCRAN 000-000-130-264-C)  
 

This new space became a vertical processional route particularly elaborate and carefully 

                                           
62 Dunbar J.G. (1999) p.59.  
63 Castle Campbell gallery solving distribution problems is described in McKean C. (2001) pp.164-5.  
64 The great staircase in Holyrood palace, possibly the only realized part of a grander project, has also 
been supposed to recall French processional stairs. Dunbar J.G. (1999) p.71. 
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planned, as it introduced officially the guests from outside to the upper piano nobile, as in 

Scalloway Castle where the visitors would have entered the hall on first floor through the 

grand staircase65.  

  
Fig.4.15: Staircase at Fyvie, Billings R.W. (1845-52) (SCRAN 000-000-130-115-C) and the triumphal 
façade of Fyvie castle, Billings R.W. (1845-52) (from SCRAN 000-000-482-426-C) 

 

The staircase in Fyvie castle consists of a series of flat connecting the newel and the outer 

walls, each successive ascending arch being some steps higher than the preceding one. Fivye 

castle well embodies the use of arcades in Scottish vertical processional routes66. The interest 

in ceremonial procession shown by the elaborated staircase was also reflected by the castle 

façade, with its imposing triumphal arch-style entrance (Fig.4.15). These routes were not 

only elegant and refined, but above all absolutely essential in buildings that were still partly 

subdivided vertically67.  

Although a mercantile flavor of Dutch inspiration had probably a heavy influence on 

Scottish urban galleries, the adoption of similar structures by noble, and even royal, families 

for their residences in town means it probably did not embody, or not embody only, the 

values of a raising middle class, but represented values and a common cultural background 

the upper classes could appreciate. Staircases in palaces or castles and urban galleries were 

both used as processional spaces, and as in-between spaces connecting public and private. 

During celebrations, as well as during everyday life, the necessity of creating a visual 

distance between the different parts of society, had to be confronted, and was efficaciously 

through the creation of raised promenades, such as that for the emperor in his approaching 

S.Petronio Church in Bologna in the day of his coronation in 1530 (Fig.4.16).  

                                           
65 MacGibbon D. and T. Ross (1887) Vol. 2, pp.91-2. 
66 MacGibbon D. and T. Ross (1887) Vol. 2, p.351. 
67 Staircases as noteworthy pieces of architecture and decorative elements on their own in XVI 
century France are discussed in Guillaume J. (1985), their importance being summed up at p.42. 
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Fig.4.16: Raised walkway built in Bologna for Charles V’s coronation entry (From Fagiolo M. (1980), 
fig.36, detail from a fresco in Villa Sforza, near Pesaro)  
 

An elevated walkway, interestingly called Theatre or gallery, was also constructed in 

1558 for the royal procession towards Notre Dame for Mary Queen of Scots’ French 

wedding. In that occasion, on the bottom layer of the city, are the commoners and the 

citizens of Paris, and they look up to the layer above, where the triumphal procession 

moves. This device created a separate space for the higher members of society, who don’t 

have to fight for air and space with their subjects, underlining the division of society in 

classes who are to move, physically and theoretically, within different spheres according to 

Leonardo’s theories68. The gallery also visually separates those involved into actors and 

spectators. Platforms of this kind were built then with various ideas in mind: guarantee 

princely isolation to those walking it, who could enjoy a less crowded environment, but also 

underlining the social differences between those who are to be raised on it, and those who 

are left aside. Also, the creation of various levels on which the performance took place, 

allows both the royals above the platform, and the commoners below, a much clearer view 

of each other, with a much better theatrical effect. This love for displays was shown, for 

example, in Holyrood Palace, where the windows of the palace facade, and possibly that of 

the windowed gallery, became, during the celebrations for the wedding between James IV 

and Margaret Tudor, the theatrical boxes from which to watch the joust and the 

performance going on in the yard below. It also separated the viewers between themselves, 

as the king’s and the queen’s parties looked at the performance from two different windows, 

the latter being placed in the Queen’s inner chamber69. Similarly, in 1590, James and Anne 

watched from a window young men dancing a sword dance in the courtyard underneath at 

Holyrood70, and James VI also, after his 1617 entry, ‘went … into his pallace and sate in 

                                           
68 As described in Chapter 1.3. 
69 As explained in Dunbar J.G. (1999) pp.58-59. 
70 As described in Meikle M.M. (2008) p.291, and in Danish Account p.120.  
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ane window with his nobilles, and beheld a playe of fyrwork’71. This was a permanent game 

of see-and-be-seen, where everybody was at the same time actor in the performance of court 

life, and spectator of the magnificence of the king, who is himself the final and main 

spectator for whose eye all the performances are created (Fig.4.17). During Scottish 

triumphal entries, the illusion of a separated space, ideologically similar to a raised 

promenade, was also adopted. During Anne’s 1590 procession, a group of dancing moors, 

traditionally guarding borders and representing the meeting of wild and human, of outside 

and inside, of actor and spectator72, managed to move the watching crowd aside through 

their dancing, creating a separated space for the queen in within the public, crowded space 

of the pavement. 

 
Fig.4.17: The see and be seen court society represented in ‘Jousting and Watching’ from Margaret 
Tudor’s Book of Hours, from Pictures Archive of the Austrian National Library, Vienna, Codex 
Vindobonensis 1897 
 

A similar purpose might have been achieved by the fifty young men, fancifully and richly 

dressed like wild men, who met Queen Mary at the beginning of her triumphal route 

descending from the castle, and who joined her procession, possibly leading the way, and by 

the highland men or wild men dancing during James VI’s 1617 processional entry into 

Edinburgh. Having to walk the pavement and be surrounded by commoners, they decided 

however to take with them some of the isolation and protection their own residences would 

have granted, creating this liminal space, neither completely public, nor strictly private. The 
                                           

71 The manuscript of Lord Kenyon p.22.  
72 Fradenburg L.O. (1991) pp.234-5. 
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same idea of middle space is granted by the external galleries of Scottish tradition, both at 

ground and upper floors. The space they define does refer to the rooms behind it, and it is at 

the same time open and separated from the street and the outside, and is open to the steps or 

the gaze of the passersby in a way which defines it, as in between public and private. New 

spaces could then be created both in the vertical, separating the street from upper 

promenades, in between public and private, and in the horizontal, creating a middle space 

between the privately owned shops, and the open public space of the street. From this space, 

the merchants themselves could enjoy, in relative privacy, the show of urban life passing 

by73. 

During the sixteenth century, life when monarchy applied, became more and more similar 

to a spectacle to be performed in front of an audience, where the border between actors and 

spectators gets more and more blurred. The sovereign’s life, and by extension that of his 

courtiers, nobles and parvenus, had become a permanent theatrical show in courts all around 

Europe. The perfect court, and the perfect life, was showed 24/7, and could be seen from the 

top of the open loggias and windowed galleries as from opportunely placed theatre boxes. 

With relatively private activities becoming part of a daily show, the importance of privacy 

and private spaces in which to retire from the bustle arose, and with them the role of galleries 

as architectural tools granting independent access to those spaces.  

The multifunctional and medieval Hall is discarded in this period for more specialized 

rooms74. A succession of at least three chambers, often called Hall, Chamber and 

Bedchamber, were now necessary in the modern palace for both the King and the Queen, and 

soon for the Lord and the Lady, and only closest friends or more important guests could 

reach the inner core of the private apartments75. The multiplications of waiting and receiving 

rooms in the ruler’s apartment reflected a multiplication of the layers of society. Similarly, in 

the tightly built, densely populated city, privacy was a much sought after privilege, defended 

through the interposing of gardens and courts, and through the appearance of different open 

spaces, similar in concept to the open promenade. From the public streets and wynds, one 

would move to the more private closes, to the completely private courts, and finally to the 

                                           
73 ‘As the merchant sat in his open booth, there were sights presented to him ... amongst others, rival 
nobles meeting on the causey, with their respective bands of armed followers’. Chambers R. (1859) 
p.4. 
74 The development of French palaces to adapt to a more articulate etiquette in Chatenet M. (2002) 
pp.159-186 and the introduction of a more strict, formal etiquette in pp.133-141. The development of 
Roman palaces in Waddy P. (1990) pp.3-13, and an example of the use of plan to emphasize social 
standing in pp.325-328.  
75 Something more on the multiplication of spaces at the Scottish court and the use of various 
chambers in Dunbar J. (1999) pp.131-136. New royal apartments at Stirling and Linlithgow in 
McKean C. (2001) pp.87-88. 
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apartment space76. 

Urban elevated promenades would have represented also both a stage and a theatre box. 

Galleries worked as stages for the upper classes to perform upon, parading up and down in 

their best dresses, for those underneath, passers byes or servants and guests, to look up and 

admire, and offered them the opportunity to be seen doing something in public and in full 

view. Galleries could also work as theatre boxes for the same occupiers from which to enjoy 

a privileged view of the city and of the everyday show of life going on underneath it on the 

street. During triumphal entries, the spectacle to be seen on the main street of the city, and of 

Edinburgh in particular, was something outstanding and unique, and the whole city would 

have become a giant theatrical stage. The galleries would have become useful to hang 

tapestries, flowers and decorations from, and would have been crawling with people in their 

best dresses. Once more, they would have been both the actors in the performance, 

representing the loyal subjects and an improved version of themselves, and the spectators 

and eyewitnesses of the entrance of the king in all his majesty, ‘It was from such balconies 

that the rulers of the capital and their noble lodgers watched the history of the country 

unfold’.77, and it is testified in a 1598 account how the open galleries at first floor and above 

would ‘give the owners a faire and pleasant prospect, into the …faire and broad street when 

they sit or stand in the same’78. 

 

It also makes sense to consider how, from the beginning of the seventeenth century 

onwards, more and more of the upper galleries looking down onto the main street were 

closed up and turned into sheltered extensions of the room behind it, with openings being 

reduced in size and number to create a more continuous surface79. More than a sudden need 

for a few more square feet of sheltered accommodation, or a couple of years of unusually 

cold weather explain the change. I would suggest that with the Union of the Crowns, open 

galleries had partially lost their main role as theatrical boxes. With the court and the majority 

of great Lords and personalities having moved to London, triumphal entries had become a 

rare occurrence in Edinburgh, which was no longer the capital of a realm competing for 

European status, and did not have to be presented as such. It can be said that, after the Union 

of the Crowns, there was little left to be seen on the streets of Edinburgh, and the openings 

overlooking the streets, once full with cheering crowds and decorations, would now have 

been empty and useless, and could as well have been closed, as in fact they were. Still, 
                                           

76 Bell D. (2008) pp.17-18. The importance of raised promenades and walkways is discussed in 
Chapter 1.3.  
77 McKean C. (1991) p.15. 
78 Brown P.H. (1891) p.84. Cited and explained by Stell G. (1980) p.16. 
79 Stell G. (1980) p.16. 
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arcaded ground floors and upper timber galleries had become popular enough to have been 

considered, still in the late nineteenth century, typical and representative features of old 

Edinburgh.  

 
Fig.4.18: An emphasis on various levels was kept in the buildings reconstructed for the Edinburgh 
exposition (1886) 
 

During the International exhibition in 1886 Edinburgh, many of the buildings specially 

erected for the occasion as an example of life in old times in the city, had stone arcades or 

wooden galleries80(Fig.4.18). If timber arcaded facades represented a three dimensional layer 

to grant antiquated buildings a fashionable appearance and a more modern layout, an illusion 

of regularity could also be achieved through a superficial makeover. On the facade of 

Stirling palace, an extremely elegant arcade is lightly carved on the surface, creating a 

chiaroscuro effect that recalls a real arcaded front and easily ensures admirable regularity 

and a somewhat French look to the whole building. Here there is no new real architecture, no 

space created, but it is the lack of it and yet it is subtle presence that is so intriguing. 

Stirling’s facade with stylized columns is not something new. An earlier one, with a 

remarkably coherent design, appears in Falkland palace: the arcaded idea is expressed by the 

regularity in subdividing the facade, and the columns have been fractioned and 

superimposed. In Falkland, the new fashion is still applied to an inner court, the secular and 

unconsciously defensive version of the cloister (Fig.4.19 left). Stirling palace appears so 

confident and proud that has no fear or shame to expose its new facade on the open side, and 

its message they portray on the different facades is specifically addressing different kinds of 

                                           
80 Wane M. (1886).  
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audiences81. The same concept of re-elaborated arcaded space, skillfully reproduced without 

the arcades themselves, can be seen in Edzel Castle’s garden; the wall enclosing the garden 

is rhythmically subdivided by small niches and slender superimposed columns, closely 

reminding us of Falkland palace’s inner façade and sharing with it an idea of privacy and 

seclusion (Fig.4.19 left). The flanking arcaded promenade brings to mind southern, warmer 

climates and add charm to an already very pleasant garden82. Similarly, Grass Market, in 

Dundee, shows some miniature corbelled arcades at ground floor, with the lower part of this 

“...quaintly arcaded street floor..” 83 already buried by the rising level of the street in the 

1890s, shortly before the whole lodging was taken down (Fig.4.19 right).  

  
Fig.4.19: Falkland Palace (Billings R.W. (1845-52)) and Grassmarket, Dundee. (McGibbon D. and T. 
Ross) 
 

This more mature way of interpreting the arcades, not as spaces but as two-dimensional 

skin, was then shared by royal, noble, and urban buildings. This shows how these 

architectural forms shared a common development, as well as a common origin in the culture 

based on the love for public life which originated from, and accompanied, the spreading of 

triumphal culture. The ruler’s interest in triumphal culture can also be shown by their interest 

in creating specific spaces where the spectacle of royalty could be performed.  

The ruler’s need of a stage, and his increasing independence from traditional religious 

authorities for their rule, was architecturally embodied by the appropriation of a religious 

space for celebrating a glorification of dynastical continuity. The Chapel Royal in Stirling 

castle was built to host Prince Henry’s 1595 baptism, and it might recall similar 
                                           

81 This reminds of similar concepts of inner and outer decorations, treated in relation to triumphal 
concepts and to Stirling Castle and Linlithgow Palace in chapter 3. The similar decoration of the 
Chateau of Bury and the Hotel d’Alluye, the two French palaces suggested as source of inspiration for 
Falkland, are also in the inner yards. Bentley-Cranch D. (1986). The decoration of Stirling palace is 
discussed in Chapter 3. 
82 The castle was planned and erected by David, ninth Earl of Crawford around 1600. A date closer to 
the end of the sixteenth century is suggested by MacGibbon D. and T.Ross (1887) Vol.1, pp.359-366. 
83 Around 1562 the sea is still testified covering part of the ground in this part of the city, and the 
mansion has probably been built around 1640 by James Pierson, who was provost in Dundee in 1643-
45. MacGibbon D. and T.Ross (1892) Vol. 5, p.68. 
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appropriations of buildings like Notre Dame in Paris during the 1558 celebrations, or the 

Florentine Battistero. Both had been changed into theatrical stages for the glorification of 

dynastical power earlier in the sixteenth century84. As the existing building was considered 

‘ruinous, and too little, [it was] concluded, that the old chappell should be utterly rased, and 

a new erected in the same place, that should be more large, long and glorious, to entertain 

the great number of straungers expected.85’ The chapel was a stage set, as the celebration 

itself has strong theatrical characteristics, with processions being made in and out of the 

chapel, for example to fetch the prince from his state bed, ‘erected on a platforme, very 

artificially, with a foote pace of three degrees ascending to it.. 86. At the north-east side were 

the seats prepared for the king, with other seats made ready for the other most important 

guests. The entrance of the chapel is based on the Roman arch in Pola, Istria (Fig.4.20), 

which, after being used for the entrance portal of the Arsenal in Venice in 1460, became an 

image of triumphal rule, used for example for some of the temporary arches erected for 

James VI’s entry into London in 160487.  

 
Fig.4.20. Arch of the Sergii, Pula, about 30 BC 

 

Another religious building partially appropriated by a ruler was the Holyrood Abbey 

                                           
84 An interesting difference with the mentioned examples however, is that Notre Dame and the 
Battistero were public, central buildings with historical relevance which the royal power was 
confident enough to appropriate.  
85 True Accompt pp.473-474.  
86 True Accompt, p.481.  
87 Howard D. (2001) p.124. The arch was at the beginning much higher and more elaborate, making 
the similarity more noticeable. MacKechnie A. (2000) p.163. Chapel also described in Howard D. 
(1995) pp.30-35. 
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Kirk, which was rebuilt for Charles I's entry into Edinburgh in 1633. The church presents 

intentional connections with one of the most ancient and venerable Castles in Scotland, 

Stirling Castle, whose decorated facades,  unique occurrence in Scotland, are recognized as 

one of the great achievements of Scottish Renaissance and, in my opinion, nothing less than 

a stone triumphal procession, involving deities and courtiers88. The details possibly reused 

for Holyrood Abbey kirk are figures emerging from a flat background, the abundance of 

sculptures at parapet level, and especially the marked cusping in the arched panel-heads89. If 

the Stirling facade intended to represent a triumph, the echo of some of its elements for a 

building meant to celebrate one of the rare visits of a comparatively foreign king, would be 

quite suggestive, intending perhaps to remind him of his origins, his Stuart pride, and the 

necessity not to lose connections with his mother country. It also shows how it is thought 

proper, for a church favored by the sovereign, but still nevertheless a communal religious 

building, to take inspiration from details belonging to a royal palace, a symbol of the 

political strength and traditional right to rule of the monarch.  

In 1590, the church had been successfully transformed into a theatrical space in which to 

celebrate the dynastic success of James marriage politic, when Anne of Denmark’s 

coronation was held in the building. For the event, a timber platform had been built to work 

as a stage, making the royal couple, the rich processions, and the complex ceremony, 

including the controversial anointing, visible to everybody90. Although no record survives of 

Mary of Lorraine’s coronation in 1540 in the same Abbey, the remodeling of the crown, the 

making of coronation robes, and the timely, intentional choice of presenting the queen 

visibly pregnant confirmed the royal understanding of the potential of these ceremonies to 

strengthen and legitimize the rule, and show the royals involved in them as actors playing the 

role of themselves on the stage91. By the time of Charles I’s coronation, the power of the 

sovereign was sufficiently absolute that he felt confident in asking, through his privy council, 

for his coronation to be staged in the city cathedral, a unprecedented event which even his 

father had carefully avoided in staging Anne of Denmark’s coronation. It was the city 

authorities now who probably felt uncomfortable, having to face such a powerful monarch 

taking possession of an important urban and religious landmark. The coronation was in fact 

moved back to Holyrood Abbey. Dr. James Hannay, Dean of Edinburgh, argued in a letter 

that ‘It was never heard or seen that any Christian king.. was crowned in a private church.. 

                                           
88 As explained in chapter 3. 
89 Mackechnie A. (1992) pp.2-3. The works at Holyrood Palace and Abbey for Charles I’s coronation 
visit are also described in Mackechnie A. (1993) pp.253-4. 
90 Meikle M.M. (2008) pp.284-7. 
91 The symbolic importance of Scottish coronation celebrations is described in Thomas A. (2005) 
pp.194-5. 
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but by the contrary, in an Abbey or Cathedral church”92. The king however, being denied 

the use of St.Giles as dynastic stage, equally managed to make his coronation as public and 

visible an affair as possible, banqueting and sleeping at the castle on the night before, and 

reaching the Abbey after a promenade through town in the morning. This was quite a 

personal addition to the traditional ceremony, which according to European, and Scottish, 

tradition, involved a small private procession from the nearby lodgings (Holyrood Palace) to 

the coronation place (Holyrood Abbey).  

Religious coronations had started as a two ways bargain, allowing the ruler the 

authoritative blessing of established religion, but granting religious authorities the greater 

power of legalizing and potentially denying royal power. However, the theatrical potential of 

triumphal entries and coronations was understood by Scottish sovereigns as well, who 

became more and more in control of the ceremony, and of the space itself where such 

ceremony was held. During his coronation, Charles I transformed Holyrood Abbey kirk into 

an idealized royal chapel, building scaffolds for the spectators, a richly decorated kneeling 

desk for himself, and a  royal throne in the middle of the church. Interestingly, the 

communion table placed towards the East end had two ornamental clasped books placed on 

it. The chapel was then being used as theatrical stage, and decorated accordingly with 

dummy objects not meant to be used, but just to be seen93.  

From a superficial glance, James VI’s entry in London represents the first real episode of 

Stewart appropriation of his capital city for his own use; James transformed it into a 

temporary theatre in which to represent the spectacle of royal glory, and where his 

impressive presence as first actor was bestowed upon his subjects during all the celebration. 

The king’s control was represented by the streets and locations used for the welcoming 

performance, described as rooms of the king's apartments, and his route as the route of the 

Lord which moves within his own spaces, spaces which have been symbolically ‘offered’ to 

him in their miniature version on one of the arches the sovereign met (Fig.4.21).  

                                           
92 Earl of Moray’s Papers, Box No.145, Letter No.535, described in Christian H. (1998) p.5. See 
A.5.1. 
93 As discussed in Chapter 2On Charles I coronation, see Bute J (1902). For the arrangements in 
Holyrood, see Bute J. (1902) pp.75-6, pp.78-80. 
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Fig.4.21. The first arch built for King James VI’s entry in London in 1603, with the model of London 
on top (Harrison S. 1613, p.4) 
 

So the tower marking the entrance to James’s Court Royal is compared to the ruler’s 

‘with-drawing Chamber, wherein hee made him ready’94. The space where the first arch 

was built was called ‘the great Hall to this our Court Royal95’ and the arch itself was 

inscribed ‘thus: LONDINIVM and under that, in a smaller (but not different) character, was 

written, CAMERA REGIA: the Kings Chamber.96’ All along the triumphal chronicle, the 

different parts of the city are described specifically as rooms of the Royal Apartment, 

making the comparison explicit and flattering. The area of the third arch by the Dutch for 

example, is defined as a Room, the king’s Privy Chamber, and that of the fourth arch is 

defined his Bedchamber. At the fourth arch, Troynouant (London), being no more a city, 

‘whose Towers on tiptoe stand, \Like Pageants built on Fairie land’, and made of Magic 

charms. ‘Troynouant is now a Sommer Arbour’97, on top of which there is the Eagle’s nest, 

from which the Sovereign’s piercing eye can look around. Troynouant (London) is 

described as a park where the newly-born Unicorn and Lion can run together, and a 

wedding Hall where James’s four kingdoms (Scotland, England, Ireland and France) come 

to party together under the king’s benevolent eye. As explained in the text, London is ready 

to renounce its status of City, ‘because during these tryumphes, shee puts off her formall 

                                           
94 The Magnificent Entertainment, p.14 .  
95 The Magnificent Entertainment, p.17 .  
96 The Magnificent Entertainment, p.17. Bergeron D. M. (1968) points out some discrepancies 
between the description of the arches by Dekker and their representation by Harrison; the inscription 
Camera Regia described by Dekker does not appear in the image of the arch by Harrison. 
97 The Magnificent Entertainment, p.41.  
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habite of Trade and Commerce .. but now becomes a Reveller and a Courtier’98. The city is 

also compared to an actor whose role is granted by the king’s majesty and his presence, but 

which, as soon as abandoned by the king and his creational power, turns back into being its 

old everyday self. The 1603 transformation of London into a creation and representation of 

the king’s power is evident and unquestionable, and perfectly represents the new culture of 

absolute rule that European sovereigns came to represent during the XVII century. It is 

important to notice, for example, how the transformation of the city from a place of Trade 

and Commerce, into an extension of the king’s court and a Courtier is seen as a 

great improvement and an honor for the city, this being a decisive change from the 

communal local pride shown during many northern European, including Scottish entries. 

The multiplying of the rooms of the City also reflects and proves the multiplication of the 

spaces thought necessary for living in a more spectacularized and formal court, where 

reaching more private rooms would have implied and showed higher personal status 99.  

The 1603 entry into London had strong connections, both in iconography and locations, 

with Elizabeth’s own coronation entry in 1559. In order to introduce the new, and unknown, 

ruler as the deceased Queen’s legitimate heir100, the entry was also strongly linked with the 

progressive spectacularisation of triumphal entries which had happened in Scotland for the 

last century. The more outstanding results and clearer language adopted in London can be 

justified by reference to the wealthier status of the place, the overall excitement at the arrival 

of a long-awaited male monarch already ensuring succession. The less flamboyant use of 

straightforward appropriative language during Scottish triumphal entries can also be justified 

by reference to the often short, troubled reigns of James’s predecessors, who had little 

opportunity to transform Edinburgh from a proud royal burgh into a more ductile canvas for 

the king to paint on. In part, it is surprising that a coherent design at all should be detected as 

created by sovereigns who had indeed very little time to present themselves to the world. 

Also, because of Edinburgh’s strong local identity and the rulers’ relatively recent interest 

for having a capital city, the Stewarts did not feel the need, or had the possibility, to be as 

represented by their capital as, say, the Medici were in theirs, and as the Tudor came to be 

represented by London. The Elizabethan celebrative language, albeit rich and culturally 

influencial, did not have the opportunities to celebrate dynastical renovation through 
                                           

98 The Magnificent Entertainment, p.42.  
99 More remarks on the development of Scottish palaces, and of the use of structures similar to rooms 
in gardens, are made later. 
100 Some similarities between the entrances are discussed in Bergeron D.M. (1988), especially in the 
use of spaces and the ideas presented, while the rulers’ different reactions and some differences in the 
ideological approach in Parry G. (1985) pp.1-39, particularly pp.1-4 and pp.20-22. A brief comparison 
in the celebrations for Elizabeth’s coronation and for the 1631 Lord Major’s show is in Bergeron D. 
(1970), providing a broader point of view on urban celebrations in London. 
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marriages, baptism, or coronation entries of new rulers, for Elizabeth I had ruled unmarried, 

childless for fourty years. It is my opinion then that the London entry, with its flamboyant 

language of appropriation, was as much a product of Scottish triumphal themes and culture 

as it was connected and derived from the Elizabethan culture. The progressive 

transformation of Edinburgh into a manifestation of the Stewart’s power and an extention of 

their court, obstructed by local traditions, lack of funds, short reigns, and finally the removal 

of the whole court to London, is in my opinion the moving force and the cultural origin of 

London’s transformation into James VI’s apartments for his entry. 

James VI’s self confident declaration of possession was however short-lived, as it was 

followed by the retiring of the Carolingean court into the security and privacy of its own 

residences. The problems in dealing with an increasingly complicated, changing world had 

already determined the progressive isolation of other dynasties, like the Medici, and the 

attempt to create miniaturized worlds on which to have, finally, complete control.  

With time, the Caroline court became more and more estranged from reality, not working 

any more as a leading source of inspiration for others, but also refusing to take in new ideas 

from outside the protected, uniform, and by now highly imitative and self referencing, 

environment of the court. This produced a growing estrangement between the ruler and his 

city during James VI’s late reign and Charles I’s rule. The court moved from being in a close 

relation with the outside world, to isolation and strictly private pastimes, so encouraging the 

city of London to look for entertainment and identity elsewhere101. The city presented to 

James VI during his entry had been a careful balance between the dependency of the city 

upon the ruler for her glory and dignity, and the ruler’s dependency upon his capital’s 

antiquity and importance in the reign102. When masques became the favourite courtly 

entertainment and Charles I’s alienation from London left the Lord Major’s Show as the 

main urban public entertainment, two images of the city are created. London and Londoners 

are presented in court masques as the embodiment of loyalty and effortless harmony, while 

the Lord Major’s urban pageants underlined the city’s own antiquity and traditions, and her 

ability independently to produce and celebrate her worthy representatives, and the hard work 

and good deeds underpined them. The city becomes then either the idealized evocation of the 

king’s control upon reality, or the embodiment of urban identity and burgeoise’s rise through 

                                           
101 Parry G. (1985) pp.264-5. However, representations staged at court maintained a strong politicized 
meaning, but the audience of such message had changed. See Canova-Green M. (1999), esp. pp.535-
538. For some hints contained in Britannia Triumphans of Charles I’s intended, ideal changes for 
London see Howarth D. (1993) pp.78-82. 
102 The growing estrangement between the sovereigns and the city of London in the late reign of 
James VI and of Charles I is also noted in Kern Paster G. (1985) especially pp.48-51, with an 
idealized city, reflecting the sovereign and the court’s expectations, appearing in court masques. 
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hard work, and the court’s necessary counterpart103. The unifying value of urban 

celebrations, exemplifying both hierarchical power and visually connecting the various 

elements of society together and their common history, was well exploited during Major’s 

processions104. This was possibly underestimated by the court. The control James had 

boasted over his new capital was as illusionary as other similar declarations had been, and 

was not paralleled by a similar skilled use of public and politicized performance by his 

successor. 

 

4.4 Moray House: the Spectacle of City and Nature 
Triumphal performances have been described as influential in shaping the appearance of 

cities, both during royal entries and in everyday life, as a consequence of a culture of 

spectacle which saw every act of human life as a potential show, and encouraged people to 

feel and behave like spectators and actors of a show even when performing the daily 

activities of promenading on the street or doing one’s shopping. Moray house105 in the 

Canongate, its façade facing directly onto High Street without the screen of a timber front, is 

an excellent example of such culture.  

Moray House was built between 1618-1628 by Mary, Dowager Countess of Home, 

daughter of Edward Lord Dudley106, and on her death in 1645 was inherited by her daughter 

Margaret, Countess of Moray, remaining property of the Moray family for the following 200 

years107. Its elegantly decorated balcony overlooking the Royal Mile clearly reminds us of a 

theatrical box and an elevated stage, and it does not have the alibi of providing arcaded 

shelter for shops underneath, as the building has no shops at ground floor. The use for this 

balcony must then have been just theatrical, and from it the inhabitants looked down upon 

passers-byes, triumphal entries, and the daily developing of everybody’s life. At the same 

time, those enjoying the view would have been in plain sight of those passing underneath, 

enforcing the idea of a theatrical set-up working two ways. As triumphal entries were not 

common occurrences in Scotland any more, and royal visits rare, shows of a different kind 

would have supplied entertainment enough. For example in May 1650, the festivities for the 

marriage of the Marquis of Argyle and Lady Mary Stuart, eldest daughter of the Earl of 

Moray, took place here, with a whole week dedicated to the marriage feast and 

entertainments. On 18th May 1650, the Moray family and the whole party assembled on the 

                                           
103 Kern Paster G. (1985), especially pp.50-58. 
104 Unifying power of public celebrations in Knowles J. (1993) pp.171-172. 
105 Described in detail in RCAHMS (1951) pp.174-7. 
106 Gillespie J. (1922) plate 36. Gillespie also contains drawings of the garden gateway (Plate 19) and 
pictures of the plaster ceiling (plate 130).  
107 Kennedy W. (1883) p.10. 
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balcony overlooking the Canongate to watch an old enemy, the Marquis of Montrose, being 

taken into town bound to a cart, and up the Royal Mile towards the Parliament House to be 

judged, and later hanged at the Mercat Cross108.  

 
Fig.4.22: John Drummond, Montrose, 1859, National Gallery of Scotland 

 

If the wedding festivities probably involved the private, open space in the back, to be 

overlooked from the inner balcony, the public, politicized show of Montrose’s humiliation 

would have been enjoyed from the outer balcony, showing the house to work, once more and 

both ways, as a theatre box and a stage, as it appears that Montrose looked up at his old 

enemy on the balcony while passing, and ‘Argyle quailed before his unflinching gaze’109 

(Fig.4.22).  

Moray House is also a key example to introduce the second part of the theme analyzed in 

this chapter, i.e. nature as antithesis and necessary complement of the city, and of 

architecture in general, during and in consequence of triumphal entries. Generally speaking, 

the conformation of the city made nature and natural landscape quite easily perceived. The 

natural slope on which the city was built allowed the viewers, raising their gaze above the 

line of the roofs, to perceive the openness of the Forth, of the bays of Gullane, or to see from 

a balcony the naturally undulating lines of the surrounding hills. “The buildings did not 

                                           
108 Wright G. (1986) p.24. This is an interesting use of the Royal Mile as promenade of infamy instead 
of of glory. If the Scottish tradition for the funeral of a king paralleled the French one, as some 
elements in Lyndsay’s The Testament of Squyer William Meldrum (1550) seems to confirm this, a 
funereal procession might have proceeded through Edinburgh, as it went through the streets of Paris in 
the French example. A procession was held to bring the king’s body from Falkland to Edinburgh, and 
the remarks on the tapestries hung to the facades, painted cloths and trumpets seem to confirm a sort 
of triumphal funeral. The exact itinerary is however unknown. Thomas A. (2005) pp.212-216. 
Edington C. (1994) pp.112-4. 
109 Kennedy W. (1883) p.12. 
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frame the view but lay below it like a solid bedrock: not subordinate but, again, different’110. 

This helped to ease the sensation of oppression the closely knit urban space might have 

created, In the words of Charles McKean, ‘One of the joys of clambering up or living in 

citadels is the presence of the uncivilized, the untamed: the way in which the expanding view 

to every side reveals nature from the midst of civilisation. The unmanicured hulk of Arthur’s 

Seat, frilled by the jagged red Salisbury Crags and suitably seasoned by climate and 

barometer, dominates the city and provides an antidote to the streets and squares.’111 

(Fig.4.23) 

 
Fig. 4.23: Edinburgh from King's Bastion at Edinburgh Castle, 1825, From Grant. J. (1880-3) 

 

The dichotomy between built space and natural environment, between public and private 

aspects of life, as well as between tamed and untamed nature, is well represented in Moray 

House. The staged façade (Fig.4.24) is balanced and twinned, on the back of the house, by an 

identical balcony with a now disappeared stone balustrade and accessible through a door 

placed between two windows. The fenestration answers a desire for openness towards a 

private natural environment -the beautiful terraced garden underneath it112. The garden faced 

south, and consisted of various terraces. The upper one contained a thorn tree allegedly 

planted by Queen Mary and removed around the 1850s, while the second had several bowers 

with fruit trees, and one was shaped as a hollow cup, as if to sit in company. The lower one 

had had fruit trees too in the past, and still had a summer-house and a fountain with a statue 

                                           
110 The role of High Street for trade and the role of trade in shaping the city in Bell D. (2008) p.12. 
111 McKean C. (1991) p.5.  
112 More information on the demolished balcony facing the garden in MacGibbon D. and T. Ross 
(1887) Vol. 2, pp.531-533. 
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of a fisher boy, until removed around the 1870s113. In the XVII century, the garden appears 

to have been cultivated with great care, and rivaled in beauty gardens of England or of even 

warmer countries114. The same balcony also offered a fine view on the Arthur seat, 

representing untamed and wild nature, for it is difficult to shut it out completely and create 

the illusion of a perfectly controllable environment in Scotland (Fig.4.25).  

  
Fig.4.24: Moray House, front balcony overlooking High Street. Engraving from Modern Athens - 
published 1829, and a detail of the balcony in a drawing by James Grant, c1850 (SCRAN ID 000-000-
031-190-C) 
 

The relationship between inside and outside in Scotland, dealing with the dichotomy of 

public and private life, can be shown through the example of Moray House relates with those 

issues. 

In Moray house, the inhabitants would have had access to both the services and 

entertainments granted by a good size, thriving city with a tradition of royal residence, and to 

the refreshing presence of nature, both tamed in their back garden, and wild peeking from 

above fences. Introducing nature into built space was a bold act, necessary to create pleasant 

retreats for those who could afford it, but especially in a country like Scotland, where the 

wilderness of nature could not be ignored, posing a threat to the order and safety of the built 

space. 

                                           
113 Kennedy W. (1883) pp.7-9. 
114 Kennedy W. (1883) pp. 9-10. 
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Fig.4.25. The garden and summer house of Regent Moray’s house, with imposing Arthur Seat in the 
back. Both coloured engravings by T.H Shepherd, 1830 (SCRAN ID 000-000-030-791-C and SCRAN 
ID 000-000-030-780-C)  
 

Triumphal culture was an important means to conceptually introduce nature into towns 

during triumphal entries, under the rulers’ personal responsibility and granting them the 

opportunity to show their taming and controlling ability. Some of the concepts related to 

nature in triumphal entries became also influential in shaping the way the Scottish 

relationship with landscaping worked during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

  

4.5 Nature and Landscape as Spectacle: the Use of Nature During Triumphal 

Entries  
As far as public display and spectacles are concerned, gardens and natural environment 

could be considered as the other side of the coin to the city115.Through evoking and 

recreating nature at will within the city walls, the sovereigns were showing the extent of their 

changing power, based on the humanist knowledge and understanding of the natural laws 

                                           
115 Marcello Fagiolo (1979) compares the ephemeral city realized for triumphal entries (in the first 
part of the book) to the artificial universe created in gardens (in the second part). 
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governing the world. They were shown as able to recreate the lost garden of Eden and 

perfect the world according to their own wishes, controlling the mildly threatening potential 

of natural and the virtually untamed environment116. The union of city and nature shaped by 

the ruler during the entrance is symbolic of their overall control over reality, and foresees the 

glory and wonders to be expected during their reign.  

During Scottish triumphal entries, the introduction of nature was often due to underline the 

ruler’s power in a similar way as in other European countries, showing how the presence of 

the king was enough to make life spring in an urban environment, under his responsibility 

and thanks to his powers. For example, the triumph in Aberdeen in 1511 showed in the 

centre of town what was probably the family tree of the Stewart house, decorated with 

branches and green vegetation and showing the kings of the house, so clearly linking the 

natural element of the tree with the vivifying power of the Stuart dynasty. Another tree, 

called the Tree of Esperance and showing a different decoration with eighteen dozen leaves 

(leaves of Pleasure), six dozen flowers (flowers of Nobleness) and thirty seven pearls (pearls 

of Honour)117, was created in the Garden of Patience in connection with the tournament held 

at Holyrood in 1507. This shows the strict connection not only between the sovereign and his 

city, but between the sovereign and nature, which he can evoke at will as the city’s 

counterpart, and as part of the theatrical apparel essential to create an appropriate setting for 

his entrance. During the Edinburgh celebrations for Mary’s wedding in Paris in 1558, many 

of the buildings were decorated with birch twigs and trees, creating many summer trees as 

symbols of joy and fertility. The Tron was, in addition to green branches, covered with 

yellow flowers all over, two dozen of gold leaf tennis balls, and about a hundred cherries, 

probably forming the impressive appearance of a flourishing and rich-looking tree. This was 

both a hopeful representation of the couple’s future fertility, and a refiguration of the 

changing and appropriating power of the royals in their own capital, which loses its urban 

identity to become a celebrative garden. It has been noticed how the Scottish triumph might 

have been inspired by the Parisian celebrations for the royal wedding, and that in Paris too 

natural elements had been used as decorations118. Nature was also extensively introduced 

during James VI’s triumphal entry into London in 1603. In this occasion, to a more 

visible degree of control upon the urban space corresponded a more decided attempt to 

introduce nature in town on a bigger scale. The fifth arch presents exactly the recreation of a 

garden, that of Plenty and Peace, with a huge tree, green decorations, and rustic inhabitants, 

a surprising view in the centre of London, but possible and kept flourishing thanks to James's 
                                           

116 See chapter 1.5 on the concept of garden of Eden. 
117 The context for the tree of Esperance in A.1.2. 
118 Carpenter S. (2000) p.156 
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benign influence, which allows the huge tree of England to grow and prosper. Vertumnus, 

the master gardener states how ‘the arbour and trees, which growing in that fruitfull 

Cynthian garden, began to droop and hang downe their greene heads, and to undurle their 

crisped forlocks, as fearing and in some sort, feeling the sharpenesse of Autumnian malice, 

are now on the sudden by the devine influence apparelled with a fresh and more lively 

verdure than ever they were before’119.  

 

The recurrent presence of moors and wild figures, like highland men, for example at the 

triumphal celebrations for Mary’s entrance in Edinburgh in 1561, suggests the ability of the 

sovereign to control nature in its more untamed personifications, making these threatening 

forces of disorder a part of an ordered celebration (Fig.4.26). These figures were well known 

in the tradition of many European countries, and Scotland was no different, possibly 

recalling the traditional figure of the green man (Fig.4.27), and translating the general 

wildmen into more specific highlanders.  

 
Fig.4.26: A fight of Wild men and a Wild knight as represented in Margaret Tudor’s book of hours. 
[better image might be asked to the Picture Archives of the Austrian National Library, Codex 
Vindobonensis 1897, fol. 49 verso]  
 

These figures, representative of the supernatural and untamed forces of local nature, 

never really went out of fashion, with hielandmen being used as performers in 1617 

Edinburgh entry for James VI120. Three Turks, three Christian knights, three Amazons, and 

                                           
119 The Magnificent Entertainment p.47. 
120 The involvement of highlanders and moors in A.4.5. 
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three Mores, although the absence of three of the characters forced the tournament to be 

jousted without the last group, were for example part of the entertainment at the tournament 

for the baptism of Prince Henry in 1595121. Here the potentially undermining elements 

carrying cultural, ethnic, national differences, unified in the Black Lady in the past, are 

represented in an aristocratic context as demonstration of the remaining elements of dangers 

which the ordering court attempts to understand, represent and so defuse. 

 
Fig.4.27: Green man in the ceiling decoration of Roslyn Chapel 
 

During a triumph, nature could also represent a safe retreat and a vantage point offering 

security and good views on the situation, both from a real and metaphorical point of view. 

The garden or yard built for Mary and her guests in 1561, in a advantageous position 

underneath Stirling castle, would have shown the queen within the safe natural environment 

she had created for herself, where nature became friendly and secure again, and from where 

the queen and her guests could enjoy the impressive assault upon the mock castle built in the 

Castle esplanade. Similarly, nature represented a much-needed safe topic to flatter the queen 

and entertain her guests during the following banquet. By evoking creatures of nature such as 

satyrs and nymphs to attend on her guests and deliver words of praise to herself and prince 

James, Mary showed her control upon natural forces, the support to her rule by supernatural 

figures. She also very intelligently, took advantage of the political neutrality of nature. The 

speeches conveyed to the queen and young boy were in fact general praise of hunting and of 

simple life in the wilderness, skilfully avoiding references to the much talked-of matter of 

the English succession, and to the favourable position of the newborn Prince in the inheriting 

                                           
121 Described in A.4.3. Wild men (and black ladies) as representation of forces of natural disorder 
succumbing to the powerful influence of the king’s transforming power are also described in Chapter 
3. 
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line122. 

 

4.6 Illusionary Control Upon Natural Forces and its Permanent Representation 
As time went by, the world became increasingly complicated for the rulers to control. In 

his 1603 entry, James is shown as able to restore order and harmony within the elements and 

the forces of nature perturbed by Elizabeth I’s deat. He also appeared in control of the 

general balance of the world and its invisible forces, proclaiming him the true master of the 

situation on a much bigger and world wide scale than the local one used in triumphal entries 

until then. His son Charles in 1633 in Edinburgh, was similarly confronted by an enlarged 

world to rule and control. Here it was represented by the personification of untamed America 

brought forward by Britannia as a reminder to Charles of his responsibilities in promoting 

the Scottish colonisation of the new continent. Charles was also confronted with his 

responsibility towards Scotland as a ruler of a unified Britain, as he is shown a visual 

representation of Scotland in the past, with attackers being successfully repelled again and 

again, symbolically representing the city’s expectations of him to preserve Scottish identity 

through remembering its history of independence. The increasing complexity of the world, 

difficult to manage for the Medici Duke of a small and increasingly peripheral dominion, 

would not have been necessarily more approachable for the kings of Great Britain, and the 

kings of Scotland before them.  

As happened elsewhere, the Scottish monarchs’ awareness of the increasing complexity 

of the world translated into the necessity to be seen in control of it not only during their 

private masques, but permanently in their own spaces. Already in 1611, Salomon de Caus, 

one of the best European exponents of garden engineering, designed grottoes and water 

works for Prince Henry at Richmond, all expressing Platonic harmony. Many complex 

grottos were realized during the Stuart period, particularly the ‘Enstone Marvels’, witnessed 

on completion by Charles I in 1633, where rain could be made, automata moved, and music 

could be heard. Both masque and grotto contrasted controlled, mechanical perfection with 

disorder, presenting an illusion of mastery over natural forces, and both used perspective and 

optical illusions to create a centrally focused reality fit for the eye of its main spectator, the 

king or the owner of the garden123. The illusionary Platonic harmony reconstructed for the 

king shows its frailty in its attempt to understand and represent the complexity and 

contradictions of reality, finally understanding how an absolute control upon it was 

unattainable. The optimistic belief in a perfect orderly Golden age ended, it has been 
                                           

122 As described in A.3.4. Davidson P. (1995) describes the entrance and remarks on the intentional 
neutrality of nature as a theme employed in the celebration in pp.422-9. 
123 Hart V. (1994), especially pp.84-104. 
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suggested, with Charles I’s well chosen prayer from the Arcadia when on the scaffold124. 

If triumphal language was meant to show the ruler in control of an increasingly complex 

world, the early interest of Scottish rulers for collections, oddities, and science shows a 

practical effort to understand and catalogue reality –and its exceptions-, in the belief, or 

maybe hope and illusion, that, through knowledge and understanding, the sovereign can 

achieve effective control. If not dominate the whole world, the ruler could create a miniature, 

version of it, to model as he wished. The interest in understanding and cataloguing had an 

older origin in Scotland. For example, James IV hosted a group of black courtiers he hosted 

at his court125, they becoming one of 'the various curiosities, animate and inanimate, which 

James IV was fond of amassing'126. In welcoming these exotic-looking people at his court, 

James IV showed both the sensibility of an open-minded patron and the curiosity of a 

collector127. The frequent use of wild men and moors during Scottish triumphal entries, with 

the ruler occasionally disguised as one of them, might, also, have shown an appreciation for 

their oddity and unique characteristics.  

The presence of a Lion den in Stirling, and of a lion yard and lion house in Holyrood, 

with accompanying records of payments to the keepers of the king’s beasts, proves the royal 

interest for unusual animals like apes, lions, tigers, and lynxes128. James IV was also 

interested in alchemy, giving his support to a team of court scientists who were to make 

empyrical experiments or discover the philosopher’s stone for him, and to a scholar who, 

possibly following Leonardo’s example, made studies of human flight, and threw himself 

with self-made wings down the Stirling Rock, miraculously surviving129. The kings of 

Scotland shared the same inquisitive interests as other European rulers at the time, trying to 

understand and dominate reality through collecting its more unusual specimens, and seeing 

them reflected, in a variety of forces, elementals, virtues, and divinities, in their triumphal 

                                           
124 Hart V. (1994), especially pp.189-193 
125 Moors, or black people, were probably quite common in southern Europe thanks to colonies and 
mercantile relations, but in those countries less familiar with dark skinned people, black moors would 
have been an appreciated rarity. Not all deformities granted the same social status, with hairy men 
being for example in less demand then dwarves, among whom those more proportioned would have 
enjoyed higher status. See Fleming T.G. (2008).  
126 Tytler P.F. (1855) vol.III, p.331.  
127 The regard with which unusually looking people such as dwarfs, hairy men, and people with other 
curious slight deformities, were treated at Renaissance courts, where their uniqueness would have 
been highly thought and they would have been sought after courtiers, marks the difference with 
Medieval times, when such people were often regarded with suspicion and isolated as devil’s 
creatures. See Fleming T.G. (2008). 
128 Treasurer’s Accounts, vol VI, pag 262, mentioned by Jamieson F. (1994) pp.29-30. On menageries 
and the keeping of animals in gardens, with examples from Henri I and Henry VII’s reigns to the 
XVIII century, see Festing S. (1988) p.104. 
129 Fradenburg L.O. (1991) p.95 and on the scientific interests of some of James IV’s courtiers see 
Tytler P.F. vol. III pp.335-338. 
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entries. 

Symbolical control over the powers of the world shown by rulers during entries, and 

embodied by their collections and activities as patrons, set a fashion for the Scottish nobility 

to follow, making them eager to imitate the absolute power that the ruler had over reality and 

adapt the fashion to their lesser status and wealth, finding their way into the decoration of 

painted galleries. It has been suggested by M. R. Apted that painters in charge of royal 

entries, like Walter Binning and James Workman, were probably engaged to paint ceilings as 

well during their career130, and that in royal entrances they were probably employing 

techniques they had already practiced on painted ceilings and indoor decorations131. I would 

also suggest that a process the other way around is possible as far as themes are concerned: 

decorative patterns shown in triumphal entries might have enjoyed such a degree of 

popularity as to inspire paintings on ceilings. At least, both the decorations might have 

originated from a common sensibility. In particular, a possible connection has been noticed 

between triumphal decorations for the celebrations for Mary’s wedding in 1558, and the 

Astral Ceiling of Cullen House, Bamfshire. Unfortunately, the ceiling only shows Mercury 

and Luna, while the images of the other divinities had been lost when the ceiling had been 

cut down prior to the rediscovery of the decoration132 (Fig.4.28). The bearded Mercury has a 

red, ermine-lined cape with some green garment underneath, a pointed green hat with wings, 

short winged red boots, and holds a caduceus. Moon has a white top and a brown skirt, with 

a quiver on her back, and holds bow and arrow133. The representation of the costumes on the 

ceiling decoration could allow direct speculation on the appearance of contemporary 

costumes used in wedding festivities134. These decorations might have been realized after the 

entry itself, possibly taking inspiration from the costumes seen during the parade. The ceiling 

                                           
130 Apted M.R. Painting in Scotland, PhD dissertation, University of Edinburgh, 1964, v.1 pp.76-9, as 
mentioned in Bartley M.M. (1981) p.38. In 1554-1562, Walter Binning (1540-1594) is recorded on a 
number of occasions working for Edinburgh town council. On 12 October, he was paid £ 5 ‘for the 
making of the play graith and paynting of the handsenye and the playaris facis; providand alwys that 
the sad Walter mak the play geir underwrittin furthcumand to the town ... viz 8 play hattis, ane kingis 
crowne, ane myter, ane fulis hude, ane septour [sceptre], ane pair angell wyngis, twa angell hair, ane 
chaplet of tryvmphe’ Edinburgh Burgh Records 1528-57, 198-9, cited in Apted M.R. (1978) pp.28-30. 
Walter Bynning other painting works, in relation to public performances and to painting in private 
houses, are discussed in Carpenter S. (1988). 
131 Bartley M.M. (1981) p.49. 
132 Bartley M.M. (1981) pp.38-42. Also described in Bracegirdle E. (1997) pp.46-49. Another 
planetary ceiling, the decoration faded or destroyed almost beyond recognition, is that of Mary 
Sommerville’s House in Burntisland, described in Apted M.R. (1957-8), especially 147-158. Ceilings 
with painted decorations with Biblical topics are discussed, in relation with the Reformation and the 
beliefs of the owners, in Bracegirdle E. (1997) p.44. Provost Skene’s House is particularly discussed 
in pp.40-46. 
133 Description from Bartley M.M. (1981) p.42. 
134 Bartley M.M. (1981) p.38. 
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also shows the Siege of Troy, and the Calydonian Boar Hunt135. 

  
Fig.4.28: Ceiling of Cullen House, with deities (Bath M. 2003 p.201) 
 

Some permanent elements of decoration were also shown in relation with the nine 

nymphs or muses on the Butter Tron scaffold.  

 
Fig. 4.29: Ceiling in Crathes Castle (Bath M. 2003 p.199) 
 

                                           
135 These are described in Bracegirdle E. (1997) pp.44-47. 
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A comparison is suggested between the costumes worn by the muses during the triumph, 

and those worn by the muses on the Muses Ceiling at Crathes Castle (Fig.4.29). If the latter 

indeed ‘may provide clues to costuming worn by the Muses in Anne’s entry’136, it is tempting 

to suggest the ceiling decoration to have been realized taking inspiration from the costumes 

worn during this entry. At the very least, one can safely assume that those two decorative 

programs showed a deep interest in the same Renaissance imagery. None of the decorative 

painting of classical inspiration realized for Anne’s entry in 1590 has survived; but it has 

been suggested that their appearance can be reconstructed by looking at contemporary 

Scottish paintings on walls and ceilings. Apted for example argued that “the boards with 

their painted histories hanging on the house fronts and town gates must surely be related to 

scenes painted on the walls and ceilings of Scottish houses”137. One of the paintings on the 

ceiling of Cullen House, Banffshire, where the already-mentioned astral ceiling can be seen, 

shows a representation of the siege of Troy, and it has been suggested that ‘the siege of Troy 

appeared on one of the street decorations for Anne’s entry’138. Again, it is possible this 

choice for the decoration of the ceiling could have been inspired by the same theme having 

been publicly displayed, probably meeting admiration and success, during Anne’s entry.  

Scottish ceiling painting has often been looked down on by critics, as it looks more sketchy, 

flat colored and oddly composed than contemporary foreign works. However, these 

characteristics can become qualities, and be considered intentional, when ceiling painted is 

related to triumphal culture, finding explanations for some of its oddities in the different 

expectations and requirements this kind of art presented. The supernatural forces paying 

homage to the king during his entrance presented all those aspects of reality which he was to 

understand and control. As -everything- was to be represented, there was little space and 

detail for each item, which was presented in its main characteristics so that it could be 

correctly and quickly identified and remembered. Triumphal decorations did not necessarily 

have to be works of arts, which were usually enjoyed at a distance, and their temporary 

nature suggested anyway, that they would have had a short lifespan. According to Michael 

Bath, Scottish ceiling paintings and decorations of the Scottish tradition intended to make the 

rooms places of memory, or places where to remember, or even, as he calls them, memory 

theatres139.  

                                           
136 Bartley M.M. (1981) p.174.  
137 Apted M.R. Painting in Scotland, PhD dissertation, University of Edinburgh, 1964, p.55 as 
mentioned by Bartley M.M. (1981) p.152. 
138 Bartley M.M. (1981) p.152. The themes are described in Bvrel’s The description of the qveenis 
maiesties maist honorable into the tovn of Edinbvrgh, in Papers relative to the marriage of King James 
VI, pp.iii-vii. 
139 Bath M. (2003) p.161. The parallel between Scottish galleries and memory theatres, and the 
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The interest in the art of memory and in the creation of a summa of ready knowledge, 

was initially expressed by the Medieval memory treatises, where images were created to 

facilitate human understanding and recollection. During the Renaissance, such images were 

organized within spaces. Memory theatres were, according to Renaissance ars memorativa, 

imaginary buildings to be created by the minds of those willing to remember a speech or a 

concept, to be hung with images reminding of each part or even word of the speech or 

concept, and to be ideally walked through every time remembering was necessary, so remind 

of the various ideas and the connections between them through the pictures140. In particularly 

complex memory theatres, all concepts conceivable by the human mind are collected 

together through meditation and represented through symbols, and a collection of concepts 

and elements of reality, or a selection of items from human knowledge, are represented 

through symbols for the intellectual pleasure of the viewers. In the 1530s, Giulio Camillo 

Delminio worked in Venice on a real, full size, wooden memory theatre for the king of 

France, which impressed Virglius Zuichemus, a correspondent of Erasmus, who saw the 

work in progress in 1532141. 

Through such a mediated interpretation of the world, the visitor would have shared the 

impression created for the ruler during an entry, to be seeing and controlling knowledge and 

natural forces as a whole. In Scottish galleries, the placement and the appearance of the items 

are consistant with this interpretation: the link with a memorisation system was enhanced by 

the clear compartments and the pictorial space, and by the subdivision of the decoration in 

groups connected with, or separated from, each other. Also, the striking colors, and simple 

outlines of many of the figures, which have often been disregarded as signs of backwardness, 

are interpreted in Bath’s opinion as intentional ways to make the images easy to identify and 

remember, making their intellectual interpretation easier and more immediate. In his opinion, 

the decoration of long galleries such as those at Earlshall, at Cullen, and at Pinkie House 

represent some of the best examples of Scottish Renaissance decoration142. An interesting 

element of sophistication is for example, at Pinkie, the ceiling being painted to resemble a 

straight wall with a false vaulting, on which panel paintings could be hung through hooks, 

and from whose cupola and port-holes the illusion of seeing the sky was created: such an 

                                                                                                                     
connections with Scottish freemasonry and esoteric movements in p.159-167. 
140 The organisation of memory theatres in Stevenson D. (1988) pp.87-89. Use of simplified emblems 
and impresas as reminders in connection with memory theatres in Bath M. (1994) pp.49-51. 
141 Delminio, highly regarded at the time, failed to complete his project, or to leave coherent notes and 
instructions regarding its construction. On his memory theatre see Yates F. (1984) pp.129-159, 
particularly pp. 129-136. 
142 Bath M. (2003) p.53.  
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ambitious plan would not fit in with a supposed naïve style143. Referring to Culross Palace, 

built in 1597 for George Bruce, Bath states that ‘Work which may seem aesthetically naïve 

can nevertheless be iconographically sophisticated’144. A particularly good example of this 

is the long gallery at Earlshall Castle, where black and white designs organized in regular 

frames, ranging from animals, to mythological figures (Fig.4.30), to Scottish and 

international coat-of-arms, might have been planned as a memory scheme within a memory 

theatre145. Scottish galleries would have represented permanent, simplified versions of such 

imaginary buildings, and were in fact meant not for static studies but for walking and taking 

exercise; the organisation of images in this gallery would have allowed the viewer to match 

perambulation and flexible gathering of information. Pinkie gallery, inspired by Stoic ideas, 

managed in its simplicity to provide moral advice instructing on every aspect of one’s 

conduct, administered through sketched historical examples and emblems146. Through the 

adoption of emblematic images, abstract concepts such as time, truth, and antiquity, could be 

visually expressed147, and became a visible expression of the knowledge and learning which 

the patrons had accumulated148. These spaces working as memory theatres and either for 

public or private reflection and recollection, were part of the traditional ars memorativa 

mentioned as an essential quality to be mastered by William Schaw, James VI’s influential 

Master of Works149. Schaw was familiar with Giordano Bruno’s theories, and he wrote in 

1598 the first Statutes of Scottish masonry for the local Masonic lodges. In the text he 

underlined, between other things, the importance of the art of memory for its symbolic, 

occult, and hermetic meanings; the idea of an imaginary building to remember must have 

appealed to him, who dealt daily with real buildings150.  

                                           
143 Bath M. (1993) p.264. 
144 Bath M. (2003) p.77. Inscriptions and motifs are mainly inspired by Whitney’s Choice of 
Emblems, but being in watercolor have been heavily damaged by water leaking. Bath M. (1994) p.13, 
and for an overview of Culross main themes, see Bath (1993) pp.288-296. 
145 Bath M. (2003) p.160. 
146 Pinkie as stoic gallery in Bath M. (1995) pp.79-108, particularly pp.81-100. An explanation of the 
origin and meaning of the emblems adopted, in Bath (1993) pp.262-288. 
147 Kemp M. and C. Farrow (1990) pp.38-43 
148 Bath M. (2003) pp.21-22. Pinkie represents one of the best examples of applied emblematic in 
British decorative arts, as many of its twenty-one panels of emblems were based on Otto van Veen’s 
Emblemata Horatiana (Antwerp, 1607) and J.J. Boissard and Denis Lebey de Batilly’s Emblemata 
(Frankfurt, 1595). Bath M. (1994) p.13.  
149 William Schaw was master of the king’s buildings from 1583 to his death in 1602, being in charge 
for example of the building of Stirling Royal Chapel, where he adopted an intricate biblical 
symbolism and propagandistic allusions. MacKechnie A. (2000) pp.161-165. 
150 On the art of memory in Scotland in Stevenson D. (1988) pp.87-96. On Schaw, pp.26-51. 
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Fig.4.30: Ceiling from Earlshall Gallery (Bath M. 2003 p.146) 
 

The moralising meanings which went with Scottish galleries, in the form of inscriptions 

or embodied by the figure itself, would have also had to be understood and memorized, 

forming a shared proverbial wisdom and knowledge151. The same idea of encyclopaedic 

knowledge and control upon the world already shown in triumphal experiences, was to be 

shown in gardens. Gardens, like theatres, become places of memory, where the image of 

reality is mirrored and copied as part of a collection, to represent the knowledge of the 

viewer, who through simplified versions of the real item or concept, could be reminded of 

the right sequence, relationship, or connection between things in the real world.  

 

4.7 Edzell Garden as Open Air Memory Theatre 
One of the most interesting examples of such a trend in Scotland, is the garden of Edzell 

Castle, which arguably represents a remarkable attempt to concentrate within the walls of a 

traditional enclosed garden much of the knowledge of the outside world (Fig.4.31). It also 

showed the Lord’s interest to exercise, in his private space, the same kind of evoking and 

controlling power that the Stuart sovereigns had regularly shown during their triumphal 

entries. The walled garden was built, according to the date on one of the entry doors, in 

1604, by Sir David Lindsay, Lord Edzell. He and his brilliant brother Lord Menmuir were 

important members of James VI’s court, and thanks to their education, courtly connections, 

                                           
151 Bath M. (2003) pp.17-18. 
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and personal taste, had the opportunity to witness and employ first hand the court’s cultural 

trends152. What make the garden unique are the sculpted panels on three of its enclosing 

walls, with the fourth occupied by a side of the castle itself153.  

 
Fig.4.31: Edzell Garden 

 
Fig.4.32: Plan of Edzell garden and the placement of the decorative stonework, elaborated from 
Simpson W.D. (1930) p.135 
 
                                           

152 Lord Edzell’s education, family history, and relation with his younger brother in Lindsay A.W.C. 
(1858) pp.326-380. On Edzell castle and garden in particular, see pp.345-351. 
153 The garden layout is described in Simpson W.D. (1930) pp.134-170. 
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Three different themes are represented at Edzell, each on one side of the enclosing wall: 

the seven Planetary Deities on the east wall; the seven Liberal Arts on the south wall 

opposite to the castle (although one of them is now lost and only six remain); and the seven 

Virtues on the west wall (Fig.4.32). Analyzing the set of Planetary Deities, W. Douglas 

Simpson noticed that the German style of the armours, along with the connection between 

the initials I.B. carved on many sculptured panels in this group and the design of the figures, 

and connected them with the work of the German engraver Master I.B. The suggested 

identification of Master I.B. with the famous George Pencz, who allegedly decided to adopt 

the more traditionally German spelling Iorg Bentz for some time, was and still is quite 

controversial (Fig.4.33).154 Simpson suggested that this kind of iconography arrived in 

Scotland through Stammbuchers and Alba Amicorum, small books with notes and printed 

illustrations which one of Lord Edzell’s German miners could have taken with him155. 

  
Fig.4.33: Pencz’s moon, and the stonework representing moon on the right  
 

The other two sets, sometimes wrongly thought to derive from Pencz’s engravings too, 

have been recently shown, and also independently identified by myself, as inspired by some 

of the works by Maarten de Vos (1532-1603), an Antwerp painter who worked a few years 

after Pencz, and belonged to the same artistic and cultural circle156. De Vos’s realized an oil 

                                           
154 A discussion on the controversial identification of Georg Pencz with Master I.B. in Landau D. 
(1978) pp.9-17. The discovery of the divinities in Edzell to have been inspired by Pencz’s set in 
Simpson W.D. (1930) pp.161-164.  
155 Simpson W.D. (1930) pp.151-162. Examples of famous Alba Amicorum with an iconography 
similar to that at Edzell are discussed in Solis V. (1555) and examples of series for illustrations in 
Werner A. (1968). 
156 The identification of the stone decorations with engravings from Sadeler and De Passe has been 
published by Simpson W.D. and C. Tabraham (2007) pp.18-19. The identification of the painting is 
my own, as well as the connection, to be presented shortly, between the Liberal Arts series and Marten 
de Vos decorations for Archduke Hernest of Austria into Antwerp in 1594. A painting from Maarten 
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painting representing the Liberal Arts around 1590 (Fig.4.34), whose postures, attires, and 

iconographic details, closely recall the Liberal arts in Edzell, and also some drawings of 

both series, now kept at the Plantin-Moretus Museum in Antwerp. Following the trend of 

the time, which allowed an effective and potentially endless reproduction of masters’ 

designs, they were engraved by great contemporary masters, such as Johannes Sadeler 

(1550-1600) for the set of Liberal Arts (Fig.4.35), and Crispijn de Passe (1565-1637) for 

that of Virtues (Fig.4.36). Such remarkable similarities cannot be explained with the 

adoption of conventional international language, suggesting instead a direct link between 

the images. 

 
Fig.4.34: Marten de Vos, Allegory of the Seven Liberal Arts, 1590. Oil on oak panel, 147 x 200 cm, 
Private collection 
 

All the three artists were quite famous at their times: Marteen De Vos was a follower of 

Frans Floris and Tintoretto, and travelled extensively in Italy before becoming a respected 

Master in the Antwerp Guild of St.Luke in 1558, and dean of the corporation in 1572157. 

Johannes Sadeler worked at the court of William V of Bavaria, and his family was 

renowned for its many gifted artists, while Crispijn De Passe had a successful career 

portraying Elizabeth I and members of the Stuart royal family, with his prints becoming 

quite well known in England158. 

Lord Edzell decided to take inspiration, for the decoration of the side walls of his garden, 

from the very latest trend in engraving and painting, showing not only an up to date taste, 

                                                                                                                     
de Vos engraved by Anton Wierix is also the source for the Annunciation painted in Provost Skene’s 
House, Aberdeen. Bracegirdle E. (1997) p.44. 
157 Voet L. (1976-78) [II] p.34. 
158 De Passe’s career is detailed in Veldman I.M. (2001) [II]. The relationship between De Vos, De 
Passe, and Johannes Sadeler is also described in Veldman Ilja M. (2001) pp.20-24 [I]. 
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but the ability to have the images adapted and transformed to a different, less ductile 

medium like stone, to a different shape, and to an outdoor location. 

 

 
Fig.4.35: A comparison between The set of Liberal Arts, engraved by Johannes Sadeler, and the 
Liberal Arts in Edzell. The stone panel corresponding to Astronomy (bottom left) is missing 
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Fig.4.36: The set of of Virtues, engraved by Crispijn de Passe, compared with the Virtues in Edzell 
 

He was trying to achieve more than simply decoration for his outdoor space, as in this 

age, gardens were meant to provide nourishment for the mind, stimulating reflection and 

being physical embodiments of the Lord’s creative powers. In choosing Virtues, Planetary 

deities, and Liberal Arts for the walls of his garden, Lord Edzell was trying to concentrate 

as much knowledge as possible into a limited space, creating a perfect miniaturized world 
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for himself, where the dangerous and untamed forces of nature could be shown as benign 

and subjugated.  

It has also been suggested that this garden represents an open air Temple of Knowledge 

inspired by Rosacrucian ideas, where the carved figures would have recalled Eliphas Levi’s 

description of ancient Egyptian tarots carved onto the walls of the temple where the 

candidate was taken, to contemplate and reflect, before the initiation ceremony159. Even 

without embracing this esoteric interpretation, it is interesting to note how themes like the 

planetary deities, the Virtues, and the Liberal Arts were, for example, part of the so called 

Mantegna tarots. If tarots represented an attempt to understand and ‘play’ with the forces of 

the world in order to create a lost or personal order, Edzell garden represents a real-size 

version of such attempt. Interestingly, the the deities being represented on one of the garden 

walls could be connected with some personal interest of Lord Edzell, who employed two 

German mining experts, Bernard Fechtenburgh and Hans Zieger of Nuremberg, in 

searching for gold, silver, quicksilver, copper, tin, lead, and iron on his lands. These metals 

were associated with specific deities, Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, and 

Mars respectively, which are the same deities represented on the walls160. In evoking the 

related divinities in his own controllable open space, Lord Edzell was maybe trying to show 

his power over nature and events on a bigger scale, hoping to influence a fortunate outcome 

for his mining venture. The walls of his garden were meant not to repel aggressors, 

representing the traditional view of Scotland’s old fashioned lifestyle161, but to visually 

reinforce the difference between the inside, where the lord can exercise his creative power, 

and the outside, which is left for nature to rule. This garden represents an outdoor, stone 

version of a triumph, where the lord can command the presence of divinities and mythical 

figures in his own private space as the king regularly did in his city. A confirmation of the 

fact that this garden was modeled on the principles of triumphal entries, and shared the 

same ideas, is that some of the images chosen by Lord Edzell to decorate his garden and 

represent the evoked reality, belonged to the decorative apparel of a real triumph. Martin De 

Vos drawings of the Liberal Arts which originated the engravings were realized, or at least 

employed, for one of the triumphal entries he helped organize in Antwerp in 1594162. 

                                           
159 McLean A. (1979) p.11. 
160 Simpson W.D. and C. Tabraham (2007) p.30. 
161 It is only in the period 1542-1700, sustained Cox, that ‘military constructions became less of a 
necessity, [and] owners were not satisfied with the confined and cramped accommodation of their 
forebears’, and took an interest in large size gardening. Cox E.H.M. (1935) p.4. 
162 Martin de Vos’ involvement with this and other triumphal entries, and the connection between 
these drawings and the 1594 entry, in Doutrepont A. (1937) pp.131-135.  
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Fig.4.37: De Vos’s Sketches kept at the Cabinet des Estamps d’Anvers. From top left, clockwise, 
Grammar, Math, Dialectic and Music, and on the bottom, Rhetoric, Astronomy, and 
Geometry/Architecture. (From Doutrepont A. 1937) 
 

Doutrepont explains how some drawings in the Cabinet des Estampes d’Anvers163, 

showing allegorical figures of women, can be matched with the description of some of the 

decoration for the entry of Archduke Hernest of Austria into Antwerp in 1594, in particular 

those of allegorical and mythological personages to adorn the decorative panels, and 

realized by Martin De Vos in an attempt to achieve a certain unity in the conception 

                                           
163 Musee Plantin-Moretus, 320 mm x 185 mm.  
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(Fig.4.37).164 According to Doutreport, there are great and noticeable similarities beween 

these figures by de Vos and those described by Bochius in the text called Descriptio 

Pvblicae gratvlazionis spectacvlorum et lvdorvm in adventv sereniss. Principis Ernest 

Archidvchis Avstriae, dvcis Bvrgvndiae, comitis Habsp. Avrei velleris Eqvuitis Belgicis 

Provinciis a Regia Ma.te Cathol. Praefecti, an. M.D.XCIIII. XVIII, which was a celebrative 

pamphlet published to record the ruler’s entry.165 The allegorical women in De Vos’s 

sketches for the entry covered various topics, like the four parts of the world, the four ages 

of the world, the Seven Liberal Arts, some religious allegories of Fides, Spes, Caritas, Hope 

and Religion, and the representation of many Virtues, such as Integritas, Aequitas, 

Auctoritas, and many others, some of which remain undetermined. Those representing the 

Seven Liberal Arts, found their way to Edzell Garden. An analysis of Bochius’s text, 

especially of the parts describing the Liberal Arts surrounding Pallas on the second step of 

the Theatre de la Paiz at Meerbruggeduring, and of the Arts as part of the decoration of the 

Genoese triumphal arch, allowed Doutrepont, through a comparison with De Vos’s own 

drawings, to confirm the drawings to be directly connected with the figures employed 

during the triumph166. Both images of Grammar show as a veiled woman turning towards a 

child holding an open book, and pointing something in the text to his attention. Arithmetic 

is represented as a young woman writing on a writing board which she holds with her left 

hand, while her left foot is on a book on the floor. Music is playing a kind of guitar, 

standing next to a pillar supporting a violin and a horn, and on which sits an open book of 

music. Dialectica has a bird sitting on the top of her head, is shown pointing at her left hand 

with her right one, and also has a snake curling around her right arm. Two frogs sit at her 

feet. Rhetorica is crowned with laurel and standing facing the viewer, holding a caduceus in 

her right hand, and a rolled up papyrus in her left one. Geometria is shown taking 

measurements of a globe, decorated with zodiacal signs, with a pair of calipers: the globe, 

decorated with zodiacal signs, is supported by a column which has a frog apparently 

supporting its base. She has other measuring instruments next to her, and she wears a 

curious hat with the appearance of a castle with turrets. This probably refers to geometry 

having some of the attributes of architecture, and embodying her too. Astronomy is shown 

pointing at the sky with her left hand, holding a short stick; her left hand is on a globe 

decorated with the signs of the zodiac. The globe rests on an elaborate table whose base is 

                                           
164 Voet L. (1976-78) II p.34. De Vos’ master Frans Floris had a role in royal entries too, as he 
painted a side of the arch erected by the Genoese for the entry in Antwerp organized for Philip II in 
1549. In Eisler W. (1990) p.332.  
165 Doutrepont A. (1937) pp.137-141. 
166 Placement of the Liberal Arts in the triumph decoration is explained in Doutrepont A. (1937) 
pp.138-9 
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in shape of a woman with raised hands167.  

There is almost perfect correspondence between the description of the triumphal figures 

and the drawings, between the drawings and the engravings, and between the engravings 

and the stone works168. If the Liberal Arts represented a direct connection between Edzell 

and triumphal language, it is the union of the three topics of divinities, liberal arts, and 

virtues which would have provided a necessarily reduced, but surprisingly complete 

collection of human knowledge, classical forces, moral advice, and human abilities. As the 

king showed his power and influence in commanding the appearance of highly influential 

classical or symbolic figures during his entry, Lord Edzell is showing his power to create 

his garden as a miniaturized cosmos, an enclosed reality whose forces represent the forces 

governing the world.. The garden, thanks to the Lord’s almost creational action, and for its 

very nature of enclosed, regularized green space, is connected with the myth of the garden 

of Eden, the flourishing garden of innocent delights lost by humans, together with the 

mythical Golden Age, and whose perfection was always longed for throughout the ages169. 

Interestingly enough, the sixteenth century engraving by Jan Sadler after a Marten de 

Vos’s design of 1579 of the heavenly Jerusalem170 (4.38) shows some resemblances with the 

appearance of Edzell garden, although the doorways described in the book of Revelations 

and appearing in the engraving would become numerous niches in the Scottish garden. As 

Lord Edzell was familiar with De Vos’s work, he might have been aware of this engraving as 

well. This might suggest that the organisation of the grounds could have been inspired not 

just by mere elegance of design, but by symbolic associations with the garden of Eden, 

having for example a central mount, as shown in Sadler’s representation, or having a 

pathway along the side walls, which would have come handy to appreciate the stoneworks. 

The general design of the hortus and of the garden might have reminded, through straight 

lines and geometrical cut of the vegetation, of the outline of a city, and especially in the case 

of hortus conclusus surrounded by walls, of an originally defensive one, as the heavenly 

Jerusalem appears to have been in Sadler’s engraving. Paths as streets would have lead to a 

central space, representing the square of the city, and the place for the Lord to exercise 

                                           
167 A discussion and comparison of the figures iconography in Doutrepont A. (1937) pp.158-162. 
168 For a brief outline of the use of the Liberal Arts in sculpture and decoration, see Doutrepont A. 
(1937) pp.157-158. In the passage from drawings to engravings, the different size of the canvases 
forced the author to include a setting and other details which were lacking form the images adopted in 
the triumph, many of whom are recorded on the walls of Edzell garden, although the different shape 
and medium employed in the Scottish wall decorations implied a further adaptation and partial 
reorganisation of the image. 
169 Gardening as an attempt to show control on natural forces and recreate perfection is discussed in 
Chapter 1. See Van Zuylen G. (1994) pp.31-61. 
170 Conforti C. (1980) [II] p.195.  
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learning and political control171. The importance of determining the visitor’s route through 

the garden is not to be underestimated especially for a garden which, like Edzell and 

notwithstanding its limited size, intended to instruct and move to reflection. Physically 

moving through the garden would have meant moving through ideas and concepts, and 

structures such as the castle, the summer house, or the bath house, could have provided 

directionality and additional simbology172. 

 
Fig.4.38: Heavenly Jerusalem in an engraving by J.Sadeler after a drawing by M. De Vos, 1579. 
(Fagiolo M. 1980, fig.141) 
 

Gardens inspired by the principles of human knowledge such as Viboccone Park 

(Fig.4.39), and Edzell might belong to this group. They represent in their parterre 

organisation the invisible mathematical, geometrical and cosmological rules which govern 

the world, and which are represented through the use of vegetation, the intersection of lines 

and paths, the use of the four elements, representing the cosmological order of the world and 

its deep knowledge173. This would also connect with the suggestive theory suggesting that 

Edzell Garden might have been thought and worked as a Mystery Theatre, obeying to 

mathematical rules of proportion and with the decorations and vegetation enclosed in its 

perimeter assuming sacred geometrical significance.174  

A similar symbolic garden which might have been influential in making scientific 

gardens popular in Scotland was Tycho Brahe’s. James VI visited the famous scientist and 

                                           
171 Rinaldi A. (1980) [II] p.200.  
172 The importance of movement in perceiving a garden is presented in Dixon Hunt J. (2004) pp.145-
172, especially pp.141-156. 
173 Rinaldi A. (1980) [II] p.199-200.  
174 As explained by McLean A. (1979) pp.12-13. 
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astronomer’s castle Uraniborg in 1590, during his trip north to fetch his bride, Anne of 

Denmark, and was deeply impressed by both the scientist’s theoretical work and the practical 

experiments175. 

 
Fig.4.39: Plan of the Viboccone Park, by Vitozzi, now disappeared. Drawing in Archivio di Stato in 
Turin, A. Scotti. The park was organized around five streets departing from the Dora river (bottom of 
the picture), organized around senses, liberal arts, theology, major studies, and mathematical 
disciplines. (Fagiolo M. 1980, fig.136) 
 

The parterre of Edzell Castle must be recognized as much more than a pretty, regularized 

design. It represented the invisible connections between the influences of the planets, or the 

zodiac, the moral virtues of men represented on the walls. Beside displaying Lord Edzell’s 

own culture and knowledge, the garden would have stimulated introspective reflection upon 

God’s invisible forces governing the world and guiding the course of human life176.  

 

4.8 Control Upon the Landscape and its Permanent Consequences 
Although nature would have been relatively easy to control when introduced artificially 

into cities through triumphal entries, or when enclosed by walls as in Edzell garden, 

generally speaking the landscape that Stewart kings were to rule over was rougher, more 

untamed and less accessible than than that being shaped by other contemporary European 

ruling families. Florentine cities and gardens represented for a long time a perfectly tamed 

reality, which the Signore could organize at his pleasure and which reflected his constant 

efforts, present and future, to improve his reign. In Scotland, a strong municipal pride and a 

                                           
175 Glendinning M., R. MacInnes and A.MacKechnie (1996) p.59. Also, Stevenson D. (1997) pp.50-1. 
176 Beside that as an occasion of display of personal culture for others to see, gardens became, as a 
consequence of the Reformation stimulating men to independently seek a dialogue with God also 
through Nature, gardens became an ideal place for lonely reflection. Strong R. (2000) pp.107-111.  
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determination to maintain the city identity and dignity as long as possible, was matched by a 

nature difficult to tame, which always peeks into the city and the garden from the distance, in 

all its fascinating but threatening potential. The illusionary recreation of a controllable nature 

is temporary, and limited to the walled space of an enclosed garden, or to the short time of a 

triumphal celebration, when it is evoked as part of the display of royal power. Garden and 

city are two faces of the same coin in the Scottish experience as well, with control being 

boasted in both, but only rarely achieved. Through imposing the presence of a wide area of 

relatively untamed wilderness, his own park and hunting forest, just neighbouring the burgh, 

the ruler was underlining his control upon both environment, making permanent the 

coexistence between built spaces and nature usually shown during triumphal entries. It is the 

sovereigns’ responsibility that such coexistence is made possible. Having a garden within 

city walls became a status symbol, a sign of distinction and refinement in Scottish cities, 

where the domineering mercantile culture was based upon activity, effectiveness, and speed, 

and so was likely to appreciate as a sign of cultural refinement the creation of private pockets 

of green.  

 
Fig.4.40: Detail of Gordon’s map, 1647, showing details of city gardens. National Library 
 

In imitation of the sovereign, but on a much smaller scale, wealthy merchants could 

shown their taste and power through taming nature and forcing her within the city walls, 

creating spaces where one could relax and pursue more noble activities. The abundance of 

private gardens with regular, Renaissance layouts, visible for example in Gordon’s map in 

1647, was not as much for productive purposes of providing greens and herbs, but as a status 

symbol, showing how every bourgeois could, in their little garden, create a controllable 

miniaturized world upon which to rule (Fig.4.40). Gardens are considered as important as 
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edifices to determine the status and culture of their owner177. Through introducing these 

middle spaces, open but secluded, natural but tamed, the Scottish built space was put in 

connection with Scottish nature. The ideology governing this is shown in John Raid’s “The 

Scots Gard’ner”, published 1683, where Renaissance principles of order and regularity 

which influenced the development of architecture were applied outside the edifice, creating a 

space connecting the carefully planned “inside” to the somehow still untamed “outside” 

(Fig.4.41).  

 
Fig.4.41: John Raid’s ideal placement of the house from The Scots Gard’ner plan 1 
 

In straightening naturally rough shapes, the gardener was actually looking for 

improvement and perfection, and borrowing geometry and symmetry from art and 

architecture, he was creating a connection between nature and human productions. 

Gardening becomes an ambitious attempt to re-shape the world, but the roughness of 

Scottish natural elements, like the climate, the local species, and the uneven terrain, would 

have proved hard to deal with.  

The solutions found in Scotland to achieve an appearance of control over a wild nature 

are varied, proving the local interest in the topic and the efforts made to convey an image, if 

not a reality, of control upon the landscape, and the awareness of the most popular ideas 

employed in the continent to that effect. On a small scale, a walled garden of the traditional 

                                           
177 In the description of the estate of Coltness (Lanarkshire) in 1654, both the house and the garden 
are described as equally interesting elements to be extensively worked on and improved, for the pride 
of their new owner. Denham Memoir, Coltness Collection, Maitland Club, 1842, cited by Cox 
E.H.M. (1935) pp.39-42. 
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kind would have been the ideal location for the Lord to create a miniaturized natural world 

over which to show his control, as well as providing a useful shield from the wind, and 

hosting productive spaces such as tree plantations, fish ponds, and orchards178. However, the 

limited extension of some Scottish gardens, proclaimed in themselves the limits of their 

owners’ ambitions, and the content of the garden had to be outstanding to proclaim, in such a 

limited space, ideas of grandeur and power. Through the introduction of elements such as 

sundials and fountains, the creator of the garden trying to understand and to control the 

forces governing nature, providing water and understanding the course of the sun179. 

Through the introduction of statues, like Arnold Quellin’s works at Glamis Castle, and the 

placing of imported works of art, like at Tyinghame park, where in the seventeenth century a 

Venetian well-head dated 1586 was used as decoration, the Lord was showing his 

understanding of art and the importance of display. Thanks to the use of those decorative 

elements, gardens were becoming less a place for exercise and more a show of exotic species 

and bizarre topiary. Collections of statues found their proper setting in the garden like in an 

open air museum, which also presented the Lord’s personality and taste to the visitors. 

Foreign and exotic plants were also introduced into gardens, demonstrating an up-to-date 

interest in botanic discoveries. This is shown for example by the amount of purchasing of 

foreign plants and seeds, especially in Holland, where plants were selected to obtain different 

tastes or colours, like in the case of carrots and ranunculus. This interest in studying and 

mildly manipulating nature to subdue it to human needs can be easily understood in a 

Renaissance context, where everything was to be analyzed and classified in the light of the 

human intelligence. Plants were often introduced from other European countries, but more 

exotic plants were also appreciated as necessary demonstrations of wealth and culture, with 

for example a 30% of exotic shrubs, climbers and trees being introduced, quite a lot if 

compared to 38% of European and 32% of native which continued to be raised180. The 

choice of the plants becomes a challenge to inventiveness and wealth, and trees such as Lime 

(1664) and Laburnum (1696) were introduced from abroad. It must be noticed that in 

introducing new plants, Scotland was not backward at all and instead had a deep interest in 

the matter. Indian Cress for example, properly called Nasturtium majus, was introduced in 

England from Peru in 1686, and only three years later in Scotland. This proves Scottish 

                                           
178 Lasting popularity of walled gardens is described in MacKean C. (2003) pp.142-3. 
179 The symbolic importance of sundials in Scottish gardens in Glendinning M., R. MacInnes and 
A.MacKechnie (1996) p.59. 
180 Although some medicinal non European plants were introduced, they were a tiny 8%, compared 
to 30% of European origin and a reassuring 62% of natives, showing how local, well known 
remedies were still preferred. Interpretation of data from Robertson Forbes W. (2000) pp.132-135 
medicinal plants, pp.68-71 shrubs, climbers and trees.  
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gardening surprisingly up-to-date, although practicality was never forgotten, and this plant 

was used as a salad for more than a century181. The use of unusual, foreign plants in Scottish 

private gardens matched the growing interest in understanding and studying nature shown by 

the creation of a Botanic garden in Edinburgh, firstly attempted in 1656 in a confined yard, 

for the utility of Chirugeons or Surgeons. Visiting the garden in Linlithgow in 1662, the 

botanist John Ray commented that: “this Stuart hath nourished in his garden divers exotic 

plants, more then one would hope to find in so northerly and cold a country”182, some of 

them which he himself had never seen before. The garden moved to Holyrood House and 

Trinity Hospital, where the plants were arranged systematically in alphabetical order into 

separate plots according to genus and species, and examined by students183.  

The limited size of many Scottish gardens would have provided a limit to the impression 

of grandeur the owner wanted to achieve. A solution to this impasse was to multiply walled 

gardens and connect them together into a single project, as was created by Saulton at 

Saulton’s Hall, where many traditionally walled garden of the traditional type were linked 

together through specifically placed openings in the walls. The centres of the gardens were 

then connected by imaginary lines creating clairvoyées and passages where these meet the 

garden walls: this allowed the benefits of a more open garden design, but also those of 

traditionally enclosing walls184 (Fig.4.42).  

 
Fig.4.42: Saulton’s plan for the garden at Saltoun Hall from Little G.A. (1981) p.11 
                                           

181 From Cox E.H.M. (1935) pp.158-9. 
182 As reported in Haldane E. (1934) pp.50-51.  
183 The gardens were realised under the influence of two physicians, Balfour and Sibbald, whose 
knowledge had been improved by long years of travelling, and of Robert Morison, at thirty years of 
age director of gardens to the Duke of Orleans at Blois. In charge of the garden was James Sutherland, 
described as-“most learned botanist”, good Latinist and a capable man of business. The early origin of 
Edinburgh Botanic Garden in Haldane E. (1934) pp.70-89. Origins and form of the early Physic 
Garden of Edinburgh in Robertson Forbes W. (2000) pp.130-1. 
184 Little G.A. (1981) pp.9-11. 
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However, if willing to abandon walled gardens, Scotland had to deal with different levels 

and heights, which made regularity difficult to achieve. John Reid provides advices for those 

willing to employ themselves in gardening, to cunningly use its irregularity as a resource to 

achieve symmetry, thus adapting the general principle to the local requirements185. The 

unevenness of the terrain could then have been an obstacle, but proved instead, following 

foreign examples, to be a resource. In the Vatican, having employed terraces successfully, 

Bramante and others after him found skilful solutions to link the levels together, helping to 

create amazing views by the new artificial structuring of the terrain. In mild, domesticated 

Italy, opening up through terracing towards a serene, productive looking environment could 

be done in comparative security. Terracing was adopted in Scotland on the other hand as a 

way to control an untamed landscape, and to enjoy the countryside from a distance. In 

particular, John Reid praises terracing as the proper solution to create a layout in an uneven 

situation, which allowed a rational subdivision of steep terrain. He stimulated ingenuous 

solutions to connect the different levels together and favoured the creation of controlled 

perspectives on the surroundings. 

Examples of terracing offering good views of the surroundings can be seen at Pitmedden, 

Drummond Castle, or in Linlithgow Palace, engraved by Slezer as overlooking a terraced 

area and then the loch. Water is the visual focal point in Neidpath Castle too, where a 

complex terraced garden possibly dated 1581 leads to the river Tweed. At Aberdour, the 

terraced garden of about the 1570s186 open up the perspective to the landscape, and few 

examples are more effective than the Castle Campbell terraces. From here, the Lord would 

have enjoyed a view of both his nearby park and terraced garden, representing regularity and 

controlled spaces, and of the outdoors in the far away distance, representing nature in its 

original, untamed state, but deprived of threatening potential thanks to private space, terrace, 

window, or belvedere. The same idea was shared by Moray House which, as said, was safely 

placed on the royal mile and looked back to its own private garden, but could enjoy the 

spectacle of the imposing Arthur Seat. Similarly, in the early eighteenth century, 

Queensberry garden in Edinburgh had tall trees that blocked the view from the inside of the 

                                           
185 “In a confined situation of ground, I add what I can but diminish nothing. I take a survey of the 
work and when I find several regular and irregular things done on one side of the house, and nothing 
correspondent on the other, I mark the very same on the opposite side, and this I continue to do, till 
all the irrigularities produce one uniformity” from Reid J. (1988) p.4. 
186 The terraces have been dug out and recently restored. The garden houses a walled garden with a 
sundial, while the kitchen garden has been destroyed by the construction of the nearby railway, cutting 
apart the church and the graveyard from the rest of the complex. A regularly planned square garden is 
about to be recreated at the bottom of the terraces. Historic Scotland informative board at Aberdour 
Castle, and Apted M.R. (1985) pp.16-18 and p.28. 
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garden to the busy, urban immediate surroundings, but left the possibility of enjoying Arthur 

Seat and the natural environment in the distance187. If in Florence, it is the city which the 

ruler wish to control, transforming it into a setting and a picture in the distance188, in 

Scotland the focus is on the outdoors and on nature, which is tamed and transformed in a 

painted landscape, a setting, a view to be enjoyed from within a controlled space, and not 

considered a harsh reality with which to physically confront. From the security of the Lord’s 

own belvedere, it was possible to admire a country where “nature has finished what she had 

to do, and has left nothing for the artist to practise, save only to adorn the natural 

excellency”189.  

 

Still, the imposing, unpredictable look of the Scottish landscape made opening up 

towards it something to be done with caution, even from a distance. Through controlled 

perspectives and spyglasses, the Lord was to direct its gaze not onto a generic landscape, but 

onto the very elements which might have interested him, and which he wished his own 

garden to be visually connected with. Through these views, the limits of the Scottish Lord’s 

garden expand virtually endlessly, and he manages to include these majestic landmarks into 

his own private collection. As real possession is not possible, and control and regularity can 

not be forced upon them, a balance could be found through ideal, symbolic control, granting 

an illusion of power not much different from the one granted to the ruler during a triumphal 

entry. The focus onto natural environment, to be enjoyed from the safety of one’s home and 

symbolically controlled to become part of the Lord’s private collection, becomes easy to 

recognize in Sir William Bruce’s work, which efficaciously connects the designed garden 

and the edifice to the surroundings through direct views centred on far away, outstanding 

natural elements, or interesting elements of the landscape.  

                                           
187 Lowrey J. (2008) pp.217-219. 
188  See Chapter 1.3, especially footnote 90.  
189 This is the opinion of Richard Frank from Cambridge about Dunnottar Castle, which he visited in 
1656-7 . Brown, P.H. (1891) p.206. 
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Fig.4.43: At Kinross House, the perspective departing from the house (left) continues through the gate 
(centre), to end in the island and Loch Leven castle (right) 
 

In Balcaskie house, long avenues were created ex novo, focusing attention on an 

impressive element of the landscape in Bass Rock190, while at Kinross Palace the edifice 

overlooks Loch Leven and the main axis of the garden visually connects the Palace with 

                                           
190 Scottish Natural Heritage (1987) vol.4 p.354. 
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Leven Castle, far distant in the middle of the Loch191. Leven Castle ‘acts like a ruined folly 

ending the vista which runs through the middle of the garden’192 becoming an element within 

Bruce’s bigger design. (Fig.4.43). The historical and political importance of Loch Leven 

castle, from which Mary Stuart escaped to claim her role of queen back, is also to be 

underlined, as many Scottish gardens and landscapes before and after the construction of 

Kinross Palace have been employed for their historical and political value. Through making 

Loch Leven castle the focus of his garden design, Bruce was creating a connection between 

his own architecture, modern and palace-like, and the Scottish historical past, showing 

interest for Scottish architectural tradition. The evoking power of landscape in connection 

with history was also employed in royal residences such as Stirling and Holyrood, the first 

overlooking the site of the battle of Bannockburn, where the Scots defended their 

independence against the English, and the second in close vicinity to the Arthur’s seat. The 

denomination of the mountain, first recorded in 1508, as the site where King Arthur’s 

legendary castle had been built, and the presence of rival round tables and rival princes 

Arthur in both England and Scotland, underlines the propaganda undertones of the park of 

Holyrood193. In the grounds of Tullibardine Castle, a garden design was also employed to 

permanently record in the landscape the size of James IV’s ship, The Michael, launched in 

1511 and of unprecedented size, with the hull profile being replicated as a tree lined pond194.  

If the untamed nature of Scottish landscape could not be completely controlled in the 

same way as the cultivated Tuscan countryside had been modelled to portray the Medici’s 

rule, other means were successfully created to reduce, or elevate, the landscape to physical 

representation of the Stewart’s achievements. This closely recalls the politic of spectacle and 

make-believe typical of Renaissance culture in general, and of triumphal culture in 

particular. Through emphasizing the connection of the ruler, or the landowner, with the 

dynastical and local historical past, the whole Scottish landscape became a permanent 

celebration of success and achievements. Later on, this early interest in the connections 

between local history and landscaping was perfected in John Erskine’s work at Alloa195, with 

the creation of a Scottish Historical Landscape based on matching and emphasizing the 

existing natural topography with historical associations. Instead of forcing Scottish landscape 

into something it was not, Erskine celebrated its untamed character as its true, most authentic 

beauty, and as a way to connect people with the mythical and historical origins expressed by 

                                           
191 Bruce’s design at Kinross is explained in Scottish Natural Heritage (1987) v.3 pp.198-99. 
192 Scottish Natural Heritage (1987) v.4 p.198. 
193 Scottish historical landscapes in Mackechnie A. (2002) pp.214-218.  
194 Mackechnie A. (2002) pp.217-218. 
195 On Erskine’s work at Alloa see Stewart M. (2002). 
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their native lands196. Erskine’s successful attempt to build an authentic relationship between 

local history and identity, and Scottish landscape, through the outline of a garden, has in my 

opinion its origins not only in Bruce’s gardens focusing on historical and natural landscapes, 

but in the attempts of the royal family in the XVI century to make the best of the wild nature 

they had to confront. As tamed nature and control upon natural forces had shown the ruler’s 

power during triumphal celebrations, so the garden and the landscape became, through 

illusions and tricks of the eye, the platform from which to proclaim the dynasty’s status and 

the glorious past of the country.  

 

 

4.9 Conclusions 

The Scottish sovereigns, and in time Lords, were willing to show their control over their 

cities, over nature and knowledge in the same way as their continental counterparts were 

doing, and in the same way as control and power could be displayed through the architecture 

of royal and noble palaces. Such control started with the introduction of nature into an urban 

space during triumphal entrances, but the idea to collect and line up natural forces as a way 

to express control and dominion was copied in galleries and gardens. In galleries, the 

complexity of reality was dealt with through simplified iconographies, this making the 

sketchy character of many Scottish ceiling decorations an intentional, appropriate choice and 

not necessarily a sign of inability. Through simplified images, to be employed both during 

triumphal entries and in permanent decorations of spaces, a remarkable control upon 

knowledge could be expressed and recorded, transforming such symbolic spaces, both closed 

and open, into memory theatres. In gardens, the wild character of Scottish nature was to be 

dealt with through a physical separation between the area under the ruler’s control, easy to 

determine in case of a walled garden like Edzell, and the broader landscape, often to be seen 

at distance. However, the will to enlarge one’s horizon and proclaim a wider dominance of 

nature meant a progressive opening up towards an untamed, but also safely distant, 

landscape, whose landmarks could be seen and so theoretically controlled. The idea of gaze 

and perception from a distance is then key to the idea of triumphal culture in Scotland; such 

controlling views are denied to the entering monarch, who is to explore the city step by step 

and focus his attention on the buildings expressing local traditions. Architectural structures 

like timber galleries and open facades provided ideal stages and theatre boxes for those 

watching, and for those performing, contributing to the success of the see-and-be seen 

                                           
196 Stewart M. (2002), especially pp.253-262. Stewart also remarks on the Virgilian connections of the 
garden and its intellectual, contemplative purposes. 
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triumphal culture. Buildings like Moray House well represent both these necessities, offering 

both a platform and a favourable viewpoint, but also offering both a controllable and a -

safely distant- uncontrollable idea of nature to the viewer.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

 

Through this research, I hope I have provided a new point of view for the study of 

Scottish Renaissance, proving that triumphal language represented a strong unifying cultural 

element between Scotland and other European countries during the Renaissance, but was 

also merged with strong local traditions, and visually represents and embodies, in its 

permanent architectural outcomes, the evolution of Scottish culture during the Renaissance. 

This could stimulate the study of other common threads between Scottish and European 

triumphal culture, adding more and more pieces to the puzzle of the hows, whys, and whats 

regarding Scottish culture. 

Already from the study of the influence of triumphal culture in Renaissance Scottish 

culture, some points can be made. The re-evaluation of Scottish culture implies and requires, 

in my opinion, a complete rethinking of the relationship between Elizabethan and Jacobean-

Carolingean culture, with the appearance on stage of a third, equally important character, i.e. 

Stewart culture. James VI’s inheritance of the English throne, and his moving to London 

with all his court, had no doubt been a long awaited event in the monarch’s life, and his 

succeeding Elizabeth represented a political and dynastical success which made him the 

world renowned monarch we all know. However, in comparing James iconography with 

Elizabeth’s, or James’ entries and triumphal language with Elizabeth’s, or even James’s 

political choices and decisions as a monarch with Elizabeth’s, the important fact that James 

had been, and still was, a Scottish monarch of the Stewart line, and as such a representative 

and a product of Scottish culture, has been mainly ignored or put aside. If this attitude is 

caused by the limited expectations set upon Scottish international standing, political 

relevance, and cultural vivacity to have had an influence when compared with the undeniable 

achievements of the Elizabethan era, it is maybe time to think again. The picture of Scottish 

rule presented on an international stage during and in consequence of triumphal entry, shows 

a culturally-aware country, successfully exploiting the potential of triumphal culture, based 

on staged performances, illusions, and make-believe, to create the image of a modern 

dynasty entitled to an absolute power, of a country proud of its historical past and of its 

untamed nature, and of a network of wealthy royal burghs aware of their traditional rights 

but open to confrontation with their foreign peers and their ruler. The kind of power 

portrayed in Scottish triumphs was the kind of power James VI inherited from his ancestors 

and both shaped and exercised himself, and which effectively represented, through speeches, 

decorations, and buildings, Scottish culture in the XVI and early XVII centuries. I believe it 
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is essential to consider this background to Jacobean and Carolingean culture, and not refer it 

only, or even mainly, to Elizabethan culture, but see it as a natural consequence and 

derivation of Stewart culture as well1. 

Considering triumphs as an important occasion to communicate with subjects and other 

foreign rulers, in order to proclaim and justify a continually renovating power, further study 

would show how a comparison between Stewart and Elizabethan traditions shows a greater 

cultural vivacity above the border than below. The untimely deaths which dramatically 

shortened the length of the average Stewart reign, meant constant weddings, baptisms, and 

coronation ceremonies, with appropriate ceremonies to match. The stable and culturally 

fertile Elizabethan reign, instead, was based upon continuity and constant themes, with 

Elizabeth continuing to adopt, in personal behaviour as well as in court ritual and 

iconography, the same language of personal glorification as Gloriana and Astraea that she 

had adopted during the earlier part of her reign. It would be interesting to analyze, and I 

mean to do so in the continuation of my studies, to what extent the political choices, and 

final unhappy outcomes, of the Stuart dynasty as rulers of a unified Britain, depended on the 

awkward situation of suddenly transplanting a ruler and a dynasty into a different country, 

leaving Scotland deserted and providing England with a necessarily different conception of 

rule, as well as making it difficult for James VI and his successors to adapt to a new situation 

and expectations. Triumphal celebrations visually expressed the culture, expectations, and 

political choices of the ruler. It will be interesting to see if, after the Union of the Crowns, 

James VI and his successors tried to merge the Scottish and English tradtions, or if they tried 

to rely only on one of the two. It is in their inefficient and unsuccessful style of 

communication with their subjects, I believe, that one of the reasons for their final failure is 

to be found.  

Another interesting theme my research opened for exploration, and connected to the 

Stewart/Elizabethan dualism, is the possible comparison between the way Edinburgh became 

the theatrical setting for the Stewart celebrations, and the way London was for Tudor and 

Elizabethan celebrations (not forgetting the important public celebrations connected with the 

Lord Major). It is possible, in my opinion, to find one of the causes of the separation 

between court and subjects, and between court and city, which characterized the late 

Jacobean rule and the following reigns, in the ineffective use of the city during court 

celebrations. In my future studies, I should like to analyze what, if anything, “went wrong” 

during the late reigns regarding the way the urban environment was used, and how such 

                                                 
1 This line of investigation is a natural consequence of the re-evaluation of Scottish architecture in a 
broader context made by Glendinning M.et.al. (1996). 
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effective, well oiled triumphal cultures such as the Tudor-Elizabethan and the Stewart one, 

failed to unify to effectively maintain popular support. Two minor, but equally interesting 

lines of investigation regard the use of triumphal themes under less conventional 

circumstances. The frequency of regencies in Scotland during the sixteenth century suggests 

a form of “borrowed” royal power by those who, for years, found themselves governing the 

country. The figure of the Queen regent is particularly interesting to me; as it was so difficult 

for a woman to create a believable, but not threatening, image of herself during her child’s 

minority, I would like to explore which kind of iconography Margaret Tudor, but more 

particularly Mary of Guise created for themselves, and how, if at all, their role or position 

was recorded through public celebrations, and consequently through decoration or permanent 

architectural changes. Broadening the field even more, triumphal language was probably 

used in connection with educational buildings such as George Heriot hospital, where not 

only the main facade, but the whole approach can be demonstrated to be a processional 

approach to learning such as the one of Caius College, at Cambridge. Besides proving this 

was the case, I think it would be possible to study possible connections between triumphal 

culture and the architecture of educational buildings connected with the University, also in 

relation to related ceremonies to be performed.  

The importance of triumphal culture as a way to portray, and so to study, Scottish 

Renaissance architecture is not then limited to what has been presented here, and represents 

by no means a closed chapter. Its potential as a field of study, and the many side lines which 

could, and will, be pursued are in themselves, I believe, proof of the validity of this line of 

inquiry, which opens up a completely new field of investigation not only clarifying aspects 

of Scottish culture, but helping to set it within the bigger picture of the development of a 

British identity 
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APPENDIX: TRIUMPHS IN SCOTLAND 1503-1633 
 

 

A.1 JAMES IV' Triumphs and Celebrations  
 

A.1.2 Triumphal Celebrations for Margaret Tudor’s Entry in Edinburgh in 

1503  
This was probably the first Scottish triumphal entry of Renaissance inspiration held in 

Scotland, welcoming Margaret Tudor and her entourage on her arrival from England in 

15031 accompanied by a John Yonge or Young, who provided a good and coerent official 

account of her travels and reception in Edinburgh2. Almost all the English and Scottish 

cities passed through by the cortege accompanying the English princess organized official 

welcomes for her, as well as many noble families who got to host her. The nobility and 

commoners of the realm ‘resavit hir with gret reverence and honouris in all the borrowis 

tounis of scotland quhan that scho maid hir entres evirie ane according to their estait maid 

hir sic bankattin feirceis and playes that nevir siclykk was seine in the realme of scotland 

for the entres of na queine that was resawit afoirtyme in scotland and speciallie Edinburghe 

stiruilling Sanctandrois Dundie Sanct Johnestoun aberdeine glaskow linlythgow’3. The 

English nobility who accompanied the queen were so impressed by this welcome, that on 

their way back south, they declared ‘thay had seine and visitit the maist pairt of scotland 

and war weill intertenit with the king and his lordis evir passin their tyme in hunttin and 

halkin iustin singing dansin and playing and all uthir knichtlie game’4.  

The first part of the entertainment took part outside the city, with the king and his 

entourage of lords and gentlemen, dressed with ‘Jaketts of Golde, of Velvett, and of 

Damaske, figured of Golde, and of many Colours'5 coming forward to meet the queen's 

courtege. Margaret set on her horse behind the king, and the couple moved towards the 

town ahead of the procession. About half a mile outside town, ‘Within a Medewe, was a 

Pavillon, wherof cam owt a Knyght on Horsbak, armed at all Peces, having hys Lady 

Paramour that barre his Horne. And by Avantur, ther cam an other also armed, that cam to 

hym, and robbed from hym hys sayd Lady, and at the absenting blew the said Horne, 

wherby the said Knyght understude hym, and tourned after hym, and said to hyhistorim, 
                                           

1 Pitscottie’s cronicles I, p.240, fol 50 a.  
2 Well interpreted by Fradenburg L.O. (1991) pp.84-149, especially pp.91-122. Interpretation of the 
entry also in Gray D. (1998) pp.16-22. 
3 Younge’s chronicle, p.288. 
4 Younge’s chronicle, p.288. 
5 Younge’s chronicle, p.288.  
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wherfor hast thou this doon? He answerd hym, what will you say therto? – I say, that I will 

pryve apun thee, that thou hast doon Owtrage to me. The tother demaunded hym if he was 

armed? He saud ye, well then, said th’other, preve the a Man, and doo thy Devoir. In such 

Manere they departed, and went to take their Sperys, and renne without stryking of the 

same. After the Course they retourned with their Swerdes in their Haunds, and maid a varey 

fayr Torney: And the Caler caused the Swerd for to fall of the Defender. Notwithstanding, 

the Xaller caused to gyffe hym ageyn his Swerd, and begon ageyn the said Torney of more 

fayre Manere; and they did well ther décor tyll that the Kynge cam hymselfe, the Qwene 

behynd hym, crying Paix, and caused them for to be departed. After this the King called 

them before hym, and demunded them the Cause of their Difference. The Caller sayd, Syre, 

he hath taken from me my Lady Paramour, whereof I was insurte of hyr by Faith. The 

Defender, answered, Syre, I shall defend me ageynst hym apon thys Cas: Then sayd the 

Kynge to sayd Defender, brynge youre Frends, and ye schall be appoynted a Day for to 

agre you.6’ After having sorted out the staged disagreement between the knights, playing 

the just and wise judge, James IV guided the procession forward. When just outside town, a 

hart was released and greyhounds sent after it for a court hunt, before proceding towards 

Edinburgh.  

‘At the Entrynge of that same cam in Processyon the Grey Freres, with the Crosse and 

sum Relicks, the wich was presented by the Warden to the Kynge for to kysse, bot he would 

not before the Qwene; and he had hys Hed barre during the Ceremonies’7. This part of the 

procession was also enlivened by musicians and trumpeters performing. ‘A lityll more 

further cam also in Processyon the Jacobins, evested the most Chyft and Principall of them, 

with many relicks; wherof some of thos war by the Prior gyffen to kysse, in lyke wys … At 

the Entryng of the said Towne was maid a Yatt of Wood painted, with Two Towrells was, at 

the Windowe in the Midds. In the wich Towrells was, at the Windowes, rested Angells 

syngyng joyously for the Comynge of so noble a Lady; and at the sayd middle Windowe was 

in lyk wys an angell presenting the Kees to the said Qwene’.8 The timber gateway, with its 

two towers flanking a central gateway was probably mimicking a castle, and although no 

description of the arch survives, a resemblance has been suggested with the contemporary 

foreworks in Stirling Castle9. Wonderful singing was provided by performers dressed as 

                                           
6 Younge’s chronicle, p.288.  
7 Younge’s chronicle, p.289.  
8 Younge’s chronicle, p.289. According to Ian Campbell’s interpretation, this gateway stood on the 
site of the later Bristo Port, justifying this with the fact that it was the Franciscans (the Greyfriars), to 
provide the first welcome. Campbell I. and M. Stewart, (2005) p.27. Other interpretations of the 
possible position of this gate are provided later in Chapter 2. 
9 Campbell I. (1997) p.27. 
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angels with religious garments, which were placed at the window and at the two towers, 

illustrating the rejoicing of heaven and hearth for her arrival. ‘Within the Towne ny to the 

said Yatt cam in Processyon the College of the Perysche of Seint Gilles, richly revested, 

with the Arme of that Seint; the wiche was presented to the Kynge for to kysse; wherof he 

did as before, and began to synge Te Deum Laudamus. 10’ The chronicle describes how 

‘The Towne of Edenbourgh was in many Places haunged with Tappissery, the Howses and 

Wyndowes war full of Lordes, Ladyes, Gentylwomen, and Gentylmen, and in the Streytts 

war soe grett Multitude of People without Nombre, that it was a fayr Thynge to Se’11. 

‘In the Mydds of the Towne was a Crosse’ redecorated for the occasion, and a nearby 

fountain was made running wine for the population during the celebration time. ‘Ny to that 

Crosse was a Scarfawst maid, wher was represented Paris and the Thre Deessys, with 

Mercure, that gaffe him th Apyll of Gold, for to gyffe to the most fayre of the thre, wiche he 

gave to Venus. In the Scarfawst was represented also the Salutacion of Gabriell to the 

Virgyne, in sayinge Ave gratia, and sens –er, the Sollempnizacion of the varety Maryage 

betwixt the said Vierge and Joseph.12’ Other changes were made to the city. ‘More fourther 

was of new maid One other Yatt, apon wiche was in Sieges the iiij Vertuz. Theys is to weyit 

Justice, holdynge in hyr right Haunde a Swerde all naked, and and in the t’other a Pair of 

Ballaunces, and she had under hyr Feet the Kyng Nero: Force, armed, holdyng in hyr 

Haund a Shaste, and under hyr Feete was Holofernes, all armed: Temperance, holdyng in 

hyr Haund a Bitt of an Horse, and under hyr Feete was Epicurus: Prudence, holdynge in 

hyr Haunde a Syerge, and under hyr Sardenapalus. With the war Tabretts that playd 

merrily, whill the noble Company past thorough. Under was a Licorne and a Greyhound 

that held a Difference of one Chardon florysched and a Red Rose entrelassed.13’  

Then the ‘noble Company passed out of the said Towne to the Church of the Holy Crosse’, 

moving down the Canongate, outside which they met the Archbishop of St.Andrews, with 

many important members of religious hierarchy in their best attire, who again brought 

forward a relic for the king to kiss, and again he let his Queen do it first, as a sign of 

homage and respect. Then the procession moved to the inside of the Church, and the king 

leaded Queen Margaret to the altar, where a kneeling place had been devised for them, with 

cushions embroidered in cloth of gold. Once there, the Archbishop presented him and the 

queen with a precious cross to kiss, and ‘After all Reverences doon at the Church’, the 

procession progressed and the king ‘transported himself to the Pallais, through the Clostre’, 

                                           
10 Younge’s chronicle, p.289.  
11 Younge’s chronicle, p.291. 
12 Younge’s chronicle, p.289. An interpretation of this pageant in Kipling (1998) pp.263-4. 
13 Younge’s chronicle, p.290.  
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bringing the queen to her chambers.  

 

A.1.2 Tournament of the Black Lady and the Wild Knight, Performed in 1507 

and 1508  
Although not, strictly speaking, a triumphal entry, tournaments were important political 

events, presenting the personality of the ruler to a wide audience, and involved making-

believe, actors and temporary structures14. The 1507 tournament, repeated again in 1508, 

involved a Black Lady, probably Elen More, or Black Elen, and is celebrated in one of 

William Dunbar’s poems, called ‘Of Ane Blak-Moir’.15.  

The king took up the important role of the first actor, and 'iustit him selff dissaguysed 

onkawin and he was callit the blak knicht quha gave battell to all tham that wald fecht for 

thair ladyis saik and speciallie of the knichtis and gentilmen of france ingland and 

denmark’16. He was at the head of a troop of wild men, all these civilized savages wearing 

goatskins and harts horns to play their part17, which is also recorded in the Treasurer 

Accounts, as ‘hornes and gayt skinnis for the wildmen cotis for the barres’18. There are also 

payments ‘for banners, standards, coat armours for heralds, ministrels, the field and 

pavilions’19. A tree was also devised for the king’s 1508 tournament, according to the Lord 

High Treasurer Account, where is recorded the purchase of 37 pears for the ‘tree of 

esperance’, 200 ‘platis’ to be leaves to the tree, payments for making 18 dozenleaves and 6 

dozen flowers, to be nailed or wired to the tree20. A similar record appears for the 1508 

tournament, with the payment of ‘xij dosan of leifis for the tree of esperance’, and ‘five 

dosan of flouris’, which were all to be nailed or fixed to the tree, together with ‘xlix peris 

for the said three of esperance’21.  

After the tournament, ‘the king causit to mak ane gret triumphe and bancat in 

halyrudhous quhilk lestit the space of thrie days’22. These banquets were enlivened by plays 

                                           
14 Interpreted by Fradenburg L.O. (1991) pp.225-264. 
15 The black girl was probably one of the African girls embarked on a Portoghese ship captured by one 
of the Bartons in whom the king took interest, had baptized, and welcomed to court. As suggested in 
Small J. (1893) I, p.cii. However, as there are some records for the purchasing of garnments such as 
black gloves for the Black lady, it has been supposed that it was actually a white girl, and not Black 
Ellen, who impersonated the black lady during the tournament. Lord High Treasurer III, 1507, p.259. 
Described in The Poems of William Dunbar, edited by Small J. (1893) I, p.ciii, and referring to Tyler 
P.F. (1855) III, p.331. 
16 Pitscottie’s cronicles I, p.243, fol. 50 b, 2-7.  
17 Tyler P.F. (1855) III, p.332.  
18 Lord High Treasurer Accounts III, 1507, p.386.  
19 Lord High Treasurer Accounts III, 1507, p.393.  
20 Lord High Treasurer Accounts III, 1507, p.395.  
21 Lord High Treasurer Accounts IV, 1508, pp.120-121.  
22 Pitscottie’s Chronicles I, p.244. fol. 51 a, 4-6.  
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and farces full of illusionism and ‘Igramancie quihilk causit men to sie thingis aper quihilk 

was nocht23’.The top performance was, upon the third day, the arrival of ‘ane clwdd out of 

the rwffe of the hall as appeirit to men and opnit and cleikkit up the blak lady in presence of 

tham all that scho was no more seine’24, suggesting that the black lady was, in this 

occurrence at least, a talented escape artist. 

 

A.1.3 Queen Margaret’s Triumphal Entry into Aberdeen in 1511  
Queen Margaret’s triumphal entry into Aberdeen is recorded by William Dunbar in one 

of his poems, called Blyth Aberdein25. The queen was welcomed by the burgesses of the 

town, richly dressed in velvet gowns, and four of them were carrying a pall of crimison 

velvet, under which the rode through the streets. She was met at the Port by a procession of 

dignitaries weating gold and silk, and witnessed three pageants which had been devised for 

her in the streets of the city: ‘first the salutatioun honorabilly\ Of the sweitt Virgin, guidlie 

mycht be seine;\ The sound of menstrallis blawing to the sky:\ … \ And syne thow gart the 

orient kingis thrie\ Offer to Chryst, with benyng reverence, \Gold, sence, and mir, with all 

humilitie,\ Schawand him king with most magnificence;\ Syne quhow the angill, with sword 

of violence, \Furth of the joy of paradice putt clein\ Adame and Eve for innobedience.26’ 

She was also showed ‘The Bruce, that euir was bold in stour,\ Thow gart as roy cum rydand 

under croun,\ Richt awfull, dreidfull, michtie campioun.’ Then ‘The nobill Stewarts syne, of 

great renoun,\ Thow gart upspring, with branches new and greine,\ Sa gloriouslie, quhill 

glaided all the toun.27’  

Then the queen was welcomed reverently by twenty four maidens wearing wonderful 

green costumes, and with golden hair plaited in tresses, skillfully playing and singing on 

timbrels. The streets of the city were all hung with tapestries, and there was a great crowd of 

people assembled to welcome the queen: in between the various pageantries, the noblemen 

of the neighborhood came forward, with their ladies, to be presented to the queen. The 

merriment and excitement was increased by the abundance of wine running in the fountain 

at the cross. Before being accompanied to her lodgings, the queen was presented with a 

costly gift from the city, a cup filled with golden coins28.  

                                           
23 Pitscottie’s Chronicles I, p.244. fol. 51 a, 13-14.  
24 Pitscottie’s Chronicles I, p.244, fol. 51 a, 15-18.  
25 Small J. (1893) II, p. 251. The poem is explained in vol.I, p.xlviii-xlix.  
26 Small J. (1893) II, pag.252. A parallel between Margaret and the Magi, both being foreign rulers 
who are to acknowledge a higher power, is made by Kipling G. (1998) p.120.  
27 Small J. (1893) II, pag.252. The presence of the Bruce could be interpreted as underlying 
Margaret’s subordinate position in comparison with James’s dynastical superiority and personal 
bravery. Kipling (1998) p.311-2. 
28 An interpretation of this triumph is given by Kipling G. (1998) p.316-318. 
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A.2. JAMES V's Triumphs and Celebrations29  
 

A.2.1 Entertainments for James V while in France in 1536 
James’s unexpected arrival in France in 1536 created quite a sensation. After refusing 

the hand of noblewomen of lesser standing, James headed to Francis’s court to claim his 

prize, his eldest daughter Madeleine as a wife and queen30. Although the young princess 

was of weak constitution, and had little hopes of bearing him any children even if she 

survived the journey, the couple got wed.  

To solemnize the marriage of his eldest daughter and the king of Scotland, Francis I 

organized what Pitscottie states was the greatest and most splendid triumph seen in France 

from the times of Charlemagne, ‘ffor their was sic iusting and tournamentis baitht on horse 

and on fute and in burght and land and also wpon the sie in schipis and so mekill artaillze 

sett in all pairtis of France baitht on the land and on the sie and also in castellis and touns 

and willagies that no man might heir for the reird of thame. And also the pairtieis 

bankcating, deliecat and costlie trieumph and playis and feistis witht pleasand sound of 

instrumentis of all kind and also cuning carweris haueand the art of igramansie to cause 

thingis to appear quhilk was as flieand dragounss in the air schot fyre at ether heids, great 

reveris of watteris rynand throw the toun and schipis fyghtand thairwpon as it had bene the 

bullring stremes of the sie witht schutting of gouns lyk crakis of thunder.31. 

 

A.2.2 (Never Realized) Triumphal Entry for the Arrival in 1537 of the King 

and Madeleine of Valois  
David Lyndsay took part in the organization of a triumphal entry for the young French 

princess, and in the Deploratioun of the Deith of Quene Magdalene, Lyndsay mourns the 

death of young Madelein, referring also to the interrupted preparations including scaffolds, 

fountains flowing water and wine, actors in costumes and plays32.  

It is probable that the general themes of the celebrations would have matched those of other 
                                           

29 An overall description of the celebrations involving James V in Thomas A. (2005) pp.182-204. 
30 Although this entrance was organized in France, it involved a Scottish king and was described by 
Scotmen, and it would have provided a chance for James V to see how a fellow sovereign dealt with 
organizing a triumph of European standard. 
31 Pitscottie’s Chronicles I, pp.365-366, fol 125 a.  
32 Hamer D. (1931) I, pp.106-112. The general themes of the celebrations probably matched those of 
other young princesses entering foreign capitals to become queens, focusing on the first duty of a 
queen, providing the kingdom of healthy heirs, and also suggesting various other virtues she was to 
pursuit, and also common mistakes she would, it was generally hoped, avoid entirely. 
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young princesses entering foreign capitals to become queens in those years, when the 

celebrations focused generally on the first duty of a queen, providing the kingdom of 

healthy heirs, and also suggesting various other virtues she was to pursue, and also common 

mistakes she would, it was generally hoped, avoid entirely. Lyndsay diffusely explains 

how he ‘never did se one day more glorious,\ So mony in so riche abilementis\ Of Silk and 

gold, with stonis precious,\ Sic Banketting, sic sound of Instrumentis,\ With sang, and 

dance, & Martiall tornamentis.\ Bot lyke ane storme efter ane plesand morrow,\ Sone was 

our solace changit in to sorrow’33.  

The city of Edinburgh, ‘the Nobill famous toun34’, is transformed for the occasion into a 

capital of European standing, organizing a ‘triumphe with trump and Clarioun.\ Sic plesour 

was never in to this Regioun35’. The city was set with ‘rycht costlie scaffolding,\ Depayntit 

weill with Gold and asure fine,\ Reddie preparit for the vpsetting,\ With Fountains flowing 

watter cleir and wyne.\ Disagysit folkis, lyke Creaturis deuyne,\ On ilk scaffold, to play ane 

syndrie storie.36’ Also, the city was decorated with ‘mony ane lustie fresche galland,\ Well 

ordourit for resauing of their Quene;’37, and ‘Full galeartlie in schort clothing of grene38’. 

The rich burghers dressed up for the occasion, ‘Sum in scarlot, and sum in claith of 

grane’39, and would have awaited the arrival of their Queen followed by ‘Prouest, Baillies, 

and lordis of the toun,\ The Senatouris in ordour consequent,\ Cled in to Sik of Purpure, 

blak, and brown;\ Syne the greit Lordis of the Parliament,\ With mony knychtlie Barroun 

and baurent\ In Silk and Gold, in colouris confortable’40. The procession, in 

Lyndsay’s description, involved religious authorities of the city, ‘all the Lordis of 

Religioun,\ And Princes of the preistis venerable,\ Full plesandlie in thare Procession,\ 

With all the cunnyng Clerkis honorable.41’. After them, in the procession through the town, 

it would have been a group of musicians with ‘Instrumentis,\ Of Tabrone, Trumpet, 

Schalme, & Clarioun,\ With reird redoundand throw the Elementis,\ The Herauldis, with 

thare awfull Vestimentis,\ With Maseris, vpon ather of thare handi, ro rewle the preis, with 

burneis silver wandis.\\ Syne, last of all, in Ordour Triumphall,\ That most Illuster Princes 

honorable,\ With hir the lustie Ladyis of Scotland.42’  

The triumph would have been a memorable night, with the decorations full ‘Of Gold, 
                                           

33 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.108, 85-91. 
34 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.109, 100.  
35 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.109, 102-103.  
36 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.109, 106-111.  
37 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.109, 114.  
38 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.109, 116.  
39 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.109, 118.  
40 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.109, 120-125.  
41 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.110, 127-130.  
42 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.110, 135-143.  
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and perle, and precious stonis brycht\ Twynkling lyke sterris in ane frostie nycht.43’ They 

would have been followed by other Burgeis, and the Master of the Household. Passing 

through the city, ‘Suld have resaved mony benisoun\\ Of Virginis, and of lustie burges 

wyffis,\ Quhilk suld have bene any sycht celestiall,\ Vive la Royne cryand for thare lyiffis: 

With ane Harmonious sound Angelicall,\ In everilk corner, myrthis Musicall’44. The 

following ceremony of the coronation of the Queen would have implied ‘many Notable 

Narratioun’45, probably suitable speeches being delivered to her and to the assembly, made 

of representatives of all the social classes46. This would have been followed by ‘Banketing, 

sic aufull Tournamentis/ on hors & fute’, and by celebrations in the Chapell Royall, with sic 

Instrumentis,/ And craftie Musick, singing from the splene,/ In this countre was never hard 

nor sene.47’  

 

A.2.3 Welcome to Queen Mary of Guise in Edinburgh in 1538  
Although no clear record of the welcome to Mary of Guise survives, the insights offered 

from the Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh show how the ceremony closely resembled 

a triumphal entry. Particular care had been taken in deciding who had the honor of meeting 

the Queen at her arrival, and what these few distinguished people were instructed to wear 

for the occasion. Twelve of the more preminent members of the cortege would have been 

wearing ‘gownis of veluott with thair pertinentis, viz., foure thairof in purpour, utheris foure 

in tanny, and utheris foure in blak veluott.48’ It was also stated that every head of his guild, 

was to be ‘cled in Fransche clayth to thair gownis, with dowbletts of veloutt, satyne, 

dammes, or silk, honst hois, and utheris abulyements of thair persoun efferand thairto, and 

that the remanent of the craftis be n thair honest aray’49. The commoners and townpeople 

were not forgotten, as we are told that ‘all uther inhabitants [of] this towne bayth men and 

wemen be in thair best clething in tyme of the said entry, and haif thame honestlie as efferis, 

and be on the stairis or upon the hiegaitt, nad latt na vyle persouns be in thair company’50.  

The city was to look as clean as possible, so it was ordered that ‘all nychtboures haiffand 

                                           
43 Hamer D. (1931) I, p. 110, 146-147.  
44 Hamer D. (1931) I, p. 110, 154-159.  
45 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.111, 165.  
46 A good sum of of Lyndsay’s script on the topic in Gray D. (1998) p.21. The general themes of the 
celebrations probably matched those of other young princesses entering foreign capitals to become 
queens, focusing on the first duty of a queen, providing the kingdom of healthy heirs, and also 
suggesting various other virtues she was to pursuit, and also common mistakes she would, it was 
generally hoped, avoid entirely. 
47 Hamer D. (1931) I, p.111, 169-173. 
48 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1528-1557, 17 July 1538, pp.89-90. 
49 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1528-1557, 17 July 1538, p.90.  
50 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1528-1557, 17 July 1538, p.90.  
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foir tenements dicht the calsay fornent the samyn to the middis of the calsay, and remove all 

filth and staynes thairfra the morne be none (..) and that thai hald the said calsay fra thine 

furth clene quhill after the entrie of the Quenis Grace’51. Beggars were to be removed from 

sight and possibly from town, and ‘quhatsumeuir beggare beis fund heirafter within this 

burch of ony pairt thairof sall be taikin scugeit and brynt on the cheik’52.  

Although not much can be said regarding the city decoration, one can notice how in the 

paragraph named Furnishings and orders, a list of men appears, grouped together in smaller 

units, and with each unit referred to a location of Town, as if responsible, and to answer for, 

the preparation or decoration of that particular location. ‘Item, it is devysit that thir persouns 

following, viz., James Bassenden Alexander Spens, for the Nether Bow; Robert Graham, 

William Tod, for the Trone to ansuer; Patrik Lindsay, Jhone Purves, George Leche, for the 

Croce to ansuer; Robert Hector, Robert Watsoun for the Tolbuith to ansuer; Maister Dauid 

Ireland, William Symsoun, and Jhone Symsoun, for the Over Bow to ansuer; the Archidene 

of Sanctandrois, William Loch and James Hill, for the West Port to ansuer; Dauid Lindsay 

and Robert Bischope, and awaitt vpoun the grathing of thair rowmes in skaffetting 

personages and ordour thairof, ilk ane for thair awin rowme, and quhat expenssis thai mak 

thairpoun ordanis Thomas Vddart thesaurer to ansuer thame at all tymes as he or his 

chaplane beis requyrit, quhilkis expenssis sall be gevin in to him in writt, and this to be 

done with avyse of the said Dauid Lindsay anent all ordour and furnesing.53’. Interestingly 

enough, the listed locations -Nether Bow, Trone, Croce, Tolbuith, Over Bow, West Port-, 

are those where the stops of triumphal entries in Edinburgh usually occurred: one of them, 

the Croce, was probably being redecorated or restored for the occasion by a Robert Hector, 

who was paid ‘to compleitt the wark taikin on hand be him upon the croce at the entrie of 

the Quenis Grace and to haif the samyn weill putt to poynt’54.  

At the end of a procession based on the mentioned traditional stations, the Queen would 

have been likely to arrive in Holyrood Abbey, as the record seems to suggest. The ‘maist 

honest men of guid of this towne’ are in fact reminded of their obligation to ‘pas and delyver 

the propyne within ane howre after the Quenis grace cuming to the Abbay of thairby’55 

suggesting that an object of some kind, probably a present, was to be delivered to the Queen 

                                           
51 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1528-1557, 17 July 1538, p.90.  
52 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1528-1557, 17 July 1538, p.90.  
53 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1528-1557, 17 July 1538, p.90. The roles of these people in the 
city administration is analyzed in Chapter 3, with regard to the mercantile tradition in organizing 
triumphal entries. 
54 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1528-1557, 17 July 1538, p.90.  
55 The ‘maist honest men of guid of this towne’ are in fact reminded of their obligation to ‘pas and 
delyver the propyne within ane howre after the Quenis grace cuming to the Abbay of thairby’. 
Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1528-1557, 17 July 1538, p.91.  
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once she had reached the Abbey. The list of stops and the procession ending at the 

Holyrood Abbey seems to confirm a triumphal entry of a traditional type. What is only 

supposed from the reading of the Records, is confirmed by the desctiption of the event as 

related in A Diurnal of Occurrents in Scotland, where the author states that the queen ‘maid 

her entres in Edinburgh with greit triumphe, and als with ordour of the haill nobillis; hir 

grace come in first at the West Port, and raid doun the hie gait to the abbay of 

Halyrudhous, with greit sportis playit to hir grace throw all the pairtis of the toun’56. The 

stops mentioned correspond with some of those referred to in Extracts.  

Speeches, as in the best tradition, would also have been delivered, with ‘Henry Lawder 

[being] the persoun to welcum the Quenis grace in sic abuyment, and with the words in 

Fransche, as sall be devysit, with avyse of Maister Adame Otterburne, Maister James 

Fowlis and David Lyndsay’57 Lyndsay acted as coordinator and reference point for the 

whole entrance, together with “Thomas Vddart thesaurer”58. Pitscottie’s chronicles, 

although not detailed enough as to present the theme or the organization of this triumph, 

seem to confirm that one was indeed staged for the occasion. He states that ‘the king and 

the quen was weill ressawit witht great treumph in the castell and toun and in the palice 

and their he was honestlie and richlie propynit witht the provost and communitie of the toun 

witht spyce and wyne gold and silver and also greit triumph phrassis maid and playis wnto 

the queins grace on the expenssis of the said toun.59’  

 

A.2.4 Welcome to Queen Mary of Guise in St Andrews in 1538  
For the occasion, Mary was welcomed by a Pageant arranged by Sir David Lindsay60, 

and by ‘the kingis grace and the hail lordis baitht spirituall and temporall, money barrouns, 

lairdis and gentillmen quho was convenit at St androis ffor the tyme’. She was received 

‘with great honouris and mirienes witht great treumph and blythnes of phrassis and playis 

maid to hir and hir hame coming. And first scho was ressawit at the New Abbay zeit. Wpoun 

the eist side their was maid to hir ane trieumphant frais [in note interpreted as farce, or 

better pageant] be Schir Dawid Lyndsay of the Mont, lyoun harrot, quhild caussit ane great 

clude come out of the heavins done abone the zeit quhair the quene come in, and oppin in 

two halffis instantlie and their appeirit ane fair lady most lyke ane angell havand the keyis 

of hail Scotland in hir handis deliuerand thame into the quens grace in signe and taikin that 

                                           
56 A diurnal of remarkable occurrents, p.22.  
57 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1528-1557, 17 July 1538, p.91.  
58 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1528-1557, 17 July 1538, p.91.  
59 Pitscottie’s chronicles I p.381, fol 128 a.  
60 Hamer D. (1931) II, pp.ix-x.  
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all the heartis of Scottland was opnit to the ressawing of hir grace; witht certane wriesouns 

and exortatiouns maid be the said Schir Dawid Lyndsay into the quens grace instructioun 

quhilk teichit hir to serve her god, obey hir husband, and keep hir body clene according to 

godis will and commandement61'. The queen was then escorted to her lodgings, in what was 

called the New Inn, and which had been decorated and made appropriate for her reception, 

being ‘weill decoirit againe hir coming, with all necessairis perteinand to ane quen’62. The 

following morning, Mary ‘passit to the abbay kirk and their scho was money ane lustie lord 

and barrone and gentillmen landit all weill arayit in their abullzementis againe hir coming; 

also the bishopis, abbottis, pryouris, monkis, freiris and chanounis regular maid great 

solemnitie in the abbay kirk witht mese [masses] songis and playing on the organis.63’ The 

king and queen then dined together, with plays and farces keeping them entertained 

between dinner and supper. On the following morning, the queen visited ‘all the kirkis and 

colledgis and the universietie withtin the toun, that is to say scho wessit the blak freiris, the 

grayfreiris, the auld colledge and the new colledge and Sanct Leonardis, the paroche kirk 

and the Lady kirk of heuche, to wit.64’  

Mary’s reaction to the warm welcome she had received in St.Andrews is quite telling. 

Although one could think the praise to have been conveyed by the Queen, a grown up 

woman with some experience of married life already, with the intent to please, it also shows 

how much she had been favourably impressed. Pitscottie reports that ‘Sa sone as the quein 

had wisitit the kirkis and colledgis and the peopill and come to hir palice and mett witht the 

kingis grace, scho confessit to him scho never was in France nor na wther cuntrie sa mony 

goode faceis in sa lyttill rowm as scho saw that day in Scottland.65’ She also said that she 

had a higher opinion of Scotland and its culture now that she had witnessed it first hand, 

and she did not agree with, or understand, the negative reports about the country she had 

been warned with before her departure. She also ‘confessis scho saw the contrair ffor scho 

saw never so mony fair personagis of men and wemen and also zoung babes and childerin 

as scho saw that day in those boundis quhair scho had bene.66’ The couple spent fourty 

days in St.Andrews, ‘with great merrienes and game and iusting and ryoting at the listis, 

archorie, hunting and halking, witht singing and dancing, menstrelling and playing, wther 

princlie game and pastyme according to king and quein.67 On the way to Edinburgh, the 

                                           
61 Pitscottie’s chronicles I p.378-379, fol. 127 a.  
62 Pitscottie’s chronicles I, p.379, fol 127 a.  
63 Pitscottie’s chronicles I, p.379, I, fol 127 a-b.  
64 Pitscottie’s chronicles I, pp.379-380, I, fol 127 a-b.  
65 Pitscottie’s chronicles I, p.380, I, fol 127 b.  
66 Pitscottie’s chronicles I, p.380, I, fol 127 b.  
67 Pitscottie’s chronicles I, p.381, I, fol 127 b.  
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couple passed through Stirling, where ‘was weill ressavit in the toune and castell witht 

great merienes and pastyme68’, and then to the Palace of Linlithgow, where their remained a 

couple of days.  

 

 

A.3. MARY STUART's triumphs and celebrations  
 

A.3.1 Celebrations in Edinburgh in 1558 for Mary and Francis’s wedding in 

France  
On 3 July 1558, the city authorities of Edinburgh, and the Scottish court headed by the 

Queen Regent Mary of Lorraine, resolved to celebrate the marriage of Queen Mary with the 

French Dauphin Francis. The organization of the ceremony can be reconstructed through 

the Extracts from the Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, where the craftmen and workers 

employed for the occasion are listed. During ‘the tryumphe of our Soverane Ladyis 

mariage69’, a William Adamsoun was paid for his work related to the staging of a play for 

the occasion, both for writing it and taking part in it;70 a William Lauder received money 

too for his work in ‘setting furth of the play’71, and special sums were set also for those who 

had contributed with ‘tymmer and workmanschip’72. A Patrik Dorane was paid in the 

Records for the ‘making of certane claythis’73 necessary for the play, which would have 

been a substantial and outdoor production, and the procession. A Walter Bynning, painter, 

received payment ‘for his painting and all his lawbouris takin be him in the tryumphe maid 

at our Soverane Ladyis mariage’74, and in particular ‘for paynting of the vij planets on the 

kart with the rest of the convoy’75. ‘The vij men quha wes the vij planets76’ were to be given 

clothes, probably made out of green counterfeited taffeta, as reported in the Old Accounts, 

and other items, as ‘four golden skynnis bocht fra ane skynnare tilbe and crown to ane of 

the planets’77, were also purchased to be part of the costume. Some ‘small canves tilbe the 

vil planets coitts and hoiss, with cupid78' were also needed79. 

                                           
68 Pitscottie’s chronicles I, p.381, I, fol 127 b.  
69 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1557-1571, July-December 1558, p.26.  
70 City of Edinburgh Old Accounts I, p.269.  
71 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1557-1571, July-December 1558, p.26.  
72 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1557-1571, July-December 1558, p.26.  
73 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1557-1571, July-December 1558, p.26.  
74 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1557-1571, July-December 1558, p.26.  
75 City of Edinburgh Old Accounts I, p.269. 
76 City of Edinburgh Old Accounts I, p.241. 
77 City of Edinburgh Old Accounts I, p.270.  
78 City of Edinburgh Old Accounts I, p.269.  
79 It is not clear if these planets were painted, impersonated by actors or statues, or realized through 
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Eight workmen were paid for ‘bering of daills, grit tymmer, puntionis and byrkyn of the 

But, Trone, Croce, with the ovir Trone, and upputting of skaffetts and away taking’80, 

suggesting the procession went down the high street, stopping at these locations, where 

multi level stages and platforms for the performance were probably erected. The Cathedral 

was probably involved in the celebration, as here are expenses recorded for ‘twa workmen 

to gand to the Abbay and fetche viij to the Processioun of the Sacrament quhen the Quenis 

Grace wes maryit’81, and possibly including a visit to the ‘Eucharist’82.  

The Nether Bow, and Butt, and Trone were decorated with birch twigs and trees, to 

create ‘symmer treis’83 symbol of summer and festivity,and ‘byrk treis to cleyth the But, 

Trones and Croce’ were also purchaised. The Market Cross was decorated with flying flags 

and scaffolding wrapped in birch trees and twig, and the fountain was arranged to run wine. 

The Tron was also covered in yellow flowers, held in place by ‘clay and wodbynd’84: 

nearby were created summer trees with wood and tied birch twigs, a symbol of fertility 

probably connected with the wedding celebrations involved. ‘Twa dosoun of cache pull 

balls cled with gold fuilze till hing upone the tree upone the Trone’ were realized, together 

with ‘ane hundreth cheryis till hing upone the said tre’85. This was to create ‘two dozen 

gold leaf tennis balls made of strips of cloth, moistened, tightly-wadded, bound with string, 

and covered with cloth, hung on it, along with one hundred cherries86. Cherries were 

thought to symbolize both heavenly and hearthly forms of love, and together with the 

flowers, trees and golden balls were to represent a wish of love and fertility for the royal 

couple.  

There were also dancers and performers in elaborate costumes, like actors dressed as 

friars, wearing leather breeches and which might have been part of the play, a fool in a 

colorful costume involving a coat, dancers with bells sewn to their costumes and red hats, 

and accompanying fireworks87.  

 

A.3.2 The Marriage Between Mary Stuart and the Dauphin of France in 1558  
A description of the ceremony and the triumphal celebration performed in Paris on 24 

                                                                                                                     
more than one of these devices. 
80 City of Edinburgh Old Accounts I, p.272. 
81 City of Edinburgh Old Accounts II, p.87. 
82 The item is then reported as sold two years later in Dean of Guild Accounts. Carpenter S. and G. 
Runnalls (2000) p.91.  
83 City of Edinburgh Old Accounts I, p.270.  
84 City of Edinburgh Old Accounts I, p.270.  
85 City of Edinburgh Old Accounts I, p.271.  
86 Bartley M.M. (1981) p.33 
87 Gray D. (1998) p.25.  
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April enables us to see what kind of celebrations were being organized in France at the 

time. They might have be influential in forming Queen Mary’s own taste for triumphs88. 

One of the most interesting occurrences was the building of a stage in front of Notre Dame 

church, with a raised promenade leading from the Bishop’s palace to the entrance of the 

church, and from there to the choir, decorated with an arch with branches on all sides in 

all’antica style, 89. On such a promenade, or Theatre, King Henri II and the rest of his court 

would have approached the Church, so that the show would have been visible to all those 

assembled around it90. The procession was welcomed by a beautiful decoration realized on 

the façade of the Church, with precious clothes patterned with fleur de Lis decorations91.  

The city authorities had a minor role, awaiting the arrival of the procession from in front 

of the church. Several times during the ceremonial arrival and greetings, those on top of the 

gallery were asked, by the Duke of Guise and even the king himself, to move around, so 

that those below could see all the participants. After the ceremony, the group of royals and 

guests retired to the Bishop Palace, for dinner, during which they were entertained by music 

well played with many instruments and songs and later by a ball. Once returned to the royal 

Palace along an equally visible route, supper was served, followed by a ball, by the arrival 

of planetary divinities wearing their distinctive costumes, and by some actors wearing 

animal costumes, refiguring richly draped horses, some of which were ridden by princes, 

some pulling a cart carrying musicians. Unicorns mounted and pulling a chart with the 

Muses entered, followed by ships sailing around the floor and carrying princes, who took 

aboard a lady each taking her to her own bedroom, and so representing the ending of the 

evening’s entertainment92.  

                                           
88 The ceremony is described in Carpenter S. and G. Runnalls (2000). The original documents 
regarding the entrance, on which later descriptions are based, are the ‘Discours du Grand et 
Magnifique Triumphe faict au marriage de Francois et Marie Stuart’, Annet Briere, 1558; the 
Registres de l’Hotel de Ville de Paris for 24 April 1558, and some fragments of a description by an 
anonymous Scottish eyewitness to the celebration, dated May-June 1558. Carpenter S. and G. 
Runnalls (2000) pp.147-148. 
89 Aussi a esté fait un autre Theatre ou Eschauffault au Paruy notre Dame (qui est la grande place 
devant ladite Eglise) avec une gallerie allant de la court de l’Euesché iusques à la grad’porte de 
ladite Eglise, & de là iusques au Coeur d’icelle. Lequel Theatre & gallerie estoit de dou ze piedz de 
haulteur, fait par dessus en faço d’arche, revestu d Pampre de tous costez, à l’antique, & de telle 
magnificence & forme, qu’il n’ya ovvrier qui n’en ait eu quelques bons deniers pur sa part. Mary 
Queen of Scots Ceremonial, p.4.  
90 Mary Queen of Scots Ceremonial, p.9.  
91 Ledit Roy Henry (comme Prince, & Roy debonnaire) ayant cogneu que la plus part du people qui 
estoit en bas n’atuoit veu ledit triumphe, fit marcher route ladite compagnie par le bort dudit Theatre, 
se mostrat au peule ioyeux & humain s’en retourna audit Eusché ‘Au deuant de la grand’ porte de 
ladite Eglise estoit dresse un ciel Royal, semé de fleurs de Lis’. Mary Queen of Scots Ceremonial, p.4.  
92 Papiers d’Etat I, pp.292-303. The use of miniaturaized ships as part of the celebration, link this 
triumph to that celebrated for the marriage of James V and Madeleine of Valois. Mary Queen of Scots 
Ceremonial, pp.12-14. 
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A.3.3 Mary Stuart’s Entry into Edinburgh in 156193  
No official records of the 1561 entrance remain, and some unofficial accounts are 

incomplete and even contradictory. However, a likely reconstruction of the event is possible 

by comparing those records, showing how the entrance embodied the worries of an 

increasingly Protestant country highly suspicious of the queen’s Catholic beliefs.  

Mary left the Palace of Holyrood in the morning, ‘and raid be the lang gait on the north 

syid of the said burgh, unto the tyme scho come to the castell, quheir wes and yet maid to 

hir’94. The procession was composed of all the major nobility of Scotland: they ‘come in 

and raid up the castell bank to the castell, and dynit thairin’95. They dined at twelve, then 

proceeded down to the burgh, their departure being saluted by volleys of artillery. First, the 

Queen was ‘receaved by fifty black-moors96’,’thair bodies and theis coverit with yeallow 

taffateis, thair armes and leggs fra the kne doun bair, cullorit with blak, in maner of Moris, 

upon thair heiddes blak hattis, and on thair faces blak visouirs, in thair mowthis rings, 

garnessit with intellable precious staneis, about thair neckkis, leggis and armes infynit of 

chenis of gold97’. The canopy under which the queen rode was magnificent, ‘of fyne 

purpour veluet lynit with reid taffateis, freinyiet with gold and silk’98, held up by townmen 

in elegant velvet outfits: the queen was also presented with a homage of precious plates.  

At the Butter Tron, elsewhere called the Strait-bow, the queen saw ‘ane port made of 

tymber, in maist honourable maner, cullorit with fyne cullouris, hunging with syndrie 

armes; upon the quhilk port wes singand certane barneis in the maist hevinlie wys; under 

the quhilk port thair wes ane cloud opynnand with four levis, in the quhilk was put ane bony 

barne. And quhen the quenes hienes was cumand throw the said port, the said cloude 

opynnit, and the barne discendit doun as it had bene ane angell, and deliverit to hir hienes 

the keys of the toun, toffider with ane bybill and ane psalme buik’99. It is specified elsewhere 

that the Queen was given ‘a Bible translated in Scots languadge, and a book of Psalms 

turned likewayes in Scots verse, which were signified by a speech made by the boy to be 

emblems of her defending the Reformed Relligion’100. The gift left the queen, according to 

                                           
93 An interpretation of the entry is by Kipling G. (1998) pp.352-6. Also Davidson P. (1995) pp. 416-
420. Preparations and expenses in MacDonald A.A. (1997). 
94 A diurnal of remarkable occurrents, p.67 
95 A diurnal of remarkable occurrents, p.67. 
96 Herries’s memoirs, p.56.  
97 A diurnal of remarkable occurrents, p.67.  
98 A diurnal of remarkable occurrents, p.67. A shorter description of the canopy also in Herries’s 
memoirs, p.56.  
99 A diurnal of remarkable occurrents, p.68.  
100 Herries’s memoirs, p.56.  
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Knox’s recollections of the event, quite displeased, but she diplomatically accepted the gift, 

passing it to one of the noblemen of her cortege without further comments101.  

After this, ‘the barne ascendit in the cloud, and the said clud stekit102’: the queen 

proceded thereafter to the next pageant which was held at the Tolbooth. This was ‘double 

pageant, one above another (...) with many devyces and musick’103. As better explained by 

Maxwell, an attractive girl impersonating Fortune was on the upper stage, and three other 

richly dressed maidens, of which he only gives two names, Justice and Policie, were on the 

lower one, the third possibly being Love; some speeches were here presented to the 

Queen104.  

Again, four virgins wearing beautifully decorated clothes welcomed the Queen at Market 

Cross, but it is not clear who they were to represent this time, although one might speculate 

they could be the four cardinal virtues of Fortitude, Prudence, Temperance and Justice105. 

The Market Cross was made running ‘wine of all sorts’106, for everybody to partake of, 

standing for the town’s generosity. At the Salt Tron, ‘for the terrible sygnifications of the 

vengeance of God upon idolatrie, ther war burnt Coron, Dathan, and Abiram, in the tyme of 

thair sacrifice. Thei war mynded to have had a priest (that is, the representation of a priest) 

burned at the altar, at the elevation. The Erle of Huntlye stayed taht pagent’107. Coron, 

Dathan, and Abiron were biblical idolators who rebeled agains the congregation guided by 

Moses and were killed by God as a punishment. This was a last minute substitution from the 

original pageant planned here, described as the buring of a wooden statue of a priest in the 

act of elevationg the host, and boycotted as too harsh108. Herries describe in fact the pageant 

at the Trone as ‘a pageant that seemed to many ridiculous, but to the French it seemed 

contemptible. Upon the top of this pageant, there was a speech made tending to abolishig of 

the mass, and in token that it was alreddie banished the kingdome, there was the shape of a 

priest in his ornaments reddie to say mass, made of wode, which was brought fort, in sight 

of all, and presentlie throwen in a fyre made upon the scaffold and burnt. This was diverslie 

constructed, according to men’s humours, either to derision, contemp, or presumpion; and 

every man thought it needles109.After this pageantry, ‘she went under an other Arch at the 

                                           
101 History of the Reformation IV, p. 288.  
102 A diurnal of remarkable occurrents, p.68.  
103 Herries’s memoirs, pp.56-57.  
104 A diurnal of remarkable occurrents, p.68. 
105 Supposed by MacDonald A.A. (1991) p.106.  
106 Herries’s memoirs, p.57.  
107 Thomas Randolph’s Letter to Cecill (7 Sept 1561), in Calendar of State Papers, vol. IV. 
108 Herries’s memoirs, p.57.  
109 Herries’s memoirs, p.57. 
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Nether-bow, and so to Hallirood-hous’110.  

According to Maxwell, the pageantry devised for the Netherbow was quite complex, as 

‘thair wes ane uther skaffet maid, havand ane dragoun in the samyn, with some speiches; 

and efter that the dragoun was brynt, and the quenis grace hard ane psalme song.111’ The 

dragon might have been taken from the Book of Revelations, where it symbolizes evil in 

itself and the Antichrist who devasts the earth before the Last Judgement, while Mary could 

have represented both the crowned holy woman menaced by the beast, or the whore of 

Babylon who accompanies it112. While getting ‘past to hir abbay of Halyrudhous with the 

said convoy and nobilities’113, she heard ‘some speitche concernyng the putting away of the 

mess, and thairefter sang ane psalme114’. Before leaving to go back to Edinburgh, the 

townmen and authorities of the procession presented the queen in her outer chambers with a 

costly present from the town.   

 

A.3.4 Festival for the Baptism of Prince James in 1566  
This ceremony was one of the great climaxes of Queen Mary’s reign, and certainly one 

of the few when the whole population, whatever their religious belief, could have sincerely 

rejoiced and rallied around their Queen, whose popularity made her position seem, at least 

at the time, stronger than that of her heirless cousin Elizabeth.  

The baptism of Prince James was held at Stirling Castle, and the celebrations were so 

elaborated that they lasted three days, involving representatives of the monarchs of France, 

Savoy and England, as well as all the nobility of Scotland, who were asked to come to 

Stirling castle and take part in the festivities. There is no very detailed account of the 

festivities, defined as ‘feasts, banquets, pageants, fireworks, and what else belonged to 

triumph and joy’115. According to Maxwell’s Diurnal of Occurrents, each important guest 

to the banquet -being the Queen, and the French, English, and Savoy ambassadors- is 

presented with the nobles attending them, with an intentional matching of Catholic guests 

and Scottish serving gentlemen serving, and vice versa116. This interesting testimony of fine 

diplomacy would have created an atmosphere of shared happiness and communal rejoicing, 

going beyond the barriers of religious differences. The peaceful atmosphere was only 

                                           
110 Herries’s memoirs, p.57.  
111 A diurnal of remarkable occurrents, p.68.  
112 An interpretation found in MacDonald A.A. (1991) p.107. 
113 A diurnal of remarkable occurrents, p.68.  
114 A diurnal of remarkable occurrents, p.68.  
115 Memorials of Mary Stewart, p.cxlvi. An interpretation of the events in Davidson P. (1995) p.422-
429. 
116 For example ‘The French ambassatour was servit be the erle of Mar, carvoure, the erle of Cassilis, 
coppar, and the erle of Athole, sewar. A diurnal of remarkable occurrents, p.104.  
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disturbed by the English gentlemen taking offence for ‘a number of men formed like Satyrs, 

with long tails and whipsin their hands, running before the meat, which was brought 

through the great hall upon a machine or engine, marching, as it appeared, alone, with 

musicians clothed like maids, singing and playing upon all sorts of instruments. But the 

satyrs were not content only to make way or room, but put their hands behind them to their 

tails, which they wagged with their hands, in such sort, as the Englishmen supposed it had 

been devised and done in derision of them’117. 

‘Thair wes masry and playing in all sortis, befoir supper; than ane fort haldin in 

Striueling besyid the kirk-yaird, quhairin wes artailierie, shote fyre ballis, fyre speris, and 

all utheris thingis plesand for the sicht of man118. The fort was to be made of timber, and 

was complete of guns and ammunitions needed to make it look realistic119. There are 

records of ‘thre dosone of daillis quhairwith was maid the closing of the forth haldin in 

stiruiling aganis the men of warre’120, and for fire garlands, maybe some kind of fireworks 

decorations, to be hung it. These fireworks, which cost the huge sum of £190 17s. 5½ d., 

were prepared in Edinburgh, sailed from Leith to Stirling, and carried into the fort during 

the night so as not to spoil the surprise. For the building and the closing of the fort, various 

elements were purchased, as ‘thre dosone of dallis quhairwith was maid the closing of the 

forth haldin in Stirviling aganis the men of warre’121 , ‘ane dosone oand aucht double fir 

spars to serve for upstanders to the said closing of daillis and als for gibbetis to hing the 

fyre cransis on schawing lycht in the forth’122 and ‘aucht littill pieces of ayking tymmer 

alsua serving for uphald to the saidis daillis quhilkis closet the forth in sindry places’123. 

From the reports, the fort was to be not only the centre of a pyrotechnic show, but the object 

of an assault, as there are records for payments to ‘aucht men passing fra the castell to 

Leyth with chalmeris of gunnies, ikkis, schuyllis and uthir munitiouns’124, and to men ‘send 

                                           
117 Calderwood II, p.327. The readiness of the English envoys to take offense is discussed in Davidson 
P. (1995) p.424. 
118 A diurnal of remarkable occurrents, p.105.  
119 A similar fort, to be assailed during a celebration, was apparently built for the marriage of the Earl 
of Murray’s daughter in January 1580-81. The king and his companions enjoyed various pastimes, one 
of which was ‘the assault given to a castle, builded on boats on the river St Angele, named “the 
Pope’s pallas which was sonne and sett one fyre to the Pope’s and Papistes great disgrace.”’ Bain 
and Boyd, Calendar, V, 611. Cited by Mill A.J. (1927) p.55. 
120 From Manuscript in the Royal Household Papers, Queen Mary, 1542-67, at Register House, as 
recorded by Mill A.J. (1927) p.340.  
121 Expensis maid be Johnne Chrisholme, Accounts of the Treasurer of Scotland, vol XII 1566-1574, 
p.405.  
122 Expensis maid be Johnne Chrisholme, Accounts of the Treasurer of Scotland, vol XII 1566-1574, 
p.405.  
123 Expensis maid be Johnne Chrisholme, Accounts of the Treasurer of Scotland, vol XII 1566-1574, 
p.405.  
124 Expensis maid be Johnne Chrisholme, Accounts of the Treasurer of Scotland, vol XII 1566-1574, 
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to the said toun for gydding and principall handilling of the fyreworkis and asseiging of the 

forth.’125. Another worker is recorded paid because he ‘labourit at the building of the forth 

carrying of tymer to the same and bearing chalmeris of gunnies and all uthir munitiouns 

necessary to the said forth’126. Those ammunitions would have come necessary during the 

assault to the fort, testified by the records for the payment for items related to the 

‘executioun of the forth asseigeing and handilling of fyrework’127 The personages carrying 

the assault can be described thanks to the purchase of cloth from the records, and to the way 

this cloth was used to create costumes. ‘Twenty aucht gait skynnis quhairof was maid four 

hieland wyld mens cleithingis from heid to fute’128 were purchased, with ‘thre lamis skynnis 

quhairof was maid four bonnetis of fals hair to the saidis mores’129: the same men would 

have had fireworks in their hands. ‘Play claythis’ were provided for the ‘men of warre’ who 

‘comattit within and without’ the fort, buckram of different colours for four lance-knights, 

four Moors, four horsemen and for three ‘contrefait’ devils130. Also mentioned is a 

recompense for the ‘cassin doun’ of a yard or garden dike at the ‘hors marcat’ from which 

the Queen and ambassadors would have enjoyed the view of the celebration, underneath the 

castle rock.131’ There is in fact a payment recorded ‘to ane man in recompance of his yaird 

dyk cassin doun at the hors marcat quhair the Quenes majestie and embassadouris stuid’132 

On the following day, there was a hunt, in which the queen took part and it is likely to have 

been complemented through parallels with Diana133.  

During the evening banquet, the courses were served by satyrs and nymphs, who also 

paid homage to the queen and the infant prince with poems regarding the peaceful life to be 

enjoyed in the wilderness, her own success in motherhood, and the hopes that the future 

king will become a hunter, enjoying the outdoors of his realm134: the guests were 

                                                                                                                     
p.407.  
125 Expensis maid be Johnne Chrisholme, Accounts of the Treasurer of Scotland, vol XII 1566-1574, 
p.407.  
126 Expensis maid be Johnne Chrisholme, Accounts of the Treasurer of Scotland, vol XII 1566-1574, 
p.408.  
127 Expensis maid be Johnne Chrisholme, Accounts of the Treasurer of Scotland, vol XII 1566-1574, 
p.408.  
128 Expensis maid be Johnne Chrisholme, Accounts of the Treasurer of Scotland, vol XII 1566-1574, 
p.405.  
129 Expensis maid be Johnne Chrisholme, Accounts of the Treasurer of Scotland, vol XII 1566-1574, 
p.406.  
130 Expensis maid be Johnne Chrisholme, Accounts of the Treasurer of Scotland, vol XII 1566-1574, 
p.406.  
131 Accounts of the Treasurer of Scotland, vol XII 1566-1574, p.vi.  
132 Expensis maid be Johnne Chrisholme, Accounts of the Treasurer of Scotland, vol XII , p.408.  
133 Lynch M. (1990) p.11.  
134 The speeches are from Pompae Deorum Rusticorum dona ferentium Jacobo VI & Mariae matri 
ejus, Scotorum Regibus, in coena quae Regis baptisma est consecuta. Buchanan II, pp.404-5, reported 
in Davidson P. (1995) pp.426-429. 
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also entertained by a child who descended in a globe like an angel, reciting some poetry; 

dinner was followed by a firework display135.  

 

 

A.4. JAMES VI’s triumphs and celebrations  
 

A.4.1 James VI’s Entry in Edinburgh in 1579  
A 'trumphis agane his cuming to this burgh’136. was organized for the young James VI’s 

first public appearance. Only scattered notes in the Local Records of the city are available, 

and there is no proper chronicle. However, some of the traditional stops of triumphal entries 

were decorated for the occasion, for example two people were in charge, according to the 

records, ‘to tak ordour with the wrychtis for upsetting of daillis and uther tymmer on the 

Nether Bow and uther places neidfull, for the decoring of the towne agane the triumphe to 

be maid to the Kingis entres.137 As Calderwood states, ‘Frome the West Port to the Neather 

Bow, all the staires on the Hight Street were covered with tapestrie, cords, and brods138’, 

confirming the adoption of a traditional route.  

The king was staying in Linlithgow on 29th of September, and on the 30th went to 

Holyrood Palace, arriving in town from Corstorphine. ‘The burgesses of Edinburgh stood in 

the Long Gate, in their Armour, where the king lighted, and saw the cannons of the Castell 

shott… The town of Leith mett him at the Quarrell Holes’139, from where he went down to 

the Abbey. On the 17th of October, James VI was welcomed at the West Port by the 

magistrates and authorities dressed in black gowns, under a canopy of purple velvet; 

Crauford remarks that ‘he received the Magistrates of the City, who came bare-headed all 

the Way without the Gate’140, and Calderwood too writes that ‘he was receaved by the 

magistrats of the toun, .. the proveist, bailiffs, treasurer, dean of gild, rode with foothe 

mantles; the rest of the counsel, and other honest men of the toun, about three hundreth, 

clothed in blacke, were there also at his entrie141.’ 

‘That port presented to him the wisdom of Salomon deciding the plea between the two 

weomen who contended for the young childe, and the servant that presented the sword to 

                                           
135 For information on the cultural climate and literary production at the court of Queen Mary, see 
Lynch M. (1990) pp.14-18. 
136 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1573-1589, pp.116-117, 2nd Oct. 1579.  
137 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1573-1589, p.121, Aug-Sept.1579.  
138 Calderwood III, p.459.  
139 Calderwood III, pp.457-8. 
140 Crawfurd, p.318.  
141 Calderwood III, p.458. 
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the king, with the childe.142’. The personages of the pageantry were ‘habited after the 

Jewish, or rather the Roman Manner’143, and James too was here given a sword and 

scepter144.  

The next pageantry was located, according to the Local Records of Edinburgh, at the 

Over Bow, and according to Calderwood’s Historie, ‘at the old port of the Strait Bow’145.‘In 

the streat that ascendis to the castell, there is an ancient port, at the whilk hang a curious 

globe, that opnit artificiallie as the King came by, wharin was a young boy that discendit 

craftelie, presenting the keyis of the toun to his Mahestie, that was all maid of fine massie 

sylver’146. There were also records of payment for musicians, as the ‘violeris and sangsteris 

at the Kingis entrie above the Over Bow.147 Here he was in fact welcomed by Dame Music 

and other musicians, who produced heavenly music, and then proceeded to the hous of 

Justice148, elsewhere called the auld tolbuith149, where ‘When he came doun to the Old 

Tolbuith, the fore-face whereof was covered with painted dailes, there he saw the crafts’ 

standards and pinsells sett, and foure faire young maides representing the foure cardinall 

vertues, Justice, Temperance, Fortitude, and Prudence, or, as others report, Peace, Justice, 

Plentie, and Policie. Everie one of them had an oration to the King, The wheele of Fortune 

was burnt with powder.150’ According to Crawfurd, these ladies addressed him in Greek, 

Latin, and Scottish, while Dame Religion, whom the king will meet shortly afterwards, used 

the Hebrew tongue151.  

Outside St.Giles, called ‘the chief collegiall kirk’, James met Dame Religion ‘desyring 

his presence, whilk he then obeyit be entering the kirk; whare the chief preacher for that 

tyme maid a notable exhortation unto him, for the embracing of Religion and all hir 

cardinall vertewis, and all uther morall vertewis.152’ It is said elsewhere that the sermon 

‘exortated the king and the subjects to do their duetie, to enter in league and covenant with 

God, and concluded with thankgiving’153. He then progressed to the Market Cross, where 

Bacchus was distribuiting freely wine to the passers by. ‘Bacchus satt on a puncheon, with 

                                           
142 Calderwood III, p.458.  
143 Crawfurd, p.318.  
144 The Historie and life, p.178. 
145 Calderwood III, p.458.  
146 The Historie and life, p.178.  
147 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1573-1589, p.124, 29th Oct. 1579.  
148 The Historie and life, p.178.  
149 From Mill’s transcription of Johnston’s MS. History of Scotland. (Adv. Lib. Hist. MSS. 35.4.2.) In 
Mill A.J. (1927) p.193.  
150 Calderwood III, p.459.  
151 Crawfurd, p.318.  
152 The Historie and life, p.179.  
153 Calderwood III, p.458. 
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his painted garment, and a flower garland. He welcomed the King to his own toun…’154 ‘A 

litill beneth is a mercat place of salt, wharupon was payntit the genealogie of the Kings of 

Scotland’155, with some music from trumpets and loud welcoming cries for the king. 

According to Johnston’s manuscript, this took place at the Trone.  

‘At the east port was erectit the conjunctioun of the planets, as thay war in their degreis 

and places the tyme of his Mahesteis happie nativitie, and the same vivelie representit be 

the assistance of King Ptolomé.156’ According to Johnston’s manuscript, this seems to take 

place at the Nether Bow, while Crawfurd places it at the East Gate. Also, according to 

Johnston’s manuscript, before the king reached the Abbey, ‘At the cannon croce ane breiff 

fabill for abbolisching of the paip & of the mafs with the authoritie and asisteris thairof for 

evir.157’  

There were proclamations made in the city before the entrance, ‘commanding all the 

inhabitantis thairof to hing their stairis with tapestrie and ares warkis on Fryday nixt, .. and 

for removing of red, tymmer, swine, and beggeris of the toune, under the payne of 

punesment’158. The city was at its best for the entrance: ‘the hail streits war spred with 

flowers; and the forehowsis of the streits, be the whilks the King passit, war all hung with 

maghifik tapestrie, with payntit histories, and with the effegeis of noble men and wemen.159 

Crawfurd states that ‘All the Windows were hung with Pictures and rich Tapestry, the 

Streets strowed with Flowers’160.  

 

A.4.2 Queen Anne of Denmark Royal Progression in Edinburgh in May 1590  
After getting married to James VI in Denmark in November 1589, and having spent 

some days in Leith with her cortege waiting for the decorations to be completed, Queen 

Anne entered Edinburgh in May 1590 to be presented to her subjects, see her capital, and 

take part in her coronation161. Originally meant to be held in St.Giles, it was later moved to 

Holyrood Abbey by the King, who wanted a more complete control over the ceremony162.  

Before the queen’s arrival, there are some records of actions intended to improve the 
                                           

154 Calderwood III, p.459.  
155 The Historie and life, p.179.  
156 The Historie and life, p.179.  
157 From Mill’s transcription of Johnston’s MS. History of Scotland. Adv. Lib. Hist. MSS. 35.4.2.) In 
Mill A.J. (1927) p.194.  
158 Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1573-1589 p.124, 14th Oct. 1579.  
159 The Historie and life, p.179.  
160 Crawfurd, p.318.  
161 The marriage had already taken place in a hurried ceremony in Denmark, during James’s courteous 
rescue mission. The arrival and welcome in Leith and Edinburgh is analyzed in Meikle M. M. (2008) 
pp.278-294. The chronicle of the coronation is in Papers relative to the marriage of King James VI, 
pp.49-56. 
162 Meikle (2008) p.281.  
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appearance of the city, ordering that ‘all sort of beggaris, within 48 hours heirafter, 

depesche and remove thameselffis’, that ‘all persouns purge and clenge the streits, calsayes, 

and gutteries, fornent their awin houses to the mid channel, als weill in the hie gait as in 

vennelles’, and that ‘all persons dwelland within this burgh be in reddynes, to do the guid 

toun sic honour and service as thai sall be commandet be the Provest and Baillies at this 

tyme of the Queynis Majesties entrie’163.  

On 6th May Anne and James moved from Leith to Edinburgh, with the king and his 

nobles at the head, followed by other nobles and Danish envoys and by Anne sitting in her 

carriage, followed by her maidens. The procession arrived at the West Port, where twenty-

fout councillors and citizens welcomed them, with a speech by a doctor of laws representing 

the common estates of Scotland. They proceeded to the Holyrood Abbey, where she was 

crowned on May 17th164. The chronicle does not specify which way the procession went 

after reaching the West Port, if through the city, or through the South Canongate. The only 

other interesting remark about this early entrance suggests that ‘the toun of Edinburgh, 

Cannongate, and Leith, were in their armes.165’ On the 19th of May, the queen entered 

Edinburgh attended on her charriage by both Danish and Scottish nobility. ‘At her comming 

to the south side of the yardes of the Canogit, along the parke wall, being in sight of the 

castle, they gave her thence a great volle of shotte, with their banners and auncients 

displayed uppon the walles166.’ This probably means that there were standards and coats of 

arms167. There are also, records of payments for the ‘armeis’ at the Nether Bow and West 

Port168.  

The Queen then arrived at and passed through the West Port, and heard a speech of 

welcome delivered in Latin by a Master John Russell, whose son ‘being placed uppon the 

toppe of the Port head, and was let downe by a devise made in a globe, which being come 

somewhat over her Maiesties heade, opened at the toppe into foure quarters, where the 

childe, appearing in the resemblance of an angell, delivered her the keyes of the towne in 

silver; which done, the quarters closed , and the globe was taken uppe agayne, soas the 

childe was no more seene there.169’ The Queen was now preceeding under a rich canopy, 

held up by old and respectable townmen, and accompanied by ‘three score young men of 

the towne, lyke Moores, and clothed in cloth of silver, with chaines about their neckes, and 
                                           

163 Reception of kings and queens, pp.45-46. Subtitled as ‘Notices from the records of the Town 
Council, relative to the Reception of the King and Queen’. Apr.15 1590.  
164 Danish Account, p.101. 
165 Calderwood V, 95-96. 
166 Papers relative to the marriage of King James VI p.39.  
167 See also Gray D. (1998) p.29.  
168 Town Treasurer’s Accounts 1581-96, p.535, transcripted by Mill A.J. (1927) p.195.  
169 Papers relative to the marriage of King James VI, p.40.  
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bracelets about their armes, set with diamonds and other precious stones, very gorgeous to 

the eie, who went before the chariot, betwixt the horsemen and it, everie one with a white 

staffe in his hande, to keep of the throng of people’170. The Queen arrived next to Bow 

Street, where ‘was erected a table, whereupon stoode a Globe of the whole Worlde, with a 

Boy fitting thereby, who represented the person of a King, and made an oration.171’ The 

Danish account suggests the boy to have been an astronomer with a sphere, consulting his 

instruments and foreseeing a glorious future as queen and mother to Anne172. Next, she 

proceeded up to the Bowe, where dishes of food were offered to those who passed, as a 

banquet, ‘and comming to the Butter Trone, there were placed nine maidens, bravely 

arraied in cloth of silver and gold, representing the nine Muses, who sung verie sweete 

musicke173’ accompanied by a young man playing the organ. In their speech delivered to 

Anne, they say ‘We promise you all the support\the king might need upon his earth’, 

presenting James as the most learned and just king174.  

The Queen proceeded forward, passing through ‘the high gate of Edinbrough, which was 

all decked with tapestry from the top to the bottom. At her Grace’s comming to the 

Tolbooth, there stood on high the four Virtues, as first Justice, with the Balance in one 

hand, and the Sword of Justice in the other; then Temperance, having in one hand a cup of 

wine, and in the other hande a cup of water; Prudence, holding in her hand a Serpent and a 

Dove, declaring, that men ought to bee as wise as the serpent, to prevent daunger, but as 

simple as the dove eyther in wrath or malice; the last is Fortitude, who held a broken pillar 

in her hand, representing the strenght of a kingdome.175 They were apparently accompanied 

by their mother Virtue, and all the five of them delivered praises and words of advice to the 

queen176. ’ On her way to the Church, she passed next to the Cross, where a psalm was 

being sung: the improved appearance of the Cross for the occasion is testified by payments 

for colouring the Cross, and for the placement of a unicorn on top of it177. Then she 

dismounted her chariot, and was carried into St.Giles, which had been extensively changed 

for the ceremony to receive Queen Anne, employing carpenters and painters. In St.Giles 

Anne heard a sermon, ‘sitting in the loft, under a faire cannabie of velvet’178 and was then 

carried again to her chariot, from which she saw a palace built with her ancestry and the 
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arms of Denmark, together with the arms of all the previous Scottish queens179. Also ‘upon 

the top of the Crosse a table covered, whereupon stood cups of gold and silver full of wine, 

with the Goddesse of Corne and Wine sitting thereat, and the corne in heaps by her, who, in 

Latin, cried that there should be plentied thereof in her time; and on the side of the crosse 

sate the god Bacchus upon a punchion of wine, winking, and casting it by cups full upon the 

people, besides other of the townsmen, that cast apples and nuts among them; and the 

Crosse itself ranne claret wine upon the caulsway, for the loyaltie of that day180’. Then, 

Anne moved to ‘the gate to the Sault Trone, whereupon sate all the kings heretofore of 

Scotland, one of them lying along at their feete, as if he had been sick, whom certain 

souldiers seemed to awake at her Maiesties coming, whereupon he arose, and made her an 

oration in Latine.181’ The kings might have been young children dressed to represent the 

king’s ancestors, and opportunely placed onto the branches of a tree, realized with birch 

twigs, while the sleeping king represented Christian I, from whom both James and Anne 

descended, and who represented their common root182.  

Going further down on the Nether-Bow, there was represented a marriage between a 

King and a Queen, surrounded by their nobility, and a young man from between them made 

a parallel between the couple shown in the pageantry, in the Danish account presented as 

Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, and the real one between James and Anne, blessing and 

making good wishes for the marriage, and underlying the king’s virtues through Sheba’s 

admired sottomission and praises183. Then she was given down from the top of the port, a 

box with precious stones and jewels, a present for the Queen from the city, after which she 

departed for the Palace. The tapestries and painted decorations apparently represented 

mythological subjects and themes from classical history, like Aeneas’ escape from Troy and 

his tragic love with Dido, the story of Achilles, or that of Romolus, and many others184. 

 

 

A.4.3. Baptisimal Celebrations for Prince Henry in Stirling in 1594  
Henry Stuart, first son of James VI and Anne of Denmark, was born in Stirling on 19th 

February 1594. Henry’s baptism was a political statement, and an event of international 

importance, for which a new chapel in Stirling Castle was built. Many international guests 
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took part in the celebrations, with particular regard to the ambassadors of France, Denmark, 

the Low Countries, other European princes and guests, and the ambassador of England, 

whose delayed arrival forced the ceremony to be repeatedly postponed185.  

Besides creating the Chapel of Stirling as a suitable setting for the celebrations, ‘his 

highness bestowed the time with them in magnifique banketting, revelling, and dayly 

hunting with great honour’, and ‘those exercises that were to be used for decoration of that 

solemnitie, were to be devided both in field pastimes, with martiall and heroicall exploits, 

and in household, with rare shewes and singular inventions186’. 

There was a tournament, organized in two days: during the first day there were 'three 

Turkes, three Christian knights of Malta, three Amazones, and three Moores.187’ As three of 

the gentlemen did not show up, the Mores did not appear in the tournament. The shows  

‘consist of nine actors, nine pages, and nine lackies, which coming from sundry parts and at 

divers times, together with the diversitie of their apparel, should bring some noveltie to the 

beholders.188’.  

‘The place most expedient for this action, was the valey, neare the castle, which being 

prepared for that purpose, both with carier and scaffold, after the coming of the queens 

majestie, with her honourable and gallant ladies, together with the honorable ambassadors, 

the field bing beset by the brave yonkers of Edinburgh, with their hagbutes, during the 

whole time of that pastime.189’ The tournament proceded, with the entrance of Christians, 

Turks, and Amazons, these latter obviously being noblemen dressed up as women, all of 

them bearing with pride their own imprese or devices painted or however represented on 

their shields or armours, and the joust began, with the Queen ready to reward the winner 

with a ring of diamonds190. The role of some of the characters, the king between them, is 

particularly remarked upon: ‘The Abbot of Halyrudhous, in woman’s apparel, tooke up the 

ring sindrie tymes. The Lord Hume, in Turkish raiment, the king himself, in his masking 

geir, with a white overthwart croce, the badge of theh knights of the Holie Spirit, which was 

muche mislyked by good men’191. 

The entertainment staged for the second day, and not represented in full as the 

preparatory works had fallen behind, would have involved beasts ‘as lyon, elephant, hart, 

unicorne, and the gryphon, together with the camel, hydre, crocodile, and dragon, 
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(carrying their riders).192’ The following banquet was abundant and luxurious, and during it 

‘there came into the sight of them all, a Black-Moore, drawing (as it seemed to the 

beholders) a triumphal chariot (and before it, the melodious noise of trumpets and 

howboyes), which chariot entred the hall, the motion of the whole frame (which was twelve 

foot long, and seven foot broad) was so artificial within it selfe, that it appeared to be 

drawne in onely by the strength of a Moore, which was very richely attired, his traces were 

great chaines of pure gold. Upon this chariot was finely and artificially devised a 

sumptuous covered table, decked with all sorts of exquisite delicates and dainties, of 

patisserie, frutages, and confections. Ablut the table were placed six gallant dames, who 

represented a silent comodie’.  

The chariot on which dames and decorations were taken in, should have been drawn by a 

lion, but it was thought unsafe because of the noise and the excitement of the crowd, which 

could have annoyed the beast; it was then suggested that the Moore take its place. ‘And so 

he in outward shewe preased to draw that forward, which by a secret convoy was brought 

to the princes table, and the whole desert was delivered by Ceres, Fecunditie, Faith, 

Concord, Liberalitie, and Perseverance, to the earles, lords, and barons that were 

sewers.193’ After the chariot had been taken away, ‘a most sumptuous, artificiall, and well 

proportioned ship’ entered the room, ‘her motion was so artificially devised within here 

self, that none could perceive what brought her in. The sea under her was lively counterfeit, 

with all colours: on her foresterne was placed Neptunus, having in his hand his trident, and 

on his head a crowne … then Thetis with her mace, goddesse of the sea, … then Triton, with 

his wilke trumpet.. round about the ship were all the marine people, as Syrenes (above the 

middle as women, and under as fishes), and these were Parthenope, Ligea, and 

Leucosia…And all the same was decored with the riches of the seas, coralls, shelles, and 

metals, verie rare and excellent.’ The boat was decorated with glass, gold and light blue, 

with a silver anchor and ropes of silk, sails of white taffeta, and a compass pointing at the 

north star. This meant that ‘through whatsoever seas or waves the kings maiestie intendeth 

his course, and proiect of any arising action, Neptune, as god of the sea, shall be 

favourable to his proceedings.194’ The ship had the armoirs of Scotland and Denmark 

painted on its main sail, and the union of the two dynasties was embodied by prince Henry 

himself, of which the ship was embodiment and celebration. ‘The kings maiestie having 

undertaken in such a desperate time to saile to Norway, and like a new Iason, to bring his 

queene, our gracious lady, to this kingdome, being detailed and stopped by the conspiracies 
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of witches and such devilish dragons, thought it very meet to follow forth this his own 

invention, that as Neptunus … ioyned the king to his queene. So after this coniunction, hee 

brought their maiesties as happily hither: and now at this her blessed delivery did bring 

such things as the sea affords, to decore this festival time with all…And whilst the ship was 

unloading, Arion sitting upon the gallery nose, which resembled the form of a dolphine fish, 

played upon his harpe’195, The ship proceeded through the room until it got to the table in 

the centre of the room, when Arion delivered a flattering speech to the king and queen. 

After some more music, and when the dinner had ended, the ship lifted anchor and 

ostentously sailed away, while Tritons played trumpets196.  

 

A.4.4 James VI and I’s Royal Entry in London in 1603  

The first part of the entertainment was to be realized outside the Bishop Gate, where 

a Genius of the City would have welcomed James and would have been joined by two 

knights representing Saint George, bearing the arms of England, and Saint Andrew with 

those of Scotland197. They would have ridden in full armour toward the king to offer him a 

speech about their newly found brotherhood and alliance. Because of the king’s decision 

not to make his entrance according to expectations, this part of the triumph was cancelled. 

The triumph was organized by Ben Jonson, Thomas Dekker, and Thomas Middleton, who 

coinceived ideas and speeches, while Stephen Harrison was in charge of constructing the 

temporary structures198. ‘The Streets seemde to bee paved with men: Stalles in stead of rich 

wares were set out with children, open Casements fild up with women. All Glasse windowes 

taken downe, but in their places, sparkeled so many eyes, that had it not bene the day, the 

light which reflected from them, was sufficient to have made one: hee that should have 

compared the emptie and untroden walkes of London, which were to be seen in that late 

mortally-destroying Deluge, with the thronged streetes now, might have believed, that upon 

this day, began a new Creation, & that the Citie was the onely Workhouse wherein sundry 

Nations were made.’199 

The king would have got ready in ‘The Tower seruing that morning but for his with-

drawing Chamber …and from thence flept prefently into his Citie of London, which for the 

                                           
195 True Accompt, pp.491-492.  
196 The significance in presenting James as brave Jason, and Anne as either precious golden fleece or 
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time might worthily borrow the name of his Court Royall’200. On the first arch James was 

shown a fifty-foot model representation of the city of London, ‘the upper roofe thereof ... 

bore up the true moddells of all the notable Houres, Turrets, and Steeples, within the 

Citie201’, complete with miniaturized versions of its more famous and visible edifices and 

towers. It was accompanied by allegorical figures representing British Monarchy supported 

by divine Wisdom, beneath which was a male figure, representing the Genius of the City, 

and at his right was the Counsell of the City, under which lay the personification of the 

River Thames, a local interpretation of the Roman personification of the river Tiber. The six 

daughters of the Genius of the city, which were Gladness, Veneration, Promptitude, 

Vigilance, Loving affection, Unanimity, also appeared next to him.  

The second pageant was organized by the Italians. The front of their arch showed a Lion 

with the arms of England, and the Unicorn with those of Scotland. ‘Erected above all these, 

King Henry the seventh was royally seated in his Imperiall Robes, to whome King Iames 

(mounted on horsebacke) appraches, and receyves a Scepter’202. The rest of the Italian 

Theatre203 front was decorated with painted canvases, depicting allegorical figures and 

moralizing concepts, while the inside surface of the arch, visible to the King when he rode 

through it, had angels and young, springing palmtrees painted in it. On the reverse of the 

arch, were painted more allegorical figures, one of them playing a trumphet, four others 

representing the kingdoms of England, Scotland, France and Ireland holding hands together. 

The middle and bigger canvas, represented Apollo ‘with all his Ensignes and properties 

belonging unto him, as a Sphere, Bookes, a Caducaus, an Octoedron, with other 

Geometricall Bodies, and a Harpe in his left hand, his right hand with a golden Wand in it, 

poyinting to the battel of Lepanto fought by the Turks, (of which his Maiestie hath written a 

Poem) and to doe him Honour, Apollo himselfe doth here seeme to take upon him to 

describe.204’  

The third arch was organized by the Dutch community, and showed, beside the usual 

welcoming writing in latin, ‘a spacious square roome, left open, Silke Curtaines drawne 

before it, which (upon the approch of his Maiestie) being put by, 17 yong Damsels, (all of 

them sumpuously adorned, after their countrey fashion,) sate as it were in so many Chaires 

of State, and figuring in their persons, the 17 Provinces of Belgia, of which every one 

carried in a Scutchion .. the Armes and Coate of one.205’ Above them was represented ‘the 
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lively picture of the King, in his Imperial Robes, a Crowne on his head, the Sword and 

Scepter in his handes’206, surrounded by feminine allegorical figures. On the level 

underneath, were represented two groups of animals fighting or pursuing each other, and 

above them, two kings in elegant attires from the past, underneath which were two other 

kings belonging, according to their costumes, to a more recent past. Other various 

personages figured on this overcrowded, mannerist style arch, were a female Divine 

Providence between two dolphins and standing on an Imperial Crown and two Scepters, 

four pyramids, a female Fortitude and a female Iustice, and on the back of the arch, a 

Belgick Statue of Triumph207. A whole painting of the Dutch community was also 

represented on the arch, ‘the Dutch Countrey people, toyling at their Husbandrie; women 

carding of their Hemp, the men beating it, such excellent Art being exprest in their faces, 

their scopings, bendings, sweating, &c. that nothing is wanting in them but life’. The Dutch 

Exchange was also represented, with ‘the countenaunces of the Marchants there being so 

lively, that bargaines seeme to come from their lippes’208. One could also see ‘the men 

Weawing, the women Spinning, the children at their Hand-loomes, &c.’ as a ‘praise of 

whole industrie’209. A boy attired in white silk, delivered an appropriate welcoming speech 

to the king and his family. Next to S.Mildred Church, the royal guests later saw a 

performance of Dutch music, organized to please the queen. Here many gentlemen and 

ladies were dancing pleasantly together in a courtly fashion, and ‘[Love] could not have 

chosen, to have given the Roome any other name, then, The Presence Chamber.210’  

The forth arch, built at Soper-lane, showed a composition of orbs and obelisks, 

symbolizing the Nova Arabia Felix, the land of peace and plenty where the virtuous 

Phoenix was from. ‘The most worthy personage advaunced in this place, was Arabia 

Britannica, a Woman attired all in White’, with a green mantle, an imperial Crown and 

Scepter, and a veil shadowing her eyes, ‘by reason that her countenaunce (which till his 

Maiesties approach, could by no worldly object be drawne to looke up) was pensively 

deiected’211, and she bore the insigna of Chastity, Youth, and Sovreignity. She was 

accompanied by Fame, under which sat the five senses, Hearing, Sight, Touch, Smelling, 

and Taste, grouped together around a fountain, called the Fountain of Virtue. Under the 

fountain, as if won over by its influence, were the defeated Detractio and Oblivio. The arch 

also showed the three Graces, and Love, Iustice, and Peace. At the king’s arrival, Fame 
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delivered him a speech, and the arch animates itself with the fountain starting to flow with 

milk and wine. This arch is about the renovation of England, which as a new Arabia, is 

experiencing a new life thanks to James’s coming to the throne. James was here also 

welcomed with a speech, inviting him to pass through the city as ‘a Glorious Bridegroome 

through your Royall chamber’212. As a new Phoenix, James VI would have raised as new 

and rightful monarch from the ashes of Elizabeth I’s reign.  

At the next arch, the fifth, the king is met ‘on his way neere to the Crosse, by Sylvanus 

drest up in greene Ivie, a Cornet in his hand, being attended on by foure other Sylvans in 

Ivie likewise, their bowes and quivers hanging on their shoulders, and winde Instruments in 

their hands.213’ In his speech, Sylvanus apologizes for his rustic appearance ‘for my richest 

livorie is but leaves, and my stateliest dwelling but in the woodes214’, complimenting him on 

the perfection of his realm, chosen by Peace and Plenty to be her country of residence. The 

two virgin goddesses ‘have they charged to lay at your imperiall feete, (being your 

hereditary due) the tribute of their love’215, and thanks to the king’s friendship and partiality 

for them, benefit from his presence as the spring is revived by the sun, and as the earth is 

revived by the spring. The Garden of Plenty and Peace represented in this station had a 

structure built by two arches, inspired by the summer banqueting houses often erected as 

temporary structures in noble houses to entertain the royals visiting, expecially during 

Elizabeth I’s reign, and presented all the delights of a fruitful garden. The huge tree in the 

center of the garden represented the arbour of England, growing and bearing fruits. ‘on the 

sides, downe to the ground, Cowcumbers, Pompions, Grapes, and all other fruits growing 

in the land, hanging artificially in clusters’216. ‘The garnishements for the whole Bower, 

being Apples, Peares, Cheries, Grapes, Roses, Lillies, and all other both fruits and flowers 

most artificially molded to the life’217. The arch also showed other gods and goddesses, like 

Fortuna, Pomona, Ceres, the Nine Muses and the Seven Liberal Arts, Grammar, Logic, 

Rhetoric, Music, Arithmetic, Geometry, Astronomy. Above them was a decorative freeze 

with artificial artichoks and roses (artichoks maybe being thistles?). The king was 

welcomed by Vertumnus, the master gardener and Pomona’s husband, who states how ‘the 

arbour and trees, which growing in that fruitfull Cynthian garden, began to droop and hang 

downe their greene heads, and to undurle their crisped forlocks, as fearing and in some 

sort, feeling the sharpenesse of Autumnian malice, are now on the sudden by the devine 
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influence apparelled with a fresh and more lively verdure than ever they were before’218. 

The Muses and Arts, about to have been cast out from the declining garden, found a 

protective patron in the king, and find shelter again in the garden, which is presented to the 

king to dispose of it at his pleasure. Satyrs and nymphs decorated the arch, sometimes 

emerging from pedestals just with the upper part of their bust, a fashionable garden 

decoration at the time. The nine Muses and the seven Liberal Arts peeked out from the 

gallery and played the part of musicians in the entertainment, with a wonderful music being 

sung as soon as the king approached the garden. On leaving it, the king proceeded ‘into the 

closet or rather the privy chamber to this our Court Royall: through the windows of which 

he might behold the Cathedrall Temple of Saint Paule’219. There (possibly just on the 

outside) the king heard a speech and music sung by the choir of the Cathedral.  

The sixth arch ‘was erected above the Condoit in Fleetstreete, into which (as into the 

long and beauteous gallery of the Citie) his Maiestie being entered … did his eye encounter 

another Towre of Pleasure’220. This arch, giving symbolic access to the gallery represented 

by the city, showed the sovereign how the movement of the globe of England had been 

perturbed by Elizabeth’s death, but as James is now arrived, the Four Elements are in 

balance again, and Nature can grow again with order and harmony. ‘the Globe of the world, 

was there seene to moove, being fild with all the degrees, and states that are in the land: 

and these were the mechanicall and dead limmes of this carved bodie’221. The arch had 

Iustice and Virtue and Fortune, with Envy glancing with malignity to the four Cardinal 

Virtues and the Four Kingdoms (at least nominally) under James VI, England, Scotland, 

France, and Ireland. ‘The foure Elements in proper shapes … upon the approch of his 

Maiestie, went round in a proportionable and even circle, touching that cantle of the Globe, 

(which was open) to the full view of his Maiestie’222. The arch also showed, next to the 

globe, ‘all the states of the land, from the Nobleman to the Ploughman’223. Thanks to the 

advent of James, the Golden age is back to the land, and he gets to govern a rich Empire 

made of two, theoretically four, kingdoms. James presents himself as the restorer of the 

Golden Age, as Elizabeth had done though the image of Astraea during her own reign. 

Keeping the Iconography of his predecessor was a good move, to show stability and the 

continuation of the dynasty in a time of European troubles.  

James VI’s seventh arch at Temple Bar, defined as the other side of the just-described 

                                           
218 The Magnificent Entertainment, p.47.  
219 The Magnificent Entertainment, p.53.  
220 The Magnificent Entertainment, p.57.  
221 The Magnificent Entertainment, p.57.  
222 The Magnificent Entertainment, p.59.  
223 The Magnificent Entertainment, p.59.  
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Gallery, shows a decidedly Roman flavor. There were many personages in this Triumphal 

Arch, significantly defined as a Temple, like Peace, stamping over Mars, Quiet over 

Tumult, Liberty winning over Servitude, Safety over Danger, Felicity upon Unhappiness: 

the arch was also decorated with a head of Janus, god of gates and of beginning, and a 

Roman sacerdos welcomed the king approaching the altar of the temple. ‘the effect of the 

whole speech was, that whereas the Flamin came to perfume rites there, in honour of one 

Anne a goddesse of the Romans, the Genius vowes, that none shall doe Sacrifice there, but 

himslefe, the offring that he makes being, the Heart of the Citie’224. This glorious last 

representation also showed a rainbow, sun, moon, and Pleiades, and a human comet 

proclaimed flattery, discordie and other vices or problems to be banned from James’s 

reign225.  

The description of the triumph ends with ‘And thus have wee … followed our 

Souverainge throught the seaven Triumphal gates of this Court Royall, which name, as 

London received at the rising of the Sunne; so now at his going from her … She lost that 

honour: and being (like an Actor on a Stage) stript out of her borrowed Majestie, she 

resignes her former shape & title of Citie; …For such Vertue is begotten in Princes, that 

their verie presence hath power to turne a Village to a Citie, and to make a Citie appeare 

great as a Kingdome226.’  

 

A.4.5 James VI and I’s Entry in Edinburgh During his Visit to Scotland in 

1617  
The king and his entourage arrived on 16th February 1617 from Leith up to the North 

Loch, and then moved on the Long Gate, entering at West Port, ‘where he made his entrie 

on horseback, that he might the better be seene by the people; wheras before, he rode in the 

coache all the way’227. ‘a littell within the Port, their was a scaffold maid of tries and 

dailles quhair my Lord Provest, Baillies and Counsell off the citie stood’228, accompanied 

by a great number of citizens, ‘ane hundredth honest men and mae, war all assemblit in 

black gownes all lynit with plane velvet..229’. The king heard an oration230, and was 

presented with the scepter of the city, and a present of a precious cup and money. ‘The 

                                           
224 The Magnificent Entertainment, p.64.  
225 Parry G. (1985) p.19. 
226 The Magnificent Entertainment, p.65.  
227 Calderwood VII, p. 245. 
228 The manuscript of Lord Kenyon, p.19. 
229 Reception of kings and queens, p.68. Noted as From a Volume of the Records of the High Court of 
Justiciary. May 16, 1617.  
230 Text of the speech is reported in Nichols J. (1828) v.III, pp.318-323. at pp.307-324 is reported a 
collection of information regarding the entertainment. 
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speech had indeed been a specific request of James’, who ‘hes declarit that it is his will and 

plesour that ane harrang and speache be maid to him at his entrie within this burgh; 

thairfor the Counsall nominates and electis Mr. Johne Hay their clerk deput, to make the 

said harrang, and ordainis him to provide himself to that effect.231’ He then ‘rode foreward 

up the Strait Bow and down the High Streit, until he cam to the cros’232, where he 

dismounted ‘with gret triumphe’233, and went into the church to hear a sermon, defined as 

‘flattering sermond upon the 21st Psalme, and thanked God for his prosperous journey’234. 

A unicorn was also realized, maybe as part of the decoration for the market cross235. He 

then moved down towards the Netherbow, ‘wher his picture standes very reallie’236: this 

seems consistant with the ‘disbursements for his Majesty’s ‘portraittour’ at the 

Netherbow’237, and the king was also entertained by a dancing spectacle through town,238 

probably involving some highland men, or wildmen, mentioned as hielandmen, which 

would have been part of the celebration, and a group of Moreiss, which would have been 

employed in a dance239. At the border between Edinburgh and the Canongate, the king 

knighted the Lord Provest, the Edinburgh authorities retired, and the King was accompanied 

by the Canongate Baillies to the Palace. At the gate of the Inner court of Holyrood House, 

‘about sum 30 yong men, in gounes off the Colledge off Edenborroughe’240, presented the 

king with a Book of Verses in Latin, and a speech241. He then entered his Palace, where a 

banquet was organized242. 

As always, the city was improved through washing up buildings like the Netherbow, 

cleaning and sanding and watering the streets243; the Privy council ‘gif directioun for 

keeping of their strettis cleene, and that no filthe nor middingis be seen upoun the same, 

and that no beggaris be seene within their boundis.244’. It was important that a good number 

of honoured and dignified citizens were there to welcome His Majesty. In fact ‘the Proveist, 
                                           

231 Reception of kings and queens, p.66. Noted as ‘Extracts from the Records of the Town Council of 
Edinburgh, relative to the Reception of the King, 1617.’, Apr.23.  
232 The manuscript of Lord Kenyon, p.19 
233 The manuscript of Lord Kenyon, p.19 
234 Calderwood VII, p.246. 
235 Excerpts from MS. Master of Works Accounts at Register House. Vol. 15, 1616-9, Edinburgh 
Castle, as mentioned in Mill A.J. (1927) p.344. 
236 The manuscript of Lord Kenyon, p.19 
237 Treasurers’ Account 1612-23, pp.472-530, as summed up by Mill A.J. (1927) p.207 
238 Treasurers’ Account 1612-23, pp.472-530, as summed up by Mill A.J. (1927) p.207.  
239 Excerpts from MS. Master of Works Accounts at Register House. Vol. 15, 1616-9, Edinburgh 
Castle, as mentioned in Mill A.J. (1927) pp.344-45.  
240 The manuscript of Lord Kenyon, p.20. 
241 Nichols J. (1828) III, pp. 324-325. 
242 Bergeron D. M. (1992).  
243 Treasurers’ Account 1612-23. As reported by Mill A.J. (1927) p.207.  
244 Reception of kings and queens, p.61. Noted as ‘Notices from the Records of Privy Council, relative 
to the Reception of the King, 1617.’ Dec 24 1616.  
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Baillies, Deyne of Gild, Thesaurer, and Counsall being conveynit, hes thocht fir and 

expedient, that ane number of the gravest most antient burgesses, and of best rank within 

this burgh, sall be warnit to attend his Majesties entrie within the samine, the 16th day of 

May nixt, all apperellit in blak velvot, the ane half in gownis faiced with blak velvot, and the 

uther half in partisanis, and that nane quhais names sal be inrollit, refuis to attend in maner 

prescryvit to him, or absent himself the said day, under the payne of ane hundredth 

pundis’245. Some buildings, both temporary and permanent, were realized to offer shelter 

and accomodation to the king and his party during the entrance; there are for example 

records of payments for the building of a banqueting house in the ‘counsalhous yaird’246. 

On the 22nd of May 1616, the Privy Council issued a ‘Warrand for repairing his Majesties 

housis’, containing quite detailed instructions on which parts of the Royal castles and 

palaces were to be pulled down and redone, or simply improved, for the arrival of the 

king247.  

An interesting second passage through the city happened on the 19th of June, when ‘the 

king cam doun from the Castle to the Abbay, and all the way, both in the one syd and of the 

uther, their was grit fyres set furth, and at the entres of the utter court in the Abbay their 

was a boy of nyne yeires ould that maid ane oration in Greike to the King. … Then went his 

Majestie into his pallace and sate in ane window with his nobilles, and beheld a playe of 

fyrwork’ ‘The play.. was actet in the nicht. Their was 2 castles erected in the upper court, 

one castle at the one end off the court and another castle at the uther end, the one called the 

pallace of St.Androis, the other the Castle of Envy. It was acted and played by the yong men 

of Edenborrow.’ It was a confusion of fools, dancers, shooting, ensigns and horsemen, and 

fireworks, to make the spectacle quite confusing. Saint Andrews came riding out of his 

castle, to meet on the battlefield the fiery dragon which had come out of the Castle of Envy: 

after a hard battle, the victorious saint was welcomed back in his own castle by his 

followers. Men of the castle of St.Andrews also engaged men of the castle of Envy , ‘quilk 

castle had for their badge, St.George248’, and the latter was conquered. Various and 

abundant material for the preparation of fireworks was brought to Edinburgh Castle and 

Holyrood Palace, and as ‘sex lynis to hail the dragoun and Sanct George with’249 were 

                                           
245 Reception of kings and queens, p.65. Noted as ‘Extracts from the Records of the Town Council of 
Edinburgh, relative to the Reception of the King, 1617.’ Apr 9.  
246 Reception of kings and queens, p.66. Noted as ‘Extracts form the records of the Town Council of 
Edinburgh, relative to the reception of the king, 1617’. May 7.  
247 Reception of kings and queens pp.53-54. Noted as ‘Notices from the Records of Privy Council, 
relative to the Reception of the King, 1617.’ 22d May 1616.  
248 The manuscript of Lord Kenyon, p. 23. 
249 Excerpts from MS. Master of Works Accounts at Register House. Vol. 15, 1616-9, Edinburgh 
Castle, as mentioned in Mill A.J. (1927) p.344.  
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provided, Expenses for ‘a pair of schone to the Captain of Envie250’ and a pair of gloves for 

Saint George, was also recorded.  

 

 

A.5. CHARLES I’s Triumphal Entry 
 

A.5.1 Charles I’s Triumphal Entry in Edinburgh in 1633  
Charles I ‘had intimated his intention of visiting the metropolis of Scotland in the month 

of July 1628, for the purpose (as his Majesty’s letter expresses) of “receiving his crown, 

and holding a Parliament in person,” and that the church of St.Giles was the place then 

fixed upon by the Privy Council of Edinburgh, as “the most conspicuous place for that 

solemnity. 251”. However, the local authorities expressed their dissent on the matter, and Dr. 

James Hannay, Dean of Edinburgh, argued in a letter that ‘It was never heard or seen that 

any Christian king.. was crowned in a private church.. but by the contrary, in an Abbey or 

Cathedral church”252. This visit however only took place in 1633, as a coronation as King 

of Scotland was necessary. It was thought proper, for the occasion, ‘to seik out the registers 

.. anent the entrie of his Majesties father and grandmother, and present the same to the 

counsall, that such ordour may be taken as is most fit for the honor of the guid town and his 

Majesties service’253.  

The city was to be cleaned up, as the Council, ‘finding the hie streettes and public 

vennellis of this burgh to abound with all kind of filth, to the reprotche of the toun, when 

strangeris does repair to the same, for remeid quhairof, it is statut and ordainit, that none 

presume nor take upon hand to gather the said filth or middings in anie place, within this 

burgh’254. There was also an order to set an example by killing some malefactors255, but also 

to remove the corrupted bodies of other criminals from the east end to improve the look of 

the city256. On the other hand, invitations were sent to the islands’ chieftains, to come to 

Edinburgh and be ready to meet the King, and prove to be obedient and loyal subjects257.  

                                           
250 Excerpts from MS. Master of Works Accounts at Register House. Vol. 15, 1616-9, Edinburgh 
Castle, as mentioned in Mill A.J. (1927) p.344. 
251 Reception of kings and queens, pp.70-71. Noted as ‘Extracts from the records of the town council, 
relative to his Majesty’s reception’, 1628,-1633. Jul 14 1628. 
252 Earl of Moray’s Papers, Box No.145, Letter No.535, described in Christian H. (1998) p.5. 
253 Reception of kings and queens, pp.70-71. Noted as ‘Extracts from the records of the town council, 
relative to his Majesty’s reception, 1628,-1633. Jul 14 1628.  
254 Reception of kings and queens, p.81. Noted as extracts from the records of the town council, 
relative to his majesty’s reception, 1628-1633. April 5 1633.  
255 Register of the Privy Council, V, 1633-1635, p.49.  
256 Register of the Privy Council, V, 1633-1635, p.114.  
257 Register of the Privy Council, V, 1633-1635, p.36.  
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The 1633 entry did involve the construction of some temporary architecture, in particular 

of seven triumphal structures, in various points of the King’s processional route into town, 

recalling in their organization those which welcomed James VI into London in 1603. The 

statues and decoration of those arches, and of the pagentries which accompanied them, 

created an imaginary path for the King through history and space lining him up with his 

ancestors, and his father in particular. The king arrived from Dalkeith, by Lastalrig (or 

Restalrig), approaching the city through the Long Gate, and then arriving to West Port258. 

“All these pageants, with the speeches, were devised and composed by Mr.John Adamson, 

Primar, Mr. William Drummond of Houthorndean, and the Maister of the High School, 

joined to an Committee of the gravest and most understanding citizens and clercks’259. 

After passing through the West Gate, at the West Port Charles I saw the first triumphal arch, 

where Edinburgh itself, was represented as ‘a Citie situated on a rock, which with pointed 

Clifts, Shrubs, Trees, Herbs, and Verdure, did appeare in perspective upon the 

battlements’260. The principal landmarks of Edinburgh represented in the model would have 

made the city recognizable even from the distance. The city is then somehow offering 

herself to Charles, and it is Edinburgh’s Genius who welcomes the king. ‘The Theater 

under the Arch was a Mountaine, upon which appeared the Genius of the towne represented 

by a Nimph261’; beside being a richly dressed, ‘the dressing of her head represented a 

Castle with turrets’262. At the king’s arrival, the whole mountain moved, and the Genius 

welcomed the king and delivered a speech. Here Religion and Justice were shown on the 

right and on the left of the Genius of Edinburgh, trampling respectively Superstition and 

Oppression under their feet. The second arch, at the Overbow, is descripted as follows: 

‘Where the streete ascendeth proudest, beginning to turn towards the Gate of the Old 

Towne, he meeteth with an Arch, the height of which was … thebreadth.. the frontispice of 

this represented, in Land-skip, a country wild, full of Tree, Bushes, Bores, white Kine; 

along which appeared one great Mountaine to extend it selfe’263… ‘On the Land-skip was 

Caledonia in great Letters written, and part represented a numer of men in Armes glying 

and retiring with S.P.Q.R. on their Ensignes, which shew them to bee Romanes; an other 

part had a number of naked persons flying and enchayned, with the figures of the Sunne, 

Moone, and Starres, drawne on their skins, and shapes of flowers, which represented the 

                                           
258 Craufurd, T. (1808), p.120. 
259 Craufurd, T. (1808), p.123. 
260 The Entertainment of King Charles, p.1.  
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262 The Entertainment of King Charles, p.2.  
263 The Entertainment of King Charles, p.5.  
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Picts, under the Romanes.264’ The figure of Caledonia represented of course Scotland, and 

accompanied a figure of America, to represent the foreign colonies of New Scotland, 

wearing a dark mask, long black locks, and an attire of coloured feathers. Caledonia 

delivered a proud speech about Scottish history to the king, remarking on its traditional 

independence from foreign invaders, and praising Charles for having spread the name of 

Scotland to the New World thanks to his support to exploration and colonization.  

The third pageantry was delivered at the West End of the Toolboth. ‘Where the great streete 

divideth is selfe in two, upon the old Foundations, inhabited by the Goldsmiths and Glovers, 

did an Arch arise of height .. and breadth .. upon the Chapter of his Arch was a Crowne .. 
265’. The arch was decorated with various ancient and modern weapons on the side where 

Mars was represented, and with musical instruments on the other isde, overseen by 

Minerva. Both sides showed the arms of England and Scotland, with interlaced crowns. ‘At 

the approach of the King, the Theater (a Courten drawne) manifested Mercury, with his 

feathered hat, and his Caduceus, with an hundred and seven Scottish Kings, which hee had 

brought from the Elisian fields, Fergus the first had a speech in Latine, which is here 

desired266.  

The forth was a tableau realized at the Cross, where there was ’ a shew of Panisques, 

Bacchus crowned with Ivie, and naked from the shoulder up, bestroad a Hogshead, by him 

stood Silenus, Silvanus, Pomona, Venus, Ceres267’.  

The fifth arch, erected at Salt Tron, was composed as follows. ‘In the midst of the 

streete, there was a Mountaine dressed for Parnassus, where Apollo and the Muses, each in 

a different and distinctive apparel, appeared, and ancient Worthies of Scotland, for 

learning was represented’268’. The Muses also represented or recalled, through mottos and 

symbols, members of the Stuart royal family, although they curiously overlooked 

mentioning Charles’s only surviving close relative, his sister Elizabeth269. Apollo, sitting in 

between them, presented the king with a book. At the Netherbow, the sixth arch was built. 

‘Where the great streete contrasteth it selfe, at the descent of the Easterne Gate of the 

Towne, did an Arch arise of height .. of breadth .., the face of this represented a Heaven, 

into the which appeared his Majesties ascendant Virgo, shee was beautified with sixe and 

twenty stares, after that order that they are in their constellatioune. Beneath on the east lay 
                                           

264 The Entertainment of King Charles, p.6.  
265 The Entertainment of King Charles, pp.12-13.  
266 The Entertainment of King Charles, p.12. These portraits of kings are elsewhere described as 109, 
of which a few are described as surviving at the date of publication of Craufurd T. (1808) p.121 and 
p.123. 
267 The Entertainment of King Charles, p.13.  
268 The Entertainment of King Charles, p.13.  
269 More about the reasons for this omission in Bergeron D. M. (1992) pp.180-81.  
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the Titanes prostrate, with Mountaines over them as when they attempted to bandy against 

the gods. .. The Stand discovered the Seven Planets sitting on a Throne’270, headed by 

Endymion as a speaker: each of them presented the king with an appropriate speech as well, 

for example Saturn foreseeing the new king as restorer of the golden age. Some warnings 

and political advices were also offered to the King through the planets’ speeches, varying 

from financial and political problems to moral issues, all however quite standardized. The 

seventh arch, on the Battlements of the East Gate, presented a statue of King James VI; by 

his statue ‘in a Coat all full of eyes and tongues, with a Trumpet, in her hand .. stood Fame, 

the wings of the Bat at her feete, a Wreath of gold on her head, and by her, Honour a 

person of a reverend countenance in a blew Mantle of the colour of Silver’271. It is 

interesting to notice how in this pageant, Charles does not see a representation of himself, 

while other kings and in particular James VI are granted personal representations, as it was 

fairly common in older triumphal entries.  

  

 

 

                                           
270 The Entertainment of King Charles, p.16.  
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